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Section 1 

1 Executive summary 
1.1 The new BBC Royal Charter and Agreement, which came into effect on 1 January 

2007, included the setting up of a new Public Value Test (PVT) regime to assess 
whether the BBC's proposals to launch new services in future – or to amend existing 
services – would be in the wider public interest. 

1.2 The decision on whether to authorise the proposed services sits with the BBC Trust. 
In reaching its conclusions, the Trust must take into account the findings of two 
separate research projects. The first – the Public Value Assessment (PVA) – is 
commissioned by the Trust directly and seeks to assess the broader public value of 
the proposed service to UK citizens and consumers. The second – conducted by 
Ofcom – is a Market Impact Assessment (MIA). 

1.3 The purpose of an Ofcom MIA is to assess the likely impact of the proposed services 
on markets in which these would be provided as well as on other related markets. In 
carrying out an MIA, we are particularly concerned with assessing the extent to which 
the BBC’s proposed services might deter innovation and investment by relevant 
alternative providers in the commercial sector. Were those providers to be deterred 
from seeking to offer competing services this would ultimately have the effect of 
reducing choice for listeners and viewers, to the detriment of the public interest as a 
whole. Although the MIA on the BBC's on-demand services started before the new 
PVT regime came into force, it has been conducted in accordance with the new 
provisions.  

1.4 In August 2006, BBC management applied to the BBC Governors for permission to 
introduce the following services: 

• catch-up TV over cable – a 7-day catch-up TV service available to customers of 
ntl:Telewest and Homechoice. This would include what is known as series 
stacking; - the ability to store and view an entire series of programmes within 
seven days of the broadcast of the last programme in that series. So for example, 
if a drama is broadcast in six parts over six consecutive weeks, it would be 
possible to view all six episodes up to a week after the broadcast of the last 
episode. 

• catch-up TV over the internet – a 7-day catch up service covering a large 
proportion of the BBC’s scheduled programming, and including series stacking 
(as above) as well as the opportunity to store downloaded programmes for up to 
13 weeks before viewing; 

• simulcast TV over the internet – simulcasting is making a programme available 
on more than one channel or medium at the same time. The BBC's proposals 
include making the BBC channels which are broadcast on TV available 
simultaneously over the internet; and 

• non-DRM audio downloads – DRM or Digital Rights Management is the 
technology intended to protect the copyright associated with any creative work 
(such as a programme or musical performance) which is distributed digitally, for 
example by means of downloading from the internet. The BBC's proposals 
include making BBC radio programmes, excluding full-track commercial music, 
available to download from the internet without DRM systems in place. Those 
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programmes could then be stored indefinitely and listened to on multiple devices, 
including iPods and MP3 players.  

1.5 All of the proposed services, except for catch-up TV over cable, would be accessed 
from the internet using the proposed new BBC iPlayer software. This software is 
described in Section 2 and Annex 2. 

1.6 The BBC Governors announced in August 2006 that they were initiating a PVT to 
evaluate the BBC's proposals for the new on-demand services. On September 15 
2006 the Joint Steering Group (JSG) set up by Ofcom and the BBC Governors 
agreed the terms of reference for the Ofcom MIA. The original 3-month timetable for 
the MIA would have led to completion in December 2006. We subsequently agreed 
with the BBC Trust to extend this by five weeks to give stakeholders more time to 
prepare written submissions following the publication of additional information on the 
BBC proposals.     

Overview 

1.7 Most people still listen to radio and watch television programmes as they are 
broadcast, in real time, over established terrestrial, cable and satellite networks – in 
other words, conventional linear broadcasting. Non-linear listening or viewing – for 
example, using a personal video recorder such as Sky+ to watch programmes after 
they have been transmitted or downloading a radio programme onto an iPod – is 
growing quickly but currently remains the preference of a minority of the overall UK 
audience. 

1.8 However, people's habits are changing. Audiences are interested in greater control 
and choice; not only over what they listen to or watch, but also when, where and how 
they listen to it or watch it. This growing enthusiasm for on-demand listening and 
viewing is accompanied by a rapid growth in the use of the internet as, in effect, a 
broadcasting medium in its own right – from podcasting to internet protocol television 
(IPTV).      

1.9 The markets for on-demand services, especially over the internet, are still at a very 
early stage in their development. The established broadcasters are all in the process 
of rolling out their plans for on-demand services, and a number of new providers are 
looking to exploit the potential of the new platforms. However, the markets for on-
demand services are growing rapidly. That growth is expected to continue in the 
years ahead. Over the next five years our analysis suggests that linear TV viewing 
may fall by 20-30%, to be replaced largely by increased use of on-demand services. 
A similar pattern is expected for audio services. In both cases, there is also likely to 
be a significant increase in the overall level of listening and viewing, as audiences 
make greater use of PCs and portable audio devices outside the home.  These 
trends promise to bring considerable benefits to the public as a whole. 

1.10 We believe it is important that the BBC should take a proactive and forward-looking 
approach to reflect likely changes in audience behaviour and expectations. We also 
believe the BBC should be enabled to participate actively and fully in emerging 
markets. The BBC is the cornerstone of public service broadcasting in the UK, 
funded by all of us as licence fee-payers. As the internet grows in importance as a 
medium, the public will therefore rightly expect BBC television and radio content to 
be made available online and on demand. There are clearly very considerable public 
benefits to be gained from the BBC using new technology and new media to enhance 
and extend existing services into new markets.  
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1.11 However, it is also important that the BBC’s involvement in the market for on-demand 
services should contribute positively to the development of the market as a whole. It 
would not be in the wider public interest for the BBC's involvement to restrict 
competition, innovation or choice. There is a balance to be struck. It is appropriate for 
the BBC to respond to the fact that licence fee-payers are increasingly attracted to 
new on-demand markets. It is also appropriate to acknowledge that, unchecked, the 
BBC's power in nascent markets could harm the stimulus of competition necessary to 
ensure quality content for the long-term. 

Key findings and recommendations 

1.12 Our main findings and recommendations are as follows:  

i) The three video services proposed by the BBC could account for around 3 billion 
viewer hours by 2011, or about 3% of total UK viewing hours. In the same 
timeframe, the non-DRM audio service could account for a further 0.8 billion 
downloaded programme hours. Our research and analysis indicates that a 
significant proportion of this usage – over half in the case of the simulcast and 
non-DRM audio services – is likely to represent “new demand” i.e. an increase in 
overall hours as audiences listen to and watch more content outside the home. 
The proposed services are likely to have a considerable effect in expanding this 
new market, bringing substantial public benefits as a consequence.    

ii) However, we are concerned about the proposed inclusion of series stacking in 
the proposals for catch-up TV over cable and over the internet. We recognise that 
series stacking is likely to be valued by viewers, but in many cases it would make 
the service a more direct substitute for commercial services. The BBC is currently 
proposing a very broad definition of what constitutes “a series”, which would 
include anything other than one-off programmes and repeats. We recommend 
that, unless the PVA or PVT identify compelling reasons for doing otherwise, the 
scope of series stacking should be substantially reduced, either through the 
adoption of a tighter definition of what qualifies as “a series” or through other 
restrictions. One possibility would be to narrow the definition of a series, to 
include only programmes where a plot line is developed over a maximum of 12 
episodes, broadcast over a period of no more than 12 weeks. This would exclude 
long running soaps and programmes where there are no plot linkages from one 
episode to the next. Other options would be to set a limit for the volume of 
programming that could be stacked over a given timeframe, or to reduce the 
period over which a series could be stacked from the 13 weeks currently 
proposed to some shorter period. The best approach should be determined by 
the BBC Trust, taking account of the implications for both the public value and the 
market impact of the services. If it is not possible to specify a workable method of 
substantially reducing the scope of series stacking, then for precautionary 
reasons we would recommend that series stacking should be excluded 
altogether.  

iii) In the case of catch-up TV over the internet, the market impact of the proposed 
service is likely to be significantly increased by the ability to store downloaded 
programmes for up to 13 weeks, before they are viewed. This effect would be 
especially strong if the 13-week storage period was combined with series 
stacking. In our view, unless the PVA provides strong reasons for taking a 
different course, the 13-week storage window should either be removed or 
substantially reduced. 
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iv) We estimate that, for the average broadband customer, using the proposed 
internet-based services would involve downloading an additional 3GB of data per 
month. The costs of the broadband capacity required to support the services 
could in aggregate be between £399 million and £831 million over the next 5 
years. However, it is important to note that typical broadband connection speeds 
and download caps are likely to continue rising in the years ahead, and new 
technological solutions are likely to reduce the costs of incremental capacity over 
time.  As such, the cost estimates set out above are likely to be at the higher end 
of the possible range.  Furthermore, to the extent that that the additional capacity 
would also be available for use by a wide range of other services, including 
commercial on-demand services, it would not necessarily be appropriate to 
attribute the associated costs to the BBC services in isolation. Some customers 
may nevertheless have to move to a more expensive broadband package in 
order to be able to use the BBC services. Whilst the costs of the broadband 
capacity required to deliver the services are to some extent relevant for the 
Ofcom MIA, they should in our view be taken account principally in the BBC 
Trust's PVA. 

v) When assessing future applications from BBC management to launch catch-up 
TV services on other retail platforms (e.g. IPTV, satellite), we believe that the 
BBC Trust should consider whether the proposed terms and conditions are non-
discriminatory, in terms of their likely impact on the development of competition. If 
there are material differences between the terms proposed and those already 
applied to other service providers, the Trust should consider whether there is an 
objective justification for the differences, and whether they have the potential to 
restrict or distort competition. In addition, if the terms proposed are the same, but 
the circumstances facing the service provider are materially different in relevant 
respects, the Trust should again consider whether the proposed terms could 
have a negative effect on competition. If the proposals raise doubts, a PVT 
should be conducted, so that the market impact can be fully assessed. 

vi) Stakeholder feedback indicates that the proposed simulcast service is by far the 
least contentious of the proposed services. This is primarily because the other 
major broadcasters are all likely to offer similar services over the internet, with no 
direct charge to consumers. 

vii) The proposed non-DRM audio download service has the potential to make a 
strong positive contribution to the growth of the UK market for audio downloads, 
by enabling consumers to store and access a wide range of non-music content 
on portable devices such as iPods and mp3 players. For certain specific types of 
content, however, the proposed service could have a significant negative effect 
on investment in competing on-demand services, and related markets. This risk 
is especially high in the case of recordings of live classical music and book 
readings. We recommend that, unless the PVA or PVT provide strong reasons for 
doing otherwise, recordings of book readings should be excluded from the 
proposed BBC service. With regard to classical music, we recognise that the 
impact of the service would vary considerably with the nature of the content 
offered – BBC recordings of popular and established classical works could have 
a negative impact on commercial sales, whereas recordings of new or less 
mainstream material could help to stimulate consumer interest and expand the 
market. We believe that BBC management should be requested to specify much 
more tightly the range of classical content they propose to make available, taking 
account of the prospective impact on commercial services. If this approach 
proves to be impracticable, then unless the PVA or PVT identify strong reasons 
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for not doing so, recordings of live classical music should in our view be excluded 
from the scope of the service. 

viii) Although the proposed budget for the acquisition of content rights is significant 
(approximately £  m over the next 5 years), the available evidence does not in 
our view support the conclusion that the BBC’s proposals would to involve an 
overpayment for content rights. 

ix) We note that the BBC’s internet TV services will initially use Microsoft’s Windows 
Media Player 10 and associated DRM solution, although there are plans to 
develop a Real Player alternative in the near future.  We consider that the 
extension to Real Player will be important to lessen the potential impact on the 
market for media player and DRM software. It will also have the benefit of 
extending service availability to users of other operating systems such as Apple’s 
OS X. 

x) It will be important for the Trust to ensure that the BBC does not use its ability to 
cross-promote its services to secure an unfair competitive advantage for the 
commercial services offered by BBC Worldwide, in terms of access to or from the 
iPlayer platform. The Fair Trading Guidelines and rules on cross-promotion 
should be used for this purpose. 

xi) Our market assessment is based on the service budgets provided by the BBC, 
which in our view should be included in the relevant service licences. This is 
consistent with the approach adopted in other BBC service licences.  If the BBC 
wishes to exceed the limits, a further PVT should be undertaken, so that the 
market impact of doing so (as well as the public value) can be properly assessed. 

xii) If the BBC wishes to extend the scope of the proposed services to include non-
BBC content, specially commissioned content or full-track commercial music, 
Ofcom should carry out a further MIA as such extensions could have important 
implications for the way in which the services would impact on the market. 

1.13 Ofcom believes that the recommendations above will secure the best balance 
between enabling the BBC to bring new services to benefit licence-fee payers while 
avoiding the most significant adverse consequences for the development of the 
market and hence the overall interests of viewers and listeners. It is also important to 
note that, where our proposals would lead to a reduction in the scope of the 
proposed services, the BBC would still be free to offer the excluded services on a 
commercial basis, through BBC Worldwide. There would, for example, be no 
restriction on the commercial provision of the full box set of a 15–part series such as 
Bleak House. 

Analytical approach  

1.14 Our assessment of the likely impact of these services has been based on: 

• consumer research, carried out for Ofcom by Ipsos MORI, and published 
separately; 

• discussions with stakeholders; 

• written submissions from stakeholders; and 

• desk research. 
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1.15 We have also drawn on the analysis and projections produced by BBC management 
of future take-up and usage of the services, making adjustments where we 
considered it appropriate. When reviewing the BBC projections, and making these 
adjustments, we have maintained regular communication with the BBC Governance 
Unit, with the aim of ensuring that the PVA and the Ofcom MIA are based on a 
broadly consistent set of assumptions about future usage. The BBC Governance Unit 
became the BBC Trust when the Trust formally came into being on 1 January 2007.  

1.16 The fact that the proposed services are free at point of delivery (although ultimately 
funded by the licence fee) creates a significant challenge for the BBC’s commercial 
competitors. Factors we have taken into account in considering whether a potential 
dynamic impact on competition may be to the detriment of the wider public interest 
include the following: 

• the BBC’s entry into nascent markets may deter entry into – or force exit by –  
competitors in those markets.  This could prevent those markets from developing 
at all (beyond the BBC’s offering), thereby directly reducing choice for audiences; 

• where the BBC’s entry would not eliminate competition from particular markets, it 
may significantly reduce the potential scale of commercial rivals in those markets.  
Again, this would reduce audience choice; and 

• to the extent that commercial providers may be unable to develop profitable on-
demand offerings of their own, both their willingness and their ability to invest 
more generally would be more likely to be reduced. In a broader context, 
unrestrained expansion of BBC services into a range of new markets might 
significantly constrain the development of a vibrant new media industry in the UK. 

1.17 The Ofcom MIA combines quantitative and qualitative assessment of the BBC’s 
proposed services and measures this against the risks identified above.  The 
quantitative analysis adopts a total welfare approach – the extent to which, in 
economic terms, both consumer – the public at large – and producer – the 
commercial providers of these services – would stand to gain or lose as a 
consequence of the BBC's proposals. This seeks to set out our estimates of the 
gross reduction in consumer surplus1 and producer surplus associated with diversion 
away from competing services.  In economic terms, these are “static” effects; 
however, the reduction in producer surplus is particularly important in assessing the 
extent of risk outlined above.  In particular, it is the possible reduction in producer 
surplus that enables us to understand the potential dynamic impacts on competition, 
in the form of deterred investment and innovation, and the consequent longer term 
losses in consumer welfare. 

1.18 The main steps in our analysis have been as follows: 

• identification of relevant markets: determine the range of products and 
services likely to be affected; 

• evaluation of direct impacts: assess the likely effects of the proposed services 
on competing products and services, taking account of both substitution effects 
and possible market creation effects; and 

                                                 
1 This reduction in consumer surplus will need to be offset against the gross gain in consumer surplus from use of 
the BBC services – as noted, the latter will, by definition, exceed the former. 
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• evaluation of wider impacts: assess the broader impact on related markets, 
such as the markets for upstream services (e.g. content rights) and 
complementary services (e.g. broadband internet access).      

1.19 In some cases, the introduction of the proposed on-demand services would lead to a 
reduction in the usage of other BBC services. Effects on other BBC public services 
(i.e. those funded through the licence fee) have been excluded from our analysis, as 
they should be taken into account in the PVA. Effects on the BBC’s commercial 
services (i.e. those offered through BBC Worldwide) have been included in our 
analysis, as these will not have been covered in the PVA. For the purposes of the 
MIA, BBC Worldwide has been treated in same way as any other commercial 
provider. So it is important to note that where constraints are proposed on the scope 
of the public service under review, there are likely to be benefits which accrue to BBC 
Worldwide and which are therefore available to licence fee payers through additional 
commercial revenue.  

1.20 The analytical framework we have used is described in Section 2 and Annex 6. 

1.21 The assessment of effects is especially difficult in this case, because the proposed 
services would be provided in newly emerging markets, the future size and 
characteristics of which are unknown, and difficult to predict. Obtaining reliable 
results from market research is especially problematic in these circumstances, and 
we recognise the inevitable limitations of our own research findings. As a result, there 
will inevitably be a considerable degree of uncertainty around any estimates of likely 
impacts. We have sought to address this by expressing our findings as ranges where 
appropriate, through sensitivity analysis, and by attaching significant weight to 
qualititative, as well as quantitative, analysis. 

Catch-up TV over cable 

1.22 The BBC’s proposal would involve the provision of BBC catch-up TV services by 
ntl:Telewest and Homechoice. By 2011, we estimate that these services could 
account for around 640 million hours of usage, or about 0.6% of total UK viewing 
hours. This generates a market share of the TV VOD market on ntl:Telewest and 
Homechoice of around 22%.    

1.23 The bulk of the substitution effects are likely to involve changes in the viewing 
patterns of existing ntl:Telewest and Homechoice subscribers, away from the linear 
TV schedule, VOD, PVR usage and DVDs. In addition, the availability of the BBC 
catch-up service may induce a limited number of consumers to switch to ntl:Telewest 
or Homechoice, and away from other platforms such as DTT or satellite TV. 

1.24 Over the 5-year period 2007-2011, we estimate that substitution away from non-BBC 
services is likely to involve a reduction of £37-60 million in consumer surplus and 
£54-86 million in producer surplus, discounted back to 2006. The breakdown by year 
is shown below.  
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Table 1.1 – Estimated impact of BBC cable catch-up on consumer surplus (reduction in £m) 
 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV2 
Low case 4 6 8 10 13 37 
Central case 5 8 10 13 16 46 
High case 6 10 13 17 21 60 

 
 

Table 1.2 – Estimates of producer surplus effects of cable catch-up (reduction in £m) 
 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 7 10 12 15 16 54 
Central case 9 13 15 19 20 68 
High case 8 16 20 25 27 86 

 

1.25 Our analysis indicates the proposed inclusion of series stacking is likely to have a 
disproportionate effect on the market impact of the catch-up service. The limited 
amount of available evidence suggests that the exclusion of series stacking might 
reduce usage by around 20%, but could reduce the overall market impact by about 
50%. This is because series stacking would make the service a closer substitute for 
commercial VOD services and DVDs, where the market impact is proportionately 
higher than for linear TV.  

1.26 As noted above, the extent of substitutability depends not only on the length of the 
catch-up window, but also on the specific type of content.  Taking these two 
dimensions together, the effect of series stacking will be greatest where the BBC’s 
content is a close substitute for commercially available content.  Hence if series 
stacking could be restricted in a way that focused on this type of substitutable 
content, then the market impact would be reduced with the minimum constraint on 
the scope of the service.  

1.27 We have not examined the potential impact on public value of excluding series 
stacking, as this is a matter for the PVA. However, as indicated above, we 
recommend that, unless the PVA or the PVT provide compelling reasons for doing 
otherwise, the scope of the series stacking facility should be substantially reduced, in 
order to reduce the likely impact on commercial services. If this approach proves to 
be impracticable, then as a precautionary measure series stacking should be 
excluded from the scope of the service.  

1.28 We understand that the BBC is likely to come forward with proposals to provide 
similar catch-up TV services through several other retail providers. It will be important 
to ensure that, in making these arrangements, the BBC makes its content available 
on terms which are likely to promote fair and effective competition between retail 
providers.  

1.29 Before any further services could be introduced, the BBC will be required to inform 
the Trust of its plans, and the Trust will then decide whether a further PVT is 
required. When making decisions of this kind, it would be appropriate for the Trust to 
consider whether the terms proposed are discriminatory, or might distort competition 
between retail providers. If there are material doubts over whether this is the case, 
there would in our judgment be strong grounds for initiating a further PVT, so that the 
prospective impact on the relevant markets could be fully assessed in an MIA.   

                                                 
2 NPV = Net Present Value, in 2006.  
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Internet catch-up TV  

1.30 We estimate that the proposed internet TV catch-up service could attract around 1.4 
billion viewer hours per year by 2011, representing about 1.6% of total UK viewing 
hours for video services of all kinds. This would represent a BBC market share of the 
internet VOD market of around 26%.   

1.31 Initially, most of the substitution is likely to be away from other internet services, such 
as streamed and downloaded video-on-demand (VOD), and from DVDs. Over time, 
as home hubs (i.e. devices that enable viewers to watch internet content on their 
TVs) become more popular, there is likely to be a growing amount of substitution 
away from broadcast, cable and satellite TV services, and from PVRs.    

1.32 We estimate that the switch away from non-BBC services will reduce the value 
derived from those services by audiences (consumer surplus) and producers 
(producer surplus), by the amounts shown below.  

Table 1.3 – Estimated impact of BBC internet catch-up on consumer surplus (reduction in £m) 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 5 10 17 23 29 74 
Central case  6 13 21 29 37 93 
High case 7 18 29 39 48 125 

 

Table 1.4 – Estimates of producer surplus effects for internet catch-up (reduction in £m) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 15 24 33 37 39 131 
Central case 19 31 41 47 49 166 
High ase 20 43 57 64 66 223 

 

1.33 Over the five-year period to 2011, our analysis suggests that the overall impact on 
consumer surplus of £74-125 million and producer surplus of £131-233 million.    

1.34 As in the case of catch-up TV over cable, our analysis indicates that the proposed 
inclusion of series stacking is likely to have a disproportionate influence on the 
overall impact of the service. In this case, the influence is likely to be greater because 
viewers will be able to store downloaded files for up to 13 weeks before viewing 
them.  The limited amount of available evidence suggests that, if series stacking and 
the 13-week window were excluded, usage of the proposed service might fall by 
around by 20% but that the impact on other providers might decline more sharply, by 
35-40%. This is because these features of the proposed service would make it a 
more direct substitute for commercial VOD services, which might reduce investment 
by commercial providers in the development of the nascent VOD market. They might 
also increase the impact on DVD services, which account for a significant proportion 
of the estimated reduction in producer surplus.   

1.35 We have not assessed the effect this exclusion would have on the public value of the 
service, as that is a matter for the PVA. However, as indicated above, we 
recommend that, unless the PVA or the PVT provide compelling reasons for doing 
otherwise, the scope of the proposed service should be modified (i) by reducing the 
scope of series stacking or, if that proves impracticable, excluding it altogether, and 
(ii) substantially reducing or removing the the 13-week storage window.  
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1.36 We also have concerns about the costs of the additional internet capacity that would 
be required to deliver the internet catch-up TV service to broadband customers. This 
issue is considered later in this section under Wider Impacts, and in section 8.  

1.37 Some stakeholders argued that the BBC should make the content it aims to provide 
through iPlayer available to others, under licence and at no charge, so that they can 
make it available using their own players. We are not convinced that an access 
obligation of this kind is necessary in order to promote competition between service 
providers, as long as the proposed on-demand services are limited to BBC content. 
The case for such an obligation might become considerably stronger if the scope of 
the BBC service was extended to include non-BBC content. If the BBC applied for 
such an extension we believe we should undertake a further MIA. 

Simulcast TV over the internet 

1.38  We estimate that this service could account for 860 million hours of viewing by 2011, 
or around 1% of total UK viewing hours. Overall this generates a BBC market share 
of internet simulcast services of around 47%.  

1.39 Our analysis indicates that the main substitutional effects are likely to be on other 
internet simulcast and VOD services, and on DVDs. Overall, we estimate the 
negative impact of substitution on consumer surplus to be £22-37 million and 
producer surplus to be around £16-29 million over the five years to 2011, at 2006 
prices. The annual breakdown is shown below. 

Table 1.5 – Estimated impact of BBC internet simulcast on consumer surplus (reduction in £m) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 0 2 5 8 10 22 
Central case 1 2 6 10 13 28 
High case 1 3 8 14 17 37 

 
Table 1.6 – Estimates of producer surplus effects of BBC internet simulcast (reduction in £m) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 0 1 3 6 8 16 
Central case 0 2 4 8 10 21 
High case 1 2 6 11 14 29 

 

1.40 It is apparent from our meetings with stakeholders, and from their written 
submissions, that this is by far the least controversial of the proposed services. The 
other major broadcasters are all likely to offer similar services over the internet, with 
no direct charge to audiences. We do not propose any modifications to the service. 

Non-DRM audio downloads 

1.41 We estimate that usage of the proposed audio download service could rise to 770m 
downloaded programme hours by 2011. Given the limited amount of music that 
would be made available, the main effects would be on other speech services, 
notably linear radio, other audio download services (including podcasts) and CDs. 

1.42 Our estimates of the likely impact on consumer and producer surplus are shown 
below in Tables 1.7-1.9. 
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Table 1.7 – Estimated impact of BBC non-DRM audio downloads on consumer surplus (reduction in £m) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 2 3 4 5 6 18 
Central case 3 4 5 7 84 24 
High case 4 5 7 8 10 30 

 

Table 1.8 – Estimates of producer surplus effects of non-DRM audio downloads– music (reduction in £m) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 3 4 6 7 8 25 
Central case 4 6 8 9 11 33 
High case 5 7 9 12 14 42 

 

Table 1.9 – Estimates of producer surplus effects of non-DRM audio downloads – speech (reduction in £m) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 2 3 4 5 6 20 
Central case 3 5 6 7 9 26 
High case 4 6 7 9 11 33 

 
 

1.43 Over the five years as a whole, the analysis points to an impact on consumer surplus 
of £18-30 million and an impact on producer surplus of £25-42 million. 

1.44 In our view, the non-DRM service has the potential to shape the development of the 
market in a profound way. From an audience standpoint, it is in many respects an 
exciting prospect. For other service providers, there could also be some benefits – 
the BBC service could help to increase listener familiarity with audio downloading, 
and this in turn could boost demand for competing services. To a greater extent than 
in the case of VOD services, there is a possibility that the BBC proposal would help 
to kick-start the growth of the market. 

1.45 However, for certain specific types of content, there is a risk that the proposed 
service could have a significant dampening effect on the investment incentives of 
commercial providers. This risk is particularly strong in relation to: 

• recordings of live classical music by BBC orchestras and choirs; and 

• book readings.  

1.46 In the case of classical music, the market impact of the proposed service is likely to 
vary according to the precise nature of the content that is made available. For 
example, making available a high quality recording of a popular orchestral work, in its 
entirety, could have a direct negative impact on commercial sales of the same work 
by other suppliers (e.g. orchestras, recording companies). On the other hand, making 
available a recording of a new work, or a piece by a little-known composer or a single 
movement of a well-known symphony, could stimulate consumer interest and lead to 
an increase in commercial sales. BBC management has told Ofcom that it plans to 
adopt a selective approach to making this sort of music available. However, we 
believe that a higher degree of assurance is required, for stakeholders to have 
confidence that they will not be unduly affected. We therefore propose that BBC 
management should be requested to specify more precisely the type of classical 
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content that it intends to make available, bearing in the mind our concerns over 
market impact, and that this should be incorporated into the relevant service licence. 
As part of this exercise, the interpretation of what is covered by the term “classical 
music” should be clearly set out. 

1.47 If BBC management is not able to put forward practical guidelines along the lines we 
propose, then in our view a precautionary approach should be taken and recordings 
of classical music should be excluded from the scope of the service. We estimate 
that such an exclusion would only reduce usage of the service by a few percent.  

1.48 In the case of book readings, there is a risk that the provision of free downloads 
could stifle the recent growth in the market for audio books, and that this could 
reduce the range of audio book content available to consumers. The concern here is 
not with the impact on commercial sales of the books which are featured on BBC 
radio, as the BBC would have to obtain the consent of the authors concerned, before 
making free download of their work available. The negative impact is likely to fall on 
the authors and suppliers of other audiobooks, and could lead to a reduction in the 
range of audiobook content made available to consumers. In quantitative terms, we 
estimate that exclusion of book readings could reduce the market impact of the 
service by 35-40% although usage of the BBC’s audio services as a whole would 
only fall by around 1%.  This reflects the relatively high value of audio book content. 
We recommend that this category of content should be excluded from the BBC 
service, unless the PVA or the PVT provide compelling reasons for doing otherwise. 

1.49 We have also considered whether access to the BBC’s iPlayer platform should be 
opened up to other providers of audio content. Although the provision of non-BBC 
content is not part of the BBC’s current proposal, some stakeholders argued strongly 
that open access should be a condition of the service going ahead. In our view, 
however, it is not clear that an open access requirement would have a positive 
impact on market development. Indeed, such a requirement is likely to make it more 
difficult for other retail providers to establish their own services, and could increase 
the likelihood of the iPlayer becoming the dominant platform for the provision of audio 
downloads.    

Wider Impacts 

1.50 In addition to the effects outlined above, we have considered the wider impact the 
proposed services are likely to have on: 

• the value of content rights;  

• broadband internet access; and 

• DRM software. 

Content rights 

1.51 Some stakeholders argued that, if the proposed services go ahead, it would lead to 
inflation in the value of content rights, and that this would undermine the viability of 
commercial services. In effect, it was suggested, the BBC would ‘overpay’ for content 
rights, and establish benchmark values that commercial providers would be unable to 
match.  

1.52 However, none of the stakeholders we have spoken to have been able to provide any 
directly relevant evidence in support of this argument. In addition, the information 
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provided to us by the BBC on the rights budget for the proposed services sheds little 
light on the issue, as it does not enable any conclusion to be drawn regarding the 
viability of a competing service. It is also not clear that the BBC has any incentive to 
overpay, given the financial constraints under which it operates.  

1.53 Although the proposed budget for the acquisition of content rights is significant 
(approximately £  million over the next 5 years), the available evidence does not in 
our view support the conclusion that the BBC’s proposals would to involve an 
overpayment for content rights. No modifications are therefore proposed  

Broadband internet access 

1.54 In its application, BBC management argue that the three internet-based on-demand 
proposals will boost demand for broadband services, and could help drive the next 
wave of investment in ‘Digital Britain’. The public value of this contribution is likely to 
be addressed in the PVA. 

1.55 The corollary of increased demand, however, is increased cost. The delivery of the 
three internet-based services will require additional capacity. We estimate that the 
amount of additional data downloaded by the average user of these services will be 
3GB per month. 

1.56 The most significant download volumes and costs relate to the internet catch-up 
service.  We estimate that each incremental hour of content downloaded (i.e. net of 
hours diverted from other internet VOD services) could require capacity costing 
around 24p to 50p.  The total capacity costs associated with the internet catch-up 
service under our central scenario are set out in the table below. 

Table 1.10 – Estimates of incremental broadband costs for internet catch-up service 

  
   Unit 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV
Internet catch-up incremental hours m hours 137 271 393 497 582 - 
Central case costs:  24 pence per hour £m 33 65 94 119 140 399 
Central case costs:  50 pence per hour £m 68 135 197 249 291 831 
 

1.57 It is important to note that typical broadband connection speeds and download caps 
are likely to continue rising in the years ahead, and new technological solutions are 
likely to reduce the costs of incremental capacity over time.  As such, the cost 
estimates set out above are likely to be at the higher end of the possible range.  
Furthermore, to the extent that that the additional capacity would also be available for 
use by a wide range of other services, including commercial on-demand services, it 
would not necessarily be appropriate to attribute the associated costs to the BBC 
services in isolation. It is likely, however, that some customers would have to move to 
a more expensive broadband package in order to be able to use the proposed on-
demand services. 

1.58 In our view, the resource costs involved in delivering the proposed services should 
be taken into account in the PVA. These cost estimates are also however relevant to 
the MIA, because (i) the way in which they are recovered from broadband customers 
is likely to influence the future take-up of the services, and (ii) to the extent that they 
are recovered from customers who do not use the BBC services, or lead to a 
reduction in the profitability of ISPs, they fall squarely within the scope of the MIA.   
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DRM software 

1.59 Initially, the iPlayer will only be supported by Microsoft’s Windows Media Player 
technology. As a result, the three internet-based services will not be available via 
computers using other operating systems such as the Apple Mac OS X.  

1.60 Some stakeholders argued that the BBC services should not be accessible 
exclusively via Microsoft software, because (i) it would disadvantage some 
consumers (e.g. Apple Mac users) and (ii) it would give Microsoft a competitive 
advantage over rival providers of computer operating systems and media players.     

1.61 The first of these points is primarily an issue for the PVA, as it concerns the reach 
and public value of the on-demand services that would be supported by the iPlayer. 
From an Ofcom MIA perspective, the fact that initially the services would only be 
available via Microsoft software would tend to reduce their impact on other services; 
although of course this is marginal given that Microsoft products account for the very 
large majority of all operating system installations. This has been factored into our 
projections. 

1.62 In relation to the second issue, we have not carried out a comprehensive review of 
the media player/DRM markets, as that would not have been practicable within the 
context of this MIA. We think it unlikely that the additional convenience provided by 
bundling in the iPlayer download manager would have more than a marginal 
influence on the value of a computer operating system, or would have a major impact 
on purchasing decisions. However, we understand that the BBC is currently in 
discussion with RealNetworks, Inc. – owners of the Real Player software – over the 
possibility of introducing a Real Player version of iPlayer. We also understand that, 
pending the outcome of the PVT, such a version could be available within a few 
months. In our view, such a step would be beneficial, as it would help to meet 
concerns over the potential impact on competition in the software market, as well as 
extending access to users who would otherwise be excluded, including those using 
non-Microsoft operating systems such as Apple Mac OS X.       

Other issues 

1.63 It is important to note that our assessment of effects is contingent on the following: 

• cross-promotion: in our view it will be important to ensure that the Fair Trading 
Guidelines which apply to the BBC, and the cross promotion rules which we 
understand are under development, will be used by the Trust to ensure that no 
preference is given to the commercial services offered by BBC Worldwide, in 
terms of access to or from the iPlayer platform;  

• budgetary ceilings: the amounts spent by the BBC on the proposed services, 
particularly with regard to marketing spend and content rights, do not exceed the 
levels set out in its application, and in the supporting information provided to 
Ofcom in the course of the MIA;  

• only broadcast content: the catch-up TV and audio download services only cover 
the provision of content in the form in which it was originally broadcast (with the 
exclusion of full-track commercial music from audio content), such that non-
broadcast content, programme highlights, edited clips, and trailers would not be 
included. In addition, no content will be specially commissioned for the purpose of 
making it available in catch-up or downloadable form;  
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• only BBC content: non-BBC content is not made available on the iPlayer 
platform; and 

• No full-track commercial music: the non-DRM audio service excludes full-track 
commercial music.  

1.64 In our view, it would be appropriate for budgetary limits, based on the information 
provided to us, to be included in the relevant service licences in line with the 
principles set out in other BBC service licences. If the BBC wished to exceed those 
limits, or to offer non-broadcast or specially commissioned content, or full-track 
commercial music, or to offer non-BBC content on the iPlayer platform, a further PVT 
should be undertaken, as such changes could have a major effect on the market 
impact of the proposed services.  

1.65 A number of stakeholders have argued that the trials of catch-up TV with ntl:Telewest 
and Homechoice have already had a significant impact on the market, because they 
cover all of the providers’ VOD customers and have been allowed to run for an 
extended period. In our view, there is some force on this argument. In future, we 
believe that trials of services which have not been approved by the Trust should be 
limited in terms of duration, the range of content provided and the proportion of 
potential users covered. In order to avoid any undue impact on other services, trials 
should in general be discontinued while the PVT is carried out.   
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Section 2 

2 Introduction 
2.1 This is the first Market Impact Assessment (MIA) under the new Public Value Test 

(PVT) regime for authorising new BBC services. The new PVT regime is contained 
within the BBC’s new Royal Charter and Agreement and came into force on 1 
January 2007 with the Charter and Agreement. Although this PVT and MIA started 
before the new regime became law, it has been conducted in accordance with the 
rules set down on 1 January. We started the PVA and MIA before the new rules 
came into force because the BBC Governors gave a commitment that they would 
start applying them before 1 January 2007. The MIA has been overseen by a Joint 
Steering Group (JSG) made up of representatives from Ofcom and the Trust. The 
MIA formally commenced when the Terms of Reference for the MIA were agreed by 
the JSG on 15 September 2006 (see Annex 1). It concluded on 19 January 2007. 

The PVT – a new regime governing the BBC’s activities 

2.2 The new PVT regime can be summarised as follows: 

• Each BBC service will now have a service licence issued by the Trust. These 
service licences will set out the character of the service, the purposes it seeks to 
address, its scope and key performance indicators. No new service licences have 
been issued yet. Service licences for existing services were issued on 1 January 
2007. The Trust is currently consulting on these licences. 

• For each new service and each significant change to an existing service an 
overall PVT will be carried out before a new (or significantly revised) service 
licence is issued. The Trust decides whether a PVT will be carried out (i.e. 
whether a service is sufficiently ‘new’ to have its own service licence or whether it 
constitutes a sufficiently ‘significant’ change to require a PVT and amendment to 
an existing service licence). The Trust will determine whether to conduct a PVT 
or not according to guidelines it is going to publish in 2007. It plans to publish 
guidelines indicating the way it will exercise this discretion.  

• The overall PVT has two components: (a) Ofcom carries out the MIA, overseen 
by the Joint Steering Group (JSG) made up of three Ofcom members and three 
Trust members (chairmanship rotates between Ofcom and the Trust – Ofcom had 
the chair for this MIA). The JSG agrees the broad approach and timetable for the 
MIA and the markets Ofcom will look at. (b) The Trust carries out a Public Value 
Assessment (PVA) of the proposed services. The PVA is explained on the BBC 
Governance Unit’s website (see 
http://www.bbcgovernors.co.uk/docs/publicvaluetest.html). The first part of the 
PVT – the Public Value Assessment (PVA) – commenced on 28 August 2006.  

• In deciding whether to approve the service and if so on what terms, the Trust 
balances the results of the PVA and the MIA deciding to approve the service if 
the overall benefit it is likely to deliver will outweigh its cost. The Secretary of 
State retains a backstop power to override the Trust’s decision, if the Trust has 
not followed the appropriate PVT process. 

2.3 In spirit, the PVT is most similar to a cost-benefit analysis.  In simple terms, the PVA 
identifies the key benefits of the BBC’s proposals, while the MIA is largely – though 
not exclusively – focussed on assessing the costs.  In most cases, the MIA considers 
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the extent to which the BBC’s proposals are likely to induce substitution away from 
competing services and the ways in which that substitution may reduce investment in 
new services and thereby reduce choice for consumers and citizens.  In some cases, 
the BBC’s proposals may complement other services and thereby drive increased 
investment.  These complementarities are also pertinent to the MIA, but on balance, 
the substitution effects are likely to be more significant.  As a result, the outcome of 
the MIA is almost certain to be negative: its net position will set out the negative 
implications of the BBC’s services. 

2.4 At the same time, Ofcom is very conscious that the BBC’s proposals are likely to 
generate substantial benefits to consumers and citizens.  In this report, we have not 
set out those benefits since to do so would be to pre-judge the Trust’s PVA.  
However, it is clearly essential that the MIA and PVA are considered jointly.  

Other related regulation of the BBC 

2.5 The BBC is subject to a number of other regulations which are relevant in the present 
context:  

• The BBC Trust’s Fair Trading regime is designed to ensure that the BBC’s 
commercial activities are properly separated from its licence fee funded activities. 
The Trust is under a duty in the BBC Agreement to have regard to competition 
issues in ensuring the delivery of the BBC’s public purposes. The Trust has ex 
ante competition powers which can be used to prevent the BBC engaging in anti-
competitive activities. The Trust plans to draw up a new system of ex ante codes 
in areas where competition problems are likely to arise. 

• The Competition Act 1998 and Enterprise Act 2002 give Ofcom and the OFT ex 
post competition powers to deal with any anti-competitive behaviour by the BBC. 
If the BBC enters in to anti-competitive arrangements (Chapter I) or abuses a 
dominant position in a market (Chapter II) Ofcom can investigate the BBC’s 
activities and may penalise the BBC in accordance with the Competition Act. 
Similarly, Ofcom could include the BBC in a Market Investigation under the 
Enterprise Act.  

2.6 The MIA only applies to licence fee funded BBC services but there are several areas 
where stakeholders raised concerns in this MIA about the interaction between the 
BBC’s proposed on-demand services and the BBC’s commercial arm BBC 
Worldwide. As pointed out above, the interaction between the BBC’s commercial arm 
and its licence fee funded services is regulated by the Fair Trading regime and the 
competition implications of the BBC’s commercial services are regulated by Ofcom 
as part of our concurrent jurisdiction over the broadcasting sector (Competition Act 
and Enterprise Act). However, to the extent that the relationship of a proposed 
service to the BBC’s commercial arm is likely to alter its impact, we have considered 
this relationship and its implications for market impact as part of this MIA. 

MIA timetable  

2.7 The BBC Charter and Agreement specify that Ofcom must complete the MIA within 3 
months of the time at which the Terms of Reference for the MIA are set, unless the 
JSG agrees otherwise. The Terms of Reference 
(http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/tv/bbcmias/ondemand/ondemand.pdf) for this MIA 
were agreed at a JSG meeting on 15 September so the MIA was originally scheduled 
to conclude on 15 December 2006. However, many stakeholders regarded the 
information (http://www.bbcgovernors.co.uk/docs/publicvaluetest.html) provided by 
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the BBC Governance Unit (GU) about the BBC’s proposals as insufficiently detailed 
to allow them to properly respond to Ofcom’s request for information. When the BBC 
GU decided to publish additional information about the proposals, the JSG decided to 
extend the timeline for the MIA to 19 January 2007. This allowed Ofcom to extend 
the deadline for stakeholder submissions by 3 weeks to 7 November 2006. 

BBC’s new on-demand proposals 

2.8 The PVT application sought approval from the Governors for four new services. 
Three of these (online seven day TV catch-up, simulcast TV and non-DRM audio 
downloads) will be offered over the internet via the BBC’s website and will form part 
of the BBC’s overall online proposition which will be branded BBC iPlayer. The fourth 
service will be offered as part of the basic tier of the ntl:Telewest and Homechoice 
offerings. Various trials have been run on all of these services, and the ntl:Telewest 
and Homechoice trials are still in operation. A brief description of the services was 
provided by the BBC Governance Unit on 18 September. A more detailed description 
was made available on 10 October. In summary, the four services (referred to 
collectively as the BBC’s proposed new on-demand services) will be made available 
at no extra charge to all licence fee payers. They can be described as follows: 

2.9 ‘Seven day’ TV catch-up over ntl:Telewest and Homechoice. Essentially this 
service allows users to watch a streamed version of a show within seven days of first 
broadcast of the show. Once the show is selected from the EPG it plays – it is not 
stored on the hard drive of the set top box for playback at a later time. The 
ntl:Telewest and Homechoice services also allow ‘series stacking’ (i.e. a user can 
download all episodes of a series until seven days after the end of the final show in 
the series) but again shows are streamed not downloaded. All of the BBC’s 
broadcast programmes will be available for catch-up subject to the BBC obtaining the 
necessary rights clearances. This service has recently been trialled on ntl:Telewest 
and Homechoice.  

2.10 ‘Seven day’ TV catch-up over the internet. This online service allows users to 
download shows via the BBC website (www.bbc.co.uk) from the linear schedule 
within seven days of first showing and to then keep them stored on their hard drive 
for 13 weeks (i.e. if the content is not accessed within this period the digital rights 
management (DRM) software render the content unplayable). Once the file is opened 
users have seven days of use before the file becomes disabled (i.e. after opening, 
users can watch the downloaded content as many times as they want before the 
content becomes unplayable at the end of the seventh day). The seven day internet 
catch-up service also allows series stacking plus storage of an episode for 13 weeks 
on the user’s hard-drive. Once opened the show still only lasts seven days. The 
internet catch-up service makes content available in an easy-to-use EPG format and 
also offers VCR type functionality – pausing, rewinding, fast forwarding etc. It is also 
possible to ‘bookmark’ content to be automatically downloaded once it is broadcast. 
Much of the schedule from the BBC’s licence fee funded channels will be available 
via this service and more will be available over time as the BBC acquires the 
necessary new media rights. 

2.11 Simulcast TV over the internet. This is simply real time streaming of the BBC’s 
licence fee funded channels online. The service will be available via the BBC website 
(i.e. http://www.bbc.co.uk ). The BBC is proposing to only simulcast using multicast 
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technology i.e. delivering content one-to-many through ISP routers.3 Most internet 
service providers’ (ISP) routers are only unicast enabled. The BBC expects ISPs to 
upgrade to multicast over time.  

2.12 Non-time limited (i.e. non-DRM) audio downloads over the internet. This service 
will provide audio content from the BBC’s radio broadcasts for download from its 
website without any rights protection so that it can be kept forever. This service will 
not offer full track commercial music. However, it will include live session music and 
music recorded for the BBC (including for instance BBC Symphony Orchestra 
performances of classical music). Since the content supplied will not be protected by 
digital rights management software, it will also be possible to download this content 
to any kind of device, including mobile devices such as mobiles and iPods. The BBC 
has trialled this service as podcasting of its radio content. Initially the content offered 
will be primarily speech content of various types. This service will complement the 
existing seven day catch up service Radio Player. It is worth noting that Radio Player 
is also going to be incorporated in to the iPlayer platform.  

2.13 The service descriptions provided by the BBC Trust are the starting point for our 
analysis – in assessing the impact of the services we have assumed the services will 
exactly fit the description provided by the Trust. The service descriptions are 
provided in Annex 1. They are key assumptions for our analysis. In Section 9 we 
assess the implications of the service being extended beyond the limits set by the 
Trust.  

2.14 It is important to note that only content broadcast across the BBC’s broadcasting 
services will be made available via the new on-demand services. Content will not be 
commissioned exclusively for the on-demand platform. The BBC has also indicated 
that although it will offer commercial content (e.g. the Office for download on a pay-
per-view basis from BBC Worldwide) it will maintain sufficient separation between its 
licence fee funded on-demand platform, and its commercial content, to comply with 
its fair trading regime (i.e. currently the Fair Trading Guidelines and Commitment). 

Evidence   

2.15 Assessment of market impacts is especially difficult because these services are at a 
very early stage in their development and are changing rapidly. In addition, three of 
the four BBC proposals do not yet actually exist. This means there is considerable 
uncertainty about what the BBC service will actually look like when it is finally 
launched. Very little data is available on either the proposed or affected services. The 
scope for empirical analysis is consequently much more limited than it would be in a 
more mature market. 

2.16 We have nevertheless sought to base our analysis as far as possible on empirical 
evidence, and to quantify the likely scale of the prospective effects where we can. 
Our findings throughout are based on all the available evidence. Where this has not 
been available we have relied upon qualitative evidence (i.e. expert insights and 
stakeholder views). In addition, while it is clear from the nature of the process that no 
single number can ever fully explain the impact of the BBC’s proposals, we have 
sought to quantify identified impacts wherever possible.  

                                                 
3 Multicasting uses routers within the network to replicate video streams received from a central server and 
forward them to downstream users who have requested to view the content. For popular services, Multicasting 
can increase the efficiency with which network capacity is used and significantly reduce content server loading. 
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2.17 We compiled an extensive evidence base for this review made up of the following 
elements: 

2.18 BBC. Throughout this investigation, the BBC has provided us with important 
information and key insights into the way the proposed services will work and how it 
will affect other players. BBC Management’s PVT Application was particularly helpful 
as was the underlying Human Capital model used to quantitatively assess the reach 
and hence public value of the BBC proposals. Our own quantitative assessment of 
the market impact of the BBC’s proposals was based in part on the BBC’s Human 
Capital model. 

2.19 Consumer survey. Our consumer survey underpinned our analysis of market 
definition and the primary impact of the BBC’s on-demand proposals. Ipsos MORI 
(‘MORI’) was commissioned to conduct qualitative and quantitative research with a 
range of current and potential users of iPlayer-type services, including a face-to-face 
survey of 804 consumers. More detail about the consumer survey is provided in 
Annex 2.  

2.20 Stakeholder seminar. We held a stakeholder seminar on 18 September at which 
Ofcom set out the way we would run the MIA and the BBC presented information 
about their on-demand proposals. The BBC Governance Unit, BBC management and 
Ofcom all made presentations. Stakeholders were then given an opportunity to raise 
questions and make comments. Feedback from this session was particularly valuable 
in improving the process. It led to the provision of additional information and an 
extension to the timetable for submission of written responses.  

2.21 Stakeholder interviews. From the beginning of the project we conducted a series of 
one-on-one stakeholders meetings. We focused on stakeholders who we believed 
might be most affected by the BBC's proposals, either positively or 
negatively, offering an opportunity to discuss their views at their 
convenience. We met with around 35 stakeholders over a six week period, 
representing a variety of interests, ranging from broadcasters, platform operators, 
collecting societies, device manufacturers, content producers, and content 
aggregators. In some instances, we followed-up stakeholders’ submissions with 
further meetings to clarify points raised, request additional information or to test 
assumptions.  

2.22 Stakeholders’ written submissions. Stakeholders submitted written evidence in 
response to a stakeholder questionnaire published on 18 September. The 
questionnaire focused on the way the BBC’s proposed services might affect 
stakeholders’ future plans. We asked stakeholders to focus on providing evidence to 
support their analysis, particularly empirical data. We received contributions from a 
very wide range of stakeholders including both traditional media (TV and radio 
companies like ITV and GCap) and new media (online content suppliers such as 
Yahoo and Audible) and including both platform operators (like BT and Top Up TV) 
and technology companies (like Real Networks and Microsoft). A summary of some 
of the non-confidential responses is set out in Annex 4.  

2.23 Desk research. Considerable amounts of ‘desk research’ underpin our analysis. We 
have drawn on secondary data and analysis from several sources including brokers, 
economics and strategy consultants and market researchers.  
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MIA methodology 

2.24 The purpose of this market impact assessment (MIA) is to identify the ways in which 
the BBC's proposals will impact on the demand for and supply of competing services, 
and the extent to which they may distort competition. In the Terms of Reference for 
this MIA, Ofcom is charged with assessing the potential impact of the new on-
demand proposals on the markets for: 

• broadcast services on various delivery platforms, including related advertising 
services;  

• on-demand services, including those offered on various delivery platforms; and  

• home recording and viewing services and products.  

2.25 We also have considerable discretion to examine the impact on other products and 
services that we consider relevant. 

2.26 In assessing impacts, we have been mindful of the overall purpose of the market 
impact assessment.  In general, entry into a new market is likely to enhance 
competition and therefore be welfare-enhancing.  However, while the entry of the 
BBC will undoubtedly generate benefits to consumers and citizens (benefits that are 
captured in the PVA), it may raise concerns for a number of reasons.  For example, 
state entities generally have a stronger incentive than private sector entities to 
maximise output (reach in the case of the BBC) rather than profit. 

2.27 Against this background, there are two main purposes of this market impact 
assessment (MIA): first, the MIA needs to identify the ways in which the BBC's 
proposals will impact on the demand for and supply of competing services, and 
second, it needs to assess the extent to which they may distort competition. 

2.28 As noted above, the introduction of new BBC services at no charge undoubtedly has 
the potential to deliver significant benefits to citizens and consumers.  By definition, 
viewers and listeners will only switch to the new services if they derive greater benefit 
from those services than from alternatives.  However, the fact that the proposed 
services are free creates a significant challenge for the BBC’s commercial 
competitors.  Considered in this light, there is a very real concern that the BBC’s 
services may distort competition in a way that ultimately harms consumers  

2.29 There are several different potential sources of consumer harm, but some of the 
most important include: 

• firstly, the BBC’s entry into nascent markets may deter entry or force exit of 
competitors in those markets.  This could prevent the markets from developing at 
all (beyond the BBC’s offering) and directly reduce choice for consumers; 

• secondly, even where the BBC’s entry does not eliminate competition from 
particular markets, it may significantly reduce the potential scale of commercial 
rivals in those markets.  Again, this will reduce choice for consumers; and 

• thirdly, to the extent that commercial providers are unable to develop profitable 
on-demand offerings of their own, both their willingness and their ability to invest 
more generally are likely to be reduced.  Put differently, unrestrained expansion 
of the BBC into a range of new markets may significantly constrain the 
development of a vibrant new media industry in the UK. 
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2.30 To capture these effects, Ofcom’s MIA combines quantitative and qualitative 
assessment of the BBC’s proposed services.  The quantitative analysis adopts a total 
welfare approach and sets out our estimates of the gross reduction in consumer 
surplus4 and producer surplus associated with diversion away from competing 
services.  In economic terms, these are “static” effects, but the reduction in producer 
surplus is particularly important for assessing the sorts of dynamic effects outlined 
above.  In particular, the reduction in producer surplus enables us to understand the 
potential for deterred investment and innovation, and the consequent longer term 
losses in consumer welfare. 

2.31 The BBC’s proposals are likely to have impacts at a number of different stages in the 
value chain.  Figure 2.1 below sets out the way in which we considered these 
impacts and summarises our overall approach. 

Figure 2.1 – Flow chart representation of methodology for MIA 
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2.32 Our approach to assessing impacts proceeded in two stages: 

• first we identified the set of products and services likely to be affected by the 
BBC’s proposals; and  

• second we assessed the impact of the BBC proposals on services in these 
markets. 

2.33 The approach used in each stage is described below. 

Identification of affected services 

2.34 It is important first to clarify a methodological point. This analysis is not a competition 
law market definition exercise.  Our focus is on assessing the impact of the BBC’s 
on-demand proposals on services in a range of related markets, and not on defining 
markets for the purpose of assessing dominance. There is a degree of overlap 
between competition law market definition and what we are doing here – to assess 

                                                 
4 As we explain below, this reduction in consumer surplus will need to be offset against the gross gain in 
consumer surplus from use of the BBC services – as noted, the latter will, by definition, exceed the former. 
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impact we need to identify the products and services for which each of the BBC 
services is a substitute.  We have therefore used some of the tools used when 
defining markets in competition law since these tools are useful for identifying and 
assessing substitutability. For instance, in gauging substitutability we have identified 
the relevant characteristics of the service in question and identified potential demand 
side substitutes taking into account similarity of characteristics, consumer research 
and secondary data. 

2.35 However, there are important differences between market definition under 
competition law and the identification of impacted services undertaken as the first 
step in this MIA: 

• in competition law, we want to assess substitutes for the service in question.  In 
an MIA, we want to assess the extent to which the service in question (the new 
BBC service) is a substitute for other products.  In other words, in competition 
law, we investigate whether product B (and then, potentially, product C) is a 
substitute for product A. In an MIA, we want to assess whether product A is a 
substitute for product B, and then potentially for product C. There may be 
asymmetries in substitution effects (i.e. consumers may be more likely to 
substitute from A to B than from B to A) which make this consideration important;  

• in competition law, we are looking for competitive constraints on a firm's 
behaviour.  The impact on profitability of a small but significant non-transitory 
increase in price (a SSNIP) is therefore of direct relevance.  In an MIA, we are 
not concerned about competitive constraints, we are concerned about impacts, 
rather than whether there is a specific reduction in profitability.  This further 
suggests that a SSNIP is not the appropriate measure of change in an MIA;  

• in merger cases, it is common (where there is doubt about market definition) to 
err on the side of narrow markets on the basis that absence of significant market 
power (SMP) in a narrow market is automatic evidence of a lack of SMP in a 
broader market.  In an MIA, it is more prudent to adopt an inclusive approach to 
avoid missing impacts on less direct substitutes; and 

• in competition law, it is important to consider both demand and supply side 
substitutability.  Supply side substitutability considers whether a SSNIP would 
induce entry into a market.  However, in an MIA, supply side substitutability is 
arguably not relevant: the entry of the BBC is likely to lead to price reductions 
rather than price increases, and will not therefore encourage entry, but potentially 
deter entry that would otherwise have occurred.  This is more readily considered 
as an impact rather than as part of the identification of relevant services. 

2.36 Taken together, these differences suggest that we are not engaged in a market 
definition exercise as understood in competition law. Rather, we are seeking to 
identify the set of materially impacted services. 

2.37 Against this background, we now set out the key steps we undertook to identify the 
relevant affected services: 

• First we examined the four main features of the proposed BBC services – 
platform, price, content and functionality. 

• Second, we assessed whether a similar BBC service currently exists.  If a similar 
service does exist, then we used this service as the starting point for our analysis. 
Only one of the four components (cable catch-up) has been launched so in 
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conducting this analysis for those 3 services which have not yet launched it was 
necessary to identify a 'best substitute service' for the component and then ask 
people which were the closest substitutes for this best substitute.  For instance, 
the closest substitute for the proposed BBC simulcasts was other free linear TV 
simulcasts. 

• We then assessed the candidate services for which the BBC service or (closest 
substitute) might be a substitute. Candidates were considered in order of 
similarity across the four service dimensions identified above. Some dimensions 
were more important than others – platform (PC vs. TV) was generally more 
important than functionality for instance.   

• If there was sufficient evidence to conclude that a candidate would be impacted 
we moved to the next candidate. In each case we drew on a mix of evidence 
including secondary data on substitution, consumer research and an assessment 
of service characteristics. Where we were in doubt we included services as being 
potential substitutes (for the reasons outlined above).   

2.38 We proceeded through these steps when assessing the set of affected services for 
each of BBC proposals analysed below. 

2.39 Future changes in services and markets also need to be taken into account in our 
analysis. Our analysis focuses on the next five years as the relevant ‘forecast’ period. 
In our view, five years provides a reasonable balance between the need to consider 
the impact on nascent services as they evolve towards maturity, and the desire to 
avoid unduly speculative projections. Impacts may occur at any time during the 5-
year period. To be as exhaustive and thorough as possible, we need to pick up and 
assess any impacts likely to occur over this time frame. This has the following 
implications: 

• Rapid change in the on-demand area increases uncertainty around our analysis. 
In this MIA we are assessing the likely immediate impact of the launch of the 
BBC’s proposals as well as the likely impact of these services over a time horizon 
of five years. The media sector will change rapidly, significantly and unpredictably 
over this period. We have therefore sought to express our quantitative 
assessments in ranges and have undertaken sensitivity analysis on the key 
assumptions underpinning our analysis.  

• We need to take in to account that services may converge (i.e. the same services 
may be delivered over more platforms or devices). In future, the BBC’s proposals 
may have an impact on services they do not currently affect. For instance, the roll 
out of home hubs means that internet services are likely to have a growing 
impact on TV services. In identifying the set of services affected by the BBC’s on-
demand proposals we have included both services likely to be affected at launch 
as well as those that are likely to be affected over the forecast period. 

Assessment of effects 

2.40 As shown in Figure 2.1 above, our approach to assessing the impact of the BBC’s 
proposals comprises three steps: 

• Assessment of static effects on directly affected markets.  This was primarily a 
quantitative assessment of the impact on other services over the five years to 
2011. 
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• Assessment of dynamic effects on directly affected markets.  Here we relied upon 
stakeholder views of the likely impact on competition, investment and ultimately 
choice, price and quality of services for consumers and citizens.  

• Assessment of wider effects of the BBC proposals for other products and 
services. For instance, we looked at the implications of the proposals for content 
rights (i.e. rights owners selling content rights to content service providers) and 
for internet access services (i.e. internet service providers (‘ISPs’) selling access 
to the internet to consumers). 

2.41 In this context, we consider a “directly affected market” to be one for which the BBC 
services are largely likely to be substitutes.  For example, other internet catch-up 
services would constitute a directly affected market for the BBC’s internet catch-up 
service.  Our assessment of wider effects considers products and services that are 
typically further up the value chain – such as content rights. 

2.42 Our assessment of impacts was against a counterfactual in which the BBC did not 
introduce its on-demand proposals at all. In other words, we compared the world with 
the four on-demand services to one without.  Furthermore, we have assumed in that 
counterfactual that other providers would launch competing services – we do not 
believe that those providers would only be prompted to launch services by the entry 
of the BBC.  Hence the only difference between the counterfactual and the “with 
iPlayer” case is the introduction of iPlayer.   

2.43 We recognise that this counterfactual may not be particularly realistic. It could be 
argued that the BBC would launch on-demand services in a commercial form 
irrespective of what the Trust decided and therefore that the counterfactual should 
really be a world with a commercial on-demand service provided by BBC Worldwide. 
However, the PVT is about whether the BBC proposal should exist at all. Using a 
commercial counterfactual risks not fully assessing whether the service should be 
allowed in the first place. The clearest and most useful benchmark for assessing the 
market impact of approving the BBC’s on-demand proposals is a counterfactual in 
which these proposals are absent. We have addressed the ‘counterfactual’ of 
commercial on-demand proposals by assessing modifications to the BBC’s services 
that involve changing these proposals to commercial propositions. 

2.44 As indicated above, the assessment of direct effects has been carried out in two 
parts. Firstly, we have analysed the likely effects of the proposed services in 
quantitative terms, looking over the five year period to 2011 – the assessment of 
static effects. This part of the analysis focuses on the likely take-up and usage of the 
proposed service, and considers how much substitution there is likely to be away 
from other services. These effects are quantified and used to develop estimates of 
the impact on consumer surplus and producer surplus (revenues net of marginal 
costs) of commercial service providers. 

2.45 Our quantification of effects is therefore a total welfare approach.  It considers both 
the direct effects on consumers and citizens and the effects on producers, which feed 
through indirectly to consumers and citizens via changes in investment, dividends, 
etc.  This is consistent with the view that the PVT is a cost-benefit analysis and is our 
view a more appropriate framework for the MIA than one focused purely on 
consumer welfare. 

2.46 The quantitative analysis was carried out in three stages: 
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• analysis of take-up and usage i.e. how much demand is there likely to be for the 
proposed service? 

• assessment of substitutional effects i.e. where is the demand likely to come 
from? 

• estimation of consumer surplus and producer surplus effects i.e. who is likely to 
be affected and by how much? 

2.47 The assessment of substitutional effects is a particular complex area.  As explained 
above, the extent to which the BBC services are substitutes for commercial offerings 
depends on a range of factors including the platform over which the service is offered 
and the time period over which content is made available.  It also depends on the 
type of content.  In general, market impact is likely to be greatest where the specific 
content offered by the BBC is a close substitute for similar content that is (or is likely 
to be) made available on a commercial basis.  However, the BBC’s content covers a 
wide range, with some content a relatively close substitute for commercial content, 
and other content less likely to have a similar commercial counterpart. 

2.48 For example, a recording of a well known piece of classical music made available by 
the BBC as part of the non-DRM audio download service might for many listeners be 
a very close substitute for a commercial download or CD of the same piece of music.  
If the BBC were to make such content available the market impact could be 
significant.  On the other hand, there are also groups of listeners and types of content 
where the extent of substitutability will be less strong: some listeners may 
differentiate content on the basis of the specific performance as well as the piece of 
music itself, and more niche classical music may never be made available 
commercially.  For these types of listener and content, the BBC’s offering would be 
more complementary than substitutable.  Similar arguments apply to the BBC’s 
audio-visual content.  However, within the time available we have not been able to 
develop clear criteria to assess substitutability of content at anything more than a 
very general level. 

2.49 There is also a question of the way in which substitution affects other BBC services.  
In some cases, the introduction of the proposed on-demand services would lead to a 
reduction in the usage of other BBC services.  We have excluded impacts on other 
BBC public services (i.e. those funded through the licence fee) as they should be 
taken into account in the PVA.  However, effects on the BBC’s commercial services 
(i.e. those offered through BBC Worldwide) have been included in our analysis, as 
these will not have been covered in the PVA. For the purposes of the MIA, BBC 
Worldwide has been treated in same way as any other commercial provider. 

2.50 The second part of our direct impact analysis considers, in qualitative terms, the 
possible impact on supplier incentives and investment levels. It considers how these 
dynamic considerations might affect the growth of the market and the development of 
competition. This dynamic assessment relies far more heavily on stakeholder views. 
We have also supported our analysis with empirical evidence unearthed by our desk 
based research. 

2.51 Where impacts are identified we have then discussed ways in which the proposal 
could be modified to reduce or remove the identified impacts. Where possible we 
have quantitatively assessed how the modification in question would reduce any 
negative impacts (i.e. reductions in consumer or producer surplus). 
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Interaction between MIA and PVA 

2.52 The nature of the PVT is such that the divide between the PVA and the MIA is not 
always clear. We have dealt with this ambiguity by working closely with the BBC 
Governance Unit/Trust to identify areas or issues which are relevant to both the MIA 
and PVA, to discuss these ‘overlaps’ with the Governance Unit/Trust and to then 
seek agreement on who should be addressing the area/issue and how it should be 
addressed.  

2.53 In particular, there is one area where our view is that the BBC’s PVT application 
incorrectly assessed the likely public value benefit of the on-demand proposals and 
where we believe the Trust needs to be careful when weighing up public value and 
market impact. If the BBC’s services divert consumers away from other services, 
those consumers will gain consumer surplus from consumption of the new BBC 
services, but lose the consumer surplus associated with the services from which they 
have diverted.  It is clear that the gain must exceed the loss – if not, the consumers 
would not switch.  However, it is not clear at the time of writing whether the BBC 
Trust’s assessment of public value will already take account of the reduction. If the 
PVA has not already taken account of the lost consumer surplus from other services, 
our consumer surplus estimates could be used for this purpose.    

2.54 In the tables below, we distinguish between “low” and “high” impact cases – to be 
prudent, we believe the Trust should set the “high” case against the public value gain 
when conducting its PVT assessment.  

2.55 On occasion, we felt that although an issue was addressed as part of the PVA, it was 
important that we also pick it up as part of the MIA. An example is the issue of the 
resource costs arising from the extra download internet ‘traffic’ arising from the BBC’s 
on-demand proposals. Ofcom feels this is plainly a cost that needs to be matched to 
the benefit associated with people using the internet more i.e. the BBC driving ‘digital 
Britain’. 

Structure of the report 

2.56 Section 3. This section sets out the background to this report. It summarises the 
supply chain and communications markets in to which the BBC’s proposed services 
will be supplied. It provides context to both our quantification of the static direct 
impact of these services and to our assessment of the dynamic direct effects. 

2.57 Section 4. Here we assess the market impact of the cable catch-up service. We first 
identify the set of services likely to be affected by the cable catch-up service before 
turning to quantify the service’s direct impact, assessing the dynamic effects of the 
service and finally proposing modifications to the service likely to address the 
outlined concerns. 

2.58 Sections 5, 6 and 7 use the same approach to consider in turn the various internet 
services which make up the BBC’s iPlayer proposition – internet catch-up service, 
internet simulcast service and internet non-DRM audio download service.  

2.59 Section 8. Here we focus on the wider impacts of the four proposals. In particular, 
we assess the impact on upstream content rights providers and buyers and on 
technical services, including broadband access services.  

2.60 Section 9 considers several issues common to the BBC’s on-demand services. In 
general, these issues relate to extensions of the proposals not currently envisaged by 
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the BBC, not part of its PVT application and hence not part of this MIA. However, 
because several stakeholders expressed concern about these issues, we have 
analysed them and advised on the way such extensions should be analysed in the 
event that they were proposed to the Trust..  

2.61 Annex 1 contains the Terms of Reference for this MIA. 

2.62 Annex 2 sets out the detailed description of the BBC’s proposals published by the 
BBC Governance Unit/Trust with amendments from Ofcom. 

2.63 Annex 3 explains in more detail the technology underpinning the BBC’s services and 
the implications of this technology for other players and for the future. 

2.64 Annex 4 summarises our approach to our consumer research and the way in which 
these findings were used in our analysis. 

2.65 Annex 5 summarises stakeholders’ responses to our request for stakeholder views. 

2.66 Annex 6 explains in more detail the modelling work undertaken to support our 
analysis of the impacts of the BBC’s proposals. 
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Section 3 

3 Background 
3.1 This section provides background for our analysis of the impact of the four BBC on-

demand proposals.  

• It explains the value chain for both video and audio on-demand services and 
describes the services currently supplied at various stages of this chain. It also 
describes the key players providing these services and the BBC’s presence in 
each segment.  

• It also explains the way on-demand services have been changing and the way 
these services are likely to evolve going forward. It then relates these changes to 
the projections we used in our modelling of market impact. Finally it sets out 
projections of usage of the BBC proposals. 

Value chain for on-demand services 

3.2 The value chain for on-demand audio and video services is the various stages 
involved in the creation of the value that these services provide consumer-citizens.  It 
can be thought of as having three links or levels. 

• Content rights – including obtaining rights for acquisitions and originations of 
audio and video content and producing original content in-house or 
commissioning production; 

• Content bundling and wholesale supply – bundling of produced/acquired content 
into services (e.g. TV channels or radio stations). Wholesale supply of content 
services (e.g. wholesale supply of TV channels to platforms); and 

• Platform distribution and retail supply – bundling of content services (e.g. TV 
channels) with platform services (e.g. platform access). Retail supply of on-
demand services is also included (e.g. retail supply of on-demand TV programme 
– for originated content this may involve cutting out the wholesale level of the 
value chain). 

3.3 The value chain for both video and audio content is summarised in Figure 3.1 below. 
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Figure 3.1 – Supply chain for delivery of on-demand services 
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3.4 Each of these stages in the value chain is summarised below. 

Platform distribution and retail supply 

3.5 This link in the value chain includes the packaging of content (e.g. channels in to a 
multi-channel pay TV bouquet) into retail offerings and the transmission of these 
offerings across platforms to homes. Retail video and audio services are still 
predominantly linear in nature. However, in response to people’s demand for more 
control over their viewing and listening (i.e. the content they want, when they want it 
and where they want it), more and more on-demand services have emerged. Figure 
3.2 below shows the emergence of on-demand devices such as PVRs, portable 
music devices and PCs. 
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Figure 3.2 – Take-up of household communications devices 
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3.6 Retail on-demand services are predominantly delivered by platform providers rather 
than content aggregators. For instance, TV VOD is delivered to consumers by the 
ntl:Telewest cable platform. Some broadcasters supply their TV content wholesale to 
platforms for delivery of retail VOD – this occurs at the next level of the value chain 
(content bundling and wholesale supply) discussed further below. Internet audio or 
video on-demand is supplied direct to users by internet platforms e.g. www.five.co.uk 
or Apple’s www.apple.com/itunes/. 

3.7 Radio platforms (either analogue or digital) and analogue TV platforms cannot deliver 
on-demand services. Many people still enjoy video and audio content across these 
‘traditional’ broadcasting platforms. However, digital broadcasting and internet 
platforms are gradually replacing analogue as the main way for consumers to access 
content (see Figure 3.2 below). Some digital TV platforms can offer VOD retail 
services.  

Video on demand services 

3.8 Video on demand (VOD) services are nascent and rapidly growing. We estimate that 
total VOD is worth £66m for 2006 and is currently growing at 50% pa. There are two 
main types of VOD – TV VOD delivered across digital multichannel TV platforms and 
internet VOD delivered across internet platforms (facilitated by rapid broadband take-
up). The BBC’s proposals are to offer VOD across both other operators’ TV platforms 
and across its own internet platform http://www.bbc.co.uk/.  

TV VOD 

3.9 It is primarily the TV platforms (e.g. digital terrestrial, cable and satellite and closed 
IPTV networks like Homechoice) that offer TV VOD, not the TV broadcasters.  

3.10 Digital TV platforms now reach the overwhelming majority of all homes and are 
continuing to grow. In particular, digital terrestrial television (DTT) platform has 
enjoyed considerable success – 7.3 million homes (see Figure 3.3 below) now have 
digital multichannel TV (i.e. over 20 different digital TV channels). Sky’s digital 
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multichannel digital pay-TV platform has also continued to expand though at a 
slightly lower rate than in the past and has launched various value-added services to 
consolidate its offering. 

Figure 3.3 – Take-up of multichannel TV platforms in the UK 
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3.11 Digital cable (ntl:Telewest), IPTV (Homechoice and BT Vision) and terrestrial (Top-
Up TV) TV platforms are all offering some form of TV VOD services. Subscribers can 
view a variety of content on-demand, including music videos, TV shows, and movies, 
on a pay per view (PPV) basis for limited access.  

• ntl:Telewest offer VOD via ‘ntl on demand’ and ‘Teleport’ consumer propositions, 
offering access to different types of content depending on the subscription tier. In 
November 2006, Channel 4 launched its 4oD service on ntl:Telewest, enabling 
pay-TV subscribers to catch-up on a significant proportion of programmes 
broadcast on Channel 4’s linear schedule for 7 days.5 BBC has been trialling its 
catch-up service on ntl:Telewest and Homechoice (mentioned in Section 1 and 
discussed further below). 

• BT Vision, the hybrid digital TV service launched by BT on 4 December 2006, 
features a 'Replay TV' service, allowing customers to catch up with some of the 
broadcast TV programmes they may have missed during the previous week. It 
also offers on-demand content via broadband (including 242 'near live' on-
demand FA Premiership games) and a personal video recorder (PVR) which 
stores up to 80 hours of content library. All the Freeview channels are also 
available through the box.  

• Terrestrial – TopUpTV launches its Anytime service in December 2006, offering 
on-demand functionality of around 100 hours for £9.99 per month.  

3.12 Sky offers on-demand functionality across its digital satellite platform by combining its 
linear broadcast content with a personal video recorder (PVR). PVRs have been 
remarkably successful. Our consumer research showed that Sky Plus users regard 

                                                 
5 Subscribers are also able to access archived Channel 4 programming. This content is free of charge for top-tier 
subscribers and is priced at £5 per month for base package subscribers. The service is expected to be available 
to ‘BT Vision’ subscribers, and will also be available on Homechoice and TopUpTV in the next few months during 
2007. 
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the PVR service very highly and that it has had a significant impact on their viewing 
habits There has been a marked increase in demand and production of PVRs in 
2005. Sky Plus remains the clear market leader, capturing 58% of all PVR homes by 
the end of 2005. Other models with combined Freeview and PVR functions are 
becoming more popular.6  

3.13 Figure 3.4 below shows the presence of the main TV platforms at each stage of the 
value chain. 

Figure 3.4 – Presence of main TV platforms at each stage of the value chain 
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Internet VOD 

3.14 In the past, internet VOD was limited by bandwidth constraints and the limited 
availability of high quality video content on the internet.7 As technical constraints 
have relaxed, the internet has become an increasingly viable platform for the delivery 
of video content. 69% of all UK adults now have access to the internet, with 11.1 
million homes and small businesses connected by Q1 2006. Over the past two years, 
broadband penetration and usage has increased. Broadband penetration for 2006 is 
currently estimated to be 50.1% growing at 7.9%.  

3.15 The roll out of broadband has meant that more and more people have been going 
online for VOD – VOD delivered across internet platforms is now estimated to be 
worth £41m and is growing at 34%. While adults still spend 3 hours a day watching 
TV and a further 3 hours listening to the radio they are now also spending over two 
and half hours online each week. UK consumers in particular have shown an appetite 
for downloading video – the UK is the largest downloader of online pirate TV 
programmes, accounting for approx 18% of global pirated programme downloads.  

                                                 
6 Telewest rolled out  their PVR service TV drive in May 2006. With hard drive storage space of up to 80hrs and 
three tuners, two channels can be recorded at one time whilst watching a third. 
7 People have however used it for more ‘static picture’ services such as news and information, sending and 
receiving email (85 per cent), purchasing goods and services (65 per cent), and online banking services (49%) 
Ofcom Residential Tracker, Q3 2006. 
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3.16 Several TV broadcasters are setting up their own internet platforms to distribute their 
TV programmes direct to consumers. They have launched new services to counter 
increasing competition for their established audience base and to capture growing 
new media revenue streams by distributing their content themselves. Channel 4,8 
S4C,9 Sky,10 Real Networks and MTV all offer internet VOD. We understand that ITV 
is planning to launch a significant internet VOD service.11 Some broadcasters (e.g. 
ITV12 and Channel 413) are also simulcasting their channels on the internet – 
although simulcasting is not generally regarded as being a crucial part of 
broadcasters’ online strategies. 

3.17 The BBC’s proposed internet video services (i.e. simulcasting and internet catch-up) 
will be distributed across its existing website and as mentioned in Section 2 will be 
branded iPlayer. The BBC’s website, bbc.co.uk is the fifth most visited website in the 
UK,14 and currently offers a range of on-demand services, including BBC Radio 
Player15; full-length downloads of some current TV shows; preview and clip 
downloads of some current TV shows and news reports; audio downloads of popular 
radio shows, and other on-demand ‘Players’.16  

3.18 Apart from traditional broadcasters’ online plays, new internet VOD platforms have 
also sprung up and their disruptive models are in many cases performing very well.  

• User generated video content is particularly popular with social networking sites 
such as myspace and Bebo and user/community generated sites such as 
youtube enjoying growing traffic. These services offer users the ability to create, 
annotate, comment and communicate around content. They have been one of 
the biggest drivers of internet VOD.   

• The major internet players are all offering a range of online video content.  
Yahoo! (particularly sports coverage) MSN, AOL17 and Google all offer video 
services and are moving in to user generated content. 

• Secondary aggregator services have emerged which collate, signpost and review 
content from third parties. For example, Aggregator TV is due to launch an online 
VOD service in 2007 and is openly looking for deals with linear TV broadcasters 
as they launch online services18. Also, Blueyonder TV, which is operated by 

                                                 
8 Channel 4 launched its 4oD proposition on 4 December 2006. 
9 S4C offers web-streaming for a limited number of programmes, and it is intended to increase this provision with 
plans to offer a full simulcast broadband service in 2007: See S4C written submission to iPlayer MIA. It also 
makes available some additional and unique programming – free of charge – for up to 30 days after the original 
point of broadcast. 
10 Sky offers movies, sports and news clips via its ‘Sky-by-Broadband’ service to its existing premium pay-TV 
subscribers. 
11 Press reports have indicated that ITV is currently investing £20m in its online portal itv.com and intends to 
make a variety of ITV programming available on demand from March 2007. 
12 ITV already simulcasts its participation TV channel ITV Play on its website www.itv.com and broadcasts 
some Champions League football matches on a transactional basis.   
13 Channel 4 currently simulcasts a significant proportion of its programming online free of charge. Earlier in 2006 
Channel 4 streamed coverage of the Big Brother TV programme online for £1.99 for 24 hour access of £3.99 for 
a week’s access. Similarly, S4C simulcasts its Welsh-language programme ‘Wedi7’ free of charge in line with its 
public service remit. 
14 Nielsen/NetRatings. 
15 Offers 7 day listen again of all BBC radio shows 
16 News Player, Weather Player, Sport Player and the Media Console Player. 
17 For example, in 2006, AOL invested around £250,000 in a joint venture with Penguin to produce a series of 15 
minute online episodes featuring Jamie Oliver. 
18 New Media Markets, 29/09/06, page 7, “Aggregator TV in hunt for deals with broadcasters” 
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Telewest, aggregates free TV content from a variety of providers and offers it to 
viewers on its advertiser-supported website. 

3.19 At present, the volumes downloaded are low – much of the content available is 
focused on short video clips with relatively low picture and sound quality.  
Furthermore, the content is typically viewed on a computer rather than on a 
television.  Over time, as broadband speeds and compression improve, and as 
consumers install equipment that enables internet VOD content to be viewed on a TV 
sets, we expect more of a shift to longer, higher quality content with consequent 
impacts on download volumes. 

VOD business models 

3.20 No one business model has yet emerged as the dominant way of monetising VOD. 
Suppliers are experimenting with several models. Evidence from the United States, 
suggests a mix of the following three main business models is likely to emerge: 

• Pay per view (PPV) VOD whereby the consumer pays for content on a case-by-
case basis – examples include the pay per view services offered by five19 and 
Channel 4.20 

• Subscription VOD whereby the consumer pays a pre-defined charge for access 
to a range of content.21 

• Advertiser-funded VOD (whereby consumers are exposed to commercial 
advertising rather than directly paying for the content.22 There are signs from the 
US that advertiser funded VOD is becoming more common. The recently 
announced strategic alliance between BSkyB and Google is another pointer that 
advertiser-funded VOD may be on the rise. It is also worth noting that internet 
advertising in the UK is more advanced than in other countries.   

Audio on-demand services 

3.21 Total on-demand audio services are now worth approximately £1.6 billion and 
growing at 74%. Traditional audio distribution platforms do not supply on-demand 
audio services. Even digital audio broadcasting (DAB) does not offer audio on-
demand although it is worth noting that digital broadcasting platforms are emerging in 
the US which offer download services. Audio on-demand is delivered exclusively 
over new distribution platforms. People have turned to the internet for the choice, 
convenience and control that it offers. A significant proportion of audio downloading 
is pirated music downloads to people’s PCs generally facilitated by peer-to-peer 

                                                 
19 For instance, Five has launched a PPT model on its Five Download service, which makes available episodes 
of CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, CSI: Miami and CSI: New York for viewers to buy from £1.49 per episode. 
Earlier in the year, episodes of Fifth gear were made available for £1.50 per show. 
20 For instance, Channel 4 offers programmes on a pay per time basis to broadband users 30 days after the 
programme’s first transmission, for around 99p per show to ‘rent’. Users of the 4oD service are also able to 
purchase the same Channel 4 programmes to own for £1.99, while films are also available to ‘rent’ for £1.99. 
Earlier in 2006, Channel 4 made available episodes of Desperate Housewives and Lost online for 99p per 
programme for up to a week after the show was broadcast on the linear schedule. 
21 For instance, Real Networks operates a ‘SuperPass’ service, offering online video content from various 
networks for a monthly subscription of around £9.99. 
22 MTV has launched an online on-demand offering, supported by short advertising breaks that consumers are 
unable to skip. 
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audio MP3 file sharing platforms. 35% of owners of portable MP3 players use illegal 
content, as opposed to 13% using legal services to access music.23  

3.22 Recently legal internet audio downloading has taken off. This growth has been driven 
by the impressive penetration of portable digital audio devices (see Figure 3.5 
below). At the end of Q3 2006, 26% of adults owned an MP3 player, with 2.6 million 
people claiming that they use one everyday.24 The main legal internet audio platform 
is Apple’s iTunes. Apple’s iTunes has been able to monetise demand for on-demand 
music content and its legal iTunes music service has grown rapidly as a result. 

Figure 3.5 – Estimated sales of portable digital audio devices in the UK 
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3.23 Commercial radio is facing difficulties in some areas and sees on-demand as a 
promising new source of revenues. Several traditional radio companies are moving 
online to deliver internet audio services.  

3.24 For on-demand audio, a mix of the following three main business models is likely to 
emerge: 

• Pay per time whereby the consumer pays for content on a case-by-case basis 
e.g. Apple’s iTunes.25  

• Subscription whereby the consumer pays a pre-defined charge for access to a 
range of content, e.g. Chrysalis’ LBC station provides a subscription podcast 
alongside other free content.  

• Advertiser-funded whereby consumers are exposed to commercial advertising 
rather than directly paying for the content. Due to launch in the US by the end of 
2006, and in the UK soon after, Spiral Frog plans to offer free music with pre-roll 
advertisements (i.e. before the song) which cannot be skipped. 

                                                 
23 Jupiter Research. 
24 RAJAR. 
25 Both music and speech audio downloads are being sold on a pay per time basis by several services e.g. 
Apple’s iTunes. 
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Content bundling and wholesale supply 

3.25 This link in the value chain is where pieces of content are combined into services and 
then provided to platforms for distribution. It is the main focus of traditional linear 
broadcasting.  

• Content providers such as ITV acquire or originate programmes, bundle them 
together in to a schedule and may add advertising to create channels or stations. 
Commercial providers typically earn revenues by selling advertising airtime 
between the programming. TV services may also earn subscription revenues 
from pay TV platforms or in the case of the BBC be funded by the licence fee.  

• These content services are then supplied to broadcasting platforms for 
distribution. For instance, the BBC supplies BBC 1, 2, 3 and 4 as well as CBBC, 
CBeebies, BBC Parliament and BBC News 24 wholesale to cable platform 
ntl:Telewest for distribution to ntl:Telewest’s subscribers. The terms on which 
services are supplied to platforms vary considerably. The broadcaster may even 
pay for carriage on a TV platform rather than being paid for supplying the 
service.26   

• Several TV channels are also supplied wholesale to non-traditional TV platforms 
such as mobile TV networks. For instance, ITV1 and ITV Play are available to 
subscribers of mobile operator 3 UK for 99p per day or, if bundled with other TV 
channels, for £5 per month. BBC channels are not currently available on these 
mobile TV networks. 

3.26 In terms of the flow of funds through the TV industry (Figure 3.6), total revenue is just 
over £10b and is rising by 4.8% (2005). The largest component of this (approximately 
£4b) is subscriptions which is growing fastest at 14% p.a and overtook advertising 
revenue in 2004 (£3.5b in 2005) which is growing at a much slower rate (4%) in 2005 
to £3,548m. Public funding through the BBC licence fee of roughly £2.5b made up 
the remainder of total TV industry funds (growing at 5%). 

                                                 
26 For instance, broadcasters pay for ‘slots’ on the digital terrestrial transmission platform Freeview. They also 
play for conditional access services on BSkyB’s satellite platform. 
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Figure 3.6 – Simplified flow of funds through the UK TV industry 

 

Source: Operator returns, operator results and Ofcom analysis 

1 The bold figures represent 2005, the italicized figures 2004 
2 Excludes flows to channels owned by vertically integrated broadcasters (BSkyB and Telewest) 
3 Includes both UK and non-UK content and rights providers 
4 Includes commissions to producers owned by broadcasters (e.g. Granada and SMG) from third-party channels 
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3.27 Figure 3.7 below shows broadcasters’ involvement in the various stages of the value 
chain. Of the public service broadcasters, the BBC is the only one which truly spans 
all stages of the value chain on a significant scale. Although five is also involved at 
each stage, its presence is significantly smaller than the BBC’s. ITV is listed as not 
providing platform services because at the time of writing it was not distributing 
significant amounts of content through its website.  

Figure 3.7 – Presence of PSBs at each stage of the video value chain 
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Content rights and production 

3.28 This is the stage in the value chain where audio and video content is created and 
rights to this content are defined and sold. Video content may be produced by TV or 
film producers or by amateur users. Broadcasters may acquire already produced 
content from production houses, commission independent producers to create it for 
them or produce it in-house themselves. Both five and Channel 4 for instance have 
adopted the broadcaster publisher model and so do not produce anything in-house.  

3.29 The UK television industry generates annual revenues in excess of £9b, and spends 
almost £5b on programming – of this, around £2.6b represents spending on original 
programming. The BBC is a major content producer, responsible for over £1b of 
investment in network programmes across all of its channels. Similarly in audio, the 
BBC’s estimated expenditure on radio in 2005 was £0.63b – around £0.11b more 
than total commercial radio revenue for the same period. 

3.30 The intellectual property rights to content tend to be defined at the time of production 
(although this is not always the case). These rights define what content can be 
accessed, when it can be accessed, where it can be accessed and what can be done 
with it. Subsequently, any transactions (e.g. acquisitions) in this content involve the 
transfer of ownership of bundles of rights to it. There are three main rights ‘windows’ 
which broadly bundle together rights to a piece of content at different stages in its 
lifecycle. 

• Primary window describes what the first owner of content can do with the content 
e.g. show it a certain number of times on the owner’s linear service and possibly 
also make it available for catch-up on certain platforms (e.g. online). 

• Holdback periods describe the rights which are held back from secondary 
exploitation following the primary window. 

• Secondary exploitation describes the subsequent exploitation of the content, 
usually by the producer. It would include overseas sales and sales to other UK 
broadcasters.. 

3.31 In a digital world, where perfect copies of audio and video content can be rapidly and 
cheaply made and distributed, content rights are protected and enforced by software 
called digital rights management (DRM) software. This DRM helps IP owners collect 
a return on their investment in content production. DRM technology ensures that 
content can only be used in ways allowed by the rights which have been acquired. 
When content is provided without DRM protection, it becomes very difficult to stop 
anyone who obtains the content from using it for any purpose – even for purposes 
that violate intellectual property law. 

3.32 It is also worth noting that video rights are to some extent affected by the agreements 
struck between PACT, the independent body representing TV programme producers, 
and each of the main broadcasters. These agreements set a starting point for 
negotiations as to creation and subsequent exploitation of television content 
commissioned by the broadcaster from an independent producer.   

3.33 Audio content may be produced by both established and amateur performers. Often, 
record label companies are used to produce, manage and help distribute the content, 
including overseeing the use of appropriate copyright mechanisms. Music groups, 
such as EMI, Sony BMG, Warner Music Group and Universal Music Group, have 
controlled around 70% of the world music market, however the open internet has 
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emerged as a viable platform for music distribution in recent years. ‘Netlabels’ work 
in a similar way to traditional music labels, managing the sale of audio content via 
downloads online either free of charge or for a payment. 

3.34 There is no equivalent to the PACT agreement on the audio side. However, it is 
worth noting that music rights deals are negotiated between content providers (e.g. 
radio stations) and collecting societies such as the PRS-MCPS and PPL-VPL acting 
on behalf of artists (i.e. the audio content rights holders). 

Future evolution of on-demand services 

3.35 Appetite for on-demand content, both video and audio, is clearly considerable. On-
demand services are still nascent, rapidly developing services, and the strategies 
and revenue models for these services are far from clear in many ways. Given the 
rapid pace of change in the market in the last two years, it is likely that by the 
completion of digital switchover, on-demand content could represent a substantial 
proportion of viewing.  

3.36 The future evolution of on-demand services is likely to be characterised by 
convergence27. The main drivers of convergence are the growth in broadband and 
greater investment in digital content. These changes (described in more detail above) 
mean that more and more players from outside the media space are offering VOD 
and audio on-demand.  

3.37 The internet is the main ‘breeding’ ground for true video and audio convergence. For 
instance, physical distributors of video content (e.g. DVD/tape rental house 
Blockbuster) are increasingly offering movies to download online in a variety of ways, 
typically on a pay per time basis for a limited period. Some companies 
simultaneously deliver a DVD to the customer’s door.28 Convergence is also 
occurring in the mobile space. 3G versions of VOD services are already available, 
with Vodafone, Orange and 3 providing services in the in the UK.  

3.38 Similarly, in the search for alternative revenue streams, it is not just traditional radio 
broadcasters that are offering audio downloads on a commercial basis.  

• Mobile companies have integrated MP3 players into handsets and are offering 
audio download services. This content can be downloaded directly to the phone 
without using a PC e.g. Orange’s Musicstore and Vodafone’s iDJ over their 
respective 3G networks.   

• Physical distributors of audio products are also moving online. The audiobook 
industry believes that audiobook downloads are an important new source of 
revenues. The total UK audiobook market was worth £38m in 2005. Audible is 
the UK’s leading provider of book downloads and podcasts offering 50,000 hours 
and 11,000 titles of DRM-protected content, across a range of genres.  

• Newspapers and advertisers themselves have been producing speech content, 
often using well know presenters and celebrities to add value. Most notably, The 
Guardian’s ‘Ricky Gervais’ podcasts have been downloaded 8 million times.  

                                                 
27 Convergence refers to content being distributed across new platforms thereby allowing the same content to be 
accessed across multiple ‘converging’ platforms 
28 Prices vary considerably, but are broadly between £5 and £14 per month or around £2 per film per download. 
BT’s Download Store lets users download a film to their PC, transfer a copy to a portable device, and receive a 
DVD in the post. 
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Modelling projections 

3.39 In order to assess the impact of the BBC’s proposals, we developed a set of demand 
projections the various services with which the BBC’s services are likely to compete.  
These projections describe the expected hours of viewing / listening for a range of 
services in the absence of iPlayer under central, high and low scenarios.  The 
services include Scheduled TV, VOD over TV, PVR usage, internet based VOD and 
internet based live TV (simulcast). 

3.40 Underpinning the projections are assumptions about the take-up of key technologies 
over the next 5 years. Our main platform projections are for: 

• Broadband. Ofcom estimates that broadband will rise from 50% penetration today 
to around 68% by 2011. Note that this is as a percentage of total UK households  
(not adults) and is likely to track home access to broadband (not office 
connections etc). 

Figure 3.9 – Projection of take-up of broadband 
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• The PVR is another technology likely to play an important role in the future 
development of on-demand services. It offers many of the benefits of VOD and 
users value it highly. Content can be recorded, pulled down from the platform’s 
library or pushed to the user. A broadband link to the PVR can also allow it to be 
used as a home hub. UK PVR penetration forecasts vary considerably, from 
around 17% to more than a third of all UK TV homes by 2010.29 PVR take-up is 
forecast to grow rapidly to 20-30% by 2010. Forecast take up of PVRs in the UK 
is shown in Figure 3.9 below.  

                                                 
29 Analysts predict that global PVR homes are forecast to reach 120 million by 2010 representing11% of all TV households 
worldwide and 33% of all digital TV homes. 
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Figure 3.10 – Take-up of PVRs in the UK 
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• ‘Home hubs’30 overcome the problem of having to enjoy online content through 
the small screen and inferior speakers of the PC (or devices attached to the PC). 
The home hub allows users to enjoy internet accessed video or audio content 
through the best viewing and listening facilities in the house (e.g. the wide screen 
TV and surround sound speaker system in the lounge). The roll-out of home 
media servers or ‘hubs’ like Microsoft’s Media Centre might therefore have a 
significant impact on the extent to which services delivered over TV platforms 
compete with those delivered over internet platforms.  

• Cable and IPTV.  As explained in more detail in Section 4, the BBC proposes to 
make its catch-up over cable and IPTV service available to ntl:Telewest and 
Homechoice customers.  We have therefore developed projections of take-up 
and usage of these platforms 

3.41 These assumptions on platform take-up are similar but not identical to the projections 
used by the Trust and by the BBC in its PVT application. Our starting point when 
determining our projections was the projections used by the BBC in its PVT 
Application. However, we subsequently modified a number of the assumptions where 
we believed there was a good basis to do so and also because we were addressing 
different questions. In particular, our analysis required a greater degree of granularity 
in terms of types of households.  We note that the BBC Trust also started from the 
assumptions in the Application but made a number of other modifications.  As a 
result there are some minor differences between Ofcom’s projections and those of 
the Trust 

3.42 Fuller details of the approach to developing these projections are set out in Annex 6.  
However, in summary, we have applied take-up assumptions (the proportion of 
households of a given type using a given service) and usage assumptions (the 
number of hours per week that a service-using household uses the service in 
question) to build up an aggregate demand in hours per year for the usage of each 
service.  These assumptions have been linked back to a range of external sources 

                                                 
30A home hub is a server dedicated to storing and managing TV program guides, movies and shows, photos, and music. Home 
hubs are designed to be an entertainment control centre for cataloguing, organizing and distributing entire multimedia 
collections throughout the house. 
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including Rajar, Enders, Screen Digest etc. and cross-checked with submissions 
from stakeholders. 

3.43 As noted, we have set out projections for video under three scenarios: 

• under our central scenario, linear TV viewing drops by 23% and is largely 
replaced by increased use of on-demand services.   

• under our high scenario, there is more significant diversion away from linear TV 
viewing to on-demand services – linear TV drops by 33%; and 

• under our low scenario, on-demand services are less successful and there is 
considerably less diversion away from linear TV (linear TV drops by about 13%). 

3.44 On the audio side, we looked at different scenarios for take-up of the BBC audio 
service. We focused on scenarios involving different usage of the BBC service due to 
data restrictions and uncertainty about the future development of the audio market  

3.45 We summarise our projections in Figure 3.11 and 3.12 below. 

Figure 3.11 – Video services projections in central case 
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Figure 3.12 – Audio services projections in central case 
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Note: vertical axes do not begin at zero. Total hours do not include free services or archive. 

3.46 These forecasts are backed up by our own assessment of likely future drivers of the 
on-demand sector, our consumer research, stakeholder views and independent third 
party views on likely future growth. For instance, Channel 4’s research shows that: 

• by 2012, weekly household viewing of linear TV could fall by up to 33% 

• viewing of broadcast related content (live plus recorded) could drop by 15% from 
24.7 hours to 21.1 hours per week.  

• cannibalisation of linear viewing could grow to 50% within 10 years. 

3.47 The second key element to our modelling work is our assumption about future usage 
of the BBC’s on-demand proposals and the way in which that usage influences the 
projections set out above.  Our projections for the usage of the BBC’s proposed 
services are based largely on forecasts made by the BBC in its PVT application. We 
set out our projections for cable catch-up TV, internet catch-up TV, internet simulcast 
TV and internet non-DRM audio downloads in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.  
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Section 4 

4 Cable catch-up TV 
4.1 The purpose of this section is to examine the prospective effects of the proposed 

cable catch-up TV service on other services (i.e. what we have referred to as direct 
effects) and to consider whether there are ways in which the proposal could be 
modified to reduce the scale of these effects. As well as considering effects on 
existing services, we assess possible effects over the next 5 years. As with all four of 
the BBC’s proposals, given the nascent nature of the markets for these services, the 
forward look is especially important in this case. The cable catch-up TV service was 
described above in Section 2. It is also described in more detail in Annex 1. The 
assessment of the BBC’s cable catch-up proposal is somewhat easier than for the 
other services as it is already in operation on a trial basis. 

4.2 The rest of this section is organised as follows: 

• Usage of cable catch-up TV; 

• Identification of affected services; 

• Assessment of direct effects; and  

• Possible modifications to the BBC proposals.  

Usage of cable catch-up TV 

4.3 Our usage projections are represented graphically in Figure 4.1 below. The BBC 
projected that, by 2011, 4.6 million households would be using the service, and that 
total usage would be 850 million hours per year.  These figures are largely consistent 
with our high case scenario – although we have made some minor changes to the 
BBC assumptions (e.g. on Homechoice’s market share), they have not led to 
discrepancies between our projected usage and take-up for 2011 and the BBC 
estimates. The growth in viewing hours is predominantly driven by an increasing 
number of service users, as opposed to changes in weekly viewing for cable catch-
up users. 

4.4 Our central case assumes total usage of around 640 million hours per year by 2011, 
reflecting lower take-up of the BBC services.  The BBC projections (and our high 
case) assume that 96 per cent of the households that own platforms where iPlayer 
could be accessed will use the service each week by 2011.  In our central case, we 
have reduced that figure to 70%.  This generates a BBC market share of the TV VOD 
market on ntl: Telewest and Homechoice of around 22%. 

4.5 Our low case assumes total usage of 510 million hours per year by 2011, reflecting 
lower take-up of BBC services (as in our central case) and lower usage of the 
service.  The BBC projections (and our central and high cases) assume that 
individuals, in households where iPlayer has been accessed, watch cable catch-up 
for about 1.75 hours every week by 2011. In our low case we have reduced that 
figure by 20% to around one hour and 25 minutes 

4.6 All three cases are set out in Figure 4.1 below.  
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Figure 4.1 – Projections of low, medium and high usage of BBC cable catch-up TV 
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Identification of affected services 

4.7 Stakeholders suggested that take-up of the cable catch-up service would most likely 
impact on the following services: non-premium content delivered as cable catch-up 
TV and VOD, linear TV on cable and using PVRs and DVD recorders (on cable), with 
a somewhat lesser impact on DVD sales and rentals. Since most of the BBC content 
is likely to be non-premium, only non-premium services are likely to be impacted31.  
We now discuss each of the impacted services in more detail below. 

• Other cable catch-up TV or VOD: The BBC’s cable catch-up TV service is 
probably the best substitute for other free catch-up TV services and free VOD 
services. Paid cable VOD and catch-up TV are also likely to be impacted by the 
BBC’s proposal.  ntl:Telewest has stated that as a result of the introduction of the 
BBC’s trial “free” catch-up services it had to invest more in paid VOD services to 
increase their attractiveness.  

• Linear TV on cable: This offers the same type of content on the same platform as 
cable catch-up (i.e. no additional cost), but without the timeshifting functionality.  
In our consumer survey, when current users of cable catch-up were asked what 
they would do if it were no longer available, more than half said that they would 
watch more linear TV.   

• PVRs, DVD recorders (DVDr) or video cassette recorders (VCR) used with cable 
and digital terrestrial TV (DTT e.g. Freeview PVR):  Users might be less likely to 
buy or subscribe to a PVR service on these platforms once the BBC’s cable 
catch-up service is launched.  Although switching to Sky Plus (the Sky PVR) 
would typically involve some one-off costs likely to inhibit substitution, switching 
to PVR use on DTT would be less costly. 

• DVD/VHS tape sales and rentals: sales and rentals of DVDs/tapes of TV 
programmes, in particular, are likely to be significantly impacted by the BBC’s 
cable catch-up TV proposition. Our consumer survey suggested that watching 
DVDs or VHS tapes was most adversely affected by the launch of cable catch-

                                                 
31 As explained above, we have not been able to assemble sufficient evidence to distinguish different types of 
content at a more granular level. 
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up. Between 70 and 80 per cent of UK households already have a DVD/VHS 
player so this switch is relatively likely.   

• Market creation: As shown in the table below, there was evidence of new market 
creation for cable catch-up services from the consumer survey.  The findings 
from the qualitative research also suggested that there could be some increase in 
total viewing hours. 

4.8 These impacts are summarised in Table 4.1 below. 

Table 4.1 – Services likely to be affected by launch of BBC’s cable catch-up TV 
 

Service Platform Type of 
content 

Pricing Function-
ality 

In 
/out 

Diversion32 Reasons 

BBC cable 
catch-up 

TV + cable/ 
IPTV platform 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Free Timeshift In   

Other free cable 
catch-up 

TV + cable/ 
IPTV platform 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Free Timeshift In Medium Best substitute 

Paid cable 
catch-up or 
VOD 

TV + cable/ 
IPTV platform 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Low price Timeshift In Medium Consumer survey: 45% said 
they value functionality of 
rewind etc. (but impact on use 
of paid-for VOD itself not 
measured) 

Linear TV via 
cable or IPTV 

TV + cable/ 
IPTV platform 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Free Timeshift In High Consumer survey: 54% said 
they could watch normal cable 
TV if catch-up not available 
15% said they use it less as a 
result of starting to use cable 
catch-up 

DVD/VHS tape 
rental 

TV + cable/ 
IPTV platform + 
DVD player/ 
VCR, or PC 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Subscription or 
PPV 

Live In 

DVD/VHS tape 
sales 

TV + cable/ 
IPTV platform + 
DVD player/ 
VCR, or PC 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Price Timeshift In 

Low Consumer survey: 53% said 
they would use DVDs if catch-
up not available, 23% said 
consumption decreased since 
using catch-up 
 

PVR on same 
platform 

TV + cable/ 
IPTV platform + 
PVR 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

PVR cost if not 
already owned 

Timeshift In Low Same platform so limited 
incremental cost; similar 
functionality 

DVDr/VCR TV + DVDr/ 
VCR 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Cost of device 
plus disc cost 

Timeshift In Minimal Consumer survey – 26-34% 
said they would use DVDr if 
cable catch-up not available or 
they had to pay. 

PVR on 
different 
platform 

TV + terrestrial/ 
satellite 
platform + PVR 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Platform 
switching cost 
plus platform 

Timeshift In Low At margin diversion of hours 
could lead to switching of 
platforms. Likelihood linked to 
switching costs and higher for 
PVRs on satellite platform than 
on terrestrial (switching to 
Freeview with PVR capability) – 
included because only requires 
£95 expenditure for STB with 
same channels as basic 
Homechoice or cable 

Premium 
content on  
various 
platforms 
DVD/VHS 
tapes, cable 
catch-up or 
VOD 

TV + DVD 
player/ VCR + 
TV platform 
(terrestrial, 
cable, satellite, 
IPTV) 

Premium Price Timeshift Out  Precedent: Non-premium 
content not a substitute for 
premium content 

New market      High 37% in consumer survey said 
their use of other relevant 
services did not change when 
started using cable catch-up 

 

                                                 
32 “Diversion” refers to the share of the proposal’s demand (in hours) that is diverted from demand for other 
services. A ‘high’ level of diversion means more than 30% of the iPlayer hours were diverted from this service, a 
‘medium’ level of diversion means 10-30% and ‘low’ is 0-10%. New market refers to the extent to which the on-
demand proposal creates new demand.  The justification for the levels of diversion is described in more detail 
below. 
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4.9 Advertising services are also likely to be affected by the catch-up cable proposal. 
Several of the affected services from above have an advertising component (either 
now or potentially in future): cable catch-up TV and VOD and linear TV on cable. 
There are two main ways in which advertising markets may be affected. First, each of 
these services may experience a reduction in commercial impacts as a result of the 
BBC’s proposal. This will tend to reduce the advertising revenue to commercial 
broadcasters.33 Second, there may also be an impact on advertisers because the 
effectiveness of advertising per unit of spend might reduce.34 We have not sought to 
quantify this second impact on the basis that both its scale and direction are 
uncertain: a reduction in the effectiveness of advertising may feed through to higher 
end consumer prices for advertised products but equally consumers may benefit from 
less – or better directed – advertising. 

Assessment of effects 

4.10 Our assessment of effects is based on the following: 

• Quantitative analysis of the prospective impact over the period to 2011. This part of 
the analysis focuses on the likely take-up and usage of the proposed service, and 
considers how much substitution there is likely to be away from other services. 
These effects are quantified and used to develop estimates of the impact on 
consumer surplus and the producer surplus of commercial service providers; and 

• Qualitative assessment of the implications for supplier incentives and investment 
levels, and how these factors could affect the growth of the market and the 
development of competition.   

Quantification of direct impacts 

4.11 Once our projections of the usage of the BBC proposal had been settled our 
quantitative analysis was carried out in two stages: 

• Assessment of substitutional effects i.e. where is the demand for the BBC service 
likely to come from?  

• Estimation of consumer surplus and producer surplus effects i.e. who is likely to 
be affected and by how much? 

4.12 We have also carried out sensitivity analysis on a range of key assumptions.  The 
results of this analysis are set out in Annex 6. 

Substitutional effects 

4.13 We first considered the extent to which take-up of the BBC service would divert 
viewing hours away from other products and services, as well as where it might 
involve a net increase in the total number of hours spent viewing video content. This 
analysis was informed primarily by the results of the consumer research, and to 

                                                 
33 In assessing the impact on advertising revenues, we have used evidence from PWC report prepared for 
Ofcom, December 2004, "Economic Analysis of the TV Advertising Market" which suggests that a 10% reduction 
in commercial impacts on linear, non-multi-channel TV results in a loss in net advertising revenue of around 3-
4%, while a 10% reduction on multi-channel advertising reduces net advertising revenue by 7 to 8%.  For other 
forms of advertising (e.g. internet advertising, radio advertising) we consider that a more prudent assumption for 
the purposes of this MIA is that a 10% reduction in impacts feeds through directly to a 10% reduction in revenues 
– a position consistent with Ofcom’s recent review of radio advertising and our discussions with stakeholders. 
34 Although we note that general trends towards below the line spending suggest that this effect will be limited. 
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some degree by evidence and arguments submitted by stakeholders. Our diversion 
assumptions are set out in Table 4.1 above. Of particular relevance, we note:  

• there is more diversion from linear TV than from DVDs and VHS tapes. The 
evidence from the consumer survey  is that the impact of cable catch-up is 
marginally higher on DVDs than on linear TV. If the service were withdrawn, the 
shift to normal cable TV is not much greater than to DVDs (54% versus 43%).  
However, given the much greater viewing of linear TV than DVDs, it seems 
sensible for the diversion ratios to be greater for the former than the latter. 

• the reasonably significant level of market creation. The consumer survey shows 
evidence of new market creation for cable catch-up. In the survey, cable catch-up 
users were asked how their usage of a list of substitutes had changed since 
starting to use the service.  For the majority of users, there had been little or no 
change (increase or decrease) – just over two thirds said either that nothing had 
changed or they had only started using one service differently. 

Consumer surplus effects 

4.14 Our approach to calculating the impact on consumer surplus and producer surplus 
effects is described in greater detail in Annex 6 – our results from this analysis are 
summarised below. As noted in Section 2 and set out in Figure 2.1 we consider that 
there is a risk that the analysis of public value in the BBC’s PVT Application does not 
account for the reduction in consumer surplus from substitution away from other non-
BBC services.  We have therefore sought to estimate – indicatively – the potential 
scale of that reduction building on the analysis set out in Section 2. The figure 
suggests that the loss in consumer surplus is approximately equal to the marginal 
consumer surplus per hour multiplied by the volume of hours substituted (assuming 
that the marginal consumer surplus per hour does not change materially over the 
relevant range).35 Our estimate of the impact of cable catch-up on consumer surplus 
is presented in Table 4.2 below. 

Table 4.2 – Estimated impact of BBC cable catch-up on consumer surplus (reduction in £m) 

 

4.15 As explained in Section 2, these figures should – by definition – be lower than the 
consumer surplus estimates set out in the PVA since consumers will only switch if 
they value BBC content over iPlayer more highly than existing non-BBC content.  If 
these estimates are discounted back to the present using a discount rate of 3.5% real 
(reflecting the social cost of capital), they yield a Net Present Value of £37 to 60m. 
This is our estimate of the value to consumers of the services that would be 
displaced by the proposed BBC cable catch-up service. 

Producer surplus effects  

4.16 We have also estimated the prospective impact of the proposed service on the 
producer surplus of the providers of affected services. For producer surplus, we 

                                                 
35 Drawing on work from the BBC to estimate the average value of different BBC services, we have used an 
approximate figure for marginal consumer surplus of £0.05/hour 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 PV 
Low case 4 6 8 10 13 37 
Central case 5 8 10 13 16 46 
High case 6 10 13 17 21 60 
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estimated impacts on advertising revenues for linear TV, TV VOD, internet simulcast 
and VOD, reduced revenues (net of marginal cost) for DVD sales and rentals, and 
reduced PVR subscriptions.  In each case, we used indicative assumptions to 
translate changes in hours of viewing into changes in producer surplus.  

4.17 As explained above, we assume that a 1% reduction in linear TV viewing leads on 
average to a 0.6% reduction in net advertising revenues, as the loss of impacts is to 
some extent offset by an increase in price; however, for other advertising markets, 
we assume that there is no change to price, so that a 1% reduction in viewing leads 
directly to a 1% reduction in revenues.  We note also that for VOD and simulcast we 
assume that the main substitution to the BBC service will be for content that is free at 
the point of use (i.e. advertising funded) – this is consistent with the views that most 
VOD is likely to be advertising funded and that BBC content available on iPlayer will 
not compete primarily with premium content.  Further details on all of our 
assumptions are set out in Annex 6. 

4.18 The results of the analysis are shown in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3 – Estimates of producer surplus effects 
 

Low case       
Total Producer 
surplus Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 PV 
Scheduled TV 2 2 3 4 4 14 
VoD TV 1 1 2 2 2 8 
PVRs usage 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Internet based live 
TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Internet based VoD 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Mobile TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DVD 4 6 7 8 8 30 
Producer surplus 
loss 7 10 12 15 16 54 
       
Central case       
Total Producer 
surplus Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 PV 
Scheduled TV 2 3 4 5 6 18 
Vod TV 1 2 2 3 3 10 
PVRs usage 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Internet based live 
TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Internet based VoD 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Mobile TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DVD 5 8 9 11 10 38 
Producer surplus 
loss 9 13 15 19 20 68 
       
High case       
Total Producer 
surplus Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 PV 
Scheduled TV 0 4 5 7 8 21 
VoD TV 1 2 3 4 4 13 
PVRs usage 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Internet based live 
TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Internet based VoD 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Mobile TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DVD 7 10 11 14 13 49 
Producer surplus 
loss 8 16 20 25 27 86 

 

4.19 The tables show a total loss in producer surplus of between £54m and £86m (using a 
3.5% discount rate36.  The most significant effects are on linear TV and the market 
for DVDs, although the reasons for the effects are somewhat different: 

• for linear TV, the volume of hours diverted is relatively large, but the lost revenue 
(or value) per hour is relatively small37; 

• for DVDs, while the volume of hours is considerably smaller, the impact of each 
lost hour is greater because of the relatively high margins earned on DVDs. 

                                                 
36 This discount rate reflects the social cost of capital and, since we are looking to quantify total welfare effects, it 
has been applied equally to consumer and producer surplus. 
37 Note that revenue, value and producer surplus are equivalent in this analysis of advertising impacts as we 
assume that the marginal costs are zero. 
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4.20 These findings are consistent with the way in which the value of content varies 
through the primary and secondary windows: in the primary window, programmes 
can attract relatively large numbers of viewers, but the revenue per viewer is lower.  
In the secondary window, there is greater scope to reveal willingness to pay for 
particular subsets of viewers, for example through DVD distribution.  Hence the 
revenue loss associated with each lost hour is greater.  As we explain below, the 
longer the viewing window for BBC content on iPlayer, the greater the risk of 
diversion from potentially high value secondary window viewing. 

4.21 Our figures also suggest an impact of NPV £9m to £15m on video on demand 
services (including other catch-up services).  This reflects lost advertising revenues 
to broadcasters of this type of content and reflects the fact that we expect iPlayer to 
divert viewers away from similar non-BBC types of service. 

4.22 The estimates of impact on producer surplus seem reasonable when we compare 
them to the total market (measured in hours) – see Table 4.4.  This shows the hours 
diverted away from a given service as a percentage of the forecast hours without 
iPlayer.  Relative impacts are largest for TV VOD and DVD and VHS rentals and 
sales. 

Table 4.4 – Relative impact (in hours) of BBC cable catch-up on affected services, 2007-2011 

Service 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Scheduled TV 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Other VoD TV 3% 3% 4% 4% 4% 
PVRs (and DVDr) viewing 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Internet based VoD 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Paid DVD&VHS 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 

 

4.23 Nonetheless, the sorts of impact we have identified are small when compared to the 
overall size of all of these markets.  To a large extent this is because of the 
penetration of cable and IPTV platforms – only 15 to 18% of households will be able 
to access the cable catch-up service, and hence its impact on the market as a whole 
is constrained. 

4.24 This suggests to us that the cable catch-up service is unlikely to have a material 
impact on investment and innovation.  Even for TV VOD services delivered directly to 
the Homechoice and ntl:Telewest platforms, we do not anticipate a significant impact 
on investment decisions – only 4-7% of total TV VOD on those platforms are diverted 
to iPlayer.  

4.25 We note that we have not considered quantitatively the ability of the BBC proposals 
to impact prices.  All of the calculations set out above assume that the BBC 
proposals will divert volumes but not to such an extent that prices change38.  In the 
context of the small changes to total demand presented above we believe this 
assumption is reasonable. 

Qualitative assessment of key concerns 

4.26 Stakeholders were most concerned about the following effects of the BBC’s 
proposed cable catch-up service: 

                                                 
38 The only exception is with linear TV advertising where there is evidence to suggest that revenues do not fall in 
direct proportion to reductions in quantity. 
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• The proposed services would restrict the business models available to 
commercial VOD providers, and tend to push them towards an advertising funded 
model, which would hamper the development of the market and would not be in 
the longer term interests of consumers. This effect would be exacerbated by the 
availability of series stacking. Several stakeholders suggested the proposed 
services should be provided on a commercial basis by BBC Worldwide, and not 
by the public services arm of the BBC; 

• If TV platforms were denied access to BBC catch-up content this would impact on 
them negatively. Stakeholders argued that it was important that they had access 
to this content. 

• Even if access to BBC catch-up content was provided, if the terms on which it 
was provided were discriminatory or unduly onerous, this could have a significant 
negative impact on other services. Several stakeholders argued that limits should 
be imposed on the conditions which the BBC is able to set for service providers 
who wish to carry its catch-up content. 

Series stacking and the impact on TV VOD 

4.27 A number of respondents argued that the impact of the BBC service would depend 
considerably on its scope, and particularly on the proposed inclusion of series 
stacking. Several stakeholders contended that there is a big difference between a 
straightforward catch-up service, which allows consumers to watch programmes 
broadcast in the past 7 days, and a service that would allow consumers to download 
an entire series.  

4.28 Some stakeholders took the view that a straightforward catch-up service would tend 
to reinforce existing viewing habits, in the sense that: 

• It would tend to “lead back to the linear schedule”, because viewers would use 
the service to catch up on episodes they had missed; and/or 

• It would increase demand for VOD services by helping to boost consumer 
familiarity with programmes that have the potential to be successful i.e. it could 
help to create hits such as ‘Little Britain’.  

4.29 Series stacking, on the other hand, would lead viewers away from the linear 
schedule, by enabling them to download an entire series and view it at a time of their 
choosing. According to some, these features turn the BBC proposal into something 
much closer to a VOD service, which would divert viewer hours away from both the 
linear schedule and commercial VOD services. As ITV put it:  

“Series stacking would effectively give the BBC the ability to offer 
the ‘box set’ immediately after transmission and for free.”  

4.30 One stakeholder argued that, if series stacking were to be included (though they 
believed it should not be), the definition of a series should be tightened up, to include 
only programmes where a plot line is developed over a maximum of 12 episodes, 
broadcast over a period of no more than 12 weeks. The definition should exclude 
long running soaps and programmes where there are no plot linkages from on 
episode to the next. 
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4.31 It is important to consider these arguments specifically with respect to the proposed 
ntl:Telewest and Homechoice services and more generally in terms of the possibility 
of future deals with other retail service providers. 

4.32 In the case of ntl:Telewest and Homechoice, service availability is limited to existing 
subscribers. The providers are targeting significant growth in subscriber numbers 
and, in our modelling exercise, we have projected an increase of 55% in subscriber 
numbers for hybrid and cable TV households that are enabled to view iPlayer, over 
the period to 2011. 

4.33 During the current trials, the amount of BBC catch-up content available to viewers 
has been limited to 40 hours a week for ntl customers and 80 hours for Telewest. 
The BBC’s application makes it clear that, if the service is approved, the amount of 
content made available is likely to increase to much higher levels.   

4.34 Only one of the triallists – ntl – offers series stacking. They estimate that this feature 
has accounted for about a third of all catch-up usage during the trial, but would 
expect this proportion to be somewhat lower with a full service roll-out. At its own 
discretion, Homechoice does not currently make series stacking available to its 
customers, although this could change in the future.  

4.35 Experience during the trials provides some evidence on the extent to which free BBC 
catch-up content can co-exist with commercial catch-up and VOD services. One 
triallist (ntl:Telewest) has provided us with evidence which purports to show that free 
BBC catch-up content has ‘helped to drive’ greater usage of its pay on-demand 
services. However, while the evidence does show that there has been an association 
between the growth in catch-up usage and paid-for VOD usage, with both growing 
from a zero base, it does not in Ofcom’s view demonstrate any causal link between 
the two. It is possible that, in the absence of the free catch-up service, usage of the 
VOD services would have grown more rapidly.  

4.36 It is apparent from the ntl:Telewest and Homechoice submissions that they view BBC 
catch-up content as being an important part of their overall offering, a valuable 
component in a balanced range of linear and VOD services. Homechoice argues that 
catch-up services complement the linear schedule by enabling viewers to see missed 
episodes in a series, and thereby maintain their interest in the programme. However, 
Homechoice considers that series stacking is more substitutional, for both linear and 
VOD content.    

4.37 As far as it goes, the evidence from the ntl:Telewest and Homechoice trials suggests 
that the availability of free BBC catch-up content: 

• makes it more difficult for service providers to charge for catch-up content from 
other broadcasters; 

• but does not necessarily undermine the viability of paid-for TV VOD services, 
especially those with premium content. 

4.38 It is also relevant to consider the potential impact of possible future deals with other 
service providers. As and when the BBC wishes to go ahead with another deal, it will 
have to apply to the Trust for permission to do so. If it was certain that any such deal 
would be the subject of a new PVT, the present MIA could focus exclusively on the 
ntl:Telewest and Homechoice services, and leaving consideration of other deals to 
future PVTs.  However, our understanding is that there is a possibility that future 
deals may not be subject to the full PVT process. 
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4.39 BBC management has indicated to the Trust that it would like to establish the 
“potential principles” that it will be used when deciding whether a further PVT is 
required. Broadly speaking, it is anticipated that, if an application complies with the 
principles, no PVT will be required. We believe the Trust is considering this 
approach. 

4.40 Clearly, if there were to be other deals, on similar lines, the potential impact of the 
catch-up over cable services would greater. These effects have not been modelled. 
However, the possibility that the BBC service would restrict the business models 
available to other providers, and hamper the development of the VOD market, would 
also increase. 

4.41 Although there is no direct empirical evidence on this point – as the deals are 
hypothetical – it is relevant to note the views expressed by retail service providers 
who might be involved. BT observed that very broad distribution of free catch-up 
services tends to diminish the demand for ‘paid for’ VOD services. BT Vision argued 
that, should they wish to do so, they should reasonably be able to recover the direct 
and significant costs of delivering BBC catch-up content. Combined, these two 
factors could result in a ‘double whammy’ for such platform operators – whereby they 
would incur significant costs to carry catch-up content which they are not allowed to 
charge for, while at the same time losing revenues from ‘paid for’ services to ‘free at 
the point of consumption’ BBC content. 

4.42 Overall, we conclude that, if similar deals were done with other platforms, this would 
increase the possibility that the proposed services would restrict business models 
and hamper market development. It is not possible to quantify these effects with any 
degree of reliability. 

Access to BBC content for other TV platforms 

4.43 Several respondents argue that catch-up content should be made available to other 
service providers on a non-discriminatory basis. To quote from one submission: 

“Given the publicly funded nature of the BBC’s programming, there is a 
significant risk of negative market impacts if the BBC is able to discriminate 
between different platforms (including favouring its own, where it is allowed 
to develop its own distribution platforms, such as the BBC iPlayer).” 

4.44 In some cases, stakeholders argue that the BBC should be subject to an access 
obligation i.e. an obligation to make its content available on non-discriminatory terms 
to any service provider who meets a specified set of basic requirements. Such an 
obligation would need to be imposed by the Trust. 

4.45 In Ofcom’s view, there is at present insufficient evidence to support the imposition of 
such an obligation. The BBC is incentivised to maximise the reach of its services, 
and would have an incentive to make its content available to service providers who 
could assist in meeting this goal. It has indicated that further proposals for similar 
agreements with other service providers are likely, and we understand that, in some 
cases, negotiations are under way. In this situation, the imposition of access 
obligation would in our view be disproportionate. 

4.46 The case for ensuring that the terms of any future deals are non-discriminatory, 
however, is in our opinion much stronger. In addition to the incentive to maximise 
reach, the BBC also has an incentive to drive the best deal it can with service 
providers. This suggests that in some circumstances those deals may be 
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discriminatory.  As noted above, as new proposals are developed, they will have to 
be submitted to the Trust, which will determine whether further PVTs are required. 
The Trust is considering the scope for setting out the principles which it would apply 
when deciding if a PVT is needed. 

4.47 If the Trust goes ahead with this approach, we believe that one of the principles used 
in assessing new applications should be whether the proposed terms and conditions 
are non-discriminatory, in terms of their likely impact on the development of 
competition. If there are material differences between the terms proposed and those 
already applied to other service providers, the Trust should consider whether there is 
an objective justification for the differences, and whether they have the potential to 
restrict or distort competition. In addition, if the terms proposed are the same, but the 
circumstances facing the service provider are materially different in relevant respects, 
the Trust should again consider whether the proposed terms could have a negative 
effect on competition. If the proposals raise doubts, there would be a strong case for 
a PVT, so that the market impact can be fully assessed, 

Terms for access to BBC content 

4.48 A notable feature of the BBC deals with ntl:Telewest and Homechoice is that they 
include conditions designed to ensure that: 

• there is no incremental charge for the BBC services; 

• the BBC content is made available through a BBC branded portal; and 

• the BBC services are made available to all the retail provider’s customers. 

4.49 We understand that the BBC has also sought to ensure that the retail providers make 
available as much BBC catch-up content as possible.  

4.50 The justification for these conditions is linked to the BBC’s incentive to make its 
content as widely available as possible to UK citizens. However, some respondents 
argue that the conditions are unreasonable because: 

• the service provider may incur significant costs in making the catch-up content 
available and in delivering it to its customers, which it cannot recover through 
incremental charges; 

• a requirement to make all BBC content available could push up the service 
providers costs considerably, and in some case be impossible to meet because 
of technical constraints on the capacity of the service; and 

• the requirement to make content available through a BBC branded portal restricts 
the ability of service providers to differentiate their services from competing 
offerings, and further limits the scope for recovering costs through the placement 
of advertisements.   

4.51 Several stakeholders have argued that limits should be placed on the scope of such 
conditions. They contend that such restrictions restrict retail competition by 
preventing retail providers from efficiently recovering the costs they incur in providing 
the BBC catch-up services and by preventing them from differentiating their services 
from competing retail offerings. Where retail providers are unable to meet the 
requirements (e.g. if they do not have sufficient capacity to carry all of the BBC’s 
catch-up content), this could also lead to a distortion of competition, either because 
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the conditions are relaxed in a discriminatory manner, or because the service 
providers in question are denied access to the BBC content. 

4.52 The thrust of these arguments is that the BBC has a dominant position in the 
provision of television content, and has used that position in a way that could restrict 
or distort competition in the retail market for TV services. In order to assess this 
contention, it would first be necessary to determine whether the BBC has a dominant 
position in the relevant market. Such an assessment would be outside the scope of 
the MIA. We have not, therefore, been able to reach any firm conclusions on this 
issue. We do, however, believe that it will be important to ensure that the terms of 
any future deals do not hamper unduly the ability of service providers to recover their 
own costs of service delivery, or to differentiate their services from those of their 
competitors. 

Possible modifications to the BBC proposals 

4.53 The terms of reference for the MIA refer to the possibility of carrying out sensitivity 
analysis, to identify which features of the service have a particularly strong impact on 
the overall assessment, and to help identify possible modifications to the service, to 
remove or mitigate some of these effects. 

4.54 There are clearly many ways in which the proposed service could be made less 
attractive to consumers, all of which would reduce its impact on competing services. 
The issue, in our view, is whether there any modifications can be identified which are 
likely to reduce any negative market impacts, without having an equally large effect 
on the public value of the service.  In other words, are there any modifications which 
are likely to improve the overall public value of the service, net of the market 
impacts?   

4.55 Within the MIA, we can only fully consider one side of the equation, namely the 
impact on the market. The associated impact on public value can only be properly 
assessed in the PVA, with the two strands being brought together in the PVT itself.  

4.56 In identifying possible modifications, we have considered particularly those which are 
likely to have a bigger effect on market impact than on usage. Then, if the 
contribution to public value varies in a linear fashion with usage, the overall impact on 
the net public value is more likely to be positive.  

4.57 Below we discuss the following options for modifications to the BBC service:  

• offering the services on a commercial basis; 

• restricting the scope of the service to exclude series stacking; 

• constraining the terms on which access to BBC content would be provided to TV 
platforms;  

• delaying the launch of the service; 

• reducing the 7-day window; and 

• other possible modifications. 
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4.58 There are also several modifications (e.g. relating to cross promotion and budgets) 
which relate to all of the services, including the cable catch-up TV proposal. These 
are considered in Section 9. 

Offering the services on a commercial basis 

4.59 It would be possible to require the BBC to offer catch-up content on a commercial 
basis through BBC Worldwide, as some stakeholders have requested. In our view, 
however, that would be a disproportionate response to the problems which have 
been identified.  

4.60 The available evidence suggests that a straightforward catch-up service is likely to 
complement the existing linear TV schedule, and that it could help to build consumer 
loyalty to particular programmes, which could enhance their value in the secondary 
market. As BBC content carries no advertising, requiring its catch-up services to be 
funded on a commercial basis is likely to mean that they would only be available for a 
transaction or subscription based charge. This would be anomalous in a market in 
which some other major broadcasters are likely to make their catch-up content 
available at no incremental charge.  

4.61 We have not sought to quantify directly the impact of the BBC offering its service on 
a commercial basis, but note that such an approach would inevitably reduce take-up 
of the BBC service and therefore reduce the overall market impact.  In terms of the 
static impact on producer surplus, we would qualitatively expect the reductions in 
producer surplus and consumer surplus to be somewhat below the low scenario 
figures set out above since considerably fewer hours would be diverted from the 
competing services.  However, this reduction would of course need to be offset 
against the (potentially more significant) reduction in public value. 

Restricting scope of service to exclude series stacking 

4.62 As discussed above a number of stakeholders argued that the proposed service 
goes beyond a conventional 7-day catch-up service, because it includes series 
stacking. In an extreme case, a consumer could watch all the episodes in a 13-week 
series up to 14 weeks after the first episode was broadcast. In these circumstances, 
consumers could well come to see the catch-up service as a way of accessing a 
library of content, which could be viewed over an extended period.  

4.63 There is only a limited amount of direct empirical evidence on this point, as only ntl 
has offered series stacking during the trial. As noted above, ntl estimates that series 
stacking has accounted for about one third of catch-up usage during the trial, and 
believes that this proportion would be likely to come down following a full service roll-
out.  

4.64 The results of our sensitivity analysis suggest that removing series stacking might 
reduce the usage of the service by 20%, while bringing down the market impact by 
50%.  This finding is driven particularly by a significantly reduced impact on 
commercial downloads and DVDs.  This overall result inevitably masks variation 
according to the type of content.  Where BBC content is a close substitute for 
commercial content – at least for some viewers – we would expect removal of series 
stacking to mitigate market impact substantially.  On the other hand, for content with 
no close commercial parallel, removing series stacking would reduce the market 
impact substantially less. 
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4.65 We recognise that series stacking is likely to be valued by viewers, but in many 
cases it would make the service a more direct substitute for commercial offerings. 
The BBC is currently proposing a very broad definition of what constitutes “a series”, 
which would include anything other than one-off programmes and repeats.  As an 
example, up to 13 episodes of Eastenders could be grouped together and offered as 
a series stack, based around a plot theme such as domestic violence.  

4.66 One stakeholder argued that, if series stacking were to be included (though they 
believed it should not be), the definition of a series should be tightened up, to include 
only programmes where a plot line is developed over a maximum of 12 episodes, 
broadcast over a period of no more than 12 weeks. The definition should exclude 
long running soaps and programmes where there are no plot linkages from one 
episode to the next.  

4.67 On balance, we recommend that, unless the PVA or PVT provide compelling reasons 
for doing otherwise, the scope of series stacking should be substantially reduced, 
through the adoption of a tighter definition of what qualifies as “a series”, or through 
other restrictions. One possibility would be to narrow the definition of a series along 
the lines mentioned above (i.e. to programmes where a plot is developed over a 
maximum of 12 episodes). Other options would be to set a limit for the volume of 
programming that could be stacked over a given timeframe, or to reduce the period 
over which a series could be stacked from the 12 weeks currently proposed to some 
shorter period. In our view, the best approach should be determined by the BBC 
Trust, taking account of the implications for both the public value and the market 
impact of the service. If it is not possible to specify a workable method of 
substantially reducing the scope of series stacking, then for precautionary reasons 
we would recommend that series stacking should be excluded altogether. 

4.68 As discussed below, we believe the position is somewhat more serious for internet 
catch-up TV than for cable catch up – the BBC’s internet catch-up proposal includes 
both series stacking and a 13 week storage window whereas catch-up TV over cable 
it is not accompanied by the 13-week storage function. As a result, the market impact 
of series stacking is may be somewhat lower, and the case for removing of restricting 
it may be weaker than in the case of internet catch-up. 

The terms on which access is provided to BBC content 

4.69 As discussed above, one of the criteria the Trust should use when considering 
extensions of the cable catch-up service to new TV platforms should in our view be 
whether the proposed terms are discriminatory. Assessing whether terms meet this 
benchmark may not be straightforward. Where the terms proposed are the same as 
those in previously approved agreements, there is unlikely to be an issue. However, 
where they differ, it will be necessary to consider whether the differences are likely to 
lead to a distortion of competition. Depending on the circumstances, an MIA may be 
required to determine whether or not this is the case.   

Delaying launch 

4.70 In their written submissions, several stakeholders argued that the launch of the BBC 
services should be delayed, in order to give the VOD market more time to become 
established, and to give commercial providers an opportunity to develop services 
based on a variety of business models. These respondents emphasised that the BBC 
services were not required to ‘kick-start’ the market, as all the significant commercial 
providers were themselves in the process of rolling out services. The proposed delay 
was typically of 12-18 months.  
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4.71 In our view, it is likely that delay of this sort would significantly reduce the market 
impact of the proposed services. However, it would be an extreme response to 
concerns about the effect of the BBC service on the development of the nascent 
VOD market, as it would deny all consumers access to the BBC service. Ofcom’s 
view is that these concerns could be more effectively dealt with by considering 
modifications to the scope of the service, as discussed above. 

Reducing the 7-day window 

4.72 Some stakeholders argued that the 7-day catch-up window should be reduced to 48 
hours. In support of this argument, one stakeholder referred to evidence from 
Belgium indicating that 90 per cent total VOD viewing is within the 2 days following 
the broadcast of a programme, and that a catch-up TV was watched within 2 days of 
the programme being broadcast, and that a 48 hour window would therefore deliver 
the bulk of the value from the catch-up service, whilst minimising the impact on 
commercial providers. 

4.73 The evidence on this point, though, again seems mixed. Homechoice argued that 
viewers tend to watch catch-up content either in the day or so after broadcast, or 
shortly before the broadcast of the next episode i.e. after 6-7 days. This view was 
linked to the argument that a 7-day catch-up service leads viewers back to the linear 
schedule.  

4.74 Ofcom considers it possible that a reduction in the length of the download window, 
from 7 days to 48 hours, would reduce the impact of the service on commercial 
providers, but does not believe it is possible to say how significant such an effect 
might be. This would have to be set against the likely impact on the public value of 
the service which, given the feedback from the BBC trial (that 7 days was itself 
regarded as too short by some consumers), could be substantial. 

Other possible modifications 

4.75 Some stakeholders argued that the catch-up services should be limited to: 

• programmes receiving their first broadcast i.e. not repeats; and/or 

• programmes commissioned by the BBC, and not bought-in content 

4.76 Ofcom considers the case for these restrictions to be comparatively weak. The 
exclusion of repeats would lead to large gaps in the content available on the service, 
which would be difficult to explain to consumers. This could undermine the consumer 
appeal of the service, and its public value.  

4.77 The objection to bought-in content is linked to the view that the catch-up service 
should not used to make available premium content such as feature films, and full-
length sporting events as a service which included such content would compete 
much more directly with commercial VOD services. 

4.78 We would observe, however, that limiting the availability of bought-in content will not 
have a significant affect on the market impact but would confuse consumers.  

4.79 Other modifications such as delaying the service launch or reducing the range of 
content that would be made available are relevant to all the BBC’s on-demand 
proposals and are therefore considered together in Section 9. 
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Section 5 

5 Internet catch-up TV 
5.1 In this section, we consider the likely impact of the proposed catch-up over internet 

service.  

5.2 Many of the effects and arguments are similar to those discussed above in relation to 
the cable catch-up service. However, it is important to note the following differences 
between the internet and cable catch-up proposals: 

• whereas the cable catch-up proposals are concerned with the provision by the 
BBC of wholesale services to ntl:Telewest and Homechoice (to then be retailed to 
their subscribers), the internet catch-up service is a retail service, which the BBC 
would make available directly to consumers; 

• whereas the cable catch-up services would be streamed to the consumer’s TV for 
immediate viewing, the internet catch-up service would involve downloading files 
from the internet to the consumer’s PC, for storage and subsequent viewing; and 

• as the catch-up services would not involve file storage, the 13-week storage 
window would not be relevant. Series stacking would however, be available, if the 
service providers wish to make it available to their customers.  

Usage of internet catch-up TV 

5.3 As with cable catch-up, the starting point for our projections of take-up for the internet 
catch-up service is the BBC PVT application.  We have made a number of 
modifications to the BBC projections to reflect in more detail the impact of home 
hubs39.  In the absence of these changes, our high case numbers would be 
extremely close to those of the BBC; with the changes, our analysis suggests a 
reduction in viewing of iPlayer over time relative to the BBC model.  Under this 
scenario, we estimate total viewing of around 1400m hours by 2011. 

5.4 Our central case assumes total viewing by 2011 of around 1100 million hours, 
reflecting lower take-up of the BBC services. The BBC projections (and our high case 
- but for changes related to media hubs) assume that every year 13.6 per cent of the 
households that have access to a broadband connection at home will start using 
iPlayer. In our central case, we have reduced that figure by 50% to 6.8%. This would 
represent a BBC market share of the internet VOD / catch-up market of around 26% 
for the BBC.  

5.5 In our low scenario, total viewing of the internet catch-up service is just under 900m 
hours.  This reflects lower take-up of BBC services (as in central case) and lower 
usage of the service. The BBC projections (and our central and high case - but for 
changes related to media hubs) assume that individuals in broadband households, 
watch internet BBC catch-up from 34 minutes to about two and a half hours per week 
(depending on the type of  households). In our low case we have reduced these 
figures by 20% (in line with trial results), to a weekly viewing of BBC services ranging 
from around 27 minutes to two hours. 

                                                 
39 We believe that home hubs will lead to increasing propensity to use internet based VOD services (including 
catch-up), but they will also increase the choice available to viewers.  Hence the probability of using the BBC 
service is likely to be higher for a home hub enabled household, but the weekly hours of viewing may be lower. 
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5.6 Figure 5.1 sets out all three scenarios. 

Figure 5.1 – Ofcom projections of low, medium and high BBC internet catch-up usage 
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Identification of affected services 

5.7 Stakeholders suggested that the proposed internet catch-up service would most 
likely have an impact on catch-up and VOD services, on linear TV and on recorded 
TV content (i.e. DVDs).  Again the key factors are type of content (e.g. premium 
versus non-premium) and platform (e.g. watched on a PC or on TV). Evidence on the 
likelihood that these services will be affected is as follows: 

• Catch-up and VOD services: A number of stakeholders argued that the proposed 
service would have a strong negative effect on the development of internet-based 
catch-up TV and VOD services in the UK. They point out that the market for 
these services is still at a very early stage of development and contend that, by 
making a large amount of high quality catch-up content available at no charge, 
the launch of the BBC service would reduce the scope for competing providers to 
introduce services based on commercial business models. Other broadcasters’ 
internet catch-up TV is very similar to the BBC’s internet catch-up proposal. 
These services range from paid TV VOD (e.g. Channel 4 offering episodes of 
“Lost”) to other types of (paid or free) to video content not produced for traditional 
TV audiences (e.g. YouTube Google etc). We therefore believe these services 
are likely to be impacted  

• Internet simulcast TV and linear TV: Simulcast TV is available on the same 
platform as the BBC’s internet catch-up proposal and provides the same content 
– it is therefore likely to be affected. Other linear TV (i.e. on TV platforms such as 
analogue or digital terrestrial TV) might also be impacted. Several stakeholders 
argued that the proposed internet catch-up service would have a negative impact 
on viewing levels for linear TV channels. Five’s submission referred to research 
which showed that much of growth in the PVR usage has been substitutional for 
linear viewing, and that the future growth of catch-up and VOD services is likely 
to have a similar effect. The BBC’s proposal, it is argued, would have a negative 
impact on commercial broadcasters, for two reasons. First, it would accelerate 
the shift away from linear to time-shifted services, with negative effects on 
advertising revenues, which are likely to be lower on catch-up and VOD services 
than on linear programming. Second, it would increase the BBC’s viewer share of 
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catch-up/VOD services, by making available a large amount of content which 
commercial broadcasters would be unable to match. These effects would 
become increasingly significant as “wireless connection between the PC and the 
TV becomes increasingly commonplace”. 

• DVD/VHS tapes (sale and rental): In their written submissions, stakeholders 
made comparatively few references to the possible impact of the proposed 
service on DVD sales and rentals. To some extent, this may be because the DVD 
market is in any case expected to decline over the next few years. It is 
nevertheless apparent that launch of the BBC catch-up service could have a 
negative effect on demand for DVD services, and could thereby accelerate this 
decline. According to our consumer survey, DVDs and VHS tapes are likely to be 
negatively affected by the BBC proposal (i.e. respondents watched DVDs/VHS 
tapes significantly less when they started using catch-up services). Respondents 
also indicated this would be the service they would turn to if video content on the 
Internet was no longer available.  Since about 70-80 per cent of UK households 
have access to either a VHS or DVD this effect is potentially significant.  

• New market: The qualitative research findings also suggest that there would be 
some increase in total viewing hours, as some consumers would watch catch-up 
content outside the home e.g. on the journey to work. 

5.8 It should also be noted that the range of affected services is likely to broaden to 
include TV based services, as the use of home hub technology (which allows internet 
content to be viewed on the TV) becomes more widespread.   

5.9 Our assessment of these effects is set out in Table 5.1 below. 
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Table 5.1 – Services likely to be affected by BBC internet catch-up TV service 
 
Service Platform Type of 

content 
Pricing Functionality In/ out Diversion Reasons 

BBC 
internet 
catch-up 

Open internet 
+ PC 

Mixed non-
premium 

Free Timeshift In   

Free 
internet 
catch-up 
(e.g. ITV) 

Open internet 
+ PC 

Mixed non-
premium 

Free Timeshift In High Best substitute 

Free 
internet 
VOD 

Open internet 
+ PC 

User 
generated, 
short clips, 
low quality 

Free Timeshift In High Same platform and price point and 
similar content although more user 
generated 

Paid internet 
catch-up or 
paid VOD 

Open internet 
+ PC 

Mixed non-
premium 

Low 
price 

Timeshift In High Same platform and similar content; 
similar quality 

DVD/VHS 
tape rental 

TV + DVD 
player/ VCR, 
or PC 

Non-premium Rental 
fee 

Timeshift In 

DVD/VHS 
tape sales 

TV + DVD 
player/ VCR, 
or PC 

Non-premium DVD 
price 

Timeshift In 

Low to 
medium 

Despite different platform, consumer 
survey provided strong evidence: 
39% would turn to DVDs if service 
withdrawn and 28% said they 
reduced consumption of DVDs when 
they started using internet catch-up, 
43% valued functionality of pause 
rewind. 
 
Relatively low use of DVDs versus 
linear TV justifies lower diversion ratio 

Simulcast 
TV 

Open internet 
+ PC 

Mixed non-
premium 

Free Live In Low Similarity of platform, content and 
pricing suggest inclusion 

Non-PC 
based 
services 

TV platforms 
(terrestrial, 
satellite, cable) 
+ PVR + TV 

Any Any Any Out 
initially. 
In later 

Low to 
medium 

Scope of the relevant markets is likely 
to broaden to include TV based 
services, as the use of home hub 
technology (which allows internet 
content to be viewed on the TV) 
becomes more widespread 

New market      Medium 42% in consumer survey said their 
use of other relevant services did not 
change when started using internet 
VOD 
 
29% of BBC trialists said they used 
iPlayer to download programmes not 
heard of before 

 
5.10 As with cable catch-up, advertising services are also affected. Several of the affected 

services have an advertising component (either now or potentially in future) and 
advertising on these services may be impacted: internet catch-up TV and VOD and 
linear TV via the internet. 

Assessment of effects 

5.11 As described above in Section 2 and in relation to our analysis of cable catch-up TV, 
our assessment of effects has been carried out in two parts (a) a quantitative 
assessment of direct impacts and (b) a more qualitative assessment of impacts 
based on stakeholder views focusing primarily on dynamic considerations. Our 
approach is described in greater detail in Annex 6.  

Quantitative analysis 

5.12 Again, as explained above, the quantitative analysis was carried out by (i) projecting 
future usage of the internet catch-up service (ii) assessing the substitutional effect of 
this usage and (iii) estimating resultant consumer surplus and producer surplus 
effects.  Sensitivities to our results are set out in Annex X. 

Demand substitution 

5.13 Table 5.1 above indicates that the proposed service is likely to divert most demand 
away from DVDs and VOD services, with a significant impact on linear TV services 
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as well from 2009. The most important of the likely substitution effects can be 
explained as follows: 

• Internet VOD has a high diversion ratio. Internet VOD services share key service 
dimensions with internet catch-up TV which means they are likely to be 
substitutable. However, with the emergence of home hubs, some hours start to 
come from TV platform services and this starts to erode internet VOD diversion 
leading to a decline in the diversion ratio.    

• The diversion ratio for DVD and VHS tape sales and rentals was set to reflect (a) 
the fact that our consumer research showed internet VOD is substitutable for 
DVD viewing (b) the DVD and VHS tape segment is relatively large but (c) has 
started to decline (so the relative impact on DVDs and VHS tapes will grow over 
time). 

• Despite some similarities in service characteristics, the impact on overall viewing 
of relatively large segments such as linear TV and PVRs is likely to be small at 
first.  However, we have assumed more significant substitution between linear TV 
and internet VOD from 2009 to account for the increased adoption of home hubs. 
Consumer evidence from users of cable catch-up suggests that consumers will 
watch less linear TV when a catch-up service is available for TV. 

Consumer surplus impact 

5.14 As with cable catch-up, we have carried out an indicative analysis to assess the 
potential loss of consumer surplus from diversion away from non-BBC services.  The 
analysis uses the same £0.05 estimate of marginal consumer surplus per hour and 
multiplies this by the hours diverted away from BBC services.  Again, we note that 
this effect may already be captured in the PVA.   

5.15 Table 5.2 summarises the consumer surplus impacts  

Table 5.2 – Estimated impact of BBC internet catch-up on consumer surplus (reduction in £m) 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 5 10 17 23 29 74 
Central case  6 13 21 29 37 93 
High case 7 18 29 39 48 125 

 

5.16 If these estimates are discounted back to the present using a discount rate of 3.5% 
real they yield a Net Present Value of £74m-£125m. This is our estimate of the value 
to consumers of the services that would be displaced by the proposed BBC internet 
catch-up service. 

Producer surplus impact  

5.17 As with cable catch-up, our assessment of impacts is based on assuming a value per 
hour diverted from competing services.  This includes assumptions about lost 
advertising revenues from linear TV, TV VOD and internet VOD and simulcast.  It 
also includes assumptions about potential lost revenues associated with PVR 
subscriptions – we assume indicatively that a 10% reduction in viewing hours results 
in a 1% reduction in subscriptions.  Annex X provides more details on all of these 
assumptions. 
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5.18 The results of the analysis are summarised in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 – Estimates of producer surplus effects 

Low case       
Total Producer surplus 
Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Scheduled TV 0 0 1 2 3 5 
VoD TV 0 0 0 0 1 1 
PVRs usage 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Internet based live TV 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Internet based VoD 3 6 9 13 16 40 
Mobile TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DVD 13 18 22 22 19 84 
Producer surplus loss 15 24 33 37 39 131 
       
Central case        
Total Producer surplus 
Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Scheduled TV 0 0 1 2 4 7 
Vod TV 0 0 0 0 1 1 
PVRs usage 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Internet based live TV 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Internet based VoD 3 7 12 16 20 51 
Mobile TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DVD 16 23 28 27 23 105 
Producer surplus loss 19 31 41 47 49 166 
       
High case       
Total Producer surplus 
Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Scheduled TV 0 0 2 3 5 9 
VoD TV 0 0 0 1 2 3 
PVRs usage 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Internet based live TV 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Internet based VoD 4 11 16 22 27 70 
Mobile TV 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DVD 16 32 38 37 32 140 
Producer surplus loss 20 43 57 64 66 223 

 

5.19 Overall, we estimate that the introduction of the BBC service could reduce the 2011 
producer surplus of competing providers by £39m-£66m.  At a 3.5% discount rate, 
the net present value of all losses from 2007-2011 amounts to £84m-£223m. 

5.20 As with cable catch-up, the most significant impacts are on DVDs and other VOD 
services (although in this case internet VOD is more significantly impacted than TV 
VOD).  There is also a limited impact on scheduled TV.  Once again, the DVD impact 
reflects a high value per lost hour spread over a relatively low number of diverted 
hours, when compared to the impact on TV and VOD services. 

5.21 Table 5.4 shows the hours of viewing diverted to iPlayer for each service as a 
percentage of total hours of viewing for the service in the absence of iPlayer. 
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Table 5.4 – Relative impact of BBC internet catch-up on affected services – central case 

Market 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Scheduled TV 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
VoD TV 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 
PVRs usage 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 
Internet based live TV 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 
Internet based VoD 7% 10% 12% 14% 14% 
DVD 2% 3% 3% 4% 3% 
 

5.22 It is clear from Table 5.4 that much the most significant impact relative to total market 
size is on internet based VOD.  While the BBC offering is likely to generate some 
increase in the use of internet based VOD services, our analysis suggests that it will 
reduce the use of competing services by around 10-15%.  We consider this to be a 
material impact that is likely to constrain investment and innovation.  There is a very 
real risk that this could deter entry to the detriment of consumers. 

5.23 Submissions from stakeholders support this concern.  Indicatively, if the lost producer 
surplus of £20m in 2011 were spread equally across four competitors, we estimate 
from stakeholder submissions that this would significantly reduce the ability of some 
of those competitors to maintain their on demand offerings. 

5.24 In addition, while the impact on DVD sales is smaller in volume terms, it does appear 
significant in value terms.  Taken together, the effects on VOD and DVD businesses 
suggest that there may be a case for imposing some constraints on the BBC service. 

Qualitative assessment of key issues 

5.25 Stakeholder views about the direct effects of the proposed internet catch-up service 
focused mainly on impact of each of the following: 

• free BBC catch-up service (and its likely impact on the development of the VOD 
market in the UK); 

• series stacking and the 13-week window; 

• access to BBC content for non-BBC internet platforms;  

• access to the BBC platform for non-BBC content; and 

• the nature of the content. 

5.26 We consider each of these in turn below.  

Free internet catch-up 

5.27 A number of stakeholders were concerned about the impact that a free BBC internet 
catch-up offering would have on the development of commercial internet VOD. They 
argued that any sort of free catch-up content would divert viewer time away from 
paid-for VOD services, inhibit the development of the market, and act against the 
longer term interests of consumers.  

5.28 Several stakeholders argued that the proposed BBC service would have a strong 
negative effect on market development, partly because of the unique position of the 
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BBC and partly because of some of the specific features of its proposal. The BBC 
position is unique because it is funded through the licence fee to make its content 
available free, is unmatched in terms of the range of channels and stations it offers 
(providing opportunities for cross-promotion), and is an important producer of content 
with a massive archive. It therefore has the potential to play what some would regard 
as an overly dominant role in the nascent VOD market.  

5.29 The BBC proposal, naturally enough, has been designed to maximise its appeal to 
consumers. Research undertaken by Channel 4 indicates that the four most 
important qualities for VOD to PC services are that they should be free, ad-free, 
quick to download, and that there is the option to download-to-own. The BBC 
proposal meets first two requirements, and is also intended to meet the third. As a 
result of consumer feedback from the trials, the proposal has been enhanced by the 
inclusion of series stacking and the 13-week storage window. The intention is, in 
time, to make 100% of the BBC’s linear TV output available via the catch-up service. 
Overall, these features are likely to make it very popular with consumers. 

5.30 The concern of other stakeholders is that the BBC offering will be so attractive that 
commercial services will struggle to compete, and that this may not be in the longer 
term interests of consumers. Faced with such a competitor, other providers will face 
lower levels of demand, and will have to rely more on advertising funded models to 
monetise the demand that does exist. If they struggle to earn a return on their initial 
investments, they are likely to invest less in future service development and, in 
extreme cases, might cease to provide on-demand services. 

5.31 The strength of this argument hinges, not only on the direct effect on the demand for 
other services (which has been quantified above), but also on: 

• the impact of the BBC service on the range of business models available to 
commercial providers; and 

• the extent to which this would have a negative impact on their revenues. 

5.32 On the first of these issues, the effect on revenues, and the longer term impact on 
market development could be exacerbated if the BBC service created consumer 
expectations that catch-up services should be free, and forced other providers to 
adopt less lucrative business models based on advertising funding.  

5.33 The evidence on this point is mixed. 

5.34 There is some evidence from the US which indicates that broadcasters and platform 
providers have tended to use a combination of subscription and advertising funding 
to support catch-up TV offerings. Some of the cable companies, for example, offer 
catch-up content as part of a basic subscription package. Only a limited amount of 
catch-up TV appears to be available on the internet, which tends to be funded by 
advertising.40 

                                                 
40 The vertically integrated nature of US media companies e.g. vertical integration between studios, broadcasters, 
and distribution networks has meant that they have been cautious in their pricing so as to avoid cannibalising 
traditional media windows. Furthermore, the focus has been on making available specific premium content (e.g. 
ABC’s Desperate Housewives and Lost, CBS’s CSI and Survivor) rather than offering full scale catch-up 
services. Different players have been experimenting with different business models: for instance, ABC has used 
pay per view pricing for episodes of Desperate Housewives but ABC News is available for a monthly 
subscription. In contrast to ABC News, CBS on-demand news is advertising funded. 
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5.35 Some respondents argued that the free BBC internet catch-up service would have a 
negative impact on the development of business models for commercial VOD. 
Following the introduction of the BBC internet catch-up service, consumers would be 
far less willing to pay for online catch-up or VOD services. As a result, other 
broadcasters would effectively be forced to adopt an advertising funded model for 
their catch-up content, and would not be able to sustain services based on 
subscription or pay per view (PPV) models.  

5.36 Channel 4 has recently launched its own internet-based VOD service, based on a 
business model which combines subscriptions, PPV and download to own as well as 
some free content. We understand that it plans to introduce some advertising 
funding, once the services are established. Its concern is that, if the BBC service 
goes ahead, in particular if it introduces series stacking and a 13 week download 
storage facility, then Channel 4 may be forced to abandon the pay model and move 
to advertising funding much earlier than planned, and that the return on its 
investments will consequently be much lower41.  

5.37 Another major broadcaster stated that, because of the BBC proposals, it had already 
felt obliged to scrap plans for a subscription based internet catch-up TV service, and 
to move towards an advertising funded model. It plans to offer some archive content 
for free, alongside the catch-up material, which might otherwise have been paid for. It 
may also offer less catch-up and archive content than it would otherwise have done.  

5.38 ITV indicated that, as a result of various trials and launches, the BBC had created an 
expectation of free provision, and that this had already pushed it towards an 
advertising model for its own catch-up services, which are due to be launched in 
March 2007.  

5.39 Another stakeholder, Channel 4, which is committed to introducing services with a 
mixed revenue base including a significant pay component, said the full scope of the 
proposed BBC service would undermine Channel 4's own commercial model. 
Channel 4, in common with other commercial competitors, is unable to match the 
BBC's offer because it is constrained by the terms of its independent production 
rights deal.   

5.40 Several broadcasters, including ITV, Channel 4 and five, noted that internet catch-up 
services are likely to have an especially important role in the VOD portfolio of 
commercial PSB providers. The significance of catch-up services within the on-
demand portfolio is increased by the fact that the commercial public service 
broadcasters have agreed with the independent producers (PACT) a primary rights 
window which includes a 0-30 day catch-up services. As a result, the commercial 
broadcasters have an opportunity to offer an 8-30 day catch-up services, as well as 
0-7 day service. They believe the potential to exploit this opportunity will be 
compromised if, as a result of the BBC’s offering, consumers come to expect all 
catch-services to be provided for free. 

5.41 In Ofcom’s view, it seems reasonable to conclude that the BBC proposal has already 
had some effect on the business models that are likely to be sustainable for internet 

                                                 
41 Channel 4 have catch-up on ntl and Telewest, and are launching 4OD for PC-based services on December 6th. 
4OD will provide catch-up content, together with archive material (e.g. films) and some series stacking. Service 
will include 4OD, Film 4OD and Music 4OD. The business model will be based on a combination of PPV, DTO 
and subscription VOD, with possible introduction of advertising VOD once the services are established. So 
there is the prospect of a non ad-funded model, but it remains to be seen how successful this will be if the BBC 
proposal goes ahead. 
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based catch-up TV, and that this effect is likely to continue if the service goes ahead 
as proposed.  

5.42 The second question is whether a greater reliance on advertising funding would be 
likely to reduce the revenues of commercial service providers and, if so, by how 
much. 

5.43 It is not possible to estimate the scale of this effect with any degree of precision. 
However, it is relevant to note that: 

• in the ‘traditional’ broadcasting market, the price of advertising slots in on-
demand programming tends to be 25-50% lower than the price of similar slots on 
linear channels; 

• an ad-funded model would limit the ability of service providers to extract value 
from consumers who would otherwise be willing to pay a transaction or 
subscription based charge; and 

• reliance on advertising funding would introduce an additional uncertainty into 
what are already likely to be seen as risky investments, because the revenues 
associated with a given level of usage would be much more difficult to predict.    

5.44 The impact of this additional revenue uncertainty is potentially significant. All of the 
major commercial broadcasters emphasised that a reduction in the revenues and 
profits they earn from their on-demand investments could undermine their ability to fill 
the funding gap left by the decline in their traditional advertising revenues. They see 
the success of their on-demand services as being critical to their overall strategy.  

5.45 Overall, our conclusion is that the BBC’s proposals are likely to have some influence 
on consumer expectations, and to mean that internet-based VOD services are more 
heavily reliant on advertising funding than would otherwise be the case. This in turn 
could mean that the proportionate impact on the revenues of competing VOD 
providers could be somewhat greater than suggested by our quantitative analysis.  

5.46 The question is whether the scale of the impact is likely to be sufficient to require the 
BBC, either to modify the scope of its proposals, or to offer the proposed service on a 
commercial basis. We give further consideration to this issue in the section below on 
possible modifications.      

Series stacking combined with 13 week storage window 

5.47 As pointed out above in relation to series stacking for cable catch-up, a 
straightforward catch-up service might lead back to the linear schedule and/or might 
increase demand for VOD services by helping to boost consumer familiarity with 
programmes in a series (e.g. Spooks). However, combining series stacking with the 
13-week storage facility diverts viewers from linear viewing since it enables entire 
series to be downloaded and stored for viewing at a convenient time. Some 
stakeholders think this is much closer to VOD or DVD/VHS tape viewing and is 
therefore more likely to impact on commercial VOD services and DVD/VHS tape 
rentals or sales. 

5.48 Much of the relevant evidence has already been discussed above in the context of 
catch-up TV over cable. The additional feature here is the 13-week storage window. 
While there is not direct empirical evidence on the potential impact of this feature, it 
seems plausible to suggest that it will significantly enhance both the impact and the 
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value of the proposed service, because it will provide the user with much greater 
flexibility and control over when the content is viewed. The 13-week storage window 
would change the service from a straightforward catch-up service into something 
much more ambitious,that would enable viewers to build up a sizeable library of free 
on-demand content and compete more directly with commercial on-demand services. 
This will be true to some extent for all of the catch-up content, but could be especially 
important in relation to series stacking, because it would make it easier for 
consumers to plan sessions for watching multiple episodes of a favourite programme 
e.g. at the weekend with family or friends. This might give the BBC’s internet service 
a competitive advantage over the catch-up over cable services provided by 
ntl:Telewest and Homechoice. Given the available evidence, we believe that the 
inclusion of 13 week storage with series stacking is likely to have a disproportionate 
influence on the overall impact of the internet catch-up service.  

5.49 With these features, the storage window could have a significant impact on the future 
direction of VOD services, and the way in which competition evolves. Other services 
likely to be affected by the BBC service, such as DVD sales and rentals,42 are well 
established, mature markets. However, the VOD market is different. It is in its 
infancy, and going through a crucial phase in its development, with a number of new 
services having recently launched, or due to be launched in the near future.  

5.50 Below we outline possible modifications to the BBC proposal to address this 
concern.. 

Access to BBC content for non-BBC internet platforms 

5.51 Some respondents argued that the impact of the BBC proposal would depend on 
whether its catch-up content would be made available to other platforms (both open 
internet platforms and others). It was argued that if access were not provided, other 
platform service providers would be placed at a significant competitive disadvantage, 
vis-a-vis the BBC iPlayer. The BBC’s catch-up content is sufficiently important that a 
commercial service provider would find it difficult to compete effectively without it. 
The implications of this argument for providers of cable, IPTV and other closed 
platforms were considered in the section above on catch-up TV over cable. These 
arguments are also relevant to VOD providers using an open internet platform. 

5.52 Others argued that if BBC iPlayer were the only site where BBC content could be 
accessed on the internet this would entrench the already strong net presence of the 
BBC increasing the marketing spend required for competing platforms to build 
comparable ‘footfall’. The bbc.co.uk website consistently appears within the list of 
UK’s most visited web sites. If bbc.co.uk provides exclusive access to BBC catch up 
content then it could be argued that this would further increase the “foot fall” to the 
BBC website. Increasing the attractiveness of bbc.co.uk may arguably increase the 
marketing effort required to encourage users to visit commercial video services and 
hence negatively impact the profits they are able to generate. 

5.53 As in the case of cable catch-up services, it is in our view important that other service 
providers should be able to access BBC catch-up content in a non-discriminatory 
manner. In the context of open internet services, this access could be obtained 
either: 

• establishing a link through to the iPlayer platform on the BBC website; or 

                                                 
42  and to a much lesser extent linear TV services. 
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• reaching an agreement with the BBC over the provision of its catch-up content. 

5.54 As we understand it, it would be possible for another service provider to pursue the 
first of these options without concluding any agreement with the BBC. In this case, 
the content would be accessed by the end-user using the iPlayer software. 

5.55 Under the second option, the service provider could make the content available to its 
customers using a different player – it would no longer be dependent on the iPlayer 
as a method of delivery. 

5.56 Overall, our conclusion is that no additional provisions are required to ensure 
adequate access to the BBC’s catch-up content, over and above those already 
proposed in relation to the cable catch-up service. The imposition of an access 
obligation on the BBC would in our view be disproportionate. However, when 
reviewing future applications to make catch-up content available to other service 
providers, the Trust should consider whether the proposed terms are non-
discriminatory. If there are doubts about the possible impact on competition, there 
would a strong case for a further PVT.   

Access of non-BBC content to the BBC platform 

5.57 Some stakeholders argued that the impact of the proposed service would depend on 
whether non-BBC content would be made available over the iPlayer platform, either 
initially or at some later date.  

5.58 Stakeholder views on this issue are sharply divided.  

5.59 Some respondents argued that, if non-BBC content were to be made available, the 
iPlayer platform would then be competing much more directly with commercial 
platforms providing VOD services, who would also be supplying content from a 
variety of sources. In their view, this would amount to unfair competition, because the 
development of the iPlayer has been funded from the licence fee, whereas 
commercial providers would have to earn a commercial return on their investments in 
similar platforms. This argument was evinced strongly by several platform providers 
who see the iPlayer as a much more formidable competitor if it carries non-BBC as 
well as BBC content.    

5.60 Others argued that the BBC should open up access to its iPlayer platform to non-
BBC content, to ensure that non-BBC content was not unduly disadvantaged. This 
view was linked to the contention that the BBC has invested a significant amount of 
money in the development of the iPlayer platform, which commercial operators would 
be unable to match. As this investment has been funded from the licence fee, it is 
argued, it should not provide the BBC with a source of competitive advantage over 
other providers of content. As would be expected, this argument was advanced 
primarily by content providers.  

5.61 ITV floated the idea of BBC entering into a partnership with other operators to 
establish a portal for both BBC and non-BBC content. ITV also argued that the BBC 
should share the findings of its research, though it is not clear that this would have a 
significant impact.  

5.62 In a similar vein, Channel 4 called on the Trust to ensure that the BBC should in 
future be encouraged to collaborate with other content providers when developing 
new services. Another option (raised by Channel 4) was for iPlayer to be run by an 
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independent third party, carrying everyone’s content. Channel 4 argues this option 
should be held open as a way for iPlayer to develop. 

5.63 It could also be argued that opening up access to the iPlayer platform would help to 
maximise the benefit to consumers and citizens of the associated public investment.  

5.64 We would note that some of the arguments advanced by stakeholders for opening up 
access to the iPlayer platform are related to the public value derived from the BBC’s 
investment in the platform. While these arguments may be relevant to the PVA, they 
are outside the scope of the MIA. 

5.65 From an MIA perspective, the relevant arguments are that opening up the iPlayer to 
non-BBC content could have: 

• a positive effect on competition between content providers; but 

• a negative effect on competition between internet-based platform providers.     

5.66 The strength of the first argument depends on whether an iPlayer without non-BBC 
content would be likely to become a dominant source of online VOD content, to the 
point where consumers were deterred from accessing competing content from other 
websites.  In our view, the likelihood of this happening is low, partly because the BBC 
would probably account for a minority of the available content, and partly because 
internet users have already grown accustomed to accessing content from a variety of 
different sites and using several different media players. Ofcom notes that other 
broadcasters, including Channel 4, five and Sky, have already developed similar 
solutions for delivering video content on over the Internet. 

5.67 In relation to the second argument, it seems more plausible to suggest that an 
iPlayer with non-BBC content could have a negative impact on the development of 
open internet platform competition. For example, if catch-up content from all the main 
public service broadcasters were to be made available, free of charge, from the 
iPlayer site, it could prove difficult for other platforms to become established. This 
might not be in the long term interests of consumers, as it might lead to less content 
being made available, in less innovative ways.   

5.68 It is not necessary to draw a firm conclusion on this issue in the present MIA, 
because the BBC is not currently proposing to make non-BBC content available on 
the iPlayer platform. However, if at some point it does propose to extend the scope of 
its on-demand services in this way, there would in our view be a strong case for a 
further PVT, as the market impact of such an extension could be considerable. 

5.69 Below we set out possible modifications to the BBC proposal. 

Possible modifications 

5.70 Our concerns over market impact are somewhat greater in the case of the internet 
catch-up proposal than in the case of cable catch-up, because is likely to have a 
more direct effect on the demand for competing internet-based VOD services. These 
services are at a very early phase in their development, and the potential for negative 
effects on investment and innovation are likely to be correspondingly greater.  

5.71 We believe that, unless the PVA or PVT throw up compelling reasons to do 
otherwise, the scope of the proposed service should be modified to substantially 
reduce the scope for series stacking, along the lines discussed in the previous 
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section on catch-up TV over cable. If a workable method of reducing the scope for 
series stacking cannot be found, then for precautionary reasons we would 
recommend that series stacking should be excluded altogether. We also recommend 
that, unless other overriding factors are identified in the PVA or the PVT, the 13-week 
storage window should be removed or substantially reduced. In our opinion, a 
precautionary approach is called for, because VOD services are nascent and 
negative impacts at this stage in their development could have serious 
consequences for competition, market development  and consumer choice. 

5.72 The impact of series stacking on other VOD services is likely to be exacerbated in 
this case by 13-week storage function. Several stakeholders argued that the 
combination of series stacking with the ability to save a downloaded file for up to 13 
weeks before viewing, goes well beyond a conventional 7-day catch-up service. In an 
extreme case, a consumer could download all the episodes in a 13-week series 14 
weeks after the first episode was broadcast, save them for 13 weeks, and then watch 
them over the course of a further 7 days. The total length of the viewing window 
could therefore be up to 28 weeks (14 weeks plus 13 weeks plus a week). This might 
allow consumers to build up a library of content, which could be viewed over an 
extended period. 

5.73 In Ofcom’s view, it seems plausible to suppose that a service of this kind could have 
a much bigger impact on commercial VOD services than a more straightforward 7-
day catch-up service.  As noted above for cable catch-up there is limited evidence on 
this point. However it is worth noting that internet catch-up was trialled without either 
series stacking or the 13-week storage window and the feedback was that the catch-
up period should be more generous – this is why the service series stacking and 13 
week storage features were added. Ofcom recognises that these features deliver 
public value – however this is not part of the MIA and is therefore not considered in 
this report. 

5.74 Our sensitivity analysis suggests that exclusion of series stacking and the 13-week 
storage function might reduce usage of the service by 20%, while bringing down the 
market impact by 36%. The effect on the market impact is greater because these 
modifications would make the service less of a direct substitute for commercial VOD 
and DVD services, which is where the bulk of the market impact would be felt.43  This 
overall result inevitably masks variation according to the type of content.  Where BBC 
content is a close substitute for commercial content we would expect removal of the 
storage window to mitigate market impact substantially.  On the other hand, for 
content with no close commercial parallel, removing the storage window would 
reduce the market impact substantially less. We recognise that the 13 weeks of 
storage is likely to be valued by viewers, but in many cases it would make the service 
a more direct substitute for commercial offerings. 

5.75 An additional benefit of removing the 13-week storage window is that it would bring 
the scope of the service on the iPlayer platform more closely into line with the scope 
of the proposed cable catch-up services, and remove what some stakeholders argue 
would amount to discrimination by the BBC in favour of its own online platform. 

5.76 Consideration could be given to retaining series stacking but removing or reducing 
the 13-week storage window. If the window was removed entirely, the main value of 
the series stacking facility would be to allow viewers to catch up on missed episodes 
while the series was still running. This would be more in tune with the idea of leading 

                                                 
43 We have modelled the modification of removing series stacking and the 13 week window as a reduction in 
hours for DVD, internet and TV VOD only. 
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the viewer back to the linear schedule, and would reduce the likely impact on 
commercial VOD services, although it is not possible to estimate the scale of the 
reduction with any precision. Reducing the length of the storage window, for example 
to two or four weeks, could also have some effect, although it is likely to be more 
marginal in nature. 

5.77 Another option would be to remove series stacking but retain the 13-week storage 
function. The argument for this approach looks weaker, if it is accepted that the main 
value of the storage window would be to enhance the value of series stacking.   

5.78 We also considered a number of the modifications discussed above in relation to the 
catch-up over cable service, including the option of a commercial service, delaying 
launch of the service, reducing the window from 7 days to 2 days, and excluding 
repeat or bought-in content. In our view, these modifications are unlikely to be 
justified, for essentially the same reasons as given in relation to cable catch-up.      

5.79 Finally, we looked at several possible modifications which relate to all of the services. 
These are considered in Section 9. 
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Section 6 

6 Simulcast TV 
6.1 The purpose of this section is to examine the prospective effects of the simulcast TV 

proposal on the markets in which it would be provided (i.e. what we have referred to 
as direct effects) and then assess whether any modifications to the proposals are 
required. We also consider dynamic effects. The wider effects on other related 
markets are considered in Section 7 below. 

6.2 The simulcast TV service is described in Section 2 and in more detail in Annex 1. 

6.3 The rest of this section is organised as follows: 

• Identification of affected services; 

• Assessment of effects; and  

• Modifications to the BBC proposals.  

Usage of internet simulcast TV 

6.4 In common with the other video services we have developed central, high and low 
projections for the take-up of the BBC’s proposed service.  In this case, our high 
scenario exactly matches the BBC’s projections with total viewing hours of around 
860m hours by 2011. 

6.5 Our central scenario suggests viewing hours of 640m by 2011.  This projection 
reflects a relatively simple adjustment to the projections set out in the BBC’s PVT 
application – we have simply reduced take-up by 25%.  Overall this generates a BBC 
market share of internet simulcast services of around 47%  

6.6 Our low scenario further reduces take-up by 20% and generates total viewing hours 
of around 500m by 2011. 

6.7 All three scenarios are shown in Figure 6.1 below. 
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Figure 6.1 – Projections of low, medium and high usage of BBC internet simulcast TV  
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Identification of affected services 

6.8 The services most likely to be affected by the BBC’s proposed internet simulcast TV 
service are as follows (see also Table 6.1 below): 

• Internet simulcast TV (e.g. primarily Channel 4 and ITV) of non-premium content 
(both free and paid): Our expectation is that simulcasts of the BBC’s TV channels 
will garner a similar share online as they do on multi-channel TV platforms such as 
cable, satellite and digital terrestrial. Arguably, since some of the large 
broadcasters such as Channel 4 and Five are already simulcasting online, we 
would expect that they would lose share to the BBC as channels like BBC One and 
Two claim their multi-channel share. These services are very similar to the 
proposed BBC TV streaming service in terms of content, platform, and 
functionality.44 

• Internet VOD45 (free or paid) of non-premium content: There is a small possibility 
that simulcast BBC TV might also impact on internet VOD. No stakeholders 
highlighted this impact. Consumer research findings indicate that content accessed 
through this service is similar to what is available on simulcast (i.e. news and 
current affairs, sports and music content). There is also some consumer research 
evidence to suggest that people use simulcast services when they start to use 
internet VOD. VOD services that might be affected include free and advertising 
funded TV-like services, pay-per-view TV-like services and other free video content 
(e.g. user generated or distributed content). We consider that this impact will be 
relatively small. 

                                                 
44 It is unclear whether the impact of the BBC's simulcast on other linear TV simulcasts will be positive or 
negative – consumers might view these services as complements or substitutes. Our consumer research 
revealed that users would value simulcast TV more if it included other key non-BBC channels in addition to the 
BBC channel simulcasts.  Either way these services (excluding premium content) should be included in the list of 
potentially impacted services. 
45 Possibly affected VOD services include free and advertising funded TV-like services, pay per view TV-like 
services and other free video content (e.g. user generated or distributed content). 
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6.9 Linear TV,46 DVDs47 and PVRs : These services are not likely to be impacted by 
simulcast TV because they are used very largely on a TV platform. Our consumer 
research suggests that consumers currently consider video content on TV to be far 
superior to video content viewed on a PC.  Premium (generally paid) simulcast TV is 
also unlikely to be materially impacted by free BBC simulcast TV – premium TV (e.g. 
Premier League football) is more attractive content which consumers are not likely to 
give up for other forms of TV. 

6.10 We note that the introduction of home hubs appears unlikely to change the way in 
which this service substitutes for other services.  The content is identical to content 
that is already broadcast by the BBC on TV-based platforms, and we therefore do not 
anticipate that home hub enabled households would use home hubs to route the 
simulcast service to their TVs48. 

Table 6.1 – Services likely to be affected by BBC internet simulcast TV service 
 
Service Platform Type of 

content 
Pricing Functionality In/out Diversion Reasons 

BBC simulcast Open 
internet + 
PC 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Free Live In   

Other free 
simulcast 

Open 
internet + 
PC 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Free Live In Medium to 
high 

Best substitute 

Premium 
simulcast 

Open 
internet + 
PC 

Premium  Price Live Out  Non-premium content not a substitute 
for premium content 

Free internet 
VOD 

Open 
internet + 
PC 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Free Timeshift In 

Paid internet 
VOD 

Open 
internet + 
PC 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

Price Timeshift In 
Low to 
medium 

Very limited simulcast content 
currently available, but 11% of VOD 
users claimed to use simulcast. 
Similarity of platform, content and 
pricing suggest inclusion 
 

Premium paid 
internet VOD 

Open 
internet + 
PC 

Premium  Price Timeshift Out  Non-premium content not a substitute 
for premium content 

Linear TV TV + TV 
platform 
(terrestrial, 
satellite, 
cable, 
IPTV) 

Mixed Any Live Out  Consumer survey suggests customers 
would not substitute between linear 
TV and simulcast 

DVD/VHS 
tapes 

TV + DVD 
player/ 
VCR, or PC 

Premium  Price Timeshift Out  Different platform  

PVR  TV + TV 
platform 
(cable/ 
IPTV) + 
PVR 

Mixed, 
non-
premium 

PVR cost if 
not already 
owned 

Timeshift Out  Different platform 

New market      High Qualitative consumer evidence finds 
that simulcast tended to be used when 
normal TV not available, e.g. in the 
workplace 

 

                                                 
46 Simulcast services are not seen as substitutes for linear TV services.  Ofcom’s consumer survey and 
consumer research suggest that the change of platform from TV to the internet is seen as a very strong barrier to 
switching.  Convergence achieved in the next few years between PC and TV is only likely to change these 
conclusions if, in addition to convergence, simulcast TV services developed to include a range of linear channels 
comparable to the offer on DTT to compete for analogue TV audiences. 
47 DVDs available for rental or purchase are unlikely to be affected because they do not share key features, such 
as platform, functionality and content type, with internet simulcast services. Simulcast TV seems to be a poorer 
substitute for DVDs than for other video materials readily available over the internet because the screen on which 
it is watched (PC vs TV) and the content (e.g. non-premium vs premium) is very different. There is no consumer 
research suggesting that simulcast services would impact DVD or VHS tape sales or rentals. 
48 We note one possible minor exception: for households that only have analogue TV, the simulcast service 
would give access to a number of additional BBC channels.  However, relevant households would need to be 
broadband and home hub enabled yet not subscribe to any form of multi-channel TV.  We consider this to be a 
very small – possibly zero – population. 
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Assessment of effects 

6.11 As before our assessment of effects involves a quantification of impacts and a 
qualitative review of issues raised by stakeholders. 

Quantification of direct impacts 

Demand substitution 

6.12 Our analysis of the extent to which take-up of the BBC service would divert viewing 
hours away from other products and services was informed primarily by the results of 
the consumer research, and to some degree by evidence and arguments submitted 
by stakeholders. The research results suggest that take-up of the internet simulcast 
service would divert viewing hours away from internet simulcast TV and internet 
VOD. 

6.13 We also believe there is likely to be substantial new market creation since the 
simulcast service creates a new way to view BBC content – for example using 
publicly available wi-fi connections.  The implied level of diversion is set out in Table 
6.1 above.  

Consumer surplus impact 

6.14 As with cable and internet catch-up, we have carried out an indicative analysis to 
assess the potential loss of consumer surplus from diversion away from non-BBC 
services.  The analysis uses the same £0.05 estimate of marginal consumer surplus 
per hour and multiplies this by the hours diverted away from BBC services.  Again, 
we note that this effect may already be captured in the PVA.  Our estimates are 
shown in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 – Estimated impact of BBC internet simulcast on consumer surplus 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 0 2 5 8 10 22 
Central case 1 2 6 10 13 28 
High case 1 3 8 14 17 37 

 
6.15 If these estimates are discounted back to the present using a discount rate of 3.5% 

real, they yield a net present value of £22m to 37m. This is our estimate of the value 
to consumers of the services that would be displaced by the proposed BBC internet 
simulcast service. 

Producer surplus impact 

6.16  As with cable and internet catch-up, our assessment of impacts is based on 
assuming a value per hour diverted from competing services.  This includes 
assumptions about lost advertising revenues from internet VOD and internet based 
live TV. Annex 6 provides more details on all of these assumptions and our estimates 
of producer surplus effects are summarised in Table 6.3 below.  
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Table 6.3 – Estimated producer surplus effects 

Low case       
Total Producer 
surplus Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Internet based live 
TV 0 1 2 4 6 12 
Internet based VoD 0 0 1 1 2 4 
Producer surplus 
loss 0 1 3 6 8 16 
       
Central case       
Total Producer 
surplus Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Internet based live 
TV 0 1 3 6 7 16 
Internet based VoD 0 0 1 2 2 5 
Producer surplus 
loss 0 2 4 8 10 21 
       
High case       
Total Producer 
surplus Loss (£ m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Internet based live 
TV 0 2 4 8 10 22 
Internet based VoD 0 1 1 3 3 7 
Producer surplus 
loss 1 2 6 11 14 29 

 

6.17 Overall, we estimate that the introduction of the BBC service could reduce the 
producer surplus of competing providers by about £8m to £14m in 2011. The total 
discounted value of these producer surplus losses for the period 2007-2011 is £17m 
to £29m. This has been calculated using a 3.5 per cent discount rate. 

6.18 The majority of this impact is on internet based live TV services.  As shown in Table 
6.4 below, we estimate that during the second half of the forecast period, around 
20% of viewing of other internet simulcast services could be diverted to the BBC’s 
service. 

Table 6.4 – Relative impact of BBC internet simulcast on affected services – central case 

Service 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Internet based live TV 2% 7% 14% 20% 21% 
Internet based VoD 0% 1% 1% 2% 2% 
 

Qualititative review 

6.19 While we recognise that this is a potentially significant impact, we note that this sort 
of diversion and the implied BBC market share is broadly in line with the BBC’s 
impact on normal linear TV markets and that this service differs from linear TV only 
by virtue of the platform over which it is distributed.  In addition, the service does not 
have any significant impact on secondary window viewing. 

6.20 We note also that stakeholders did not raise any significant issues regarding the 
likely influence of the proposed simulcast service on competition and market 
development. It seems to be widely accepted that the BBC should be permitted to 
offer an internet based simulcast service, without any incremental charge to the user.  
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Possible modifications to the service 

6.21 We do not believe any modifications are necessary for this service. As outlined 
above, stakeholders have not expressed any concerns about the launch of the BBC’s 
simulcast service as proposed.
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Section 7 

7 Non-DRM audio downloads 
7.1 DRM audio download service (described above in Section 2). We first consider the 

services likely to be impacted by the non-DRM audio download service, we then 
analyse these effects and finally we identify possible modifications to the BBC 
proposal to address any harmful impacts that have been identified. The BBC has not 
yet launched its non-DRM audio download service and internet audio download 
services are still quite nascent. As a result, the impact of the proposed service is 
highly uncertain, and a cautious approach should in our view be taken when 
assessing prospective impacts on other services. 

Usage of non-DRM audio downloads 

7.2 Our projections for the use of the iPlayer non-DRM audio download service are again 
based on the BBC’s PVT application.  Our central case is identical to the BBC’s 
assumptions in terms of the number of downloads, and this generates total listening 
hours of around 770m hours per year by 201149. 

7.3 In our high case, total BBC downloads are around 25% higher so that total listening 
hours are around 960m per year by 2011.  In our low case, total BBC downloads are 
around 25% lower, so that total listening hours are approximately 580m per year.  
The results for all three scenarios are shown in Figure 7.1. 

Figure 7.1 – Projections of low, medium and high usage of BBC non-DRM audio speech 
downloads 
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49 Our figure for total hours of listening differs from the BBC’s projections as a result of different repeat 
assumptions.  For example, we assume that on average a speech download is listened to twice – either by two 
people, or twice by the same person.  In practice these repeat assumptions enable us to ensure that total 
listening hours per household appear reasonable, but they do not influence our overall results since they are 
applied equally to non-BBC services.  
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Figure 7.2 – Projections of low, medium and high usage of BBC non-DRM audio music 
downloads 
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Identification of affected services 

7.4 The BBC’s non-DRM audio download service is primarily speech focused, but will 
also include a limited amount of music. In assessing the services likely to be affected 
by this service, our starting point is that music and speech are significantly different 
types of content and that there is unlikely to be substantial substitution from one to 
the other. Speech downloads are likely to impact speech radio catch-up, audio 
downloads, linear radio and CDs. Similarly, music downloads are likely to impact 
music radio catch-up, audio downloads, linear radio and CDs. 

7.5 Stakeholders suggest that the BBC’s proposal is most likely to impact the following 
services (summarised in Table 7.1 below): 

• Existing free and paid (including advertiser/sponsor funded) internet radio catch-
up and audio downloads on any platform (including mobile devices such as the 
iPod or mobile phones): Radio stations and newspaper websites offer free 
speech downloads. Some content aggregators also offer free music downloads 
but this tends to be unsigned bands or user generated non-commercial music. 
Clearly, commercial services require consumers to bear a (possibly small) 
incremental cost either in the form of a charge or the distraction of advertising. 
Otherwise, commercial download services have similar features (e.g. content, 
platform and functionality) to the BBC's proposed service – substitution is 
therefore likely.50  

• Linear radio on any platform (e.g. including TV): Linear radio is also likely to be 
affected by the BBC’s downloading since content on linear radio51 is very similar 

                                                 
50 We therefore believe that iPlayer is likely to be viewed as a substitute for these services and that its launch 
may well lead to demand shifts from these services to iPlayer. All downloads are available on the web so there 
are no switching costs between the services. The type of content is very similar – the speech content tends to be 
in a radio programme format and the genres covered tend to be news, entertainment, drama/stories etc. The 
music content tends to be, as mentioned above, non-commercial/unsigned or out of copyright (e.g. classical) due 
to the rights restrictions currently in place. 
51 Radio broadcasters account for a large proportion of speech downloads and most of these downloads are just 
their radio shows. This download content is therefore quite similar to linear radio content – just time shifted. 
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to what the BBC proposes to make available on its non-DRM download service.52 
Our consumer evidence, together with evidence on past demand substitutability, 
suggests that users will substitute from linear radio (primarily non-digital) to audio 
downloads.  The BBC currently has 54%53 of linear radio listening. GCap suggest 
that the BBC’s non-DRM audio proposal will undermine their simulcast radio 
service. 

• CDs may also be impacted by the BBC’s non-DRM audio downloads. CDs share 
some characteristics with the BBC’s non-DRM audio download proposal in that 
they have similar audio content (e.g. a mix of speech and music) and offer similar 
functionality (both offer timeshifting). The difference is that CDs must (generally) 
be purchased whereas downloads are free. Our consumer survey suggested that 
when consumers started using audio downloads (of both music and speech 
content) they substituted away from listening to CDs.  

Table 7.1 – Services likely to be affected by non-DRM speech audio downloads 
 

Service Platform Type of 
content 

Pricing Functionality In/out Diversion Reasons 

BBC non-DRM 
audio 
downloads 

Open 
internet + 
PC/ mobile 
device 

Speech Free Timeshift In   

Free 
downloads/ 
streaming 

Open 
internet + 
PC/ mobile 
device 

Speech Free Timeshift In Low Best substitute 
 
In consumer research 
17% reduced listening 
to radio over internet 

Paid 
downloads/ 
streaming 

Open 
internet + 
PC/ mobile 
device 

Speech Price Timeshift In Low Substitution in terms of 
portability, functionality, 
content type – BBC 
speech affects speech 

CDs/audio 
cassettes 

CD/DVD 
player/PC/
cassette 
player/ 
mobile 
device 

Speech Price Timeshift In Low In consumer research, 
44% reduced listening 
to CDs.,Secondary 
data: substitution 
between audio 
downloads and CDs 

Linear radio Open 
internet + 
PC/TV/ 
radio + TV 
platform 
(cable, 
satellite, 
terrestrial, 
IPTV)/ 
radio 
platform 
(terrest.) 

Speech Free  Live In Medium In consumer research, 
50% reduced listening 
to non-digital radio. 
Secondary data: 
substitution between 
audio downloads and 
radio 

Music content 
on other 
platforms 

Any Music Any Any Out  Content difference 
appears a strong barrier 
to substitution 

New market      High 19% in consumer 
survey said their use of 
other relevant services 
did not change when 
started downloading 
audio programmes, 
43% that affected none 
or one relevant service 

 

                                                 
52 There is a difference in terms of the relative mix of speech and music in linear radio versus free audio 
downloads – linear radio is approximately half speech (covering a very wide range of genres including comedy, 
drama and news) and half music while free downloads tend to be more speech based due to copyright 
restrictions. We understand that MCPS-PRS has now released a download music licence so this difference is 
likely to diminish. 
53 The BBC’s share of linear radio in Quarter 4, 2006 was 54.3%, RAJAR 2006. 
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Table 7.2 – Services likely to be affected by non-DRM music audio downloads 
 

Service Platform Type of 
content 

Pricing Functionality In/out Diversion Reasons 

BBC non-DRM 
audio 
downloads 

Open 
internet + 
PC/ mobile 
device 

Music Free Timeshift In   

Free 
downloads/ 
streaming 

Open 
internet + 
PC/ mobile 
device 

Music Free Timeshift In Low Best substitute 
 
In consumer research 
17% reduced listening 
to radio over internet 

Paid 
downloads/ 
streaming 

Open 
internet + 
PC/ mobile 
device 

Music Price Timeshift In Low Substitution in terms of 
portability, functionality, 
content type – BBC 
music affects music 

CDs/audio 
cassettes 

CD/DVD 
player/PC/
cassette 
player/ 
mobile 
device 

Music Price Timeshift In Low In consumer research, 
44% reduced listening 
to CDs.,Secondary 
data: substitution 
between audio 
downloads and CDs 

Linear radio Open 
internet + 
PC/TV/ 
radio + TV 
platform 
(cable, 
satellite, 
terrestrial, 
IPTV)/ 
radio 
platform 
(terrest.) 

Music Free  Live In Low to 
Medium 

In consumer research, 
50% reduced listening 
to non-digital radio. 
Secondary data: 
substitution between 
audio downloads and 
radio 

Speech 
content on 
other platforms 

Any Speech Any Any Out  Content difference 
appears a strong barrier 
to substitution 

New market      High 19% in consumer 
survey said their use of 
other relevant services 
did not change when 
started downloading 
audio programmes, 
43% that affected none 
or one relevant service 

 

Assessment of Effects 

7.6 As for VOD services, the assessment of the effects of the proposed service is 
especially difficult in this case because the market for audio download services is at a 
very early stage in its development. The scope for analysis based on empirical 
evidence is consequently much more limited than it would be in a more mature 
market. 

7.7 As in the previous sections, our assessment of effects has been carried out in two 
broad stages – quantitative analysis and qualitative assessment.   

Quantification of direct impact  

7.8 Our quantitative analysis again involved the following three steps (a) take-up and 
usage assessment (b) assessment of substitutional effects (c) estimation of 
consumer surplus and producer surplus effects.  Some sensitivities to the analysis 
are set out in Annex 6. 

Demand substitution 

7.9 Our research results suggest that take-up of the podcasting service would divert 
viewing hours away from other audio downloads services available on the internet, 
CDs, linear radio stations. The main effects of the proposed service are likely to be 
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on audio downloads and CDs, with a somewhat lesser impact on linear radio 
services. The qualitative research findings also suggest that there would be some 
increase in total viewing hours, as some consumers would listen to audio content 
outside the home e.g. on train journeys. 

7.10 As before, we note that a “low” diversion entry in the table above may nonetheless 
constitute a significant diversion of hours for the service in question.  The diversion 
entries relate to the share of BBC hours diverted away from this service, not the 
share of the hours for this service. 

Consumer surplus 

7.11 As with the services discussed above, we have carried out an indicative analysis to 
assess the potential loss of consumer surplus from diversion away from non-BBC 
services.  The analysis uses the same £0.05 estimate of marginal consumer surplus 
per hour and multiplies this by the hours diverted away from BBC services.  Again, 
we note that this effect may already be captured in the PVA.  The results are shown 
in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3 – Estimated impact of BBC non-DRM audio downloads  on consumer surplus (reduction in £m) 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Low case 2 3 4 5 6 18 
Central case 3 4 5 7 8 24 
High case 4 5 7 8 10 30 

 

7.12 If these estimates are discounted back to the present using they yield a NPV of £9 to 
£15m. This is our estimate of the value to consumers of the services that would be 
displaced by the proposed BBC internet podcast service. 

Producer surplus 

7.13 We have estimated the impact on producer surplus of the audio proposals in a similar 
way to the impact of the video proposals.  Where services are (largely) advertising 
funded – linear radio and podcasts – we have used an average “price” of advertising 
per hour of listening.  In line with the findings of Ofcom’s recent review of radio 
advertising, we have assumed that this price does not change in response to 
changes in the number of hours of listening.  For CDs and paid-for downloads, we 
have assumed an average value for revenue less marginal cost per unit.  We have 
also made assumptions about the extent of repeat listening – we assume that speech 
content is listened to twice (either by the same or different people) and that a piece of 
music is listened to on average twenty times.  We note that these are indicative 
assumptions that have been difficult to back up with robust data.  We therefore set 
out sensitivities below. The results of the analysis are summarised in Table 7.4 and 
7.5. 
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Table 7.4 – Estimates of producer surplus effects – music (reduction in £m) 

Low case 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Non internet Radio 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Radio – internet 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Paid Downloads 2 3 3 4 5 15 
CD 1 2 2 3 3 10 
Total  3 4 6 7 8 25 
       
Central case 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Non internet Radio 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Radio – internet 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Paid Downloads 2 3 4 5 6 20 
CD 2 2 3 4 4 13 
Total  4 6 8 9 11 33 
       
High case 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Non internet Radio 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Radio - internet 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Paid Downloads 3 4 6 7 8 25 
CD 2 3 4 5 5 16 
Total  5 7 9 12 14 42 

 

Table 7.5 – Estimates of producer surplus effects – speech (reduction in £m) 

Low case 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Non internet Radio 0 0 0 0 1 2 
Radio - internet 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Paid Downloads - Audio Books 1 1 1 2 2 6 
Paid Downloads - Other Speech 0 0 0 0 1 2 
CD - Audio Books 1 2 2 3 3 9 
Total 2 3 4 5 6 20 
       
Central case 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Non internet Radio 0 0 0 1 1 2 
Radio - internet 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Paid Downloads - Audio Books 1 1 2 2 3 8 
Paid Downloads - Other Speech 0 0 1 1 1 2 
CD - Audio Books 2 2 3 3 4 13 
Total 3 5 6 7 9 26 
       
High case 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV 
Non internet Radio 0 0 1 1 1 3 
Radio - internet 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Paid Downloads - Audio Books 1 2 2 3 3 11 
Paid Downloads - Other Speech 0 0 1 1 1 3 
CD - Audio Books 2 3 4 4 5 16 
Total 4 6 7 9 11 33 

 
7.14 Overall, we estimate that the introduction of the BBC service could reduce the 

producer surplus of competing providers of both music and speech services by £14m 
to £25m by 2011. 
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7.15 While there are minor impacts on radio revenues, some of the effects on paid 
downloads and CDs may well be significant.  In particular, we note two primary areas 
of concern: 

• the potential impact on the audio book market appears to lie in a range from £5m 
to £8m.  This represents more than 10% of the current audio book market and is 
potentially sufficient to act as a significant deterrent to entry and / or investment 
and innovation; and 

• the potential impact on music downloads.  While the BBC service excludes full 
track commercial music, we anticipate that it will include session music, unsigned 
bands and orchestral music.  In our modelling we have assumed only 3% of total 
content available will be music, but this nonetheless reduces producer surplus 
from music sales by around £8m to £14m per year.  This impact is highly 
sensitive to the 3% assumption and if the majority of the music were orchestral, 
the impact on classical music sales could be signficiant. 

7.16 Table 7.6 reinforces the first of these points, showing that the BBC’s proposals have 
the potential (in our central case) to reduce the demand for audio books (on CD and 
downloaded) by 22%.  It also shows that demand for other speech downloads could 
be reduced by as much as 26% - a further potentially significant impact. 

Table 7.6 – Relative impact of iPlayer on listening hours (central case) 

 

Qualitative assessment of stakeholder concerns  

7.17 Three main areas of concern emerged from our discussion with stakeholders, and 
from their written submissions: 

• the potential impact on the development of the market for commercial speech 
download services; 

• the effect on certain specific areas of both speech and music content provision; 
and 

• access to the iPlayer platform  

Impact on the market for speech downloads 

7.18 A large number of stakeholders argued that the provision of free non-DRM speech 
downloads would have a negative effect on the development of commercial 
download services in the UK.  

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Non internet Radio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Radio - internet 4% 4% 4% 5% 5% 

Paid Downloads - Audio Books 3% 4% 5% 7% 8% 

Paid Downloads - Other Speech 28% 27% 27% 26% 26% 

CD - Audio Books 4% 7% 9% 11% 14% 

CD - Other Speech 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Audio Archive 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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7.19 The market for speech downloads (including podcasts) is at a very early stage in its 
development. Providers are experimenting with a range of different funding options, 
including subscription-based, transaction-based and advertising-based approaches, 
in the search for business models that will yield an adequate return on what may 
already appear to be risky and marginal investments. In the absence of the proposed 
BBC service, it was argued, a combination of different funding models is likely to be 
sustainable 

7.20 In support of this view, there is some evidence that a range of different funding 
models are in use: 

• Some advertising funded audio downloads are already available. GCap says it 
can sell up to 20 second advertising slots and that advertiser demand has grown 
significantly over the last 6 months. GCap also offers free downloads of non-DRM 
protected material (e.g. primarily edited highlights of programmes, unique audio 
content related to existing radio programmes and audio content dedicated to a 
specific subject or community of listeners). 

• Sponsorship arrangements for commercial download services also exist. GCap 
gives the example of an original piece of content, Classic FM’s City Guides, 
which was funded and co-branded by Air Miles.  

• Downloads are also being aggregated into sponsored channels. For example, 
GCap has a podcast strand called Creation Podcasts which aggregates podcasts 
into various channels on for example fishing and Polish. Orange is sponsoring a 
stand-up comedy channel for GCap. 

• Finally, some stakeholders are already charging on a per-download basis for 
podcasts.  

7.21 The majority of stakeholders we spoke to believe that the proposed BBC service is 
likely to have a major impact on the evolution of the market for speech downloads. 
This impact would be driven by the fact that the service would combine: 

• a large amount of high quality content – the BBC has a 54% share of radio 
listening hours. In the radio space, the BBC is also far and away the largest 
producer of original speech radio content. It is also a recognised leader in terms 
of the quality of much of its output;  

• complete flexibility of use; 

• no adverts; and 

• a zero price. 

7.22 A number of stakeholders acknowledged that the BBC’s entry would be likely to 
boost the development of the market, and would bring some obvious benefits to 
consumers. Their concern was that, as well as helping to create the market for 
speech downloads, the BBC’s proposal could also lead to its foreclosure. It would 
create an expectation among consumers that podcast content should be available at 
no additional cost. This would make it much more difficult for commercial providers to 
sustain pay per download and subscription-based business models, and drive them 
towards an advertising funded model. This in turn could reduce the revenues 
available to commercial providers, as a result of which they will be less willing to 
invest in the development and provision of new audio download services. As a 
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consequence, the market will be smaller, and consumers will ultimately be worse 
off.54 

7.23 It should be noted that no firm empirical evidence was provided by stakeholders in 
support of these views. It has not been possible, for example, to identify business 
plans that have been altered, postponed or scrapped, because of the BBC’s possible 
entry into the market. However, this is perhaps not surprising given the early stage of 
market development. We should also add that some stakeholders (e.g. Radeonet) 
strongly supported the BBC’s audio proposals as they would increase the availability 
of free content in the market, thereby supporting secondary business models such as 
online content aggregators like Radeo.net.  

7.24 Overall, Ofcom’s view is that the non-DRM service as currently proposed could have 
a very significant impact on the development of the market for non-music audio 
downloads in the UK. In general, we believe the impact is likely to be positive, 
reflecting the likelihood that much of the usage of the BBC service is likely to 
represent ‘new demand’ i.e. an increase in overall consumption that will not divert 
listening time away from other types of audio content. However, there are certain 
specific types of content which could have a negative impact, and these are 
considered below. 

Impact on specific areas of content provision  

7.25 A second theme to come through from the stakeholder submissions was that the 
proposed service could have a very significant impact on the markets for the 
provision of certain specific types of content. 

7.26 As an example of this, some stakeholders expressed concern that by aggregating 
content in certain niche areas, the BBC might effectively create new audio channels 
or stations that would have a significant impact on existing niche radio services.  

• In particular, Premier Christian Radio raised concerns that iPlayer would allow 
the aggregation of content from a disparate range of BBC sources. The 
RadioCentre gave the example of collecting Songs of Praise alongside the 
Heaven & Earth Show or arranging Go For It with The Big Toe Radio Show or 
other content of interest to children.  

• GCap was also concerned about content aggregation. It has an aggregation 
service called ‘Creation Podcast’ – it would envisage having to cease provision of 
certain channels through this service and to re-evaluate the opportunity to create 
new ones”. 

7.27 The two main categories of content which might be affected by the proposed service, 
however, are: 

• audiobooks; and 

• recordings of live classical and popular music. 

7.28 These are discussed in turn below. 
                                                 
54 One dynamic impact of driving the market towards an advertising funded model is the possible impact on funds 
for innovation. Advertising funded business models may end up recovering the same amount of total revenue 
from a content property but the revenue profile might be more back ended so that more of the content cost is 
recovered through secondary rights. This might mean that a different amount or type of upfront content 
investment is undertaken.  
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Provision of audio book downloads 

7.29 The audio books market is well developed and could be significantly affected by the 
non-DRM audio proposition if it is used to make available audio editions of books for 
free. To understand this impact it is important to note that: 

• The audio books market was worth £71.4m, split across CDs, cassettes and 
downloads in that order.55 Suppliers in the audio book market range from 
dedicated audio publishers to aggregators. BBC Worldwide’s share of the audio 
books market is 32%.56 The price of an audio book ranges from a few pounds to 
around £15. Some stakeholders told us that audio book downloads have been 
boosted by the rapid take-up of portable audio devices (e.g. iPod) and the 
associated increase in demand for audio download. Audible currently has 95% of 
the UK audio download market (they do not operate in the CD segment).  

• The Random House Group and Macmillan publishers stated in their submission 
that their publishing business would be affected by the launch of iPlayer. 

• The BBC trialled a considerable amount of free podcast material as part of its trial 
of the service. Audible pointed out that on 6 November 2006, 25 of the top 100 
free podcasts in the iTunes directory were from the BBC. This might be taken as 
evidence that this free popular content is displacing paid audio content. Audible 
pointed out that if the BBC distributed audio editions of books, comedy shows 
and dramas as free downloads, and allowed a future archive of these downloads 
to build up on iPlayer, Audible’s revenues from the sale of downloads of this 
content would be undermined and Audible’s revenues negatively impacted. 

• Some players in the market actually distribute titles under licence from 
Worldwide. For instance, Audible currently distributes over 1,000 titles under 
licence from Worldwide, many of which were originally broadcast by the BBC. It 
has generated significant revenues from these services.  

7.30 The inclusion of book readings in the proposed BBC service is discussed further in 
the section below on ‘possible modifications’.    

Recordings of live classical and popular music 

7.31 In relation to music downloads, the restricted scope of the proposed service should 
mean that its impact is far less significant, in overall terms. However, the proposed 
inclusion of concerts and live sessions, covering classical and popular music, could 
have significant implications for some segments of the market. 

7.32 According to some stakeholders, the provision of certain downloads of classical 
music from the BBC orchestras and choirs would have a significant impact on 
commercial services since it is an extremely close substitute for those services. For 
instance, making available BBC orchestra recordings of well known pieces of 
classical music might have a significant negative impact on the market for 
commercial downloads of that piece of classical music, and on CD sales. 

7.33 In our view, the inclusion of recordings of well known classical music by BBC 
orchestras and choirs could have a disproportionate influence on the market impact 

                                                 
55 Audio Publishers Alliance. 
56 Based on market value of £71.4m (APA) and BBC Worldwide reported revenues of £22.7m in 2006 for 
audiobooks. 
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of the proposed service. Although this output might only account for a small 
proportion of total downloads, it could have a more significant effect on the revenues 
of other providers of classical music, for two reasons. First, it is likely that secondary 
sources will emerge, which continue to provide BBC downloads, even when they are 
no longer available from the BBC website. Over a period of several years, a large 
and expanding library of high quality well known classical music could be accessible 
from these sources, at no charge. 

7.34 Secondly, the BBC’s orchestral output, if available for free and to keep forever, is 
likely to compete directly with sales of audio downloads and CDs of performances by 
other orchestras. Over time, the impact on the market for commercial classical music, 
and the funding of other orchestras and choirs, could be considerable. This would 
reduce investment and could ultimately lead to considerably less choice for 
consumers. 

7.35 In the case of classical music, the market impact of the proposed service is likely to 
vary according to the precise nature of the content that is made available. For 
example, making available a high quality recording of a well known orchestral work, 
in its entirety, could have a direct negative impact on commercial sales of the same 
work by other suppliers (e.g. orchestras, recording companies). On the other hand, 
making available a recording of a new work, or piece by a little-known composer or a 
single movement of a well-known symphony, could stimulate consumer interest and 
lead to an increase in commercial sales. BBC management has told Ofcom that it 
plans to adopt a selective approach to making this sort of music available. However, 
we believe that a higher degree of assurance is required, for stakeholders to have 
confidence that they will not be unduly affected.  

7.36 The BBC proposal would also enable the BBC to make available downloads of live 
sessions by bands, where the relevant rights had been obtained from the performers 
and composers of the music. Some stakeholders argued that this would have a 
negative impact on the ability of other radio stations to offer competing services on a 
commercial basis. To quote again from the RadioCentre submission:   

 “Why pay to download a live session from XFM (a potential future 
revenue stream) when you can search through the back catalogue 
for Radio 1’s Best of Unsigned?” 

7.37 In our view, this effect is likely to be less significant than in the case of orchestral 
music, for the following reasons: 

• a live session by one band is likely to be less of a direct substitute for a live 
session by a different band than in the case of an orchestral concert, because the 
content available from pop, rock and other bands is much more wide-ranging, 
rapidly-changing and diffuse than the more limited canon of established classical 
music; and 

• bands already make available a large and growing amount of free content, 
primarily via the internet. In this environment, the prospective impact on CD sales 
and commercial downloads is likely to be heavily diluted. 

7.38 The issues around the inclusion of music content are picked up below in the section 
on ‘possible modifications’. 
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Availability of non-BBC content on BBC internet platform 

7.39 Some stakeholders RadioCentre, GCap and BIPA argued that the impact of the 
proposed service would depend on whether non-BBC audio downloads would be 
made available over the iPlayer platform, either initially or at some later date – they 
argued that if iPlayer is approved, the impact on them would be smaller if they were 
able to access the iPlayer platform i.e. to provide their own content over this platform. 
GCap felt that by only offering BBC content within the walled garden of the iPlayer, 
consumers would be exposed to less commercial content, thereby damaging 
commercial revenues. The RadioCentre argued that a “heavily promoted and 
content-rich BBC iPlayer would see some consumers accessing little other than BBC 
content” and BIPA felt that the iPlayer should offer access to other content providers 
via an open application programming interface. 

7.40 This argument was based on the presumption that the iPlayer platform was likely to 
become dominant due to its relatively large budget, the BBC brand, the popularity of 
the bbc.co.uk website and the strength of the BBC content distributed through it. On 
this basis, it was argued that the BBC should provide access to the platform for other 
audio download providers. Specifically they suggested that the BBC should provide 
links from its content to related commercial content.     

7.41 It was also argued that opening up access to the iPlayer platform would help to 
maximise the benefit to consumers and citizens of the associated public investment. 

7.42 We did not receive any written representations from audio platform operators 
suggesting they had concerns with iPlayer providing access to non-BBC content. 

7.43 For the present, at least, we do not believe that the BBC should be obliged to open 
up access to the iPlayer to non-BBC content. Although the provision of non-BBC 
content is not part of the BBC’s current proposal, some stakeholders argued strongly 
that open access should be a condition of the service going ahead. In our view, 
however, it is not clear that an open access requirement would have a positive 
impact on market development. Indeed, such a requirement is likely to make it more 
difficult for other retail providers to establish their own services, and could increase 
the likelihood of the iPlayer becoming the dominant platform for the provision of audio 
downloads.    

7.44  As in the case of video content, we would note that, at this stage, the BBC is not 
proposing to make non-BBC content available over the iPlayer platform. If, at some 
point in the future, it should wish to extend the service in this way. that could 
significantly change the market impact of the service, in relation to competition 
between providers of both content and platform services. In those circumstances, 
there would in our view be a strong case for a further PVT, so that the market impact 
could be fully assessed.   

Possible modifications to the BBC proposals 

7.45 As discussed above, stakeholders have raised a general concern about the impact of 
the proposed service on the market for speech downloads, and specific concerns 
about possible effects on the markets for particular types of content. 

7.46 In relation to the general concern about the impact on commercial speech 
downloads, it is difficult to identify modifications to the service which would be well 
designed to address the issue. One possible approach would be to consider a DRM 
solution, which would restrict the time for which downloads would be playable. The 
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problem with this is that any form of DRM protection would prevent the content being 
used on a large proportion of mobile devices currently used by consumers (i.e. 
iPods). Given the whole point of the non-DRM service is to make audio content 
available on mobile devices, requiring DRM protection would significantly undermine 
the proposal. 

7.47 Another option, suggested by some stakeholders, would be to limit the amount of 
time for which any particular download or podcast would be available from the BBC 
website. However, the lack of any DRM means that as soon as these podcasts 
become available they will forever be available somewhere on the internet.  
Removing a non-DRM download from the iPlayer site within a specified period of 
time (e.g. seven days) is unlikely to reduce the impact of the non-DRM service in any 
material way. 

7.48 A further possibility would be to require the BBC to offer the proposed service on a 
commercial basis, through BBC Worldwide. In our view, however, this would be an 
unduly heavy-handed way of dealing with the market impact issues we have 
identified, especially as much of the projected usage of the service is likely to be new 
demand. A more effective approach would be to focus on those types of content 
which are likely to have a particularly significant effect on competition and consumer 
choice. 

7.49 Earlier in this section, we discussed concerns over the impact of the BBC service on 
some specific categories of content, namely audiobooks, recordings of classical 
music and sessions by live bands. The impact on these markets could be reduced by 
modifying the BBC proposal to limit or exclude these types of content. 

7.50 In the case of book readings, there is a risk that the provision of free downloads 
could stifle the recent growth in the market for audio books, and that this could 
reduce the range of audio book content available to consumers. The concern here is 
not with the impact on commercial sales of the books which are featured on BBC 
radio, as the BBC would have to obtain the consent of the authors concerned, before 
making free download of their work available. The negative impact is likely to fall on 
the authors and suppliers of other audiobooks, and could lead to a reduction in the 
range of audiobook content made available to consumers. 

7.51 Our analysis suggests that, if programmes involving book readings were excluded 
from the service, overall usage of the BBC audio service in 2011 would decline by 
less than 1%, whereas the market impact of the service might fall by as much as 35-
40%.  This reflects the high value of audio books per hour of content relative to other 
forms of speech content.  The possible dynamic effects on the development of the 
audiobook market would also be avoided. In our view, the service should be modified 
to exclude this content, unless compelling reasons for its retention are identified in 
the PVA or PVT.  

7.52 If recordings of classical music were excluded from the service, our analysis 
suggests that the number of downloads would fall by less than 3% (given our 
estimate of the share of music to be provided), whereas the impact on the music 
market would be entirely eliminated.  Given the relatively small size of the market for 
classical music, removal of well known classical recordings would potentially remove 
a significant constraint to investment.  It would also alleviate the possibility of 
seriously negative effects on the funding of orchestras and choirs, and in the longer 
term on consumer choice.   
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7.53 We therefore propose that BBC management should be requested to specify more 
precisely the type of classical content that it intends to make available, bearing in 
mind our concerns over market impact, and that this should be incorporated into the 
relevant service licence i.e. commercial classical music should be excluded from the 
non-DRM service. As part of this exercise, the interpretation of what is covered by 
the term “classical music” should be clearly set out. 

7.54 If BBC management is not able to put forward practical guidelines along the lines we 
propose, then in our view a precautionary approach should be taken and recordings 
of classical music should be excluded from the scope of the service. We estimate 
that such an exclusion would only reduce usage of the service by a few percent. 

7.55 The case for modifying the proposal exclude sessions by live bands is in our view 
considerably weaker. Our analysis suggests that the exclusion of such sessions 
could have a marginal impact on paid downloads and CD sales, but we have no 
reason to believe that the reduction in the impact on other services would be 
disproportionate to usage.  
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Section 8 

8 Wider impacts 
8.1 In addition to their direct effect on the markets in which they are provided, the BBC’s 

proposed on-demand services could also have an impact on related markets, either 
further up the value chain, or for complementary services. The purpose of this 
section is to consider these wider impacts, with specific reference to: 

• content rights;  

• broadband internet provision; and 

• DRM and media player. 

Content rights markets 

8.2 This section sets out Ofcom’s analysis of the key impacts of the BBC’s on-demand 
proposals on the video and audio content markets.  Stakeholders made several 
arguments about the impact of the BBC’s proposals on the content rights market and 
the market for talent. They suggested that the proposed services is likely to: 

• push up rights costs and make it more difficult to compete (e.g. Chrysalis, ITV) 

• reduce the value of secondary rights (e.g. ITV, BT) 

• drive down rights prices i.e. through the BBC using its buyer power in 
negotiations with the collecting societies (e.g. PRS) 

8.3 In assessing these points it is important to note that there is unlikey to be any 
substantive change in the overall quantity of BBC content produced – the BBC’s 
proposals are about making the same content available in different ways. We 
consider each of these points in turn below.  

Rights Cost inflation 

8.4 Some stakeholders have argued that the BBC, free from commercial constraints, 
would be in a position to overpay for content rights. There thus could be an impact on 
other broadcasters if the BBC’s iPlayer services led to an increase in the input prices 
for other services57.  

8.5 We have addressed this issue by considering three subordinate questions:  

• How are rights prices determined?  

• What is the BBC proposing to spend? 

• What evidence is there of overpayment? 

                                                 
57 This issue was also considered by the ITC when it reviewed the BBC’s proposals for the (re)launch of BBC3.  
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How are rights prices determined?   

8.6 The determination of rights prices tends to be driven at least in part by whether the 
rights are for: 

• Acquired material; or  

• Originated material. 

8.7 Acquired material. Examples of acquired material include imported US series, 
Hollywood films and the rights to sports events. For all of this type of content, the 
BBC is likely to face competition from other broadcasters and as such the price of 
content rights would be determined by competitive commercial negotiation. As 
another broadcaster competing with others for rights and where it values rights as 
highly as commercial broadcasters, it is possible that the BBC that could have an 
impact on rights prices.  

8.8 Survey evidence collected by Ofcom suggests that UK audiences tend to prefer UK 
originated content and historically the BBC has not made much use of imported TV 
series and certainly not in peak times in the same way that, say, Channel 4,  five or 
Sky One have done. Ofcom therefore considers it unlikely that the BBC would 
change its programming approach so radically as to become a major competitor for 
imported TV series58.  Thus the introduction of iPlayer services is not thought to have 
a significant impact on this aspect of the rights markets.  

8.9 The BBC does make use of acquired material such as films and sports in its 
schedules and, going forward, the BBC will need to acquire the associated rights to 
be able to include such material in its catch-up service.59 In a submission to Ofcom, 
another broadcaster has already reported that the BBC has already demonstrated a 
willingness to bid aggressively to acquire additional streaming and on-demand rights 
around sports content.  

8.10 Ofcom agrees that the BBC is not subject to the same commercial constraints as 
other broadcasters and so it is possible that the BBC would be in a position to pay 
more than other broadcasters for additional film and sports rights. However, this does 
not mean that the BBC is subject to no financial constraints: in particular it is required 
to meet certain “value-for–money” tests and excessive spending on sports and film 
rights would leave less money for its other services.  To some extent this is borne out 
by the transfer of a wide range of sports away from the BBC over the last few years. 

8.11 Originated material. A different set of constraints operates in relation to originated 
material in a way that further reduces the probability of rights inflation. The BBC is a 
major player in terms of the amount it invests in original content: both in-house and 
external production.60  In the case of in-house productions, the BBC will own the 

                                                 
58 Ofcom notes that BBC2 has been reported as having recently acquired the UK free-to-air rights for the NBC 
series Heroes but that the UK pay-TV rights have been acquired by the Sci-Fi channel. It is not clear what the 
position is in respect of new media rights. However, exploitation of the free-to–air rights on linear TV can only 
take place after the exploitation of the pay-TV rights.  
59 Ofcom estimated that in 2005 82% of BBC1’s output comprised original production. Comparable figures are: 
82% for BBC2; 81% for BBC3 and 73% for BBC4. 
60 In 2004 BBC1 and 2 accounted for just over £1bn of expenditure on original programming with the other BBC 
digital channels accounted for around a further £140m of programme expenditure. Altogether the BBC accounted 
for over 40% of total UK expenditure on original television programming (excluding news) in 2004. The balance 
between in-house and external commissions varies by channel: around 25% of hours on BBC1 are from external 
commissions; just over a third on BBC2 and just under 20% on the BBC’s digital channels. 
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rights to programmes commissioned and therefore will be able to exploit them in a 
simulcast or catch-up format without the need to acquire additional rights packages.61 

8.12 Given the BBC’s position in respect of programming commissioned from independent 
producers (see above), it has a degree of bargaining power and would be well placed 
to resist attempts by independent producers to force up the prices for rights across 
the board.62 However, the BBC does have to negotiate rights prices and there may 
be examples of rights inflation in specific genres of programming e.g. comedy or 
drama, where the producer may control particular “talent”. However, at present, the 
value to a broadcaster is still driven primarily by the first transmission on linear 
television rather than by new media services.  

8.13 Ofcom is not aware of any evidence that the commissioning arrangements that have 
been negotiated between Pact and the BBC create a particular precedent in the 
relation to commissioning and/or set some sort of floor in terms of pricing. Although 
all the PSBs are subject to the Codes of Practice requirements under section 285 of 
the Communications Act, the agreements between the BBC and Pact are different 
from those agreed between Pact and the commercial PSBs and the amounts which 
the BBC pays for programming differ too.  

8.14 In addition there are no requirements in relation to Codes of Practice for non-PSB 
broadcasters: these are simply a matter for commercial negotiation. Taken together, 
these arguments suggest that the BBC’s proposals are unlikely to have a significant 
impact on commissioning by other broadcasters.  

8.15 There are no specific requirements on the BBC in respect of the use of independent 
producers for radio programming. Historically the BBC chose voluntarily to aim to 
commission around 10% of its speech-radio output from independent producers. In 
fact it tended to exceed this target. Clearly there is no risk of any spillover on the 
audio side either.  

What is the BBC proposing to spend?  

8.16 The BBC has told us it is proposing to spend £ m on rights for its proposed 
services pa. This figure includes both the costs of acquisitions and extra new media 
rights for originations. The BBC also treats it as a common cost for internet catch-up 
TV, cable catch-up TV and internet non-DRM radio downloads. It is difficult to identify 
the incremental cost of catch-up and non-DRM rights.  

8.17 The BBC has told us it is not proposing to commission any new content for the 
proposed services (discussed above as a possible effect).  

8.18 The BBC is currently negotiating with the collecting societies (PRS and PPL) for a 
blanket licence covering the cost of the audio rights it will need for the non-DRM 
download service (discussed further below). 

                                                 
61 There could be an issue for the BBC in terms of securing underlying rights clearance e.g. payments to actors, 
composers etc but this would be common to both internal and external producers. It is also something that would 
be common to all content originators seeking to launch these sorts of services. 
62 In fact the concern expressed by Pact is that the BBC is actually trying to keep down the amount if pays for 
commissions and that the amounts that the BBC pays for programming has not kept pace with the increase in 
underlying production costs. 
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What evidence is there of overpayment?  

8.19 Although several stakeholders mentioned content rights inflation as a potential 
problem, very little evidence was adduced in support of this contention. There is also 
only limited evidence about the amount that others are paying for catch-up and non-
DRM rights:  

• On the video side, one major commercial provider told us that it has budgeted 
£5m pa for new media content rights for its proposed VOD service – this is clearly 
substantially lower than the BBC budget of £  m pa. Although, the BBC may 
operate a broader range of TV and radio services this is nevertheless a 
significant mismatch.   

• On the audio side, Chrysalis’ submission referred to a “three year deal” with the 
major record producers, valued at £500,000. Discussions with the relevant 
industry licensing organisations (BMR and MCPS-PRS) suggest that this 
arrangement represents an agreement between the BBC and record producers 
for the use of content on the BBC’s Listen Again service. The licensing body has 
told Ofcom that the original arrangements were based on individual licences: this 
contract would move to a blanket licence in 2007. It is difficult to evaluate whether 
the value of this contract – reported to be in the order of £500,000 over 3 years – 
represents the BBC overpaying for the rights or not. Clearly, the BBC is required 
to make some sort of payment to musicians/artists for the use of sound 
recordings in the Listen Again service.  

• Some stakeholders cited examples of how the BBC has previously paid a higher 
price for content rights in other circumstances. For example, another broadcaster 
stated that the BBC acquired the online rights for the World Cup at a price that 
was not affordable on a commercial basis. Chrysalis and some other 
stakeholders cited an occasion where BBC management had publicly asserted 
that the BBC is prepared to pay more than might be expected in order to secure 
the convenience of a single rights deal. More generally, some stakeholders 
asserted that because of the BBC’s unique funding and structure, the BBC does 
not negotiate rights deals as hard as commercial players. While this has been a 
relatively common complaint in recent times, no-one has yet submitted a formal 
competition law complaint to either the OFT or Ofcom. 

8.20 A number of submissions to Ofcom have emphasised the uncertainty that is attached 
to these nascent markets. Given that the markets are in their infancy, it is impossible 
to assess whether the prices being paid are an accurate reflection of market value or 
represent the BBC paying “over the odds”.  However, one way to mitigate this 
potential concern would be to impose budget limits for the proposed services through 
their service licences.  As discussed in the next section, if these conditions were 
included, the BBC would need to obtain Trust approval to exceed the specified limit, 
providing some measure of security for commercial players that the BBC would not 
be able to deploy significantly more than its initial budget in acquiring rights for its 
new proposals. These concerns also tend to emphasise the importance of the 
various programming obligations on the BBC in terms of originated programming 
(e.g. to produce original children’s TV programmes).   

Reduced value of secondary rights 

8.21 An argument that has been put forward is that increased exploitation around the first 
transmission through catch-up and VoD services will have a negative impact on the 
value of secondary rights. That is, because viewers will have more opportunities to 
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watch a particular programme in an on-demand environment, they will be less 
attracted to watching the programme if it were to be shown again on a UK digital 
channel. This would reduce the ability of UK digital channels to attract and retain 
audiences, which would in turn have an impact on their ability to generate advertising 
revenue.  This would reduce the amount that they were prepared to pay in the 
secondary rights market. 

8.22 Several of these issues are already reflected in our discussion of direct effects in 
Sections 4 to 7.  In particular, those sections considered the way in which revenues 
would be diverted away from the secondary window and the extent to which series 
stacking, for example, would influence that diversion.  From the point of view of the 
content rights markets, it is important to separate: 

• transfers of value between primary and secondary windows; from 

• overall changes in the value of rights. 

8.23 As noted above, Ofcom does not expect the BBC’s proposals to lead to major 
changes in the quantity of content produced.  The question is more about how the 
commercial value of content is realised.  While the proposals may lead to transfers of 
value between the windows, we consider that they are unlikely to change the overall 
value.  In other words, the development of on-demand services shifts value to the 
primary window away from secondary windows but does not necessarily have any 
adverse impact on the market.  

Underpayment for rights 

8.24 Some stakeholders argued that the BBC had actually driven down the cost of music 
rights. Evidence on this point is limited. Some argue that the BBC has significant 
buyer power which allows it to bid down the value of rights. The BBC is the largest 
single source of revenue for the collecting societies (PPL and PRS) accounting for 
roughly 25-30%. In the context of the current negotiations about the blanket licence 
for music on new media services, they say that the BBC is insisting on too low a price 
although we note that the proposals are an additional source of revenue for the 
societies. 

8.25 Again, the lack of any evidence on the amount others are paying for similar rights 
makes it very difficult to assess whether the BBC is underpaying. We do not believe 
there is a case for intervening in the negotiations. 

Broadband internet provision 

8.26 Several of the BBC’s proposed services will be delivered over the internet, and, if 
successful, they could have a significant impact on the development of the UK 
broadband market.  In particular: 

• the services may increase the number of broadband households in the UK; 

• the services may increase data volumes per household; and 

• the simulcast services require internet service providers (ISPs) to ensure that 
their networks can support “multicasting”.  

8.27 In many respects, these are extremely positive developments.  An increase in 
demand for broadband services is entirely consistent with the BBC’s public purposes 
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and is supportive of the UK’s general drive towards increased media literacy.  
However, it is also important to recognise that there may be resource costs 
associated with greater demand for broadband services, and to the extent that these 
increased resource costs are driven by the take-up of iPlayer, they rightly need to be 
considered within the PVT process. 

8.28 Ofcom considers that there is some ambiguity over where these impacts should be 
reflected: to the extent that there are costs directly associated with the use of iPlayer 
that are borne by the users of iPlayer, these costs would reduce the consumer 
surplus associated with consumption of iPlayer.  This might argue for the inclusion of 
the costs within the PVA63.  On the other hand, Ofcom believes there are two good 
reasons for also assessing these costs as part of the MIA. First, the BBC on-demand 
proposals involve a direct resource cost in terms of the additional investment in 
infrastructure needed to support the increased traffic likely to be generated by the 
proposals. This cost has implications for the take-up of broadband services and 
therefore directly impacts on the assessment of market impact. Second, these 
additional costs may be recovered from consumers who are not users of the BBC’s 
proposals because the ISPs spread their cost recovery by raising prices for all of 
their customers – regardless of whether those customers use iPlayer. Alternatively, 
the costs may be absorbed by the ISPs as reductions in profits. These effects are 
squarely something for the MIA. 

Assessment of broadband cost impacts of internet catch-up service 

8.29 At a more detailed level, the use of P2P technology for the distribution of catch-up TV 
services is likely to impact on the costs incurred by ISPs. If traffic volumes increase 
ISPs must either add more backhaul capacity or degrade the consumer experience 
at peak times .64 

                                                 
63 We note that during the period of the BBC trials, while ISP’s often has usage caps in place to restrict traffic 
volumes, those usage caps were rarely enforced.  Hence even if there were additional costs associated with 
iPlayer use, those costs would not have been passed on to trial users and are therefore unlikely to have been 
reflected in statements of public value.  As we explain below, this situation is changing. 
64 The BBC has selected Kontiki P2P software from VeriSign to distribute its catch-up TV content. Using this 
approach if a programme is requested from the BBC catch-up TV service which has already been downloaded by 
another viewer onto their PC, then this programme may be downloaded from this user’s PC rather than the 
BBC’s content server. The BBC has control over the amount of content that is delivered from its own server and 
how much is delivered from other PCs. This technique can significantly reduce the server and internet connection 
capacity requirements the BBC needs to support. Whilst P2P technology helps to reduce the BBC’s capacity 
requirements, for ISPs using the BT Wholesale IPStream product all iPlayer traffic must traverse the “BT Central” 
backhaul circuits at least once. ISPs purchase sufficient of these circuits from BT Wholesale to ensure adequate 
network performance is maintained at peak times of the day (typically between 8pm and 10pm) 
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Figure 8.4 – Architecture of BT IPStream 
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8.30 Based on the numbers of hours of BBC catch up TV iPlayer users are expected to 
download each month Ofcom has estimated the additional capacity costs required to 
support catch up on the internet as follows. First we assumed: 

• average number of programs downloaded each month = 13 

• average duration of programs = 40 minutes 

• average encoding bit rate = 800kbps 

8.31 Based on the above, the iPlayer related data downloaded by an average iPlayer user 
is 3.1 GBytes/month. If the download of this data were spread evenly throughout the 
month it would require approximately 10kbps of additional central capacity per 
iPlayer user. This amounts to a significant amount of infrastructure build.  Of course, 
not all of this infrastructure build would be genuinely incremental.  To the extent that 
iPlayer diverts users away from other internet-base services, the incremental impact 
would be reduced. Using the figures from our quantitative analysis, we estimate that 
around 50% of the traffic would be incremental. 

8.32 Whether the total cost or the incremental cost is relevant for the PVA depends in our 
view on whether the PVA also nets off the consumer surplus lost on other services. If 
the consumer surplus has been netted off, then the reduction in the cost of delivering 
those other services should also be netted off, and only the cost of the incremental 
internet capacity should be taken into account. On the other hand, if the PVA 
assesses the gross value of the proposed BBC services, it should also look at the 
total resource cost of service delivery. 

8.33 For the purposes of estimating the costs of this build, we have used the current BT 
Central rate card price (approx £26k/month for 120 mbps).  While this is clearly an 
indicative assumption – the real question is what the actual resource cost associated 
with the new build would be – we believe it is a reasonable indicator of the costs of 
new capacity.  Using these figures, we derive an incremental cost to the ISP of just 
over £1.00 per month per iPlayer user (or 24p per incremental hour of video 
downloaded). 

8.34 In reality, and as shown in the results of the BBC trial, P2P traffic throughout the day 
has a profile similar to other internet activity i.e. it peaks in the evenings. The peak to 
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mean ratio for traffic throughout the day is typically in the order of 2:1 and ISPs 
provision capacity to cover peak demand. In the case of the iPlayer this implies that 
BT Central capacity costs per iPlayer user could be as much as £2.00 per month 
(50p per additional hour of video downloaded).  While these costs are likely to 
decline over time in real terms, they would continue to be significant over the 5-year 
period covered by our quantitative analysis.  The overall costs of the capacity 
required to support the internet catch-up service under our central scenario (and 
assuming no change to the real cost per additional hour downloaded) are set out in 
the table below. 

Table 8.1 – Estimates of incremental broadband costs for internet catch-up service 

  
   Unit 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 NPV
Internet catch-up incremental hours m hours 137 271 393 497 582 - 
Central case costs:  24 pence per incremental hour £m 33 65 94 119 140 399 
Central case costs:  50 pence per incremental hour £m 68 135 197 249 291 831 
 

8.35 It is important to note that typical broadband connection speeds and download caps 
are likely to continue rising in the years ahead, and new technological solutions are 
likely to reduce the costs of incremental capacity over time.  As such, the cost 
estimates set out above are likely to be at the higher end of the possible range.  
Furthermore, to the extent that that the additional capacity would also be available for 
use by a wide range of other services, including commercial on-demand services, it 
would not necessarily be appropriate to attribute the associated costs to the BBC 
services in isolation. It is likely, however, that some customers would have to move to 
a more expensive broadband package in order to be able to use the proposed on-
demand services. 

8.36 This level of impact assumes that iPlayer P2P traffic will have a similar profile to 
other internet traffic. ISPs may choose to de-prioritise and drop P2P traffic to avoid 
increased demand at peak times (but reduce the iPlayer user experience). However, 
for those ISP who cannot (because they lack the necessary technology), or choose 
not to, filter out P2P traffic at peak times the estimates set out above are indicative of 
the additional costs they will incur if service to end user is not to be degraded. As 
described above, the main impact of iPlayer for DSL based ISPs is an increase in 
traffic volumes which may result the ISPs having to upgrade backhaul circuit 
capacity. For ISPs using regulated BT Wholesale products, such as IPStream, these 
costs are easily identifiable (as set out above). However, ISPs who unbundled the 
local loop and the Cable operators have greater flexibility to optimise their networks 
for P2P traffic and may therefore be able to reduce the cost impact of the iPlayer 
services. These operators may therefore be able to gain a competitive cost 
advantage relative to ISPs who are reliant on BT Wholesale services. 

8.37 A potential way to avoid these increased costs is for the BBC to introduce additional 
features into the iPlayer that allow users to request an overnight download. 
Combined with ISPs offering retail pricing structures which favour off peak downloads 
end users may be incentivised to download outside of peak hours, more efficient use 
of ISP backhaul capacity could then be achieved and incremental costs avoided. It 
should be noted, however, that the increased electricity costs of leaving PCs on 
overnight could themselves be significant. 
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Approach to cost recovery 

8.38 The analysis above considers the potential costs that ISPs may incur as a result of 
the iPlayer.  As we have explained, we consider those to be resource costs that, from 
a total welfare perspective, are relevant to an overall assessment of the value to 
consumers of using iPlayer. 

8.39 An important related question is the way in which those costs would be passed on to 
customers.  For example, BT’s Option 1 broadband product retails at £17.99/month 
and is limited to 2GBytes of download each month. End users who currently use this 
product and subsequently become regularly users of the BBC catch up service would 
need to upgrade to BT Option 2 which has a 6 GByte download limit and costs an 
additional £5/month. Whilst other ISPs have different retail offerings, all ISPs using 
BT wholesale products will be subject to the same underlying costs and hence may 
need to adjust their retail offerings as services such as BBC catch up become more 
popular.   

8.40 The approach taken by ISPs to cost recovery could have a significant impact on the 
take-up of the BBC’s proposals.  We have not directly sought to quantify that impact, 
but consider that if costs are directly targeted to customers downloading high 
volumes of data, then take-up of the on-line services in general, and of the BBC 
services in particular, would be at the bottom end of our projected ranges – i.e. close 
to the low scenario described in sections 3 to 7. 

Impact of multicast requirements 

8.41 Another implication of the BBC proposals relates to the fact that these proposals are 
designed to drive ISPs toward installing multicasting routers in their networks. The 
BBC proposes to offer simulcast versions of its broadcast channels on the internet 
using multicast IP technology. This technology allows the BBC to offer its channels 
without incurring additional server costs for each incremental viewer. Multicast 
provides a “one to many” broadcast architecture and is more efficient for the BBC 
than the “one to one” nature of its current unicast services. However, multicast 
technology must be supported by the ISP networks in order for the services to be 
delivered.  

8.42 Multicast is not currently supported by BT’s broadband infrastructure, and is unlikely 
to be supported until it implements its 21st Century Network upgrade. Hence, only a 
sub-set of LLU operators who have deployed multicast enabled equipment are able 
to provide access to the BBC’s simulcast TV services. In Q1 2006 LLU operators 
accounted for less than 4% of the UK’s broadband internet connections and none 
currently occupy a significant portion of the broadband retail subscriber market.  

8.43 There are two potential impacts of this issue.  First, it may impose additional costs on 
ISPs and second, it would reduce take-up of the BBC’s proposed simulcast service if 
a large number of users are unable to use the service.  In practice, we consider that 
the costs on ISPs are unlikely to be material, and have therefore not sought to 
quantify them. 

8.44 It is unclear whether the availability of the BBC simulcast services will provide 
sufficient incentive for ISPs to introduce Multicast capability into their networks. If the 
service proves popular the potential market impact may be that end users will favour 
ISPs who are able to support this service. However, growing numbers of PCs are 
able to receive BBC digital broadcast channels using DTT and DSat receiver cards 
and USB devices or with products such as the “Slingbox”. End users who value 
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having access to the live channels on their PC will therefore have an increasing 
number of options to achieve this and will be less reliant on receiving the services via 
broadband. The availability of other methods to receive the BBC live channels on 
their PC will reduce the impact of some ISPs not supporting IP Multicast. 

DRM and media player provision 

8.45 Some stakeholders pointed out that he BBC’s choice of Microsoft’s Windows Media 
Player 10 might impact other DRM and media player service providers. In particular, 
Real Networks expressed concern that the BBC was proposing to only offer its catch 
up TV service using Windows Media technology. 

8.46 Windows Media Player 10 software operates on PCs running the Widows XP 
operating system but is not compatible with some other PC operating systems such 
as Apple’s Mac OS X. The BBC has informed us that its choice of Windows Media 10 
was driven by cost and operational issues65 and may be revised in the future.66 The 
BBC’s current Radio Player allows end users the choice of using either Windows 
Media Player or Real Player. Real Player is supported on the Mac OS X and that the 
BBC could extend the reach of the catch up TV service if it were to support the Real 
player in addition to Microsoft.  

8.47 From a market impact perspective, the BBC’s choice raises two potential issues: 

• first, there is the potential direct impact on DRM and media player providers.  
Assessment of this issue would require very significant analysis of whether a 
significant portion of the media player / DRM markets had been foreclosed as a 
result of the BBC’s choice. On the other hand, there is also the question with 
respect to the BBC as to whether it had made a sound commercial decision in its 
choice of service provider; and 

• second, there is the potential to exclude users of operating systems that do not 
support WMP10 from using the service.  This could reduce reach and it could 
also influence future operating system purchases.  On balance, we consider that 
access to iPlayer would be only one of many factors influencing the decision to 
purchase a new computer / operating system, and that this is therefore likely to 
be a relatively minor concern. 

8.48 We have not addressed these issues in detail; a full blown analysis of the media 
player/DRM markets would not have been practicable within the context of this MIA.  
We understand that the BBC is currently in discussion with Real Player over the 
possibility of introducing a Real Player version of iPlayer and that, pending the 
outcome of the PVT, such a version could be available within a few months. In our 
view, such a step should be sufficient to resolve any concerns in this area.      

 

                                                 
65 It is understood that Microsoft currently makes Window Media Player 10 software available for free for the 
delivery of free-to-view content. 
66 The BBC recently signed a non-exclusive MoU with Microsoft for the development of its next generation online 
services. 
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Section 9 

9 Scope of proposals 
9.1 This section looks at the scope of the current proposals as described in the BBC’s 

PVT application and assesses what would happen if the services were extended 
beyond the limits which are currently proposed. It is based on stakeholder views 
about extensions that would be particularly problematic. In the event that the BBC 
decided it wanted to extend its on-demand proposals in these respects, we believe 
that the BBC Trust should seriously consider conducting a PVT on the extension 
because it is liable to have a serious market impact. The extensions that would be 
particularly problematic are: 

• Cross promotion; 

• Budget expansion;  

• Content being ‘made for’ the on-demand proposals; and 

• Full track commercial music 

9.2 This section also considers a proposal made by several stakeholders – delaying 
launch of the on-demand services for six to 12 months.  

Cross-promotion 

9.3 Several stakeholders argue that the impact of the three internet-based services 
would depend on the extent to which the BBC is able cross-promote its services. In 
particular, there is concern that the impact of the proposed service on competing 
providers would be much greater if it was linked in any way to commercial VOD 
services offered by BBC Worldwide. 

9.4 BBC Worldwide has indicated that it plans to launch a commercial version of the 
iPlayer.67 Some stakeholders were keen to ensure that use of the public service 
version of the iPlayer would not tend to lead consumers towards the commercial 
services offered by BBC Worldwide, whether through a link to the relevant website, 
cross-promotion or other means. This, it was argued, would give BBC Worldwide an 
unfair competitive advantage over other commercial VOD providers. As ITV put it, 
“The public services must not provide a ‘shop window’ for the commercial services”.  

9.5 In Ofcom’s view, if the proposed services are introduced, it will be important to 
ensure that opportunities for cross-promotion are not used by the BBC to secure any 
special advantage in commercial markets. We would note, however, that the BBC is 
already subject to regulations designed to prevent this happening, in the form of the 
Fair Trading Guidelines. 

9.6 The Fair Trading Guidelines are administered by the BBC Trust and are explicitly 
designed to ensure that the BBC’s commercial activities are not given preferential 
treatment in terms of their relationship with the BBC’s public services.  

                                                 
67 The business is exploring a commercial version of this service, which would provide UK consumers with the 
ability to subscribe, rent and/or own TV programmes from the BBC archive.  
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9.7 We note that in the statement on the review of the Cross-Promotion rules (May 
2006), Ofcom recommended that – in line with the Government’s White Paper on the 
BBC – that an ex ante code covering cross promotions should be formulated for the 
BBC and that it should be based on similar principles to the code that Ofcom was 
proposing for the commercial PSBs.68 Given the ambitions for the take-up of the 
iPlayer service, Ofcom would expect the BBC’s ex ante code on cross promotion to 
address the issue of platform neutrality. 

 ‘Made for’ content 

9.8 A number of stakeholders argued that, in order to ensure that the proposed catch-up 
TV services (over both internet and cable) do not have an undue impact on 
commercial VOD providers, it should be clearly stated that: 

• the services should only be used for provision of catch-up content in the form in 
which it was originally broadcast, such that non-broadcast content, programme 
highlights, edited clips and trailers should not permitted; and 

• the BBC should not commission any content especially for the purpose of making it 
available in catch-up form. Stakeholders indicated that they would be concerned if 
any non-broadcast content were to be made available through the e.g. edited 
highlights or clips that might compete with similar commercial services. 

9.9 In Ofcom’s view, these clarifications would be consistent with the BBC’s proposals 
and would help to reassure commercial providers that their VOD services would be 
unduly affected. If at some point the BBC proposes to extend its catch-up services to 
include specially commissioned or edited content, that could significantly alter the 
market impact of the services, and consideration should be given to a further PVT.   

9.10 In relation to the audio download proposal, stakeholders indicated that their concerns 
would be magnified if any non-broadcast content were to be made available through 
the iPlayer platform e.g. made-for-podcast content that might compete with similar 
commercial services.  

• RadioCentre gives the example of a full length version of an interview being 
made available for download where only the shortened form of the interview was 
broadcast).  

• Chrysalis gives the example that the BBC could offer an archived interview with 
Robbie Williams that would prevent LBC charging for an interview with Robbie 
from the same period. 

• RadioCentre also expressed concern that original ‘made-for’ content might be 
made available through creative scheduling i.e. including original content in the 
linear schedule at an off-peak time (e.g. the middle of the night) in order to qualify 

                                                 
68 In particular, Ofcom’s review of the cross-promotion rules found that there should be a requirement on ITV, 
Channel 4 and five to maintain neutrality between digital TV retail services and digital platforms. Ofcom found 
that discrimination by the commercial terrestrial broadcasters in favour of one particular digital retail TV service or 
digital platform had the potential to have a material impact on competition between digital retail TV services and 
that this could be particularly important in the run up to digital switchover because analogue-only homes were 
having to make significant decisions about which digital platform to adopt In guidance that accompanied the 
cross-promotion rules, Ofcom suggested the need for a materiality threshold to take account of that fact that not 
all platforms and retail TV services were available on a nationwide basis. A customer base of 500,000 was 
proposed as the threshold.  
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for on-demand access. The RadioCentre gave the example of overnight 
scheduling of additional material from the Chris Moyles breakfast show.  

9.11 Once again, our understanding is that the BBC’s non-DRM audio proposals only 
cover the provision of broadcast content in its original form, though with full-track 
commercial music excluded. If in future the BBC proposes to extend the scope of the 
service to include edited or non-broadcast content, that could have a significant 
impact on the market assessment, and the Trust should consider the case for a 
further PVT.   

9.12 It should be noted that the BBC does already provide trailers and edited audio and 
video material on the bbc.co.uk website. In future, some of this material is likely to be 
made available via the iPlayer platform. The provision of this material, however, will 
be covered by the service licence for bbc.co.uk, and not by the service licences for 
the proposed on-demand services. It is therefore outside the scope of this MIA. 

Planned levels of expenditure 

9.13 Several stakeholders argued that the impact of the proposed services would depend 
heavily on the amount the BBC would spend on developing and marketing the 
service. The published description of the proposed service did not provide any 
information on the planned levels of expenditure, or on the breakdown by cost type. 
As a result it was not possible for stakeholders to assess properly the likely scale of 
the effects. 

9.14 Ofcom has obtained further details from the BBC on its planned expenditure over the 
next five years. This is summarised in Table 9.1.  

 
Table 9.1 – Planned expenditure on proposed on-demand services 

        
Cost category  £m £m 
Direct costs    
 Build/start-up   
 Opex   
 Total   
Shared costs    
BBC iPlayer    
 Marketing   
 Build   
 Operational   
Total    
Content rights and 
playout costs 

   

Grand Total   131.2 
 

9.15 As indicated in the table, the BBC has budgeted for expenditure of £  m on 
marketing the proposed services. 

9.16 Ofcom assumes that this content rights element would relate principally to the need 
to secure additional new media rights in relation to sports rights and acquired content 
e.g. popular films. Ofcom notes that this nevertheless appear to represent a 
significant amount more than other broadcasters have budgeted to spend on 
additional content rights. 
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9.17 This MIA has been carried out on the basis of the budgeted costs shown in Table 
9.1. If the actual levels of spend turn out to be significantly different from the 
forecasts, we would expect this to be reflected in the impact on other services and 
providers. In particular, if expenditure on marketing and/or content rights turned out 
to be much higher than planned, the effect on other services could be markedly 
bigger than we have anticipated. 

9.18 For this reason, we believe that, if the proposals are approved, it would be 
appropriate for the budgeted levels of expenditure to be included in the relevant 
service licences.  If BBC management wished to exceed the stated budgets, it would 
need to apply to the Trust for an amendment of the licence conditions. The Trust 
would then decide whether a further PVT was required, or whether the application 
could be handled without one.  This approach is in line with that adopted in other 
service licences which require Trust approval if BBC management wishes to exceed 
the approved level by more than 10% (in real terms) over the duration of the service 
licence.   

Full track commercial music 

9.19 The BBC’s proposal for non-DRM audio downloads does not include full-track 
commercial music. However, if the copyright impediment to offering music downloads 
is removed, there is the possibility of expanding the non-DRM offering in future. 
MCPS-PRS point out that the BBC is currently negotiating for a broad licence for 
music for the new services. We note that making available full track commercial 
music is likely to have a significant negative impact on commercial music download 
services. 

9.20 The BBC could make available a considerable amount of full-track commercial music 
since many of its services are predominantly music based. If music were allowed in 
the non-DRM audio offering, commercial music download services might be 
significantly impacted – Radio 1, Radio 2, 1Xtra and BBC 6 all have extensive music 
elements.69  

9.21 We have evaluated the market impact of the proposed service on the basis that it 
excludes full-track commercial music. If in future the non-DRM audio service were to 
be extended to include full-track commercial music, that would significantly alter the 
market impact of the service. A proposal to extend the service in this way should in 
our view be the subject of a further PVT.  

 

  

 

 

 

                                                 
69 For instance, data on the output of the BBC network radio stations indicates that around 91% of the output on 
Radio 1 and around 84% of the output of Radio 2 is music whereas none of output of Radio 4 or Radio Five Live 
is music69. Although 92 per cent of the output of Radio 3 is also music, the classical nature of the output of this 
service, could mean that there would not be the same commercial impact from the output of Radio 3 being 
available to download. 
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Annex 1 

1 Terms of Reference 
A1.1 This document provides the terms of reference for Ofcom’s market impact 

assessment of the BBC’s new on-demand proposals 

Introduction  

A1.2 The BBC’s new Royal Charter and Agreement requires the BBC Trust to undertake 
a Public Value Test (‘PVT’) before a decision is taken to make any significant 
change to the UK Public Services. The PVT comprises two elements – a Public 
Value Assessment (‘PVA’) and a Market Impact Assessment (‘MIA’). In the 
transitionary period until the new Charter becomes legally effective on 1 January 
2007, the BBC Governors have committed to apply the PVT to all new service 
licence applications.  

A1.3 For the purposes of conducting MIAs, the Ofcom and the BBC Governors have 
established a Joint Steering Group (‘JSG’) with Ofcom. The JSG has set these 
terms of reference for this MIA. The substantive findings of the MIA, however, will 
remain a matter for the judgment of Ofcom.  

Proposition  

A1.4 The BBC proposes the following new offerings:  

• Seven day catch-up TV over the internet;  

• Seven day catch-up TV over cable and Homechoice;  

• Simulcast TV over the internet;  

• Non-DRM audio downloads over the internet;  

A1.5 The three internet-based offerings will be combined into a direct-to-consumer 
offering, BBC iPlayer version 1.0, which will incorporate all the existing BBC 
players.70

  

Objective  

A1.6 The purpose of the MIA is to assess the impact which the introduction of these 
services would have on the markets in which they would be provided, and on other 
related markets.  

Approach  

A1.7 The MIA will be carried out in accordance with the methodology which has been 
agreed between the BBC Governors and Ofcom.  

                                                 
70 Radio Player, News Player, Weather Player, Sport Player, and the Media Console Player. 
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Output  

A1.8 The MIA will provide an assessment and, where possible and relevant, a 
quantifiable evaluation of the impact on the relevant primary and other markets 
identified. This includes an assessment of the impact on producers and other 
participants in relevant markets and ultimately consumers.  

A1.9 The assessment of some effects is likely to remain purely qualitative, for example 
those related to investment incentives in other markets. Ofcom should, however, 
seek to obtain some information as to the likely impact on existing (and perhaps 
future) producers’ plans.  

A1.10 The MIA analysis may also include some sensitivity analysis to:  

• identify which aspects of the service may have a particularly strong impact on 
the overall assessment; and  

• as appropriate, help identify possible modifications to the service to 
remove/mitigate some of these effects.  

Coordination between the MIA and the PVA  

A1.11 Ofcom and the BBC Governors will seek to coordinate the conduct of the PVA and 
the MIA by:  

• sharing data and collaborating on the construction of market models where 
appropriate; and  

• attempting to minimise the risks that the PVA and the MIA are built on 
assumptions and inputs that are not easily reconcilable at a later stage.  

Identification of relevant markets  

A1.12 1.12 Ofcom should consider the potential impact of the new on-demand proposals 
on the markets for the following products and services:  

• broadcast services on various delivery platforms, including related advertising 
services;  

• on-demand services, including those offered on various delivery platforms; and  

• home recording and viewing services and products.  

A1.13 1.13 This list is not necessarily exhaustive. Ofcom has discretion to examine the 
impact on other products and services that it considers relevant in the course of 
conducting the MIA, subject to agreement by the JSG.  

A1.14 1.14 The MIA will identify the markets to which the proposed new on-demand 
proposals belong (the “primary” markets), as well as other related markets where 
the proposed services are likely to have a significant indirect impact (the 
“secondary” markets).  
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Timetable for completion  

A1.15 Ofcom is required to deliver the MIA to the BBC Governors by 15 December 2006 
(three months from the date these terms of reference are finalised). It is anticipated 
that the results of the MIA will be published alongside the BBC Trust’s preliminary 
conclusions in early 2007.  

A1.16 In the event of delays caused by the unavailability of data or other unforeseen 
circumstances, the JSG may be asked to approve an appropriate addition to the 
overall MIA timetable. In such cases the JSG would make clear its reasoning and 
revised timetable for production of the MIA report.  

A1.17 Agreed by the Joint Steering Group on 15 September 2006. 
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Annex 2 

2 Additional description of BBC on-demand 
proposals (amended) 
A2.1 This document provides further detail on BBC management’s proposals to launch a 

number of new public service offerings, which will provide the BBC’s existing 
content on-demand to licence fee payers. The proposals are being considered by 
the BBC Governors through the Public Value Test (PVT) process. In summary, the 
proposals are: 

a) Seven day TV catch-up over the internet  

b) Seven day TV catch-up over cable (i.e. ntl, Telewest and Homechoice); 

c) Simulcast TV over the internet; and 

d) Non-DRM audio downloads over the internet. 

A2.2 The three internet-based offerings will be combined into a direct-to-consumer 
offering, BBC iPlayer71, which will also incorporate all the existing BBC players and 
consoles under a consistent user interface and brand72.  BBC iPlayer is designed 
to unify the BBC’s provision of audio and video content on-demand. The plan is for 
it to replace all existing video and audio players within bbc.co.uk (excluding BBC 
Jam). Users will be able to navigate to the iPlayer from across bbc.co.uk. There will 
also be a dedicated area of the site which will serve as a direct entry point into the 
iPlayer.  

A2.3 This note sets out for each of the four proposals, further information about the 
content that will be offered, its availability and key technical requirements, i.e. how 
the service will appear to audiences and what users will be able to do with content 
accessed through the proposal (e.g. access for seven days, pause/rewind etc) and 
estimates of potential reach.  

General 

A2.4 If approved, the BBC’s new on-demand proposals would be expected to be 
launched following the conclusion of the Public Value Test (PVT) in early 2007. 

A2.5 This document sets out the limits on the window availability of content for which 
approval is being sought as part of the PVT.  

A2.6 No archived content will be made available via the new on-demand proposals. Only 
content broadcast from launch of the proposal onwards will be made available 
through the catch-up window outlined in this document.  

A2.7 As an extension of free to air linear broadcasting, these proposals solely relate to 
the primary consumption window and the BBC's Public Service offering. 

                                                 
71 Note that Non-DRM downloads will also be accessible through podcasting portals such as iTunes 
72 Radio Player, News Player, Weather Player, Sport Player and Media Console Player 
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A2.8 Separate to, and not as part of the publicly funded iPlayer platform subject to this 
PVT, the BBC's commercial subsidiaries may wish to offer on-demand content 
licensed to it by the BBC on a commercial basis within a secondary window.  Such 
activities carried on by the commercial subsidiaries are not funded by the licence 
fee and do not form part of the BBC's public service offering, consequently such 
commercial activities are not subject to the PVT and do not form part of the MIA.  All 
activities carried on by the BBC's commercial subsidiaries are nonetheless subject 
to relevant requirements of the Charter and Agreement and, in particular, the BBC's 
Fair Trading regime and any relevant provisions of the Fair Trading Statement of 
Policy and Competitive Impact Codes to be adopted by the BBC Trust (pursuant to 
clauses 65 & 66 of the Agreement), as well as the guidelines to be adopted and 
published by BBC Management on Fair Trading and Competitive Impact (pursuant 
to Clause 67 of the Agreement).   

A2.9 Any proposals to make significant changes to the proposals and the points above 
from launch would be expected to require a new PVT. 

Seven day TV catch-up over the internet and cable 

Content  

A2.10 The features of the content that will be made available via the new seven day 
internet and cable/Homechoice offerings are outlined below. 

A2.11 The BBC intends to provide a complete TV schedule via its on-demand TV 
proposals. At launch however, the BBC expects to make around 70% of the BBC’s 
network TV schedules available, increasing to over 80% by 2010.  

 
• Any programme (whether in-house or independently originated) which is 

commissioned for transmission on any of the BBC’s TV channels will be made 
available through the TV offerings. In addition a small amount of programming 
that is commissioned by the BBC for transmission by S4C will also be made 
available. Initially this will exclude any programmes for which the BBC does not 
have the relevant rights.  

• In addition, subject to availability of rights, acquired and certain other TV 
content will also be made available at launch. Examples include acquired films 
and series, some sport, a proportion of non-narrative repeats, programmes rich 
in archive VT or stills, and some music performance. It is anticipated that new 
media rights will be acquired for some or all of these during the first two years 
following launch.  

• Where the BBC does not already have the rights it will ensure that it obtains 
the appropriate permissions for all its audience facing services.  

• The BBC is currently discussing with cable operators about the volume of 
content that can be carried on their platforms and how their service might 
evolve; at launch this may mean that seven day catch-up over cable includes a 
less comprehensive range and volume of programming hours than seven day 
catch-up over the internet. The range and volume of content and ‘series 
stacking’ on cable will therefore be subject to the above discussions. 

• On-demand and live streamed audio content will be made available through 
Radio Player which will be included in the iPlayer user interface (see 2 above). 
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However, existing audio on-demand and live streamed content has previously 
been approved and does not form part of this PVT proposal.  

• No archive content will be made available via this proposal. Only content 
broadcast from the point of launch will be included.  

Platform for seven-day TV catch-up over cable 

A2.12 This proposal will make the above BBC television content available on-demand 
within a seven day window via digital cable (ntl and Telewest) and Homechoice.73 
The features of this offering are as follows: 

• Audiences have seven days from the point at which TV content is broadcast to 
access a programme. When a user clicks on the programme from the listing of 
the last seven days’ content, the programme will stream to the users’ TV to be 
watched immediately. It is not stored on the set top box for later viewing. This 
means that there is a difference in the time frame during which audiences can 
access content on cable compared with the internet (as outlined below). After 
seven days the programme will no longer be available for access.  

• In addition the proposal may include ‘series stacking’ whereby all of the 
episodes in a series are available for viewing from the point at which they are 
broadcast until seven days after the transmission of the last episode in the 
series. After this point, all episodes will no longer be available. ‘Series stacking’ 
will be applied selectively to support particular editorial propositions. 

• Seven day catch-up over cable also allows retrospective scheduling i.e. users 
can view a programme after it was broadcast without having to make the 
decision prior to transmission.  Audiences can therefore read the review of a 
programme and then decide to watch it.  

• BBC content will be provided at no extra cost (i.e. in basic tier). As outlined 
above in paragraph 7, commercial downloads do not form part of the seven 
day TV catch-up proposal. 

• As platform operators, ntl/Telewest and Homechoice will be able to host 
content from other content providers in addition to the BBC offering on their on-
demand service.   

• Seven day TV catch-up relates to the BBC’s direct to audience proposition and 
those digital cable and IPTV services that have undergone technical and 
consumer trials of BBC television catch-up. The current application is limited 
to the provision of services through ntl, Telewest and Homechoice.  

A2.13 In principle, BBC management is prepared to make BBC television content 
available to other mediated on-demand distribution methods subject to value for 
money and regulatory requirements likely to be imposed upon it by the Trust under 
the new Charter and Agreement. BBC management have also indicated to the 
Governance Unit they would like to establish in the light of this PVT the potential 
principles that might govern any such future arrangements. 

 

                                                 
73 Technical and consumer trials for this proposal have been underway for some time. 
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Seven day TV catch-up over internet 

Content  

A2.14 See above for features of the content that will be made available via the seven day 
internet and cable/Homechoice offerings. 

Platform for seven-day TV catch-up over internet 

A2.15 The features of the proposal74 are as follows: 

• This service will be available over the BBC website bbc.co.uk. The BBC 
website can be accessed through web browsers found on PCs, portable 
devices, games consoles etc.  

• Audiences will have seven days from the point at which it is broadcast within 
which to receive the programme from the BBC. Audiences will have a 
maximum of 13 weeks from the point that they download the file to open the 
file. If it is not opened within 13 weeks it will be permanently disabled. They will 
then have another seven days from the point at which the programme is first 
viewed to watch that programme as many times as they like. After seven days 
from the point at which the programme was first viewed, the file is deleted or 
permanently disabled. 

• The internet catch-up service will include ‘series stacking’ whereby all of the 
episodes in a series are available from the BBC from the point at which they 
are broadcast until seven days after the transmission of the last episode in the 
series. The viewer is then able to watch any available episode as many times 
as they like for seven days after the point at which each episode is first viewed. 
After seven days from the point at which it was opened the episode is deleted 
or permanently disabled. The span between the earliest episode broadcast and 
the most recent episode broadcast within any series stacking proposition will 
be limited to a maximum of 13 weeks. Series stacking’ will be applied 
selectively to support particular editorial propositions.  

• Seven day catch-up over the internet also allows retrospective scheduling i.e. 
users can view a programme after it was broadcast without having to make the 
decision prior to transmission.  

• Seven day catch-up over the internet also places programming in a ‘rich 
context’ i.e. TV programmes can be linked to supporting web functionality such 
as additional material and search to allow audiences to get more information 
about the content (e.g. actors, storylines, themes) and find related/linked 
content. 

• Catch-up TV over internet will be available in full screen quality. A certain 
amount of TV programmes will be available as quarter screen. 

• Delivery over the internet means that the new BBC on-demand offerings will 
deliver content to any device that is connected to the internet with a UK based 
IP address, subject to the connection speed being sufficiently fast to allow 

                                                 
74 A more limited definition of Seven Day catch-up over the internet was evaluated through the Integrated Media 
Player (iMP) trial which ran from September 2005 until February 2006. 
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transfer of rich media assets in a reasonable time. In practice, this means that 
the service will be available primarily to users with a broadband connection. 

• Where distribution is via downloading, programme files will be available in a 
range of formats which will affect the size of each file. The range of formats will 
be determined by a number of considerations: editorial, audience demand and 
technical. 

• Currently most broadband connections run to a PC (located at home or in the 
office), and so viewing is likely initially to occur in front of a computer screen. 
Wireless devices with the equivalent of a broadband connection to the internet 
e.g. 3G, may also be able to access on-demand content. Where programmes 
are downloaded to view (e.g. catch-up), it may be possible to transfer them to 
portable devices through synchronisation with a computer subject to supporting 
appropriate DRM. 

• It is worth noting that bbc.co.uk is also available to most 2.5G and 3G enabled 
handsets with a browser. However, technological constraints including limited 
connection speeds and handset storage capacity limit the scope for access to 
catch-up content on mobiles. It is likely that this constraint will decline over 
time.  

• Over time, convergence of technologies is likely to mean more devices become 
internet enabled, e.g. set top boxes for linear digital television reception. It is 
anticipated that BBC iPlayer would become available through such converged 
devices. 

Simulcast TV over the internet 

Content 

A2.16 The BBC will simulcast all of its public service TV channels and their regional 
variations over the internet. This will include BBC1, BBC2, BBC3, BBC4, News 24, 
CBBC, CBeebies and BBC Parliament.  

A2.17 The BBC intends to simulcast the whole of the linear schedules. However 
agreements with rights holders are likely to mean certain limited parts of the 
schedule will be blanked at launch. The BBC will seek to minimise this over time, 
although the speed with which this is achieved will be dependent on negotiations to 
acquire the necessary rights.  

Platform 

A2.18 The features of this service are as follows: 

• It will provide UK audiences with the ability to watch the BBC’s existing 
television channels ‘live’ or in ‘real time’ over the internet on their internet-
enabled device via bbc.co.uk (i.e. as they are being broadcast on normal 
terrestrial, satellite or cable/IPTV television). Simulcast TV will be delivered via 
the bbc.co.uk website. bbc.co.uk is a device-agnostic browser service. 

• The number of users able to receive the simulcast at launch via their PC and 
also any related mobile devices will be extremely limited. Multicast streaming, 
which will be used to deliver the simulcast, is not generally supported by ISPs. 
It is anticipated that its availability will increase rapidly over time.  
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Non-DRM downloads over the internet 

Content 

A2.19 The non-DRM audio downloads over the internet service will include mainly speech 
based audio programmes and material related to audio programming without Digital 
Rights Management (DRM) protection (i.e. where the rights holders agree that this 
form of distribution is appropriate). The availability of drama, comedy, book reading 
etc is limited by rights agreement issues.  

A2.20 An indicator of the non-DRM downloads that will be made available via this offering 
is what is already available for download as part of the podcast trial75.  An accurate 
summary at the time of writing is as follows: 

 
Network Programme title 
Radio 1 − The Best of Moyles  

− Scott Mills Daily  
− Chart Chat with JK & Joel  
− Radio 1’s Music Interviews Radio 1’s  
− Entertainment News  
− Radio 1's Best of Unsigned 

1Xtra − 100% Homegrown Mix 

Radio 2 − Steve Wright  
− Terry Wogan  
− Chris Evans - The Best Bits    

Radio 3 − Discovering Music  
− Radio 3 Arts Talk 

Radio 4 − The Today Lead Interviews  
− Broadcasting House  
− From Our Own Correspondent  
− In Business- currently off air  
− In Our Time- currently off air  
− Today Programme (8:10 interview)  
− File on 4  
− The Woman's Hour Choice  
− Start The Week  
− Front Row Interview  
− Radio 4 Choice  
− Today in Parliament  
− The Now Show- currently off air 

Five Live − The Football Phone-In: 606  
− Daily Mayo  
− The Chequered Flag  
− Wake up to Money  
− Mark Kermode's film reviews  
− Sportsweek  
− Fighting Talk 

6 Music − The Russell Brand Podcast 

BBC 7 − Big Toe Clippings 

Asian Network − Film café 

                                                 
75 Details can be found at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/downloadtrial/#programmes. 
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World Service − Documentary  
− Digital Planet  
− Rooze Haftom  
− Studio 834 (Spanish)  
− World Today Select  
− World News Bulletin 

News − BBC Radio NewsPod  
− World Today Select  
− Newsnight 

Radio Cymru − C2 Pick of the Week / C2 Uchafbwyntiau'r Wythnos 

Radio Scotland − Scottish Football 

Radio Wales − All Things Considered 

Radio nan Gaidheal − Letter to Gaelic Learners (Litir Do Luchd-Ionnsachaidh) 

Radio Northampton − The Weekender 

Southern Counties − Sussex Breakfast 

Radio Ulster − The Stephen Nolan Show 

 
A2.21 Archived audio material will not be made available as part of this offering. Only 

content broadcast going forward from launch will be supplied using the non-DRM 
audio download service.  

A2.22 Subject to the outcome of the PVT, the range of non-DRM downloads is expected 
to increase over time though this is dependent on (a) audience demand (b) 
agreement with rights holders that this type of distribution is appropriate (c) value 
for money (d) editorial consideration The BBC expects that over time all of the 
BBC’s existing national, local and international radio networks will provide material 
for the non-DRM download service. 

A2.23 THIS WAS ADDED BY BBC. BBC iPlayer will provide some music downloads in 
non-DRM form. This music will represent a relatively small proportion of the total 
non-DRM audio content on iPlayer. Examples of the music that will be made 
available is as follows: 

• Recordings of live classical music, as performed by the BBC orchestras or 
singers (e.g. download of out-of-copyright classical music). The BBC has said 
that it will take a sensitive approach to mushc where there are no rights issues 
– particularly in the case of out-of-copyright classical music performed by BBC 
musicians in view of market impact potential.  

• New BBC commissions of classical/experimental music 

• Recorded live music sessions for the BBC  

• Recorded live event performances for the BBC e.g. full track music festival 
coverage (e.g. Leeds, Glastonbury and Reading). 

• music from unsigned bands. The podcasts already include Radio 1’s Best of 
Unsigned.  

• music from record labels for promotional purposes and other promotional 
music. The BBC envisages that it would want to pursue occasional ad hoc 
deals with rights owners where they might specifically release their own 
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recordings to the BBC to make available without DRM. These could, for 
example, be used to enrich a website about a certain album, artist or event.76 

A2.24 The BBC believes it will be offered full-track sessions by artists which it will treat on 
a case by case basis. 

A2.25 The BBC has asserted that iPlayer will not include full track commercial music. The 
BBC defines full-track commercial music as:  
 
‘the full length of a ‘sound recording’ of a ‘musical work’ (both of which are protected 
copyright works), in which the writer(s)/composer(s), music publisher and record 
company have rights, which has been released for commercial sale e.g. on CD or 
as a download, and normally by a record company’ 

A2.26 Non-DRM downloads are expected to increase as follows: 

Year Programmes Hours 
2006 50 25 
2007 Up to 300 Up to 185 
2008 Up to 390 Up to 195 

 

A2.27 No TV programme material will be provided via this service.  

A2.28 Non-BBC commissioned content will not be provided via this service.  

Platform 

A2.29 The main features are as follows: 

• The BBC expects to introduce measures to restrict the length of time material 
is available or promoted from bbc.co.uk. However, given the material is 
distributed without DRM, once it is downloaded there are no restrictions on the 
temporal or geographic consumption of material by audiences.  

• Non-DRM audio downloads can also be swapped using peer to peer 
technologies.  

• The proposal will sit alongside the existing on-demand Radio Player service. 
Due to rights restrictions there may be editorial differences between 
propositions appearing within the current RadioPlayer. However, the two 
services will be complementary. 

• Non-DRM audio downloads will be available for use on a wide range of 
portable devices (iPods etc). This means that audio content can be consumed 
offline. Removing DRM restrictions allows a broader range of devices to 
access the material, extending audience choice around where and when they 
consume BBC programming. The BBC will continue to support as wide a range 
of access devices as possible based on balancing cost with the size of a 

                                                 
76 BBC Management accepts that such a scenario is problematic under the definition of ‘full track commercial music’ provided 
above. However, they want to retain the editorial flexibility to take advantage of these limited occurrences and would reiterate 
that such agreements are only entered into when rights owners choose to make material available to the BBC with no 
requirement for DRM. 
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potential audience. Non-DRM audio material will be available on mp3 enabled 
mobile phones. 

• Non-DRM downloads may also be accessed through non-browser applications 
such as Apple's iTunes software on a range of computing devices. To users of 
iTunes and other similar services, it will seem as if BBC content is being 
downloaded from iTunes. However, it will actually be downloaded from the 
BBC website. 

• No commercial (i.e. paid-for) audio material will be provided via this proposal.  

• This proposal also allows retrospective scheduling.  

Technology 

A2.30 BBC iPlayer release 1.0 uses media player software resident on the end user’s 
machine to play audio or video material once it has been delivered from the BBC’s 
servers. The type of player used is dependent on which part of the BBC iPlayer 
proposition the user is accessing. The following elements will be available by the 
following media players: 

 
Service element Minimum Media Player compatibility 

Seven day TV catch-up over the internet Windows Media Player 10 with Windows DRM 
10 

Seven day TV catch up over cable n/a 
Simulcast TV over the internet This service element is currently being 

evaluated through a technical trial. It is likely 
that this service element will follow the 
software requirements of the existing 

streamed video services available through 
bbc.co.uk which provide compatibility with 

both Windows and Real Media systems. 
Non-DRM downloads over the internet Non-DRM downloads are supported by a wide 

range of media player applications from both 
commercial and non-profit providers. 

 
A2.31 Which media player software applications are supported for each element is driven 

by two significant factors: 

• The software supports the technical requirements of the service element (for 
example, a digital rights management system that allows a seven day window) 

• There is an adequate installed user base for the software to justify the cost of 
supporting the application 

A2.32 The range of media players supported by the BBC is under continuous review 
based on these criteria and may increase over time.  

A2.33 Other organisations’ material will not be available through the BBC iPlayer Release 
1.0, though BBC iPlayer does not affect a user’s media player software’s ability to 
play material from alternative sources. 
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A2.34 As explained above, BBC iPlayer uses media player software already installed on 
the user’s machine, however, in the case of ‘seven day TV catch up over the 
internet’ the user will have to install an additional piece of software known as the 
‘BBC iPlayer download manager’. This application works in conjunction with the 
user’s media player software in order to manage the licences issued with each 
programme as part of the DRM solution and the Peer-to-Peer distribution of the 
content. It will be available to download from bbc.co.uk. 

A2.35 The minimum recommended end user device specification for each of the service 
elements subject to the PVT are as follows: 

Service 
element 

Device specification Connectio
n 

specificati
on 

Seven day TV 
catch-up over 
the internet 

− A PC running Windows XP and Windows Media Player 10 or 
above.  The minimum and recommended PC specification is: 
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/player/10/readm
e.aspx#System 

In the case of on-demand service delivered via streaming rather than 
download we expect to continue the current standards:  
− Netscape 5 and above, Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 and above, or 

Opera 7 and above. (Other browsers may work with the BBC Sport 
Player, however the BBC is unable to guarantee their compatibility)  

− Javascript must be enabled  
− If cookies are enabled your viewing settings will be remembered for 

future visits. If cookies are not enabled or are reset by whoever 
manages your computer when you log on and off, the BBC Media 
Selector will prompt you to confirm your settings at each visit  

− Popup blocking mechanisms should be set to allow pop-ups to be 
launched from bbc.co.uk pages. You will also need to have one of 
the following media players installed on your system:  

− Microsoft Windows Media Player version 9 or above, available free 
from 
http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/default.aspx. 

 

− 512kbps 
and above 

Seven day TV 
catch up over 

cable 

− n/a − n/a 

Simulcast TV 
over the 
internet 

− This is currently subject to review as part of the technical trial.  Our 
expectation is that the main system requirements will be 
unchanged from those required for existing bbc.co.uk streams.  
These are deliberately set to be as inclusive as reasonably 
possible, and are specified on bbc.co.uk (for example 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/video_and_audio/help_guide/43045
01.stm) and as amended from time to time.  The home network 
equipment (modem/router and any other network equipment) must 
also support multicast. 

− 512kbps 
Multicast 
enabled 
ISP 

Non-DRM 
downloads 

over the 
internet 

− n/a − n/a 

 
A2.36 The BBC considers ‘mobile’ to refer to any portable computing device. In this 

context, portable device compatibility with BBC iPlayer release 1.0 can be 
summarised as follows: 
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Service element Portable device compatibility 

Seven day TV catch-up over the internet − Users will be able to transfer downloaded 

programmes to portable devices that support the 

Windows DRM framework Version 10 and the 

‘Windows Plays For Sure’ logo 

− Streamed on-demand programmes may be 

accessible via wirelessly connected devices with 

the appropriate media player software 

Seven day TV catch up over cable − n/a 

Simulcast TV over the internet − Simulcast TV over the internet will be restricted to 

multicast enabled ISPs 

Non-DRM downloads over the internet − Non-DRM downloads are intended for a wide range 

of portable devices 

 
A2.37 A summary of the intended minimum service levels are as follows: 

 
Service element Image size on PC 

Seven day TV catch-up over the internet − It is intended to provide Seven day TV catch-up via 

downloads in full screen at a quality comparable to 

a standard definition analogue TV broadcast 

− On demand (via unicast) video material will be 

available at approximately ‘quarter screen’ size 

Seven day TV catch up over cable − n/a 

Simulcast TV over the internet Simulcast TV over the internet will be provided via 

multicast streaming; the programme resolution, or 

range of resolutions, is still to be determined. 

Non-DRM downloads over the internet − n/a 

 
Reach of the proposals 

A2.38 BBC management have provided reach forecasts for each of the four on-demand 
proposals.  Reach for on-demand is measured as the number of people who use a 
service for at least 15 minutes in a given week.  By 2011, reach for each element is 
estimated by BBC management to be approximately as follows: 

• Seven-day TV catch-up over the internet: 20% of all television households. 

• Seven-day TV catch-up over cable: 11% of all television households. 

• Simulcast TV over the internet: 11% of all television households. 

• Non-DRM downloads over the internet: 5.5% of all homes. 
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A2.39 Over time, BBC management expects that on-demand television viewing in the 
home will in aggregate be a substitution of linear viewing as audiences choose to 
take control of their scheduling.  

A2.40 BBC management’s view is that reach to the internet-based propositions will 
probably be driven primarily by their adoption among homes with broadband 
access, and to a lesser extent the increasing penetration of broadband. Growth to 
the cable offering is driven by increasing usage by cable subscribers of on-demand 
services.  
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Annex 3 

3 Technology for on-demand services  
A3.1 This annex reviews the technical choices made by the BBC for the delivery of the 

iPlayer services and their potential impact on the wider market including, technology 
providers, broadcasters, online service providers and internet service providers. 

Catch-up TV service delivered over the internet 

System overview 

A3.2 Figure A3.1 shows the technical components of the BBC’s planned online catch-up 
TV service and the BBC’s choice of third-party suppliers for these technologies. 

Figure A3.1: Content delivery chain for the BBC’s online catch-up TV services 
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Digital Compression and Digital Rights Management 

A3.3 Digital compression removes redundant information in the digital video signal before 
transmission. This significantly reduces the BBC’s content server storage and 
internet capacity connection requirements as well as reducing the amount of time 
taken by consumers to download programmes onto their PC.  

A3.4 Digital Rights Management (DRM) protects content from unauthorised use and 
copying using a content scrambling and encryption approach similar to that used by 
Conditional Access systems on Pay TV platforms. DRM systems attach a digital file 
to the content which specifies the conditions under which it can be used, for 
example, the period of time for which it can be accessed and whether copies of the 
content can be transferred onto other consumer devices. 
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A3.5 The BBC plans to use DRM to limit the time the content can be accessed by a 
viewer after it has been downloaded onto their PC to a maximum period of thirteen 
weeks and to prevent copies of the content being further distributed or copied by 
the user. This meets the requirements of the original content rights holders who 
may wish to market their content on other delivery platforms, such as DVD and 
video-on-demand with different time distribution windows. A similar but shorter 
seven day time access window is applied to content available on the BBC’s catch-
up TV services delivered on IPTV and cable VoD platforms. However, this 
restriction is not applied to content distributed over terrestrial, cable and satellite 
networks and has been recorded by a viewer onto a Personal Video Recorder 
(PVR)77 or Media Centre PC. 

A3.6 The BBC has selected Microsoft’s Windows Media Player 10 to provide the digital 
compression and DRM functionality for its online catch-up TV services. This player 
comprises of head-end software to compress and DRM protect the content, and 
software downloaded by consumers to enable the video services to be viewed on a 
PC. 

A3.7 The BBC has informed that its choice of Windows Media 10 was driven by cost and 
operational issues78 and may be revised in the future79. Windows Media Player 10 
software operates on PCs running the Widows XP operating system but is not 
compatible with some older versions of Windows and other PC operating systems 
such Apple Mac.  

A3.8 The market for multimedia players is global and end users are able to install and 
use multiple players from different providers on a Windows PC. It is therefore 
unlikely that the BBC’s decision to use Windows Media technology will have a 
material impact on the market for media players, DRM and encoding technologies. 

A3.9 One stakeholder expressed concern that the BBC was proposing to only offer its 
catch up TV service using Windows Media technology, whilst the BBC’s current 
Radio Player allows end users the choice of using either Windows Media Player or 
Real Player. They highlighted that Real Player is supported on the Apple Mac and 
that the BBC could extend the reach of the catch up TV service if it were to support 
the Real player in addition to Microsoft.  

Geographical service coverage control 

A3.10 The BBC plans to limit geographical access to its catch-up TV services to UK 
residents using a database provided by Quova of the Internet Protocol (IP) 
addresses allocated to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) operating in the UK80. 

A3.11 The main technology risk associated with this solution is that errors in the database 
or complexities in IP routing may prevent some UK residents accessing the services 
(a consideration for the PVA) or erroneously allowing some non UK residents to 
access the service. Widespread availability of BBC video content outside the UK 
may have implications for content rights markets. Operational processes to monitor 

                                                 
77 A ‘fair use’ exemption in UK Copyright Law allows time shift recordings of broadcast free-to-air content to be 
made provided the recording device is situated in the home.   
78 It is understood that Microsoft currently makes Window Media Player 10 software available for free for the 
delivery of free-to-view content.  
79 The BBC recently signed a non-exclusive MoU with Microsoft for the development of its next generation online 
services.  
80 A data base of the IP addresses allocated in the UK are now commercially available from third party providers 
including MaxMind, which claims an listing accuracy of 99%.   
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and optimise the effectiveness of the geographical access system should be 
implemented to ensure reach of the catch up service is maximised within the UK 
and access from outside the UK is minimised.  

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) internet distribution 

A3.12 Early internet content distribution systems employed simple client/server 
architecture. Here, when a content file is requested by an internet user it sent as a 
dedicated file from the content server to their PC. Whilst this approach provides a 
relatively reliable and secure content delivery means it does not readily scale to 
situations where a large number of simultaneous users need to be supported, as 
the server and internet connection capacities need to increase in proportion to the 
number of service users. 

A3.13 More recently, P2P file sharing networks have been developed which enable 
internet users to share content files stored on their PC with other internet users, 
using a downloadable P2P software application. Whilst this approach has been 
responsible for driving an increase in the distribution of unauthorised copies of 
music and video files on the internet it also provides an attractive opportunity for 
legitimate content providers to reduce their internet distribution costs.   

A3.14 The BBC has selected Kontiki P2P software from VeriSign to distribute its catch-up 
TV content81. Using this approach if a programme is requested from the BBC catch-
up TV service which has already been downloaded by another viewer onto their PC, 
then this programme may be downloaded from this users PC rather than the BBC’s 
content server. The BBC has control over the amount of content that is delivered 
from its own server and how much is delivered from other PC’s. This technique can 
significantly reduce the server and internet connection capacity requirements the 
BBC needs to support.  

A3.15 The BBC is likely to have chosen the commercial P2P provider VeriSign rather than 
a freeware P2P software application such as Kazaa to deliver its content as these 
systems could lead to users of BBC’s catch-up TV service inadvertently acting as a 
distributor of unauthorised copies of music and film files, which are commonly 
delivered over these freeware P2P networks. 

A3.16 P2P is most cost efficient as a distribution method when the number of data circuits 
and routers through which the traffic passes is minimised. Ideally, for PCs 
connected via ADSL, traffic should be shared between machines served from the 
same BT exchange and routed within the exchange. Internet Service Providers 
(ISPs) deploying their own equipment in BT exchanges (“LLU operators”) have the 
opportunity to achieve these efficiencies and thereby minimise their costs. 

A3.17 Whilst LLU operators can take full advantage of P2P technology, the majority of 
ADSL based ISPs currently use wholesale products provided BT Wholesale. The 
most common of these is the IPStream product which aggregates the traffic from 
end users spread across the country and transfers the aggregated traffic to the 
relevant ISP over a number of “BT Central”, point to point, circuits (figure 2). P2P 
traffic routed between two households served by the same ISP must traverse the 
BT Central links twice, once as is routed from the “uploading” household to the ISP 
and then back down to the downloading household. This architecture is therefore 
relatively inefficient at distributing P2P traffic.  

                                                 
81 Kontiki P2P software is also used by Sky to distribute its ‘Sky by Broadband services’. 
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Figure A3.2 – Network architecture for BT IPstream 
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A3.18 ISPs rent sufficient BT Central circuits to ensure their end users receive acceptable 
service levels at peak usage times (typically between 8pm and 10pm). If 
significantly more traffic must be supported ISPs must consider whether to prioritise 
different types of traffic (and drop other types of traffic) at peaks times or purchase 
more BT Central capacity to support the increased load. 

A3.19 If it is assumed that ISPs do not wish to degrade the service that end users 
currently enjoy, the introduction of iPlayer (and other data intensive services) will 
require ISPs using IPStream to provision more BT Central capacity. Based on the 
numbers of hours of catch up TV iPlayer users are expected to download each 
month and knowing the current rental cost of BT Central capacity the additional 
capacity costs required to support catch up on the internet can be calculated: 

 
 

• Assumed average number of programs downloaded each month = 13 

• Assumed average duration of programs = 40 minutes 

• Assumed average encoding bit rate = 800kbps 

A3.20 Based on the above, the iPlayer related data downloaded by an average iPlayer 
user is 3.1 GBytes/month82. 

A3.21 If the download of this data were spread evenly throughout the month it would 
require approximately 10kbps of additional BT central capacity per iPlayer user.  
Using the current BT Central rate card price (approx £26k/month for120 mbps) this 
equates to an incremental cost to the ISP of £2.10 per month per iPlayer user (or 
24p/hour of video downloaded). 

A3.22 In reality, and as shown in the results of the BBC trial, P2P traffic throughout the 
day has a profile similar to other internet activity i.e. it peaks in the evenings. The 
peak to mean ratio for traffic throughout the day is typically in the order of 2:1 and 
ISPs provision capacity to cover peak demand. In the case of the iPlayer this 

                                                 
82 This estimate is consistent with the Analysys report commission by BBC Management 
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implies that BT Central capacity costs per iPlayer user could be as much as 4.20 
per month (50p /hour of video downloaded). 

A3.23 The estimates above assume that all iPlayer related data is incremental to other 
internet traffic, however this is unlikely to be the case.  To the extent that iPlayer 
diverts users away from other internet-base services, the incremental impact would 
be reduced. Using the figures from our quantitative analysis, we estimate that 
around 50% of the traffic would be incremental and hence incremental monthly 
costs relating to iPlayer are estimated to be in the range of £1 to £2 per month per 
iPlayer user.  

A3.24 This level of impact assumes that iPlayer P2P traffic will have a similar profile to 
other internet traffic. ISPs may choose to de-prioritise and drop P2P traffic to avoid 
increased demand at peak times (but reduce the iPlayer user experience). 
However, for those ISP who cannot (because they lack the necessary technology), 
or choose not to, filter out P2P traffic at peak times the estimates set out above are 
indicative of the additional costs ISPs will incur if service to end users is not to be 
degraded.  

A3.25 A potential way to avoid these increased costs is for the BBC to introduce additional 
features into the iPlayer that allow users to request an overnight download. 
Combined with ISPs offering retail pricing structures which favour off peak 
downloads end users may be incentivised to download outside of peak hours, more 
efficient use of ISP backhaul capacity could then be achieved and incremental costs 
avoided. 

A3.26 It should be noted that ISPs using IPStream will face similar pressures to increase 
BT Central backhaul capacity as more video based services are introduced and 
achieve mass appeal. For example, Sky, Channel 4 and Five already offer internet 
download services and ITV have announced plans to introduce services within the 
next few months. The issues identified above must therefore be addressed 
irrespective of whether the BBC launches catch up over the internet and it could be 
argued that this increased demand on capacity will provide the driver for increased 
investment in next generation technologies. 

A3.27 The analysis above considers the potential costs that ISPs using IPStream may 
incur as a result of the iPlayer. Another short term impact is at the retail level where 
many consumers are purchasing broadband products which include a cap on 
monthly download. For example, BT’s Option 1 broadband product retails at 
£17.99/month and is limited to 2GBytes of download each month. End users who 
currently use this product and subsequently become regularly users of the BBC 
catch up service will need to upgrade to BT Option 2 which has a 6 GByte 
download limit and costs an additional £5/month. Whilst other ISPs have different 
retail offerings, all ISPs using BT wholesale products will be subject to the same 
underlying costs and hence may need to adjust their retail offerings as service such 
as BBC catch up become more popular. 

Content search and selection 

A3.28 The BBC’s internet catch-up TV services are accessed via the BBC website 
(bbc.co.uk). Users are able to search and select content on this site which is 
downloaded to a BBC iPlayer software application resident on the user’s PC. The 
popularity of the BBC website, in which it has made significant investments over a 
number of years, in relation to the websites of other broadcasters and online 
distributors (Figure A3.3) makes it potentially more likely that the BBC’s catch-up 
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TV services will be more easily found and hence more frequently used than other 
online video services.  

A3.29 During stakeholder meetings, Tiscali expressed concern that iPlayer would result in 
bbc.co.uk becoming even more popular with end users, thereby making it harder for 
other operators to establish themselves as TV content portals on the Internet. One 
proposed solution was that the BBC should make its content available to other retail 
service providers on a wholesale basis, 

Figure A3.3 – The UK’s most visited websites 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 BBC iPlayer user software 

A3.30 The BBC iPlayer is a downloadable software application that allows users to select 
and view programmes available on BBC’s online catch-up TV service. A screen 
grab of the home page of the prototype iPlayer, which was used in BBC trials earlier 
this year, is shown in Figure A3.4.  

Figure A3.4: A prototype BBC iPlayer home page 
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A3.31 The iPlayer software application has been created by the BBC using the open 

standard programming languages, which are typically used to create interactive 
web pages. The iPlayer incorporates the following features: 

• An Electronic Programme Guide (EPG) listing the BBC content available for 
download and content that has already been downloaded; 

• The interactive software needed to select a programme and create a download 
playlist; 

• A link to the Microsoft Windows Media 10 video player and Microsoft’s 
Windows Media 10 DRM software; 

• A link to Kontiki’s P2P file sharing software. 

 
A3.32 Once downloaded by a viewer from the BBC website the iPlayer is likely to remain 

active on their PC even when it is not being used, to support P2P distribution of the 
content they have downloaded to other users.   

A3.33 The BBC iPlayer development is not unique and many broadcasters now provide 
their own ‘media players’ to enable viewers to access and view their online video 
content (Figure A3.5).  
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Figure A3.5: Technical components of different broadcaster media players 
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A3.34 Sky has chosen the  same technology partners as the BBC for its ‘Sky by 

Broadband’ player whilst ITV has elected to use ‘distribution server’ technology from 
Narrowstep rather than P2P distribution to deliver its ‘ITV Local’ services. The ‘look 
and feel’ of the EPG and content navigation of these players are specific to each 
broadcaster or service provider (Figure A3.6). 

Figure A3.6: The Sky by Broadband and ITV Local PC media players 
 

                           
 
 

 
A3.35 Installation of the BBC iPlayer on a PC does not prevent the end user from installing 

players from other service providers. The introduction of the iPlayer does not 
therefore appear to represent a barrier to other operators providing catch up and 
other video based services to users who have already installed iPlayer.  
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Catch-up TV services delivered on cable and HomeChoice 

System overview  

 
A3.36 Figure 6 shows the technical components of the BBC’s planned cable and IPTV 

catch-up TV services. Here the BBC only provides the content and associated 
content rights for the catch-up TV services and not the technology used to deliver 
the services.  As such, this part of BBC iPlayer service does not appear to create 
any new market impacts from a technology perspective.   

Figure A3.7: Catch-up TV services on cable and HomeChoice 
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Simulcast internet TV 

System overview  

A3.37 Figure A3.8 shows the technology choices made by the BBC for the delivery of its 
simulcast internet TV services. 

A3.38 The BBC proposes to use Mulitcast IP technology to deliver the simulcast services 
rather than the P2P technology used for the catch up TV service. Multicast 
technology significantly reduces the load on the BBC servers compare to the 
unicast technologies that have been used to stream content from the bbc.co.uk in 
the past.   
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Figure A3.8: Content delivery chain for the BBC’s simulcast internet TV services 
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A3.39 Multicast IP is not currently supported by BT’s broadband infrastructure (wholesale 
or retail), and is unlikely to be supported until it implements its 21ST Century 
Network upgrade83. Currently only a sub-set of LLU operators who have deployed 
multicast enabled equipment are able to provide access to the BBC’s simulcast TV 
services. In Q1 2006, LLU operators accounted for less than 4% of the UK’s 
broadband internet connections (below) and none currently occupy a significant 
portion of the broadband retail subscriber market (Figure A3.10).  

A3.40 Network routers and broadband modems in end users homes must also be capable 
of supporting Multicast in order to provide access to the simulcast services. Some 
end users will need to upgrade equipment to receive the simulcast services even 
after their ISP has enabled multicast within its network. 

                                                 
83 The BT Vision service, expected to be launched this year will deliver a combination of Freeview broadcast 
channels and on-demand services.  
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Figure A3.9: UK Broadband connections 
 

 
 
 

Figure A3.10: Percentage share of broadband retail subscribers 
 
 

 
 
 
A3.41 Limited support for multicast IP technology will impact the reach of the simulcast 

service. Those ISPs able to support the simulcast service may have a competitive 
advantage over those ISPs unable to support the service. 

Audio downloads over the internet, unprotected by DRM 

A3.42 Figure A3.11 shows the technical components of the BBC’s panned audio 
download services. These are essentially a sub-set of those used to deliver catch-
up TV services and raise no additional issues from a technical perspective to those 
noted in section 2. However it is worth noting the following points: 

• Whilst the downloadable iPlayer software is not needed to access the audio 
services (because they do not use P2P or DRM technology) it is likely that this 
software will provide short-cut access to the BBC’s audio download services. 
Hence the presence of iPlayer software on consumers PCs may make it more 
likely that they will download material from the BBC than from other audio 
service providers. 

• Because DRM is not used, and it is expected that the BBC will deliver its audio 
services in a number of different formats including Windows Media 10, Real, 
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AAC and MP3 these services will be compatible with a wide range of PCs and 
portable music players including those from Apple. 

Figure A3.11: Unprotected audio downloads 
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Conclusions 

A3.43 The main impact of the technology choices made by the BBC for its iPlayer services 
relate to its online catch-up TV and simulcast TV services. 

A3.44 The choice of Windows Media 10 for these services means that the BBC’s services 
will be incompatible with operating systems other than Windows XP, such as 
Apple’s OS X. 

A3.45 The use of P2P technology for the distribution of catch-up TV services may impact 
on the costs incurred by ISPs (particularly those using BT Wholesale services) 
unless technology solutions are implemented to reduce P2P traffic at peak time of 
the day. In the short term, ISPs may choose to adjust their retail product offerings to 
ensure they are still attractive to end consumers who choose to use the catch up 
service. 

A3.46 The use of multicast technology to deliver its simulcast TV services means that 
these services will be initially available to less than 4% of UK households and will 
not be available to customers of leading broadband providers.  

A3.47 LLU operators have greater control over their network architecture and technology 
than ISPs reliant on BT Wholesale products. LLU operators are currently better 
placed to support the simulcast services and can potentially support the catch up 
services at lower cost. This will potentially provide LLU operators a competitive 
advantage over other ISPs. 
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A3.48 The popularity of the BBC website and the use of its own active resident media 
player on consumer PCs are likely to increase the level of impact of the BBC’s 
online services (bbc.co.uk) on other online media service providers. 
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Annex 4 

4 Consumer research  
Background and objectives 

A4.1 To understand consumer reaction to the iPlayer proposition and usage of existing 
complementary and substitutable services, Ofcom commissioned Ipsos MORI to 
conduct a consumer research programme. 

A4.2 Ofcom identified nine service categories upon which one or more iPlayer products 
may have an impact. The objectives of the research included: 

• Profiling the users of services in each of these categories 

• Understanding consumption of existing services in each category, and how 
consumption changed when new services were introduced 

• Identifying likely behaviour if existing services were withdrawn 

• Exploring reactions to individual elements of the iPlayer proposition and their 
potential effect on consumption of other services. 

A4.3 The findings of the research have fed into the market analysis element of this MIA. 

A4.4 A separate report from Ipsos MORI, which will be available shortly on the Ofcom 
website, discusses the research findings in depth: this Annex summarises the 
research approach.  

A4.5 Ofcom’s consumer research complements rather than duplicates previous iPlayer 
research undertaken for the BBC, both in methodology and focus. BBC trial and 
PVA research: 

• was conducted amongst those who had used the trial services, who tend to be 
self-selecting and ‘early adopters’ and are thus more likely to be positively 
disposed towards the iPlayer 

• has been conducted on a product-by-product basis rather than taking a 
consistent approach comparing all four components84 

• has focused on evaluating the perceived benefits of an individual component 
and its financial value to the consumer and society 

A4.6 Research conducted on behalf of Ofcom for the MIA: 

• is conducted amongst those who are using existing comparable services85. 
Although some of these groups are also ‘early adopters’ and therefore more 
likely to be well disposed to online services, they have not been exposed to the 

                                                 
84 With the exception of the Human Capital deliberative research, conducted amongst those who took part in the 
trials and with limited quantitative reliability; and the MORI new services research which touched on catch-up 
services at a basic level alongside nine other options 
85 With the exception of cable/HomeChoice catch-up users 
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iPlayer. Fewer linear TV and radio users will be ‘early adopters’, thus extending 
our understanding of reactions to the iPlayer across the population as a whole 

• applies a consistent methodology across all iPlayer components and allows 
users to choose between all components when expressing their preferences 

• focuses on past and future behaviour for a range of potential substitutes, 
supporting market definition 

A4.7 Thus, whilst the BBC’s research has focused on experiences of and reactions to 
individual iPlayer components, Ofcom’s research explores their fit with existing 
services and the iPlayer’s potential market impact. 

Methodology 

A4.8 There were five elements to the research programme: 

• Stage 1: Ethnographic qualitative research 

• Stage 2: Main survey face-to-face quantitative research 

• Stage 3: Main survey online quantitative research 

• Stage 4: Omnibus face-to-face quantitative research 

• Stage 5: Diagnostic qualitative research 

A4.9 The target samples for the main survey were: 

Sample Definition 

A Linear analogue TV, Freeview and Freesat viewers 

B Linear cable and satellite viewers 

C PVR users 

D Cable catch-up users 

E Video over internet users 

F Radio listeners 

G Audio download (including podcast) users 

H Internet TV simulcast users 

I Mobile TV users 
 

Stage 1: Ethnographic qualitative research 

A4.10 A qualitative stage was held at the start of the research to understand the language 
and concepts employed by potential users of the iPlayer to describe the technology 
and content of existing online services. 

A4.11 Ten ethnographic depth interviews were conducted, alongside two group 
discussions with a total of 11 participants. 
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A4.12 The profile of participants reflected the range of markets that may be impacted by 
the BBC iPlayer products, such as PVR users, video downloaders, existing cable 
catch-up viewers and audio downloaders. They came from a spread of ages, socio-
economic groups and genders. None had been involved in the internet catch-up 
trial. 

A4.13 Findings from the research fed into the development of the quantitative 
questionnaire, in particular identifying the potential substitutes and phrasing 
questions using accessible language. 

Stage 2: Main survey face-to-face quantitative research 

A4.14 The main focus of the consumer research programme was an ad-hoc quantitative 
survey of the nine target user samples. Samples A to G were interviewed face-to-
face; samples H and I were interviewed online (see Stage 3, below). 

A4.15 Interviews took place in respondents’ homes between 26th September and 22nd 
October 2006. 100 sample points were used in total, comprising cable regions 
across Great Britain, with quotas set on usage of services. Target respondents 
were asked which of a list of media services they used regularly and thus assigned 
to one of the seven sample groups.  

A4.16 A total of 804 interviews were completed, with the breakdown of interviews by 
sample shown in the following table (see above for sample labels):  

Sample Int’s Sample Int’s Sample Int’s Sample Int’s 

A 127 C 110 E 104 G 101 

B 167 D 92 F 109 Total 804 
 

A4.17 The questionnaire was administered using Computer Assisted Personal 
Interviewing (CAPI) technology, allowing accurate routing of complex questions and 
face-to-face contact between respondent and interviewer. Areas covered include: 

• Current media consumption, including preferred content and providers 

• Previous impact of new services on viewing or listening habits 

• Potential impact of iPlayer components on current media consumption 

• Reactions to the iPlayer proposition 

• Willingness to pay for preferred components 

• Demographic profile of respondents 

A4.18 Using quotas on service usage ensured sufficient interviews were conducted with 
users of each service, allowing robust analysis within the MIA. However, using 
quota samples means that that data is not representative of the population as a 
whole, since it over- or under-represents the usage of each service.  

A4.19 As data relating to take-up and usage of iPlayer (section 3 of the questionnaire) is 
analysed at an aggregated level, this data has been weighted to ensure it equates 
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to the profile of the British population. Data for the current behaviour of separate 
groups of users (related to section 2 of the questionnaire) did not need to be 
weighted as each sample is analysed separately.  

A4.20 Propensity score weighting was applied to adjust for the differences in the 
probability of service usage in the main survey compared with the nationally 
representative Omnibus survey (see Stage 4, below). The following chart shows 
that the weighting brings the profile of service usage more into line with the 
population as a whole. 
 

 Service usage % by sample type 

Sample of Respondents  
(User-groups) 

Capibus 
(Nationally 

representative)  

Main 
survey 

(Weighted) 

Main survey 
(Unweighted) 

A Linear analogue TV, 
Freeview and Freesat 
viewers 

53% 57% 61% 

B Linear cable and satellite 
viewers 

38% 41% 63% 

C PVR users 9% 11% 40% 

D Cable catch-up users 4% 6% 21% 

E Video over internet users 5% 7% 38% 

F Radio listeners 56% 64% 68% 

G Audio download (including 
podcast) users 

6% 9% 30% 

 
A4.21 A demographic weighting based on age, gender, working status and social 

grade was also used as post-stratification weighting where necessary, to make the 
sample more nationally representative. As with any weighting, this has design 
effects and reduces the effective sample size for the study. 

Stage 3: Main survey online quantitative research 

A4.22 Due to their nascent stage of development and low penetration of users, face-to-
face research was not feasible amongst samples H and I, internet TV simulcast and 
mobile TV users. Although online research is not recommended when exploring 
technology issues86, online panels do offer access to niche groups of the 
population. Therefore an online approach was adopted for these two samples.  

A4.23 Research was conducted by Research Now on behalf of Ipsos MORI, drawing on 
its online panel of internet users from across the UK. Target respondents were 
initially screened for their current use of the nine services, with those meeting the 
sample criteria continuing on to the main online survey.  

A4.24 The online questionnaire closely followed the format of the face-to-face survey.  

                                                 
86 See, for example, Duffy, Smith, Terhanian & Bremer Comparing data from online and face-to-face surveys, 
International Journal of Market Research Vol 47 Issue 6 
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A4.25 Research took place between 11th and 16th October 2006. A total of 102 interviews 
were completed with sample H, and 108 interviews with sample I.  

A4.26 The survey generated some counterintuitive patterns in the data. In particular there 
are surprising levels of complementarity between new and existing services that are 
challenged by common sense analysis and the lessons from the qualitative 
research. 

A4.27 Further analysis suggests a combination of sampling and questionnaire design 
issues could explain this apparent error in the online survey element of the research 
programme. These are discussed in the separate Ipsos MORI report.  

A4.28 Given the potential problems with the data, these findings have been omitted from 
the main analysis in the MIA.   

Stage 4: Omnibus face-to-face quantitative research 

A4.29 To complement the main survey, questions were placed on the Ipsos MORI 
Omnibus survey to establish the penetration and use of each of the services 
covered in the research. This provides access to a nationally representative sample 
of the British population.  

A4.30 A total of 4,013 face-to-face in-home interviews were conducted over two 
consecutive waves of the Omnibus survey between 6th and 19th October 2006. The 
survey used a random location sample design of between 160 and 180 sample 
points per wave.  

Stage 5: Diagnostic qualitative research 

A4.31 To aid understanding of the outputs from the quantitative research and further 
explore reactions to the iPlayer products, two qualitative workshops were held after 
the completion of the main survey: 

• one with ‘savvy’ media users, with a stated personal interest in technology, 
who are already moving away from linear TV and radio (eight participants) 

• one with less confident media users, who do not declare a particular personal 
interesting in technology, for whom the BBC’s involvement may impact on their 
willingness to use online services (eight participants) 

A4.32 The findings of this stage of the research have informed the analysis of the data 
throughout the MIA 
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Annex 5 

5 Stakeholder responses 
A5.1 We received around 30 written submissions from stakeholders. Many of these 

responded directly to the questionnaire that Ofcom published in September, while 
others only identified specific areas that were of direct relevance to them. Of the 
non-confidential responses that we received, the main issues that were raised are 
outlined below (excluding those referring to the MIA & PVT process), categorised by 
the supply chain identified in Chapter 3. 

Content providers 

A5.2 British Music Rights recognised that music content will play a leading role in the 
take-up of new digital services, but expressed concern that the iPlayer may stifle 
this nascent commercial market before it has sufficient opportunity to develop. In 
view of the uncertainty of the BBC’s online plans, they were also concerned at the 
potential commercial impact on the BBC’s lump sum agreement covering its use of 
musical works, which is due to run for a further period of over 4 years.  

A5.3 Audio book publishers, such as Audible, CSA and some members of the Audio 
Publishers Alliance, argued that it will be extremely difficult for them to 
commercialise audio content in the future once the BBC makes large amounts of 
audio content available for free – a problem that would be exacerbated by the lack 
of DRM. Concern was also expressed about the potential for creative scheduling 
and content being produced exclusively for download. The provision of associated 
free rich context on the BBC website (such as interviews with the author) would also 
prevent commercial exploitation by these companies. 

A5.4 PACT, representing the concerns of UK content producers, identified similar 
concerns arguing that the BBC’s provision of free on-demand content would risk 
undermining the development of commercial models. Other representative groups, 
such as BIPA identified similar concerns, arguing that at times, there will be 
circumstances where it is appropriate for the BBC to charge for some new delivery 
methods. 

Broadcasters 

A5.5 While many broadcasters recognised the public value of the BBC’s on-demand 
proposals, the overwhelming majority nevertheless expressed concern that the 
BBC’s proposals would condition the market, restricting the commercial 
opportunities and business model choices for the delivery of these services.  

A5.6 Some concern was also aired about the potential for advantageous links to develop 
between the BBC’s free iPlayer and any commercial version operated by BBC 
Worldwide. Serious and widespread concern was expressed about the series 
stacking facility, many broadcasters arguing that it would deplete consumer demand 
for other broadcasters’ content, both in the linear schedule and on-demand and via 
associated merchandise such as DVDs.  

A5.7 GCap & Chrysalis both strongly asserted that the BBC’s non-audio downloads will 
further inflate the cost of acquiring rights to a level that is unfeasible for the 
commercial sector. Generally, radio operators felt that the BBC’s non-DRM 
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download content should be available for 7 days only, and that the iPlayer should 
be openly accessible to other broadcasters too. 

A5.8 The series stacking and 13 week storage mechanisms were uniformly identified as 
exacerbating the market impact of iPlayer, with many stakeholders expressing real 
concern about the substitution from other media to BBC content via iPlayer. 
Consequently many stakeholders identified ways in which this impact could be 
mitigated. 

Platform operators 

A5.9 The responses of platform operators can be largely distinguished between those 
that were involved in the BBC’s trials (and the current service licence application) 
and those that were not. Generally speaking, the latter tended to argue that the 
BBC’s on-demand proposals would distort competition by discriminating in favour of 
the delivery of BBC programming via certain platforms, and that the proposals 
would reduce the incentives for investment & innovation by commercial operators. It 
was argued that the BBC should be required to supply its content to any third party 
content aggregator on a non-discriminatory basis and that, on the whole, the 7 day 
window should interpreted strictly. The length of the PVT was also identified as a 
significant barrier to entry, assuming that a new PVT would be required if the 
services are extended to other networks. 

A5.10 Some platform operators felt that the proposals would only replicate existing 
distortions found in the linear market, and that iPlayer could help to seed the market 
for paid-for ‘on-demand’ services. On the whole, those platform operators that were 
involved in the on-demand trial supported the proposals, but expressed concern 
about some of the potentially restrictive and onerous conditions placed on them by 
their wholesale agreement with the BBC. 

A5.11 Some network operators argued iPlayer could stimulate the broadband access 
market by driving upgrades of connection speeds, while others argued that iPlayer 
will generate additional network traffic the costs of which would need to be 
recovered by the network operators or consumers. One stakeholder felt that the 
BBC’s simulcast proposal may be premature, while another felt that it would drive 
take-up of broadband & PCs. 

Other stakeholders 

A5.12 Several stakeholders, including BIPA and Tiscali expressed concern that the  
current service description proposes to only make BBC content available through 
the iPlayer online, and the consequent increase in the draw of bbc.co.uk relative to 
other Internet portals/content aggregators. In contrast, some other stakeholders felt 
that concerns would be further raised if iPlayer became the aggregation point for 
non-BBC content.  

A5.13 Some stakeholders expressed concern that the use of Windows Media Player for 
the BBC’s iPlayer could be detrimental for the general public who have already 
installed other media players on their PCs and those MAC users who cannot use 
Windows Media Player. RealNetworks was concerned that the BBC’s entry into 
delivering content in an IP environment will impact the emergence of on-demand 
and streamed content online by limiting the options for commercial models to 
develop. 
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Annex 6 

6  Approach to quantitative analysis 
Overview 

A6.1 This Annex provides further details of the quantitative analysis that Ofcom has 
carried out to assess the changes in consumer and producer surplus that may 
result from the BBC’s proposed new services.   Figure A6.1 below sets out the way 
in which we considered these impacts and summarises our overall approach. 

Figure A6.1 – Flow chart representation of methodology for MIA 
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A6.2 Our quantitative assessment has considered the static effects on directly affected 
markets over the five years up to and including 2011. This analysis has focused on 
the likely take-up and usage of the proposed services, and considered how much 
substitution there is likely to be away from other services.  We have then 
considered how the diversion away from other services may affect consumer 
surplus and producer surplus. 

A6.3 Our assessment of impacts has been carried out against a counterfactual in which 
the BBC does not introduce its on-demand proposals at all. In other words, we have 
compared the world with each of the four on-demand services to one without.  
Furthermore, we have assumed in that counterfactual that other providers would 
launch competing services.  

A6.4 The quantitative analysis of consumer surplus and producer surplus effects was 
undertaken from our estimates of : 

• take-up and usage of the iPlayer proposals i.e. how much demand is there likely 
to be for the proposed service?  

• an assessment the level of the demand for a set of affected service in the 
counterfactual, and  
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• an assessment of substitutional effects linked to iPlayer i.e. where is the demand 
likely to come from?  

A6.5 Where impacts are identified, we have then discussed ways in which the proposal 
could be modified to reduce or remove the identified impacts. In this annex we 
present how we have quantitatively assessed how the modification in question 
could reduce any negative impacts. 

A6.6 We also present some sensitivity analysis on key parameters in our model and the 
impacts associated with the level of iPlayer demand that has been estimated by the 
BBC Trust. 

Demand projections for video and audio services 

A6.7 The starting point for Ofcom’s quantitative analysis of static impacts is the set of 
affected retail markets defined according to the principles described in Section 3.  
For each of those markets, Ofcom has developed a set of market demand 
projections for a period of 5 years (2007 to 2011) assuming a counterfactual in 
which iPlayer is not introduced.   We estimated expected level of take-up of each of 
the services with which iPlayer will potentially compete – but in the absence of 
iPlayer. 

A6.8 There is considerable uncertainty around any estimates of developments in these 
fast changing markets.  For this reason, we have developed our forecasts for three 
cases, which differ primarily in the growth of internet-based services and on-
demand time-shifted viewing and the substitution from scheduled TV to these 
services.  These three cases are presented as high, central and low scenarios.  The 
high case depicts a world in which there is substantial take-up of new media 
services, while the low case shows considerably less substitution away from linear 
TV and radio. 

A6.9 We have derived projections for listening and viewing from data on platform 
penetration and weekly usage of a range of audio and video services in UK 
households. 

A6.10 An important aspect of the demand projections is consideration of different types of 
household.  The BBC iPlayer trials have shown that households could respond 
differently to the launch of iPlayer depending on the type of devices and platforms 
they have access to. On the basis of this evidence, and ensure consistency 
wherever possible with the approach adopted by the BBC, Ofcom has modelled the 
demand for video and audio services for a range of different households segments 
which have been defined on the basis of platform access87.  This model set-up has 
also provided a flexible structure to incorporate aggregate and disaggregate data 
and evidence from a variety of sources, including Ofcom’s consumer survey. 

A6.11 At a more detailed level, households have been grouped according to access to 
platforms where the services affected by iPlayer and the four iPlayer proposed 
services are or will be provided. Ofcom has estimated the number of households 
having access to one, all,  or a combination of some of the  following platforms: 

• Broadband; 
                                                 
87 The core structure of our demand modelling is therefore broadly comparable with the modelling undertaken by 
Human Capital for BBC management, which is also based on a household segmentation approach. As such, the 
model allowed a transparent evaluation of the effects of assumptions and data Ofcom treated differently from the 
BBC management model. 
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• Cable, DTT and Analogue, Hybrid, Satellite (Sky)  – we assumed that each 
households would access TV content from just one of these TV platforms; 

• PVR; and 

• TV VoD.88 

A6.12 We have then used weekly usage data for each relevant audio and video service by 
type of household (in conjunction with the household platform segmentation) to 
estimate total yearly viewer or listener hours of:  

• Scheduled TV; 

• VoD TV; 

• PVRs; 

• Internet based live TV; 

• Internet based VoD; 

• Mobile TV; 

• DVD; 

• Music: Non internet Radio; 

• Music: Radio – internet; 

• Music: Paid Downloads; 

• Music: CDs; 

• Non music: Non internet Radio; 

• Non music: Radio – internet; 

• Audio books downloads; 

• Other non music paid downloads; and 

• Audio books CD. 

A6.13 We have also considered the amount of time spent accessing households’ media 
archives and made assumptions on the number of repeats for downloads, CDs and 
DVDs. 

A6.14 We derived our statistics on weekly service usage from a range of sources including 
Rajar, BARB, Screendigest, the BVA Yearbook 2006 and information provided by 

                                                 
88 We note that in some instances we have also proposed a more detailed characterisation of household types. In 
the modelling of demand for iPlayer internet catch-up, we have split broadband households that do not have 
access to TV VoD into two groups based on ownership of home hubs. See below the section on iPlayer demand 
estimation for further details. 
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stakeholders.  In some instances, we have relied on Ofcom assumptions, where no 
independent data sources were available. 

A6.15 As part of our modelling work, we have compared our underlying assumptions with 
those used in the Human Capital modelling for BBC Management.  While the scope 
of our modelling is more substantial – because it includes more detail on demand 
for non-iPlayer services – there is still significant common ground (in terms of 
household penetration, for example).  The key data sources for these comparisons 
are set out in Table A6.1 below. 

Table A6.1:    Data Sources used for validation in Ofcom modelling of platform access 

Cable Penetration 
Household penetration by platform (quarterly) 1998 – Aug 2006 (Ofcom summary), data point 2006 
Western European TV (10th Ed), 2006, Informa UK Ltd., data point 2006-2011 
Ofcom UK Pay TV subscribers, data point 2006-2010 
Sky Penetration 
Household penetration by platform (quarterly) 1998 – Aug 2006 (Ofcom summary), data point 2006 
Cable, Satellite & DTT Penetration Forecasts in UK, Merrill Lynch 2006, data point 2006-2011 
Western European TV (10th Ed), 2006, Informa UK Ltd., data point 2011 
Hybrid 
Western European TV (10th Ed), 2006, Informa UK Ltd. (IPTV data point 2006-2011) 
Ofcom UK Pay TV subscribers, data points 2006-2010 
Freeview 
Cable, Satellite & DTT Penetration Forecasts in UK, Merrill Lynch 2006, data points 2006 – 2011 
UK Television Forecasts to 2010 May 2006, Zenith Optimedia, data points 2006-2010 
The Communications Market Ofcom 2006, data point 2006 
Broadband: 
The Communications Market 2006, Ofcom  
PVR and VOD: 
PVR and VoD penetration statistics; Screen Digest May 06  
Television Technology Executive Report October 2005, Media TelInsight 
UK Television Forecasts to 2010 May 2006, Zenith Optimedia 
 

A6.16 We found a wide range of views on the possible developments of media platforms 
over the next five years. Even key market players agreed that there is significant 
uncertainty around any set of projections of future developments in media markets. 
Consequently, despite the discrepancies, in the absence of compelling reasons to 
choose one set of external figures over another, Ofcom decided to use the same 
platform figures as used in the BBC/HC model to preserve consistency and 
transparency in the PVT process.  

A6.17 We do note however three areas where we have used the same assumptions as 
HC, but where there is a wide range of industry opinion which could potentially 
support alternative assumptions:  

• Cable forecasts. We used three data sources to validate the cable forecasts, with 
all three falling below the figures used in the HC model by 13%-15% in the base 
year and over 20% in the forecast period (for the single alternative data source 
that spanned the full forecast period). This evidence suggests that the forecast 
used in the HC and Ofcom models might be on the upper end of the growth 
range for this platform. 
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• Freeview/Analogue forecasts. The forecast used to cross-check the HC 
estimates was composed of separate forecasts for Freeview uptake and 
Analogue users. Both forecasts were somewhat below the HC values.  

• TV VoD forecasts. Data used to check the HC model figures were from 
Screendigest.  While these deviated significantly from the HC values, it appears 
likely that the differences are largely attributable to different VoD definitions. 

A6.18 Figure A6.2 sets out our central case projections for the demand for audio services. 
Overall, our projections show that radio listening is expected to decline over time, 
with increasing substitution from non-internet radio to internet radio.  Paid 
downloads are set to grow over time at the expense CDs.  We note that the data 
shown in Figure A6.2 do not show listener hours for archived audio materials 
(downloads CDs and tapes, audio books acquired in past years) and free download 
services.  However, they do include repeats for CDs, downloads and audio books. 
We assumed that music materials are listened repeatedly during a given year more 
often than speech audio (podcasts, audio books). 

Figure A6.2 – Demand for audio services - projections in central case 
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A6.19 Figure A6.3 sets out our central case projections for the demand for video services.  
The Ofcom model for video demand relies extensively on platform penetration 
figures from the HC model.  We have however made some changes to HC 
assumptions  where necessary (e.g. to correct for minor internal inconsistencies 
within the HC segmentation assumptions), particularly for Freeview/Analogue 
households with access to PVRs.89   In addition, within the HC model there is an 
option to include or exclude Sky VoD households as part of total VoD households. 
Ofcom has opted to include these households throughout in the analysis. This 
causes differences between the Ofcom and BBC model outcomes in the number of 
total TV VoD households (and related iPlayer demand). 

                                                 
89 These changes generate a small discrepancy between the Ofcom and BBC estimated demand for iPlayer 
Internet Catch-up other things being equal (i.e. without the additional assumptions changes undertaken in the 
estimation of iPlayer usage). 
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A6.20 Our scenarios reflect different levels of substitution away from traditional linear 
video services to on-demand services.  In our high case we have predicted a sharp 
decline in linear TV viewing (around 28% from 2006 to 2011) and a sustained 
growth of internet TV and on demand services.  In our low case both the decline of 
linear TV and the growth of demand services as well as internet TV are less 
pronounced – linear TV viewing falls by around 13%.  In our central case linear TV 
viewing falls by 20%..  DVD and VHS trends are common to all scenarios, with 
overall demand declining slowly overall, but sharply for VHS.  Figures A6.4 and 
A6.5 show the high and low cases. 

Figure A6.3 – Video services projections in central case 
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Figure A6.4 – Video services projections in high case 
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Note: vertical axis does not begin at zero.  

 
Figure A6.5 – Video services projections in low case 
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iPlayer demand 

A6.21 Having developed the overall market projections in the absence of iPlayer, Ofcom 
has then assessed the likely take-up of each of the four iPlayer components from 
2007 to 2011. In this section, we focus on the total estimated demand for each 
iPlayer component. 

A6.22 As with the overall market projections, given the considerable degree of uncertainty 
around any estimates of market developments and likely impacts, we have 
developed alternative scenarios for the future developments of the usage of iPlayer 
(for all proposals). 

A6.23 In presenting our estimates, this section places particular emphasis on departures 
from the iPlayer demand estimates published in the BBC management’s PVT 
application. 

BBC iPlayer Simulcast 

A6.24 The estimated demand for iPlayer simulcast TV in our three scenarios and in the 
BBC management application are summarised in Table A6.2 

Table A6.2:    BBC iPlayer Simulcast demand (million hours / year) 

 Year 2011 
BBC   857 
Ofcom High Case 857 
Ofcom Central Case 643 
Ofcom Low Case 514 
 
A6.25 We note that in our High Case we made no changes to the assumptions and data 

used to forecast demand for BBC iPlayer Simulcast in the Management’s PVT 
application. 

A6.26 In our Central Case, we reduced the overall annual increase of simulcast take-up by 
25% across 2007-2011. Without this adjustment, the BBC simulcast would have 
accounted for an implausibly large share of total simulcast services demand.  In our 
high case, the market share appears reasonable since the overall market grows 
more quickly as well. 

A6.27 In our low scenario – where the development of overall internet TV is predicted to 
be lower – we further reduce iPlayer viewer hours by 20%. This generates total 
viewing hours of around 500m by 2011.  

BBC iPlayer 7 Day Catch-up over Cable 

A6.28 The estimated demand for the 7-day catch-up over cable service is summarised in 
Table A6.3. 

Table A6.3:    BBC iPlayer Cable Catch-up demand (million hours / year) 
 Year 2011 

BBC  850 
Ofcom High Case 850 
Ofcom Central Case 637 
Ofcom Low Case 510 
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A6.29 Our high case is very close to the figures in the HC model.  The key differences 
relate to the assumptions used in the HC model to determine the number of 
Homechoice households as a percent of the total hybrid households. The BBC 
model assumes 20% share throughout the forecast period (2007-2011). Ofcom has 
adjusted this share using current data on Homechoice and IPTV subscribers in the 
UK for the 2006 data point. The share is then trended over the forecast period using 
the assumption that it will reach 20% by 2011. The effect of the change is to 
decrease the demand for BBC iPlayer 7 Day Catch-up over Cable across 2007-
2010, although as shown in the table above, the results for 2011 are the same. Both 
our high case and the HC model scale up iPlayer household usage recorded in 
trials by 75% to reflect the proposed availability of a wider range of content in the 
full service. 

A6.30 In our Central Case, we made a further change by adjusting the take-up of VoD 
Households accessing BBC content.  The BBC projections (and our high case) 
assume that 96 per cent of the households owning platforms on which iPlayer can 
be accessed will use the service each week by 2011. In our Central case, we have 
reduced that figure to 70%, since in this case we estimate an overall less 
aggressive growth of on demand services compared to the High Case.   Take-up for 
intermediate years (2008-2010) has been obtained by interpolating this figure with 
an initial take up of 18% in 2007 (the initial take-up is as in the BBC model). 

Table A6.4:    BBC iPlayer Cable Catch-up take-up in enabled households  

 

A6.31 Our low case assumes total usage of 510 million hours per year by 2011, reflecting 
lower take-up of BBC services (as in our central case) and lower usage of the 
service in a context of less buoyant on demand developments in UK markets.  The 
BBC projections (and our central and high cases) assume that individuals, in 
households using iPlayer watch cable catch-up for about 1.75 hours every week by 
2011. In our Low Case, we have reduced that figure by 20% to around one hour 
and 25 minutes. 

BBC iPlayer 7 Day Catch-up over internet 

A6.32 Our estimates of the demand for the 7-day catch-up over internet service are 
summarised in Table A6.5. 

Table A6.5:    BBC iPlayer Internet Catch-up demand (million hours / year) 

 Year 2011 
BBC  1898 
Ofcom High Case 1451 
Ofcom Central Case 1103 
Ofcom Low Case 883 
 
A6.33 The BBC model segments UK households depending on their access to PVR and 

VoD technology. This is done to model the tendency (as revealed by the iPlayer 
trials) of households with TV VoD (or PVR) to use iPlayer less than households with 

% of VoD HH Accessing BBC Content  
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

BBC  18% 31% 44% 57% 70% 83% 96%
Ofcom High Case 18% 31% 44% 57% 70% 83% 96%
Ofcom Central Case 18% 27% 36% 45% 54% 63% 72%
% Reduction (Central Case vs. High Case) 0% 13% 18% 21% 23% 24% 25%
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no access to TV VoD (presumably because they already have VoD /time shifting 
capabilities). We assigned different iPlayer weekly usage rates to each of the four 
resultant segments following the BBC Management’s approach.  These rates are 
determined by scaling up (by a factor of 25%) weekly household usage measured in 
trials. 

A6.34 Based on the findings of our consumer research, we have adjusted certain aspects 
of the modelling approach to reflect more accurately the effect of home hubs.  For 
the Ofcom High Case these changes resulted in a higher projected demand for 
iPlayer for 2007 and in lower demand for 2011.  

A6.35 Specifically, we felt it was important to take into account the availability of home 
hubs in households with no access to TV VoD, as these devices would allow users 
to watch internet on demand video content on “normal” TV screens.  This is 
important because there is significant evidence that the “device gap” between PCs 
and TVs affects consumers’ willingness to use the proposed services.  Home hubs 
remove this gap. 

A6.36 We assumed that a rising fraction of households without TV VoD have access to 
home hubs (50% in 2011) and made different usage assumptions for households 
without access to TV VoD on the basis of whether they have access to PVRs and / 
or home hubs.  In particular, we assume high iPlayer take-up in home hub 
households (70% for 2007-2011). 

A6.37 To approximate iPlayer usage in home hubs households with no access to TV VoD, 
we relied on trial data for iPlayer Cable Catch-up viewing in cable and hybrid 
households.  Both sets of users will face a similar choice in terms of the range of 
content they can access on their TV screens. 

A6.38 We also changed the BBC assumptions on the number of viewers per 
screen/household.  The BBC uses a single factor to represent increasing viewers 
per household as the penetration of home hubs grows (from 1 in 2005 to 1.5 in 
2011). We assumed that households without home hubs have one viewer per 
household, whereas households with home hubs have two viewers. 

A6.39 In our central case, we halved (from 13.6% to 6.8%) the yearly rate of adoption of 
iPlayer in households that do not have home hubs, leading to a projected take-up of 
34% in 2011. The assumption of high take up for households with home hubs was 
left unchanged relative to the High Case.  Overall, these changes generate a 
demand for iPlayer that accounts for 26% of all internet VoD services.  

A6.40 In our low scenario, total viewing of the internet catch-up service is 883m hours.  
This reflects the same take-up of BBC services as in the central case but lower 
usage of the service.   Our central and high cases assume that individuals in 
broadband households without home hubs, watch internet BBC catch-up from 34 
minutes to about two and a half hours per week (depending on the type of  
household). In our low case we have reduced these figures by 20% (in line with trial 
results), to a weekly viewing of BBC services ranging from around 27 minutes to 
two hours. 

BBC iPlayer non-DRM audio downloads 

A6.41 Our non-DRM audio download demand projections are summarised in Table A6.6. 
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Table A6.6:    BBC iPlayer non-DRM downloads demand (million hours / year) 

 
A6.42 Ofcom closely followed the HC methodology to estimate the demand for iPlayer 

downloads. This estimate is based on US data on podcast penetration and 
evidence from iPlayer trials. The latter provides a basis to assess the number of 
hours downloaded by each household using the service. 

A6.43 In all scenarios Ofcom has further split iPlayer downloads (and all affected markets) 
into a music and non-music segment. We have assumed that music will account for 
3% of total downloads. 

A6.44 Our Central Case produces estimates of downloaded iPlayer hours that are 
identical to the BBC management’s forecasts.  However, our analysis of impacts is 
based on listener hours as opposed to downloads. To calculate listener hours we 
have made assumptions on the number of repeats per download. Specifically, we 
have assumed that music downloads are listened to 20 times each (per year per 
household), while non-music downloads are listened to twice each (per year per 
household). 

A6.45 In our high case, total BBC downloads are around 25% higher so that total listening 
hours are around 960m per year by 2011.  In our low case, total BBC downloads 
are around 25% lower, so that total listening hours are approximately 580m per 
year. This has been modelled as a change in take-up, but could have been 
equivalently modelled by appropriately reducing/increasing usage in households 
reached. 

The nature of the demand for iPlayer – creation and substitution 

A6.46 The introduction of each iPlayer component is likely to cause a reduction in demand 
for impacted services; iPlayer may also generate its own demand without directly 
affecting the demand for other non-iPlayer services. In this section, we discuss our 
assumptions on new market creation and substitution from other services. We drew 
heavily on market research and on the information gathered from stakeholders to 
develop the detailed view on each effect.   

A6.47 For each of the four services, we estimated the proportion of iPlayer usage that is 
diverted from viewing or listening to other non-BBC services. 

A6.48 We have identified the services affected by iPlayer taking into account the degree of 
substitutability between competing video and audio services. This analysis has 
been carried out on the basis of product similarity, consumer, stakeholder and 
secondary evidence on substitutability between products and, where possible, 
previous analysis of similar services and markets.  

A6.49 We have also used this information to support our estimates of “diversion ratios” 
used to calculate the number of iPlayer hours that are subtracted from viewing and 
listening to competing services as detailed in the main text of this report. 

Year  2011 
 

 unit downloads (million/ year) downloaded hours  (million / year) 
BBC 1215 304 

Ofcom High Case 1515 379 
Ofcom Central Case 1215 304 

Ofcom Low Case 910 228 
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A6.50 In practice, we expect that the BBC’s services will tend to divert viewing and 
listening away from the BBC’s traditional media services (linear TV and radio) 
somewhat more than from the traditional media services of other broadcasters.  We 
have modelled this by assuming that substitution will affect BBC products more than 
proportionally to their market share. While, for example, 78% of all cable linear TV 
viewing hours are non-BBC hours, only 63% of iPlayer impact hours in this segment 
will be diverted from non-BBC services.  

A6.51 The justifications for the levels of diversion are described in more detail in Table 
A6.7 below. A ‘high’ level of diversion means more than 30% of the iPlayer hours 
were diverted from this service, a ‘medium’ level of diversion means 10-30% and 
‘low’ is 0-10%. New market refers to the extent to which the on-demand proposal 
creates new demand.   

Table A6.7 Summary of demand diversion and creation by iPlayer proposal 
Service Diversion 

 
Reasons 

BBC cable catch-up 
Other free cable 
catch-up 

Medium Best substitute 

Paid cable catch-
up or VOD 

Medium Consumer survey: 45% said they value functionality of rewind etc. (but impact on use of paid-for VOD 
itself not measured) 

Linear TV via 
cable or IPTV 

High Consumer survey: 54% said they could watch normal cable TV if catch-up not available 15% said they 
use it less as a result of starting to use cable catch-up 

DVD/VHS tape 
rental 
DVD/VHS tape 
sales 

Low Consumer survey: 53% said they would use DVDs if catch-up not available, 23% said consumption 
decreased since using catch-up 
 

PVR on same 
platform 

Low Same platform so limited incremental cost; similar functionality 

DVDr/VCR Minimal Consumer survey – 26-34% said they would use DVDr if cable catch-up not available or they had to pay. 
PVR on different 
platform 

Low At the margin, diversion of hours could lead to switching of platforms. Likelihood linked to switching costs 
and higher for PVRs on satellite platform than on terrestrial (switching to Freeview with PVR capability) – 
included because only requires £95 expenditure for STB with same channels as basic Homechoice or 
cable 

New market High 37% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started using cable 
catch-up 

BBC internet catch-up 
Free internet 
catch-up (e.g. 
ITV) 

High Best substitute 

Free internet 
VOD 

High Same platform and price point and similar content although more user generated 

Paid internet 
catch-up or paid 
VOD 

High Same platform and similar content; similar quality 

DVD/VHS tape 
rental 
DVD/VHS tape 
sales 

Low to 
medium 

Despite different platform, consumer survey provided strong evidence: 39% would turn to DVDs if service 
withdrawn and 28% said they reduced consumption of DVDs when they started using internet catch-up, 
43% valued functionality of pause rewind. 
 
Relatively low use of DVDs versus linear TV justifies lower diversion ratio 

Simulcast TV Low Similarity of platform, content and pricing suggest inclusion 
Non-PC based 
services 

Low to 
medium in 
future  

Scope of the relevant markets is likely to broaden to include TV based services, as the use of home hub 
technology (which allows internet content to be viewed on the TV) becomes more widespread 

New market Medium 42% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started using 
internet VOD 
 
29% of BBC triallists said they used iPlayer to download programmes not heard of before 

BBC simulcast 
Other free 
simulcast 

Medium to 
high 

Best substitute 

Free internet 
VOD 
Paid internet VOD 

Low to 
medium 

Very limited simulcast content currently available, but 11% of VOD users claimed to use simulcast. 
Similarity of platform, content and pricing suggest inclusion 
 

New market High Qualitative consumer evidence finds that simulcast tended to be used when normal TV not available, e.g. 
in the workplace 

 
 
Service Diversion 

 
Reasons 

BBC non-DRM audio downloads   speech 
Speech free downloads/ 
streaming  

Low Best substitute 
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In consumer research 17% reduced listening to radio over internet 
Speech paid downloads/ 
streaming 

Low Substitution in terms of portability, functionality, content type – BBC speech affects speech 

Speech CDs/audio cassettes Low In consumer research, 44% reduced listening to CDs. Secondary data: substitution between 
audio downloads and CDs 

Speech linear radio Medium In consumer research, 50% reduced listening to non-digital radio. Secondary data: substitution 
between audio downloads and radio 

New market High 19% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started 
downloading audio programmes, 43% that affected none or one relevant service 

BBC non-DRM audio downloads music 
Music free downloads/ 
streaming 

Low Best substitute 
 
In consumer research 17% reduced listening to radio over internet 

Music paid downloads/ 
streaming 

Low Substitution in terms of portability, functionality, content type – BBC music affects music 

Music CDs/audio cassettes Low In consumer research, 44% reduced listening to CDs. Secondary data: substitution between 
audio downloads and CDs 

Music linear radio Low to 
Medium 

In consumer research, 50% reduced listening to non-digital radio. Secondary data: substitution 
between audio downloads and radio 

New market High 19% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started 
downloading audio programmes, 43% that affected none or one relevant service 

 

Consumer surplus calculations 

A6.52 If the BBC’s services divert consumers away from other services, those consumers 
will gain consumer surplus from consumption of the new BBC services, but lose the 
consumer surplus associated with the services from which they have diverted.  It is 
clear that the gain must exceed the loss – if not, the consumers would not switch.  
However, it is not clear at the time of writing whether the BBC Trust’s assessment 
of public value will already take account of the reduction. 

A6.53 This is shown in the diagram below (which shows how iPlayer would impact 
consumer behaviour under the assumption that total viewer hours are fixed).  The 
PVT as a whole needs to estimate the “net gain in consumer surplus” shown in the 
bottom right chart. However, it is possible that the Trust will calculate the gross gain 
in consumer surplus for BBC users.  As a result, we have sought to estimate the 
loss in consumer surplus for users of non-BBC services shown in the bottom left 
chart – the Trust may need to set this against its consumer surplus calculations.90  

                                                 
90 We note that we have not considered the potential loss of “buyer surplus” for the buyers of advertising 
services. 
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Figure 2.2 – Methodology for assessing market impacts 
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A6.54 For video services, total diverted viewing hours are calculated by adding the hours 
of viewing of scheduled TV and PVRs diverted to iPlayer from commercial 
operators to the estimated lost hours from the other services (TV and Internet VOD, 
Internet live TV, DVDs). 

A6.55 The consumer surplus adjustment is obtained by multiplying the above hours by an 
estimate of the marginal surplus consumers derive from media consumption (set at 
five pence per hour).This value was estimated on the basis of information on 
consumers willingness to pay for access to BBC channels. We estimated the value 
of marginal media consumption by adjusting the declared willingness to pay for 
BBC services to a lower level, since, by construction, the marginal valuation ought 
to be lower than the average willingness to pay for the least valued service 
consumed.  A further cross-check is that the total consumer surplus loss derived 
should be lower than the gain identified in the PVA. 

A6.56 The computation of the audio model consumer surplus adjustment was undertaken 
following a similar methodology.  We derived total hours diverted from non-BBC 
services (including archive listening) and multiplied this by the same marginal 
consumer surplus per hour figure of five pence per hour. 

Producer surplus impacts  

A6.57 As explained in the main text, our analysis also estimates the impact on producer 
surplus (defined as revenue less marginal cost).  We derived the surplus loss 
calculations from the hours diverted to iPlayer for the various services under the 
assumption that there is no change in prices over the relevant range of the demand 
change.  This may marginally overstate the impact on producer surplus if prices in 
practice fall as demand shifts.  
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A6.58 Except for DVD, VHS, CDs (music and audio books), we have assumed that 
providers’ marginal costs are zero over the relevant quantity range – thus equating 
marginal revenue losses and marginal producer surplus losses.  

A6.59 For the calculation of the impact on producer surplus from lost satellite, cable and 
hybrid (IPTV) service subscriptions, we have made assumptions on the number of 
subscriptions lost from a given loss of viewer/listener hours. Firstly, the lost hours of 
scheduled TV viewing were attributed according to the penetration the impacted 
platforms.  Secondly, we used a conversion factor (set at 0.1) to estimate the 
number of lost subscriptions from viewer hours. This reflects the fact that while 
viewing of a subscription service may decrease, it will only lead to cancellation of 
subscriptions in a relatively limited number of cases.   

A6.60 From these lost subscriptions figures, we calculated the monetary impacts using 
monthly prices of £15 for Sky and £11 for cable and hybrid packages.  This reflects 
the fact that, on the whole, the viewers most likely to switch away from Sky and 
cable will be those on lower cost subscription packages. 

A6.61 We note that we assumed that each household subscribes to a single TV platform. 
Since the subscription to cable or Homechoice would be necessary to access cable 
catch-up services, there is no impact on TV subscriptions (in particular for satellite 
platforms) from the cable catch-up proposal. 

A6.62 Lost PVR service subscriptions were calculated using the same subscriptions to 
viewer hours ratio (that is 0.1) used to calculate impacts of cable, hybrid and Sky 
subscriptions from internet catch-up. 

A6.63 We calculated the average price of a subscription to PVR services to assess 
internet catch-up impacts on these services.  To determine the average price that 
applies to all broadband households with access to PVRs (using Sky+, TV Drive or 
Homechoice) we have taken a simple (unweighted) average of the prices for the 
various platforms, this is set at £5 per month. We note that for Sky+, we assumed 
that 50% of subscribers are premium subscribers getting the PVR service at no 
additional cost. 

A6.64 We used the average PVR service price that applies to cable and hybrid 
households (this is based on a cable operator’s PVR service price, £10 per month) 
to calculate cable catch-up impacts on lost subscriptions to PVR services in these 
households. 

A6.65 Our estimation of surplus losses from impacted hours has also required 
assumptions about: 

• The average hourly scheduled TV advertising price to calculate advertising 
losses. We assumed an average scheduled TV advertising price of around seven 
pence. We then adjusted this price to reflect the fall in demand driven by iPlayer 
impacts (for scheduled TV only). In our calculations, we assumed a price 
elasticity of demand of -2.1 (on the basis of previous studies on TV advertising 
commissioned by Ofcom).  

• The surplus accruing to other broadcasters from an hour of simulcast TV; we 
assumed that the producer surplus loss associated with an hour of simulcast TV 
viewing diverted to iPlayer is roughly equivalent to half of the loss per hour of (TV 
platform) scheduled TV viewing, on the basis that advertising rates for simulcast 
transmissions are likely to be considerably lower than for standard linear TV. 
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• The average hourly (internet and TV) VoD advertising price (currently set at 
about half the value of scheduled TV advertising prices) to calculate losses 
related to lower non-BCC TV VoD viewing (for all business models). We note 
here that we assumed the same price irrespective of business model (this is – at 
the margin – consistent with an arbitrage assumption, if one model was more 
profitable, the other would not be used; this arbitrage relation will not necessarily 
hold on average). This was needed to calculate iPlayer’s cable and internet 
catch-up impacts. 

• DVD absolute margins per rental/sale (we assumed a 69% margin relying on 
figures from Blockbusters’ Annual Report; average of 2003-2005, rental margin 
figures).  These have been used in conjunction with our estimate of the decrease 
in DVD rentals and purchases from lost DVD viewing hours.91   

• The average rental price of a DVD is £2.98 (from the BBC annual report) and the 
average sale price of a DVD is £10.5 (from the BVA Yearbook 2006). 

A6.66 For the calculation of non-DRM impacts we made assumptions on: 

• The future BBC market radio share and the appropriate adjustment factor (as 
above, to account for the fact that the radio hours lost to iPlayer be 
disproportionately likely to be BBC hours) required to estimate the proportion of 
iPlayer impact hours affecting non-BBC hours lost to iPlayer  

• The average radio advertising price (currently set at two pence per hour). 

• The internet radio advertising price (set at one penny per hour). 

• The number of lost downloads (from hours lost to iPlayer). This has been 
calculated by dividing impacted hours by the average length of an mp3 single 
track (about 3 minutes) and by an average number of “repeats” ( for music this is 
set at 20, corresponding to two people listening to the track for 10 times, for 
speech downloads this is set at 2). 

• The average price of a music download (set at £0.80). 

• The average price of speech podcasts (set at £0.50). 

• The average price of audio books (downloads and CDs).  

• The proportion of paid speech downloads (podcasts) in music paid downloads 
(set at 1%, required to calculate total paid speech downloads figures).  

A6.67 We converted Audio books hours and CD listener hours lost to iPlayer (excluding 
archive hours) into the number of downloads/CDs by dividing total hours lost by the 
average duration of an audiobook or CD (1.5 hours and 0.75 hours respectively) 

                                                 
91 Specifically, we computed the fall in sales and rentals from lost hours by using the average length of a DVD 
(1.5 hours) and the number of “repeats”, i.e., by the number of times that a DVD is seen. We assumed that on 
average rented DVDs are seen once by two people (hence two repeats) and that a bought DVD is seen 1.5 times 
by two people in the year in which it has been purchased (hence three repeats).  Throughout we also assumed 
that about a half of DVD viewing hours are spent on “archive” viewing (i.e., viewing a DVD that the household 
bought one or more years before).  Therefore, some impacts are on reduced viewing of archive as opposed to 
sales and rentals. 
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and the average number of repeats (assumed to be equal to two for audio books 
and 20 for CDs). The number of lost discs was then multiplied by the average 
margin per disc/download. 

Sensitivities on key parameters for producer surplus impacts 

A6.68 We have carried out sensitivity analysis on a range of key assumptions and 
parameters required for the estimation of producer surplus impacts. 

A6.69 For simulcast TV we have assessed how our estimated producer surplus loss is 
affected by changes to assumptions on:  

• TV advertising prices on traditional platforms; 

• The discount factor applied to TV advertising prices to determine the level of 
internet advertising prices; 

• the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours – i.e. those hours that are diverted 
away from other services rather than those that create additional viewing. 

A6.70 The analysis shows that changes to all of the above have a strong effect on the 
estimated impact of the proposals. A 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours 
generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. We note that the calculations of 
impacts linked to higher or lower market creation (here and throughout this section) 
are based on the same diversion ratios used for our main results, therefore the 
reduction on impacts is applied across the board proportionally to the set diversion 
ratios.   

A6.71 Our analysis also shows that a 20% increase in the level of advertising prices leads 
to an increase of forgone producer surplus of 20%. 

Table A6.8 BBC iPlayer Simulcast sensitivity analysis 
Parameter changed NPV (£ m) Parameter change (%) NPV Percentage difference 

compared to central case 
Central case: no changes 21   
Advertising price  25 20% 20% 
Discount from TV 
advertising price 

25 20% 20% 

iPlayer  substitutional 
hours share 

25 20% 20% 

 
 
A6.72 For cable catch-up we have assessed how producer surplus is impacted by 

changes to assumptions on  

• TV advertising prices on traditional platforms; 

• the number of lost subscriptions corresponding to a given number of viewing 
hours lost to iPlayer 

• the discount applied to TV advertising prices to determine the level of internet 
advertising and VoD advertising prices; 

• the DVD price-cost margin; and 

• the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours. 
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• the number of repeats for DVDs. 

A6.73 The analysis shows that a 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours generates a 
20% increase in lost producer surplus. The estimate of producer surplus lost also 
changes significantly with changes to the assumptions on advertising prices and 
DVD price-cost margin.  These robustness checks also reveal that when the 
parameter on repeats increases by 20%, forgone producer surplus falls by about 
9%.  The analysis is less sensitive to changes on all other parameters. 

Table A6.9 BBC iPlayer  7 Day Cable Catch-up sensitivity analysis 
Parameter changed NPV (£ m) Parameter change (%) NPV Percentage difference 

compared to central case 
Central Case: no changes 68   
Advertising prices  73 20% 9% 
Hours: subscription ratio 68 20% 0% 
Discount from TV adv 
price 

70 20% 3% 

DVD margin  75 20% 11% 
iPlayer  substitutional 
hours share 

81 20% 20% 

Repeats  61 20% -9% 
 
A6.74 For internet catch-up we have assessed how producer surplus impacts are affected 

by changes to our assumptions on  

• TV advertising prices (on traditional platforms); 

• the number of lost subscriptions corresponding to a given number of viewing 
hours lost to iPlayer; 

• the discount applied to TV advertising prices to determine the level of internet 
advertising and VoD advertising prices; 

• the DVD price-cost margin; 

• the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours; and  

• the number of repeats for DVDs. 

A6.75 The sensitivity analysis shows that a 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours 
generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. The estimate of producer 
surplus lost also changes significantly with the assumptions on DVD price-cost 
margin.  The estimated impacts are also visibly varying with advertising prices 
levels. These robustness checks also reveal that when the parameter on repeats 
increases by 20%, forgone producer surplus falls by about 11%.  The analysis is 
less sensitive to changes on the subscriptions parameter. 

Table A6.10 BBC iPlayer 7 Day Internet Catch-up sensitivity analysis 
Parameter changed NPV (£ m) Parameter 

change (%) 
NPV Percentage difference  
compared to central case 

No changes- Central Case  166   
Advertising prices  178 20% 7% 
Hours: subscription ratio 166 20% 0.2% 

Discount from TV advertising 
price 

176 20% 6% 
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DVD margin  187 20% 13% 
iPlayer  substitutional hours 
share 

199 20% 20% 

Repeats  148 20% -11% 
 
 
A6.76 For music non DRM we have assessed how producer surplus is impacted by 

changes to our assumptions on  

• radio advertising prices; 

• the unit price of music downloads; 

• margins on music CD; 

• the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours; and 

• our assumptions on the number of yearly repeats for music materials. 

A6.77 The analysis shows that changes to advertising prices and repeats have a 
negligible effect on the estimated impact of the proposals.  The variable that drives 
the largest changes of producer surplus loss is the proportion of iPlayer hours 
coming from other services: a 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours 
generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. Significant changes to the 
estimated impacts are also driven by changes to our assumptions on the price of 
music downloads and CD margins. A 20% increase of these parameters leads to an 
increase on lost producer surplus of about 10%. 

Table A6.11 BBC iPlayer Audio non-DRM music downloads  sensitivity analysis 
Parameter changed NPV (£ m) Parameter change 

(%) 
NPV Percentage 

difference  
compared to central case 

No changes:  Central Case 33   
Advertising price 34 20% 0% 
Price of music download 37 20% 12% 
CD music margin 36 20% 8% 
iPlayer substitutional hours share 40 20% 20% 
Repeats  34 20% 0% 
 
A6.78 For speech  non DRM we have assessed how producer surplus is affected by 

changes to our assumptions on  

• radio advertising prices; 

• the unit price of podcast/speech downloads; 

• the margin on CDs (and audio book downloads); 

• the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours; and 

• our assumption on the number of yearly repeats for speech audio materials. 

A6.79 The analysis shows that changes to advertising prices and the price of a podcast 
generate very small impacts on the estimated impact of the proposals (an increase 
of 20% in these parameters leads to a 2% increase in impacts on producer surplus).  
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The parameter that drives the largest changes to the producer loss results is the 
proportion of iPlayer hours coming from additional demand: a 20% increase in 
substitutional iPlayer hours generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. A 
change to assumptions on the price-cost margins on CDs and audio book 
downloads also drives significant variations to the estimated impacts on producer 
surplus. A 20% increase of these margins leads to an increase on lost surplus of 
about 16%. Small increases in producer surplus losses are triggered by a 20% 
increase in repeats. 

Table A6.12 BBC iPlayer Audio non-DRM Speech Downloads sensitivity analysis 
Producer surplus loss NPV (£ m) Parameter change (%) NPV (%) 

No changes: Central Case  27   
Advertising price 27 20% 2% 
Price per podcast 27 20% 2% 
Margin per audio book/CD 31 20% 16% 
iPlayer  substitutional hours share 21 20% 20% 
Repeats 27 20% 2% 

 

Proposed modifications  – producer surplus impacts 

A6.80 As set out in the main text, we have identified a number of ways in which the BBC 
proposals might be modified to reduce their impact.  We describe here the 
implications of removing series stacking from the cable catch-up service, series 
stacking and the 13 week storage window from the internet catch-up service and 
various types of content from the audio service.  

A6.81 We have modelled a possible removal of series stacking from the cable catch-up 
service as a decrease in the usage uplift (used in the BBC and Ofcom models to 
scale up data from trials) from 75% to 40%.  

A6.82 This usage contraction leads to a reduction in iPlayer hours of 127 million in 2011 
(20% of total iPlayer demand for that year) and a fall in impact hours of 83 million 
hours in 2011.  

A6.83 These hours are associated with DVD, internet VoD and TV VoD viewing. Our 
results show that in this case impacted hours for these three services would fall by 
65%, leading to losses of producer surplus that are just half of estimated losses in 
our central case (in present value for the 2007-2011 period).  

Table A6.13 Cable catch-up: removal of series stacking 

 
Central  

Case NPV 
Amended 

 proposal NPV

% difference 
compared  

to Central Case 
Total Producer Surplus Loss (£ m) 68 34 -50% 
 

A6.84 We have modelled the impact of removing series staking and the 13 week storage 
window from the internet catch-up service by removing the 25% uplift from trial 
usage included in the BBC and Ofcom models. 

A6.85 This modification lowers iPlayer demand and impacted hours by 20% or 221 hours 
(compared to our central case). 
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A6.86 We have assumed that this will imply a reduction of DVD, internet VoD and TV 
hours diverted to iPlayer of about 40% leading to a similar fall in total producer loss 
(calculated as the present value of total losses). This reduction is primarily driven by 
lower surplus losses in the DVD segment (£39 m); however, the impact on internet 
based VoD is also significantly reduced (£19 m). 

Table A6.14 Internet catch-up: removal of series stacking/13week window 

 
Central  

Case NPV
Amended 

 proposal NPV
% difference compared 

to Central Case 
Total Producer Surplus Loss (£ m) 166 106 -36% 
 

A6.87 We have modelled the impact of the exclusion of classical music from the non-DRM 
audio download service on paid downloads and CD purchases by assuming that 
there will be no music on offer for non-DRM downloads. This is a simplifying 
assumption which does not distinguish between classical music performance and 
other performers’ sessions.  However, it is consistent with the view that the vast 
majority of the impact of music offered as part of iPlayer will be from sales of 
orchestral performances. 

A6.88 Ofcom has assumed throughout its modelling that the BBC would offer for non-
DRM downloads primarily speech content, with only 3% music downloads. The 
suggested remedy - modelled as limiting the BBC to offer only speech services- 
lowers iPlayer downloads by 3%, with a consequent absolute decrease in download 
units of 36m by 2011, this is equivalent to about 9m  download hours or to a 
decrease in 182 listener hours (-23% in total, music and speech, iPlayer listener 
hours). 

A6.89 Associated with this lower demand for iPlayer non-DRM downloads, we estimate a 
reduction of 100% in music impacts, or £33m (in present value over the 5 years).  
This eliminates 56% of the total producer surplus loss (across music and speech) 
projected for the non-DRM audio download service as a whole.  

A6.90 We have modelled the impact of the exclusion of audio books from the non-DRM 
audio download service by assuming that the iPlayer non-DRM download speech 
service will not divert listener hours from audio books sales of CDs and downloads, 
and that more of the demand for iPlayer will be incremental. 

A6.91 This change implies that there will be about 50,000 fewer lost hours for the audio 
book segment leading to a fall in present value of surplus losses of £21m (or 80% of 
speech impacts).  This eliminates 36% of the total producer surplus loss (across 
music and speech) projected for the non-DRM audio download service as a whole. 

Table A6.15 Non –DRM downloads: exclusion of audio books 

 

 
Central  

Case NPV 
Amended 

 proposal NPV
% difference compared 

to Central Case 
Speech Producer Surplus Loss (£m) 26 5 -80% 
Total Producer Surplus Loss (£m) 59 38 -36% 
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The demand for iPlayer estimated by the BBC Trust  – Producer surplus 
impacts and consumer surplus calculations 

A6.92 In this final section, we present our estimates of the impact associated with the level 
of demand for the iPlayer proposals forecast by the BBC Trust. 

A6.93 In this analysis, we attributed the iPlayer viewer and listener hours estimated by the 
Trust to new demand and the previously identified impacted services in proportion 
to the diversion ratios used to derive our main results. 

A6.94 We note that the Trust’s forecasts are very close to our Central Case simulcast 
demand estimates. There are however, important differences – compared to our 
Central Case – in the estimated demand for the remaining iPlayer proposals. In 
particular, the Trust has forecast higher demand for internet catch-up services and 
lower demand for cable catch-up and non-DRM downloads. 

A6.95 We show in Table A6.16 the level of demand forecast by Ofcom and the Trust for 
each iPlayer proposal. We also show the present value of our calculations of 
consumer surplus and producer surplus impacts over the relevant period in our 
Central Case and in the Trust’s home hubs scenario.   

Table A6.16 Comparison of iPlayer impacts under Ofcom’s Central Case estimates and BBC 
Trust’s home hubs scenario 

 
Internet 
catch-up 

Cable 
catch-up 

Simulcast 
 TV 

Non-DRM 
audio 

download 

Ofcom’s Central Case 
iPlayer hours in 2011 (m) 1103 637 643 304 

BBC Trust ‘s  Home Hubs Scenario 
iPlayer hours in 2011 (m) 1263 483 632 180 

Ofcom’s Central Case 
Consumer surplus  – 2007/11 NPV (reduction in 
£m) 

93 46 28 24 

Trust’s Home Hubs Scenario  
Consumer surplus  – 2007/11 NPV (reduction in 
£m)  

107 35 27 14 

Ofcom’s Central Case 
Producer surplus loss – 2007/11 NPV (£m) 166 68 21 59 

Trust‘s Home Hubs Scenario  
Producer surplus loss – 2007/11 NPV (£m) 190 51 21 35 

Notes: We show here the BBC Trust’s estimates with adjustments for the home hubs 
scenario. This scenario differs from other Trust’s projections only for the iPlayer Internet 7 
Day Catch-up 
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	Section 1 
	1 Executive summary 
	1.1 The new BBC Royal Charter and Agreement, which came into effect on 1 January 2007, included the setting up of a new Public Value Test (PVT) regime to assess whether the BBC's proposals to launch new services in future – or to amend existing services – would be in the wider public interest. 
	1.2 The decision on whether to authorise the proposed services sits with the BBC Trust. In reaching its conclusions, the Trust must take into account the findings of two separate research projects. The first – the Public Value Assessment (PVA) – is commissioned by the Trust directly and seeks to assess the broader public value of the proposed service to UK citizens and consumers. The second – conducted by Ofcom – is a Market Impact Assessment (MIA). 
	1.3 The purpose of an Ofcom MIA is to assess the likely impact of the proposed services on markets in which these would be provided as well as on other related markets. In carrying out an MIA, we are particularly concerned with assessing the extent to which the BBC’s proposed services might deter innovation and investment by relevant alternative providers in the commercial sector. Were those providers to be deterred from seeking to offer competing services this would ultimately have the effect of reducing choice for listeners and viewers, to the detriment of the public interest as a whole. Although the MIA on the BBC's on-demand services started before the new PVT regime came into force, it has been conducted in accordance with the new provisions.  
	1.4 In August 2006, BBC management applied to the BBC Governors for permission to introduce the following services: 
	 catch-up TV over cable – a 7-day catch-up TV service available to customers of ntl:Telewest and Homechoice. This would include what is known as series stacking; - the ability to store and view an entire series of programmes within seven days of the broadcast of the last programme in that series. So for example, if a drama is broadcast in six parts over six consecutive weeks, it would be possible to view all six episodes up to a week after the broadcast of the last episode. 
	 catch-up TV over the internet – a 7-day catch up service covering a large proportion of the BBC’s scheduled programming, and including series stacking (as above) as well as the opportunity to store downloaded programmes for up to 13 weeks before viewing; 
	 simulcast TV over the internet – simulcasting is making a programme available on more than one channel or medium at the same time. The BBC's proposals include making the BBC channels which are broadcast on TV available simultaneously over the internet; and 
	 non-DRM audio downloads – DRM or Digital Rights Management is the technology intended to protect the copyright associated with any creative work (such as a programme or musical performance) which is distributed digitally, for example by means of downloading from the internet. The BBC's proposals include making BBC radio programmes, excluding full-track commercial music, available to download from the internet without DRM systems in place. Those programmes could then be stored indefinitely and listened to on multiple devices, including iPods and MP3 players.  
	1.5 All of the proposed services, except for catch-up TV over cable, would be accessed from the internet using the proposed new BBC iPlayer software. This software is described in Section 2 and Annex 2. 
	1.6 The BBC Governors announced in August 2006 that they were initiating a PVT to evaluate the BBC's proposals for the new on-demand services. On September 15 2006 the Joint Steering Group (JSG) set up by Ofcom and the BBC Governors agreed the terms of reference for the Ofcom MIA. The original 3-month timetable for the MIA would have led to completion in December 2006. We subsequently agreed with the BBC Trust to extend this by five weeks to give stakeholders more time to prepare written submissions following the publication of additional information on the BBC proposals.     
	Overview 
	1.7 Most people still listen to radio and watch television programmes as they are broadcast, in real time, over established terrestrial, cable and satellite networks – in other words, conventional linear broadcasting. Non-linear listening or viewing – for example, using a personal video recorder such as Sky+ to watch programmes after they have been transmitted or downloading a radio programme onto an iPod – is growing quickly but currently remains the preference of a minority of the overall UK audience. 
	1.8 However, people's habits are changing. Audiences are interested in greater control and choice; not only over what they listen to or watch, but also when, where and how they listen to it or watch it. This growing enthusiasm for on-demand listening and viewing is accompanied by a rapid growth in the use of the internet as, in effect, a broadcasting medium in its own right – from podcasting to internet protocol television (IPTV).      
	1.9 The markets for on-demand services, especially over the internet, are still at a very early stage in their development. The established broadcasters are all in the process of rolling out their plans for on-demand services, and a number of new providers are looking to exploit the potential of the new platforms. However, the markets for on-demand services are growing rapidly. That growth is expected to continue in the years ahead. Over the next five years our analysis suggests that linear TV viewing may fall by 20-30%, to be replaced largely by increased use of on-demand services. A similar pattern is expected for audio services. In both cases, there is also likely to be a significant increase in the overall level of listening and viewing, as audiences make greater use of PCs and portable audio devices outside the home.  These trends promise to bring considerable benefits to the public as a whole. 
	1.10 We believe it is important that the BBC should take a proactive and forward-looking approach to reflect likely changes in audience behaviour and expectations. We also believe the BBC should be enabled to participate actively and fully in emerging markets. The BBC is the cornerstone of public service broadcasting in the UK, funded by all of us as licence fee-payers. As the internet grows in importance as a medium, the public will therefore rightly expect BBC television and radio content to be made available online and on demand. There are clearly very considerable public benefits to be gained from the BBC using new technology and new media to enhance and extend existing services into new markets.  
	1.11 However, it is also important that the BBC’s involvement in the market for on-demand services should contribute positively to the development of the market as a whole. It would not be in the wider public interest for the BBC's involvement to restrict competition, innovation or choice. There is a balance to be struck. It is appropriate for the BBC to respond to the fact that licence fee-payers are increasingly attracted to new on-demand markets. It is also appropriate to acknowledge that, unchecked, the BBC's power in nascent markets could harm the stimulus of competition necessary to ensure quality content for the long-term. 
	Key findings and recommendations 
	1.12 Our main findings and recommendations are as follows:  
	i) The three video services proposed by the BBC could account for around 3 billion viewer hours by 2011, or about 3% of total UK viewing hours. In the same timeframe, the non-DRM audio service could account for a further 0.8 billion downloaded programme hours. Our research and analysis indicates that a significant proportion of this usage – over half in the case of the simulcast and non-DRM audio services – is likely to represent “new demand” i.e. an increase in overall hours as audiences listen to and watch more content outside the home. The proposed services are likely to have a considerable effect in expanding this new market, bringing substantial public benefits as a consequence.    
	ii) However, we are concerned about the proposed inclusion of series stacking in the proposals for catch-up TV over cable and over the internet. We recognise that series stacking is likely to be valued by viewers, but in many cases it would make the service a more direct substitute for commercial services. The BBC is currently proposing a very broad definition of what constitutes “a series”, which would include anything other than one-off programmes and repeats. We recommend that, unless the PVA or PVT identify compelling reasons for doing otherwise, the scope of series stacking should be substantially reduced, either through the adoption of a tighter definition of what qualifies as “a series” or through other restrictions. One possibility would be to narrow the definition of a series, to include only programmes where a plot line is developed over a maximum of 12 episodes, broadcast over a period of no more than 12 weeks. This would exclude long running soaps and programmes where there are no plot linkages from one episode to the next. Other options would be to set a limit for the volume of programming that could be stacked over a given timeframe, or to reduce the period over which a series could be stacked from the 13 weeks currently proposed to some shorter period. The best approach should be determined by the BBC Trust, taking account of the implications for both the public value and the market impact of the services. If it is not possible to specify a workable method of substantially reducing the scope of series stacking, then for precautionary reasons we would recommend that series stacking should be excluded altogether.  
	iii) In the case of catch-up TV over the internet, the market impact of the proposed service is likely to be significantly increased by the ability to store downloaded programmes for up to 13 weeks, before they are viewed. This effect would be especially strong if the 13-week storage period was combined with series stacking. In our view, unless the PVA provides strong reasons for taking a different course, the 13-week storage window should either be removed or substantially reduced. 
	iv) We estimate that, for the average broadband customer, using the proposed internet-based services would involve downloading an additional 3GB of data per month. The costs of the broadband capacity required to support the services could in aggregate be between £399 million and £831 million over the next 5 years. However, it is important to note that typical broadband connection speeds and download caps are likely to continue rising in the years ahead, and new technological solutions are likely to reduce the costs of incremental capacity over time.  As such, the cost estimates set out above are likely to be at the higher end of the possible range.  Furthermore, to the extent that that the additional capacity would also be available for use by a wide range of other services, including commercial on-demand services, it would not necessarily be appropriate to attribute the associated costs to the BBC services in isolation. Some customers may nevertheless have to move to a more expensive broadband package in order to be able to use the BBC services. Whilst the costs of the broadband capacity required to deliver the services are to some extent relevant for the Ofcom MIA, they should in our view be taken account principally in the BBC Trust's PVA. 
	v) When assessing future applications from BBC management to launch catch-up TV services on other retail platforms (e.g. IPTV, satellite), we believe that the BBC Trust should consider whether the proposed terms and conditions are non-discriminatory, in terms of their likely impact on the development of competition. If there are material differences between the terms proposed and those already applied to other service providers, the Trust should consider whether there is an objective justification for the differences, and whether they have the potential to restrict or distort competition. In addition, if the terms proposed are the same, but the circumstances facing the service provider are materially different in relevant respects, the Trust should again consider whether the proposed terms could have a negative effect on competition. If the proposals raise doubts, a PVT should be conducted, so that the market impact can be fully assessed. 
	vi) Stakeholder feedback indicates that the proposed simulcast service is by far the least contentious of the proposed services. This is primarily because the other major broadcasters are all likely to offer similar services over the internet, with no direct charge to consumers. 
	vii) The proposed non-DRM audio download service has the potential to make a strong positive contribution to the growth of the UK market for audio downloads, by enabling consumers to store and access a wide range of non-music content on portable devices such as iPods and mp3 players. For certain specific types of content, however, the proposed service could have a significant negative effect on investment in competing on-demand services, and related markets. This risk is especially high in the case of recordings of live classical music and book readings. We recommend that, unless the PVA or PVT provide strong reasons for doing otherwise, recordings of book readings should be excluded from the proposed BBC service. With regard to classical music, we recognise that the impact of the service would vary considerably with the nature of the content offered – BBC recordings of popular and established classical works could have a negative impact on commercial sales, whereas recordings of new or less mainstream material could help to stimulate consumer interest and expand the market. We believe that BBC management should be requested to specify much more tightly the range of classical content they propose to make available, taking account of the prospective impact on commercial services. If this approach proves to be impracticable, then unless the PVA or PVT identify strong reasons for not doing so, recordings of live classical music should in our view be excluded from the scope of the service. 
	viii) Although the proposed budget for the acquisition of content rights is significant (approximately £( m over the next 5 years), the available evidence does not in our view support the conclusion that the BBC’s proposals would to involve an overpayment for content rights. 
	ix) We note that the BBC’s internet TV services will initially use Microsoft’s Windows Media Player 10 and associated DRM solution, although there are plans to develop a Real Player alternative in the near future.  We consider that the extension to Real Player will be important to lessen the potential impact on the market for media player and DRM software. It will also have the benefit of extending service availability to users of other operating systems such as Apple’s OS X. 
	x) It will be important for the Trust to ensure that the BBC does not use its ability to cross-promote its services to secure an unfair competitive advantage for the commercial services offered by BBC Worldwide, in terms of access to or from the iPlayer platform. The Fair Trading Guidelines and rules on cross-promotion should be used for this purpose. 
	xi) Our market assessment is based on the service budgets provided by the BBC, which in our view should be included in the relevant service licences. This is consistent with the approach adopted in other BBC service licences.  If the BBC wishes to exceed the limits, a further PVT should be undertaken, so that the market impact of doing so (as well as the public value) can be properly assessed. 
	xii) If the BBC wishes to extend the scope of the proposed services to include non-BBC content, specially commissioned content or full-track commercial music, Ofcom should carry out a further MIA as such extensions could have important implications for the way in which the services would impact on the market. 
	1.13 Ofcom believes that the recommendations above will secure the best balance between enabling the BBC to bring new services to benefit licence-fee payers while avoiding the most significant adverse consequences for the development of the market and hence the overall interests of viewers and listeners. It is also important to note that, where our proposals would lead to a reduction in the scope of the proposed services, the BBC would still be free to offer the excluded services on a commercial basis, through BBC Worldwide. There would, for example, be no restriction on the commercial provision of the full box set of a 15–part series such as Bleak House. 
	Analytical approach  
	1.14 Our assessment of the likely impact of these services has been based on: 
	 consumer research, carried out for Ofcom by Ipsos MORI, and published separately; 
	 discussions with stakeholders; 
	 written submissions from stakeholders; and 
	 desk research. 
	1.15 We have also drawn on the analysis and projections produced by BBC management of future take-up and usage of the services, making adjustments where we considered it appropriate. When reviewing the BBC projections, and making these adjustments, we have maintained regular communication with the BBC Governance Unit, with the aim of ensuring that the PVA and the Ofcom MIA are based on a broadly consistent set of assumptions about future usage. The BBC Governance Unit became the BBC Trust when the Trust formally came into being on 1 January 2007.  
	1.16 The fact that the proposed services are free at point of delivery (although ultimately funded by the licence fee) creates a significant challenge for the BBC’s commercial competitors. Factors we have taken into account in considering whether a potential dynamic impact on competition may be to the detriment of the wider public interest include the following: 
	 the BBC’s entry into nascent markets may deter entry into – or force exit by –  competitors in those markets.  This could prevent those markets from developing at all (beyond the BBC’s offering), thereby directly reducing choice for audiences; 
	 where the BBC’s entry would not eliminate competition from particular markets, it may significantly reduce the potential scale of commercial rivals in those markets.  Again, this would reduce audience choice; and 
	 to the extent that commercial providers may be unable to develop profitable on-demand offerings of their own, both their willingness and their ability to invest more generally would be more likely to be reduced. In a broader context, unrestrained expansion of BBC services into a range of new markets might significantly constrain the development of a vibrant new media industry in the UK. 
	1.17 The Ofcom MIA combines quantitative and qualitative assessment of the BBC’s proposed services and measures this against the risks identified above.  The quantitative analysis adopts a total welfare approach – the extent to which, in economic terms, both consumer – the public at large – and producer – the commercial providers of these services – would stand to gain or lose as a consequence of the BBC's proposals. This seeks to set out our estimates of the gross reduction in consumer surplus  and producer surplus associated with diversion away from competing services.  In economic terms, these are “static” effects; however, the reduction in producer surplus is particularly important in assessing the extent of risk outlined above.  In particular, it is the possible reduction in producer surplus that enables us to understand the potential dynamic impacts on competition, in the form of deterred investment and innovation, and the consequent longer term losses in consumer welfare. 
	1.18 The main steps in our analysis have been as follows: 
	 identification of relevant markets: determine the range of products and services likely to be affected; 
	 evaluation of direct impacts: assess the likely effects of the proposed services on competing products and services, taking account of both substitution effects and possible market creation effects; and 
	 evaluation of wider impacts: assess the broader impact on related markets, such as the markets for upstream services (e.g. content rights) and complementary services (e.g. broadband internet access).      
	1.19 In some cases, the introduction of the proposed on-demand services would lead to a reduction in the usage of other BBC services. Effects on other BBC public services (i.e. those funded through the licence fee) have been excluded from our analysis, as they should be taken into account in the PVA. Effects on the BBC’s commercial services (i.e. those offered through BBC Worldwide) have been included in our analysis, as these will not have been covered in the PVA. For the purposes of the MIA, BBC Worldwide has been treated in same way as any other commercial provider. So it is important to note that where constraints are proposed on the scope of the public service under review, there are likely to be benefits which accrue to BBC Worldwide and which are therefore available to licence fee payers through additional commercial revenue.  
	1.20 The analytical framework we have used is described in Section 2 and Annex 6. 
	1.21 The assessment of effects is especially difficult in this case, because the proposed services would be provided in newly emerging markets, the future size and characteristics of which are unknown, and difficult to predict. Obtaining reliable results from market research is especially problematic in these circumstances, and we recognise the inevitable limitations of our own research findings. As a result, there will inevitably be a considerable degree of uncertainty around any estimates of likely impacts. We have sought to address this by expressing our findings as ranges where appropriate, through sensitivity analysis, and by attaching significant weight to qualititative, as well as quantitative, analysis. 
	Catch-up TV over cable 
	1.22 The BBC’s proposal would involve the provision of BBC catch-up TV services by ntl:Telewest and Homechoice. By 2011, we estimate that these services could account for around 640 million hours of usage, or about 0.6% of total UK viewing hours. This generates a market share of the TV VOD market on ntl:Telewest and Homechoice of around 22%.    
	1.23 The bulk of the substitution effects are likely to involve changes in the viewing patterns of existing ntl:Telewest and Homechoice subscribers, away from the linear TV schedule, VOD, PVR usage and DVDs. In addition, the availability of the BBC catch-up service may induce a limited number of consumers to switch to ntl:Telewest or Homechoice, and away from other platforms such as DTT or satellite TV. 
	1.24 Over the 5-year period 2007-2011, we estimate that substitution away from non-BBC services is likely to involve a reduction of £37-60 million in consumer surplus and £54-86 million in producer surplus, discounted back to 2006. The breakdown by year is shown below.  
	Table 1.1 – Estimated impact of BBC cable catch-up on consumer surplus (reduction in £m) 
	 
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV 
	Low case
	4
	6
	8
	10
	13
	37
	Central case
	5
	8
	10
	13
	16
	46
	High case
	6
	10
	13
	17
	21
	60
	 
	 
	Table 1.2 – Estimates of producer surplus effects of cable catch-up (reduction in £m) 
	 
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	7
	10
	12
	15
	16
	54
	Central case
	9
	13
	15
	19
	20
	68
	High case
	8
	16
	20
	25
	27
	86
	 
	1.25 Our analysis indicates the proposed inclusion of series stacking is likely to have a disproportionate effect on the market impact of the catch-up service. The limited amount of available evidence suggests that the exclusion of series stacking might reduce usage by around 20%, but could reduce the overall market impact by about 50%. This is because series stacking would make the service a closer substitute for commercial VOD services and DVDs, where the market impact is proportionately higher than for linear TV.  
	1.26 As noted above, the extent of substitutability depends not only on the length of the catch-up window, but also on the specific type of content.  Taking these two dimensions together, the effect of series stacking will be greatest where the BBC’s content is a close substitute for commercially available content.  Hence if series stacking could be restricted in a way that focused on this type of substitutable content, then the market impact would be reduced with the minimum constraint on the scope of the service.  
	1.27 We have not examined the potential impact on public value of excluding series stacking, as this is a matter for the PVA. However, as indicated above, we recommend that, unless the PVA or the PVT provide compelling reasons for doing otherwise, the scope of the series stacking facility should be substantially reduced, in order to reduce the likely impact on commercial services. If this approach proves to be impracticable, then as a precautionary measure series stacking should be excluded from the scope of the service.  
	1.28 We understand that the BBC is likely to come forward with proposals to provide similar catch-up TV services through several other retail providers. It will be important to ensure that, in making these arrangements, the BBC makes its content available on terms which are likely to promote fair and effective competition between retail providers.  
	1.29 Before any further services could be introduced, the BBC will be required to inform the Trust of its plans, and the Trust will then decide whether a further PVT is required. When making decisions of this kind, it would be appropriate for the Trust to consider whether the terms proposed are discriminatory, or might distort competition between retail providers. If there are material doubts over whether this is the case, there would in our judgment be strong grounds for initiating a further PVT, so that the prospective impact on the relevant markets could be fully assessed in an MIA.   
	Internet catch-up TV  
	1.30 We estimate that the proposed internet TV catch-up service could attract around 1.4 billion viewer hours per year by 2011, representing about 1.6% of total UK viewing hours for video services of all kinds. This would represent a BBC market share of the internet VOD market of around 26%.   
	1.31 Initially, most of the substitution is likely to be away from other internet services, such as streamed and downloaded video-on-demand (VOD), and from DVDs. Over time, as home hubs (i.e. devices that enable viewers to watch internet content on their TVs) become more popular, there is likely to be a growing amount of substitution away from broadcast, cable and satellite TV services, and from PVRs.    
	1.32 We estimate that the switch away from non-BBC services will reduce the value derived from those services by audiences (consumer surplus) and producers (producer surplus), by the amounts shown below.  
	Table 1.3 – Estimated impact of BBC internet catch-up on consumer surplus (reduction in £m)
	 
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	5
	10
	17
	23
	29
	74
	Central case 
	6
	13
	21
	29
	37
	93
	High case
	7
	18
	29
	39
	48
	125
	 
	Table 1.4 – Estimates of producer surplus effects for internet catch-up (reduction in £m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	15
	24
	33
	37
	39
	131
	Central case
	19
	31
	41
	47
	49
	166
	High ase
	20
	43
	57
	64
	66
	223
	 
	1.33 Over the five-year period to 2011, our analysis suggests that the overall impact on consumer surplus of £74-125 million and producer surplus of £131-233 million.    
	1.34 As in the case of catch-up TV over cable, our analysis indicates that the proposed inclusion of series stacking is likely to have a disproportionate influence on the overall impact of the service. In this case, the influence is likely to be greater because viewers will be able to store downloaded files for up to 13 weeks before viewing them.  The limited amount of available evidence suggests that, if series stacking and the 13-week window were excluded, usage of the proposed service might fall by around by 20% but that the impact on other providers might decline more sharply, by 35-40%. This is because these features of the proposed service would make it a more direct substitute for commercial VOD services, which might reduce investment by commercial providers in the development of the nascent VOD market. They might also increase the impact on DVD services, which account for a significant proportion of the estimated reduction in producer surplus.   
	1.35 We have not assessed the effect this exclusion would have on the public value of the service, as that is a matter for the PVA. However, as indicated above, we recommend that, unless the PVA or the PVT provide compelling reasons for doing otherwise, the scope of the proposed service should be modified (i) by reducing the scope of series stacking or, if that proves impracticable, excluding it altogether, and (ii) substantially reducing or removing the the 13-week storage window.  
	1.36 We also have concerns about the costs of the additional internet capacity that would be required to deliver the internet catch-up TV service to broadband customers. This issue is considered later in this section under Wider Impacts, and in section 8.  
	1.37 Some stakeholders argued that the BBC should make the content it aims to provide through iPlayer available to others, under licence and at no charge, so that they can make it available using their own players. We are not convinced that an access obligation of this kind is necessary in order to promote competition between service providers, as long as the proposed on-demand services are limited to BBC content. The case for such an obligation might become considerably stronger if the scope of the BBC service was extended to include non-BBC content. If the BBC applied for such an extension we believe we should undertake a further MIA. 
	Simulcast TV over the internet 
	1.38  We estimate that this service could account for 860 million hours of viewing by 2011, or around 1% of total UK viewing hours. Overall this generates a BBC market share of internet simulcast services of around 47%.  
	1.39 Our analysis indicates that the main substitutional effects are likely to be on other internet simulcast and VOD services, and on DVDs. Overall, we estimate the negative impact of substitution on consumer surplus to be £22-37 million and producer surplus to be around £16-29 million over the five years to 2011, at 2006 prices. The annual breakdown is shown below. 
	Table 1.5 – Estimated impact of BBC internet simulcast on consumer surplus (reduction in £m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	0
	2
	5
	8
	10
	22
	Central case
	1
	2
	6
	10
	13
	28
	High case
	1
	3
	8
	14
	17
	37
	 
	Table 1.6 – Estimates of producer surplus effects of BBC internet simulcast (reduction in £m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	0
	1
	3
	6
	8
	16
	Central case
	0
	2
	4
	8
	10
	21
	High case
	1
	2
	6
	11
	14
	29
	 
	1.40 It is apparent from our meetings with stakeholders, and from their written submissions, that this is by far the least controversial of the proposed services. The other major broadcasters are all likely to offer similar services over the internet, with no direct charge to audiences. We do not propose any modifications to the service. 
	Non-DRM audio downloads 
	1.41 We estimate that usage of the proposed audio download service could rise to 770m downloaded programme hours by 2011. Given the limited amount of music that would be made available, the main effects would be on other speech services, notably linear radio, other audio download services (including podcasts) and CDs. 
	1.42 Our estimates of the likely impact on consumer and producer surplus are shown below in Tables 1.7-1.9. 
	 Table 1.7 – Estimated impact of BBC non-DRM audio downloads on consumer surplus (reduction in £m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	2
	3
	4
	5
	6
	18
	Central case
	3
	4
	5
	7
	84
	24
	High case
	4
	5
	7
	8
	10
	30
	 
	Table 1.8 – Estimates of producer surplus effects of non-DRM audio downloads– music (reduction in £m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	3
	4
	6
	7
	8
	25
	Central case
	4
	6
	8
	9
	11
	33
	High case
	5
	7
	9
	12
	14
	42
	 
	Table 1.9 – Estimates of producer surplus effects of non-DRM audio downloads – speech (reduction in £m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	2
	3
	4
	5
	6
	20
	Central case
	3
	5
	6
	7
	9
	26
	High case
	4
	6
	7
	9
	11
	33
	 
	 
	1.43 Over the five years as a whole, the analysis points to an impact on consumer surplus of £18-30 million and an impact on producer surplus of £25-42 million. 
	1.44 In our view, the non-DRM service has the potential to shape the development of the market in a profound way. From an audience standpoint, it is in many respects an exciting prospect. For other service providers, there could also be some benefits – the BBC service could help to increase listener familiarity with audio downloading, and this in turn could boost demand for competing services. To a greater extent than in the case of VOD services, there is a possibility that the BBC proposal would help to kick-start the growth of the market. 
	1.45 However, for certain specific types of content, there is a risk that the proposed service could have a significant dampening effect on the investment incentives of commercial providers. This risk is particularly strong in relation to: 
	 recordings of live classical music by BBC orchestras and choirs; and 
	 book readings.  
	1.46 In the case of classical music, the market impact of the proposed service is likely to vary according to the precise nature of the content that is made available. For example, making available a high quality recording of a popular orchestral work, in its entirety, could have a direct negative impact on commercial sales of the same work by other suppliers (e.g. orchestras, recording companies). On the other hand, making available a recording of a new work, or a piece by a little-known composer or a single movement of a well-known symphony, could stimulate consumer interest and lead to an increase in commercial sales. BBC management has told Ofcom that it plans to adopt a selective approach to making this sort of music available. However, we believe that a higher degree of assurance is required, for stakeholders to have confidence that they will not be unduly affected. We therefore propose that BBC management should be requested to specify more precisely the type of classical content that it intends to make available, bearing in the mind our concerns over market impact, and that this should be incorporated into the relevant service licence. As part of this exercise, the interpretation of what is covered by the term “classical music” should be clearly set out. 
	1.47 If BBC management is not able to put forward practical guidelines along the lines we propose, then in our view a precautionary approach should be taken and recordings of classical music should be excluded from the scope of the service. We estimate that such an exclusion would only reduce usage of the service by a few percent.  
	1.48 In the case of book readings, there is a risk that the provision of free downloads could stifle the recent growth in the market for audio books, and that this could reduce the range of audio book content available to consumers. The concern here is not with the impact on commercial sales of the books which are featured on BBC radio, as the BBC would have to obtain the consent of the authors concerned, before making free download of their work available. The negative impact is likely to fall on the authors and suppliers of other audiobooks, and could lead to a reduction in the range of audiobook content made available to consumers. In quantitative terms, we estimate that exclusion of book readings could reduce the market impact of the service by 35-40% although usage of the BBC’s audio services as a whole would only fall by around 1%.  This reflects the relatively high value of audio book content. We recommend that this category of content should be excluded from the BBC service, unless the PVA or the PVT provide compelling reasons for doing otherwise. 
	1.49 We have also considered whether access to the BBC’s iPlayer platform should be opened up to other providers of audio content. Although the provision of non-BBC content is not part of the BBC’s current proposal, some stakeholders argued strongly that open access should be a condition of the service going ahead. In our view, however, it is not clear that an open access requirement would have a positive impact on market development. Indeed, such a requirement is likely to make it more difficult for other retail providers to establish their own services, and could increase the likelihood of the iPlayer becoming the dominant platform for the provision of audio downloads.    
	Wider Impacts 
	1.50 In addition to the effects outlined above, we have considered the wider impact the proposed services are likely to have on: 
	 the value of content rights;  
	 broadband internet access; and 
	 DRM software. 
	Content rights 
	1.51 Some stakeholders argued that, if the proposed services go ahead, it would lead to inflation in the value of content rights, and that this would undermine the viability of commercial services. In effect, it was suggested, the BBC would ‘overpay’ for content rights, and establish benchmark values that commercial providers would be unable to match.  
	1.52 However, none of the stakeholders we have spoken to have been able to provide any directly relevant evidence in support of this argument. In addition, the information provided to us by the BBC on the rights budget for the proposed services sheds little light on the issue, as it does not enable any conclusion to be drawn regarding the viability of a competing service. It is also not clear that the BBC has any incentive to overpay, given the financial constraints under which it operates.  
	1.53 Although the proposed budget for the acquisition of content rights is significant (approximately £( million over the next 5 years), the available evidence does not in our view support the conclusion that the BBC’s proposals would to involve an overpayment for content rights. No modifications are therefore proposed  
	Broadband internet access 
	1.54 In its application, BBC management argue that the three internet-based on-demand proposals will boost demand for broadband services, and could help drive the next wave of investment in ‘Digital Britain’. The public value of this contribution is likely to be addressed in the PVA. 
	1.55 The corollary of increased demand, however, is increased cost. The delivery of the three internet-based services will require additional capacity. We estimate that the amount of additional data downloaded by the average user of these services will be 3GB per month. 
	1.56 The most significant download volumes and costs relate to the internet catch-up service.  We estimate that each incremental hour of content downloaded (i.e. net of hours diverted from other internet VOD services) could require capacity costing around 24p to 50p.  The total capacity costs associated with the internet catch-up service under our central scenario are set out in the table below. 
	Table 1.10 – Estimates of incremental broadband costs for internet catch-up service
	  
	  
	Unit
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Internet catch-up incremental hours
	m hours
	137
	271
	393
	497
	582
	-
	Central case costs:  24 pence per hour
	£m
	33
	65
	94
	119
	140
	399
	Central case costs:  50 pence per hour
	£m
	68
	135
	197
	249
	291
	831
	 
	1.57 It is important to note that typical broadband connection speeds and download caps are likely to continue rising in the years ahead, and new technological solutions are likely to reduce the costs of incremental capacity over time.  As such, the cost estimates set out above are likely to be at the higher end of the possible range.  Furthermore, to the extent that that the additional capacity would also be available for use by a wide range of other services, including commercial on-demand services, it would not necessarily be appropriate to attribute the associated costs to the BBC services in isolation. It is likely, however, that some customers would have to move to a more expensive broadband package in order to be able to use the proposed on-demand services. 
	1.58 In our view, the resource costs involved in delivering the proposed services should be taken into account in the PVA. These cost estimates are also however relevant to the MIA, because (i) the way in which they are recovered from broadband customers is likely to influence the future take-up of the services, and (ii) to the extent that they are recovered from customers who do not use the BBC services, or lead to a reduction in the profitability of ISPs, they fall squarely within the scope of the MIA.   
	DRM software 
	1.59 Initially, the iPlayer will only be supported by Microsoft’s Windows Media Player technology. As a result, the three internet-based services will not be available via computers using other operating systems such as the Apple Mac OS X.  
	1.60 Some stakeholders argued that the BBC services should not be accessible exclusively via Microsoft software, because (i) it would disadvantage some consumers (e.g. Apple Mac users) and (ii) it would give Microsoft a competitive advantage over rival providers of computer operating systems and media players.     
	1.61 The first of these points is primarily an issue for the PVA, as it concerns the reach and public value of the on-demand services that would be supported by the iPlayer. From an Ofcom MIA perspective, the fact that initially the services would only be available via Microsoft software would tend to reduce their impact on other services; although of course this is marginal given that Microsoft products account for the very large majority of all operating system installations. This has been factored into our projections. 
	1.62 In relation to the second issue, we have not carried out a comprehensive review of the media player/DRM markets, as that would not have been practicable within the context of this MIA. We think it unlikely that the additional convenience provided by bundling in the iPlayer download manager would have more than a marginal influence on the value of a computer operating system, or would have a major impact on purchasing decisions. However, we understand that the BBC is currently in discussion with RealNetworks, Inc. – owners of the Real Player software – over the possibility of introducing a Real Player version of iPlayer. We also understand that, pending the outcome of the PVT, such a version could be available within a few months. In our view, such a step would be beneficial, as it would help to meet concerns over the potential impact on competition in the software market, as well as extending access to users who would otherwise be excluded, including those using non-Microsoft operating systems such as Apple Mac OS X.       
	Other issues 
	1.63 It is important to note that our assessment of effects is contingent on the following: 
	 cross-promotion: in our view it will be important to ensure that the Fair Trading Guidelines which apply to the BBC, and the cross promotion rules which we understand are under development, will be used by the Trust to ensure that no preference is given to the commercial services offered by BBC Worldwide, in terms of access to or from the iPlayer platform;  
	 budgetary ceilings: the amounts spent by the BBC on the proposed services, particularly with regard to marketing spend and content rights, do not exceed the levels set out in its application, and in the supporting information provided to Ofcom in the course of the MIA;  
	 only broadcast content: the catch-up TV and audio download services only cover the provision of content in the form in which it was originally broadcast (with the exclusion of full-track commercial music from audio content), such that non-broadcast content, programme highlights, edited clips, and trailers would not be included. In addition, no content will be specially commissioned for the purpose of making it available in catch-up or downloadable form;  
	 only BBC content: non-BBC content is not made available on the iPlayer platform; and 
	 No full-track commercial music: the non-DRM audio service excludes full-track commercial music.  
	1.64 In our view, it would be appropriate for budgetary limits, based on the information provided to us, to be included in the relevant service licences in line with the principles set out in other BBC service licences. If the BBC wished to exceed those limits, or to offer non-broadcast or specially commissioned content, or full-track commercial music, or to offer non-BBC content on the iPlayer platform, a further PVT should be undertaken, as such changes could have a major effect on the market impact of the proposed services.  
	1.65 A number of stakeholders have argued that the trials of catch-up TV with ntl:Telewest and Homechoice have already had a significant impact on the market, because they cover all of the providers’ VOD customers and have been allowed to run for an extended period. In our view, there is some force on this argument. In future, we believe that trials of services which have not been approved by the Trust should be limited in terms of duration, the range of content provided and the proportion of potential users covered. In order to avoid any undue impact on other services, trials should in general be discontinued while the PVT is carried out.   
	 
	 
	Section 2 
	2 Introduction 
	2.1 This is the first Market Impact Assessment (MIA) under the new Public Value Test (PVT) regime for authorising new BBC services. The new PVT regime is contained within the BBC’s new Royal Charter and Agreement and came into force on 1 January 2007 with the Charter and Agreement. Although this PVT and MIA started before the new regime became law, it has been conducted in accordance with the rules set down on 1 January. We started the PVA and MIA before the new rules came into force because the BBC Governors gave a commitment that they would start applying them before 1 January 2007. The MIA has been overseen by a Joint Steering Group (JSG) made up of representatives from Ofcom and the Trust. The MIA formally commenced when the Terms of Reference for the MIA were agreed by the JSG on 15 September 2006 (see Annex 1). It concluded on 19 January 2007. 
	The PVT – a new regime governing the BBC’s activities 
	2.2 The new PVT regime can be summarised as follows: 
	 Each BBC service will now have a service licence issued by the Trust. These service licences will set out the character of the service, the purposes it seeks to address, its scope and key performance indicators. No new service licences have been issued yet. Service licences for existing services were issued on 1 January 2007. The Trust is currently consulting on these licences. 
	 For each new service and each significant change to an existing service an overall PVT will be carried out before a new (or significantly revised) service licence is issued. The Trust decides whether a PVT will be carried out (i.e. whether a service is sufficiently ‘new’ to have its own service licence or whether it constitutes a sufficiently ‘significant’ change to require a PVT and amendment to an existing service licence). The Trust will determine whether to conduct a PVT or not according to guidelines it is going to publish in 2007. It plans to publish guidelines indicating the way it will exercise this discretion.  
	 The overall PVT has two components: (a) Ofcom carries out the MIA, overseen by the Joint Steering Group (JSG) made up of three Ofcom members and three Trust members (chairmanship rotates between Ofcom and the Trust – Ofcom had the chair for this MIA). The JSG agrees the broad approach and timetable for the MIA and the markets Ofcom will look at. (b) The Trust carries out a Public Value Assessment (PVA) of the proposed services. The PVA is explained on the BBC Governance Unit’s website (see http://www.bbcgovernors.co.uk/docs/publicvaluetest.html). The first part of the PVT – the Public Value Assessment (PVA) – commenced on 28 August 2006.  
	 In deciding whether to approve the service and if so on what terms, the Trust balances the results of the PVA and the MIA deciding to approve the service if the overall benefit it is likely to deliver will outweigh its cost. The Secretary of State retains a backstop power to override the Trust’s decision, if the Trust has not followed the appropriate PVT process. 
	2.3 In spirit, the PVT is most similar to a cost-benefit analysis.  In simple terms, the PVA identifies the key benefits of the BBC’s proposals, while the MIA is largely – though not exclusively – focussed on assessing the costs.  In most cases, the MIA considers the extent to which the BBC’s proposals are likely to induce substitution away from competing services and the ways in which that substitution may reduce investment in new services and thereby reduce choice for consumers and citizens.  In some cases, the BBC’s proposals may complement other services and thereby drive increased investment.  These complementarities are also pertinent to the MIA, but on balance, the substitution effects are likely to be more significant.  As a result, the outcome of the MIA is almost certain to be negative: its net position will set out the negative implications of the BBC’s services. 
	2.4 At the same time, Ofcom is very conscious that the BBC’s proposals are likely to generate substantial benefits to consumers and citizens.  In this report, we have not set out those benefits since to do so would be to pre-judge the Trust’s PVA.  However, it is clearly essential that the MIA and PVA are considered jointly.  
	Other related regulation of the BBC 
	2.5 The BBC is subject to a number of other regulations which are relevant in the present context:  
	 The BBC Trust’s Fair Trading regime is designed to ensure that the BBC’s commercial activities are properly separated from its licence fee funded activities. The Trust is under a duty in the BBC Agreement to have regard to competition issues in ensuring the delivery of the BBC’s public purposes. The Trust has ex ante competition powers which can be used to prevent the BBC engaging in anti-competitive activities. The Trust plans to draw up a new system of ex ante codes in areas where competition problems are likely to arise. 
	 The Competition Act 1998 and Enterprise Act 2002 give Ofcom and the OFT ex post competition powers to deal with any anti-competitive behaviour by the BBC. If the BBC enters in to anti-competitive arrangements (Chapter I) or abuses a dominant position in a market (Chapter II) Ofcom can investigate the BBC’s activities and may penalise the BBC in accordance with the Competition Act. Similarly, Ofcom could include the BBC in a Market Investigation under the Enterprise Act.  
	2.6 The MIA only applies to licence fee funded BBC services but there are several areas where stakeholders raised concerns in this MIA about the interaction between the BBC’s proposed on-demand services and the BBC’s commercial arm BBC Worldwide. As pointed out above, the interaction between the BBC’s commercial arm and its licence fee funded services is regulated by the Fair Trading regime and the competition implications of the BBC’s commercial services are regulated by Ofcom as part of our concurrent jurisdiction over the broadcasting sector (Competition Act and Enterprise Act). However, to the extent that the relationship of a proposed service to the BBC’s commercial arm is likely to alter its impact, we have considered this relationship and its implications for market impact as part of this MIA. 
	MIA timetable  
	2.7 The BBC Charter and Agreement specify that Ofcom must complete the MIA within 3 months of the time at which the Terms of Reference for the MIA are set, unless the JSG agrees otherwise. The Terms of Reference (http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/tv/bbcmias/ondemand/ondemand.pdf) for this MIA were agreed at a JSG meeting on 15 September so the MIA was originally scheduled to conclude on 15 December 2006. However, many stakeholders regarded the information (http://www.bbcgovernors.co.uk/docs/publicvaluetest.html) provided by the BBC Governance Unit (GU) about the BBC’s proposals as insufficiently detailed to allow them to properly respond to Ofcom’s request for information. When the BBC GU decided to publish additional information about the proposals, the JSG decided to extend the timeline for the MIA to 19 January 2007. This allowed Ofcom to extend the deadline for stakeholder submissions by 3 weeks to 7 November 2006. 
	BBC’s new on-demand proposals 
	2.8 The PVT application sought approval from the Governors for four new services. Three of these (online seven day TV catch-up, simulcast TV and non-DRM audio downloads) will be offered over the internet via the BBC’s website and will form part of the BBC’s overall online proposition which will be branded BBC iPlayer. The fourth service will be offered as part of the basic tier of the ntl:Telewest and Homechoice offerings. Various trials have been run on all of these services, and the ntl:Telewest and Homechoice trials are still in operation. A brief description of the services was provided by the BBC Governance Unit on 18 September. A more detailed description was made available on 10 October. In summary, the four services (referred to collectively as the BBC’s proposed new on-demand services) will be made available at no extra charge to all licence fee payers. They can be described as follows: 
	2.9 ‘Seven day’ TV catch-up over ntl:Telewest and Homechoice. Essentially this service allows users to watch a streamed version of a show within seven days of first broadcast of the show. Once the show is selected from the EPG it plays – it is not stored on the hard drive of the set top box for playback at a later time. The ntl:Telewest and Homechoice services also allow ‘series stacking’ (i.e. a user can download all episodes of a series until seven days after the end of the final show in the series) but again shows are streamed not downloaded. All of the BBC’s broadcast programmes will be available for catch-up subject to the BBC obtaining the necessary rights clearances. This service has recently been trialled on ntl:Telewest and Homechoice.  
	2.10 ‘Seven day’ TV catch-up over the internet. This online service allows users to download shows via the BBC website (www.bbc.co.uk) from the linear schedule within seven days of first showing and to then keep them stored on their hard drive for 13 weeks (i.e. if the content is not accessed within this period the digital rights management (DRM) software render the content unplayable). Once the file is opened users have seven days of use before the file becomes disabled (i.e. after opening, users can watch the downloaded content as many times as they want before the content becomes unplayable at the end of the seventh day). The seven day internet catch-up service also allows series stacking plus storage of an episode for 13 weeks on the user’s hard-drive. Once opened the show still only lasts seven days. The internet catch-up service makes content available in an easy-to-use EPG format and also offers VCR type functionality – pausing, rewinding, fast forwarding etc. It is also possible to ‘bookmark’ content to be automatically downloaded once it is broadcast. Much of the schedule from the BBC’s licence fee funded channels will be available via this service and more will be available over time as the BBC acquires the necessary new media rights. 
	2.11 Simulcast TV over the internet. This is simply real time streaming of the BBC’s licence fee funded channels online. The service will be available via the BBC website (i.e. http://www.bbc.co.uk ). The BBC is proposing to only simulcast using multicast technology i.e. delivering content one-to-many through ISP routers.  Most internet service providers’ (ISP) routers are only unicast enabled. The BBC expects ISPs to upgrade to multicast over time.  
	2.12 Non-time limited (i.e. non-DRM) audio downloads over the internet. This service will provide audio content from the BBC’s radio broadcasts for download from its website without any rights protection so that it can be kept forever. This service will not offer full track commercial music. However, it will include live session music and music recorded for the BBC (including for instance BBC Symphony Orchestra performances of classical music). Since the content supplied will not be protected by digital rights management software, it will also be possible to download this content to any kind of device, including mobile devices such as mobiles and iPods. The BBC has trialled this service as podcasting of its radio content. Initially the content offered will be primarily speech content of various types. This service will complement the existing seven day catch up service Radio Player. It is worth noting that Radio Player is also going to be incorporated in to the iPlayer platform.  
	2.13 The service descriptions provided by the BBC Trust are the starting point for our analysis – in assessing the impact of the services we have assumed the services will exactly fit the description provided by the Trust. The service descriptions are provided in Annex 1. They are key assumptions for our analysis. In Section 9 we assess the implications of the service being extended beyond the limits set by the Trust.  
	2.14 It is important to note that only content broadcast across the BBC’s broadcasting services will be made available via the new on-demand services. Content will not be commissioned exclusively for the on-demand platform. The BBC has also indicated that although it will offer commercial content (e.g. the Office for download on a pay-per-view basis from BBC Worldwide) it will maintain sufficient separation between its licence fee funded on-demand platform, and its commercial content, to comply with its fair trading regime (i.e. currently the Fair Trading Guidelines and Commitment). 
	Evidence   
	2.15 Assessment of market impacts is especially difficult because these services are at a very early stage in their development and are changing rapidly. In addition, three of the four BBC proposals do not yet actually exist. This means there is considerable uncertainty about what the BBC service will actually look like when it is finally launched. Very little data is available on either the proposed or affected services. The scope for empirical analysis is consequently much more limited than it would be in a more mature market. 
	2.16 We have nevertheless sought to base our analysis as far as possible on empirical evidence, and to quantify the likely scale of the prospective effects where we can. Our findings throughout are based on all the available evidence. Where this has not been available we have relied upon qualitative evidence (i.e. expert insights and stakeholder views). In addition, while it is clear from the nature of the process that no single number can ever fully explain the impact of the BBC’s proposals, we have sought to quantify identified impacts wherever possible.  
	2.17 We compiled an extensive evidence base for this review made up of the following elements: 
	2.18 BBC. Throughout this investigation, the BBC has provided us with important information and key insights into the way the proposed services will work and how it will affect other players. BBC Management’s PVT Application was particularly helpful as was the underlying Human Capital model used to quantitatively assess the reach and hence public value of the BBC proposals. Our own quantitative assessment of the market impact of the BBC’s proposals was based in part on the BBC’s Human Capital model. 
	2.19 Consumer survey. Our consumer survey underpinned our analysis of market definition and the primary impact of the BBC’s on-demand proposals. Ipsos MORI (‘MORI’) was commissioned to conduct qualitative and quantitative research with a range of current and potential users of iPlayer-type services, including a face-to-face survey of 804 consumers. More detail about the consumer survey is provided in Annex 2.  
	2.20 Stakeholder seminar. We held a stakeholder seminar on 18 September at which Ofcom set out the way we would run the MIA and the BBC presented information about their on-demand proposals. The BBC Governance Unit, BBC management and Ofcom all made presentations. Stakeholders were then given an opportunity to raise questions and make comments. Feedback from this session was particularly valuable in improving the process. It led to the provision of additional information and an extension to the timetable for submission of written responses.  
	2.21 Stakeholder interviews. From the beginning of the project we conducted a series of one-on-one stakeholders meetings. We focused on stakeholders who we believed might be most affected by the BBC's proposals, either positively or negatively, offering an opportunity to discuss their views at their convenience. We met with around 35 stakeholders over a six week period, representing a variety of interests, ranging from broadcasters, platform operators, collecting societies, device manufacturers, content producers, and content aggregators. In some instances, we followed-up stakeholders’ submissions with further meetings to clarify points raised, request additional information or to test assumptions.  
	2.22 Stakeholders’ written submissions. Stakeholders submitted written evidence in response to a stakeholder questionnaire published on 18 September. The questionnaire focused on the way the BBC’s proposed services might affect stakeholders’ future plans. We asked stakeholders to focus on providing evidence to support their analysis, particularly empirical data. We received contributions from a very wide range of stakeholders including both traditional media (TV and radio companies like ITV and GCap) and new media (online content suppliers such as Yahoo and Audible) and including both platform operators (like BT and Top Up TV) and technology companies (like Real Networks and Microsoft). A summary of some of the non-confidential responses is set out in Annex 4.  
	2.23 Desk research. Considerable amounts of ‘desk research’ underpin our analysis. We have drawn on secondary data and analysis from several sources including brokers, economics and strategy consultants and market researchers.  
	MIA methodology 
	2.24 The purpose of this market impact assessment (MIA) is to identify the ways in which the BBC's proposals will impact on the demand for and supply of competing services, and the extent to which they may distort competition. In the Terms of Reference for this MIA, Ofcom is charged with assessing the potential impact of the new on-demand proposals on the markets for: 
	 broadcast services on various delivery platforms, including related advertising services;  
	 on-demand services, including those offered on various delivery platforms; and  
	 home recording and viewing services and products.  
	2.25 We also have considerable discretion to examine the impact on other products and services that we consider relevant. 
	2.26 In assessing impacts, we have been mindful of the overall purpose of the market impact assessment.  In general, entry into a new market is likely to enhance competition and therefore be welfare-enhancing.  However, while the entry of the BBC will undoubtedly generate benefits to consumers and citizens (benefits that are captured in the PVA), it may raise concerns for a number of reasons.  For example, state entities generally have a stronger incentive than private sector entities to maximise output (reach in the case of the BBC) rather than profit. 
	2.27 Against this background, there are two main purposes of this market impact assessment (MIA): first, the MIA needs to identify the ways in which the BBC's proposals will impact on the demand for and supply of competing services, and second, it needs to assess the extent to which they may distort competition. 
	2.28 As noted above, the introduction of new BBC services at no charge undoubtedly has the potential to deliver significant benefits to citizens and consumers.  By definition, viewers and listeners will only switch to the new services if they derive greater benefit from those services than from alternatives.  However, the fact that the proposed services are free creates a significant challenge for the BBC’s commercial competitors.  Considered in this light, there is a very real concern that the BBC’s services may distort competition in a way that ultimately harms consumers  
	2.29 There are several different potential sources of consumer harm, but some of the most important include: 
	 firstly, the BBC’s entry into nascent markets may deter entry or force exit of competitors in those markets.  This could prevent the markets from developing at all (beyond the BBC’s offering) and directly reduce choice for consumers; 
	 secondly, even where the BBC’s entry does not eliminate competition from particular markets, it may significantly reduce the potential scale of commercial rivals in those markets.  Again, this will reduce choice for consumers; and 
	 thirdly, to the extent that commercial providers are unable to develop profitable on-demand offerings of their own, both their willingness and their ability to invest more generally are likely to be reduced.  Put differently, unrestrained expansion of the BBC into a range of new markets may significantly constrain the development of a vibrant new media industry in the UK. 
	2.30 To capture these effects, Ofcom’s MIA combines quantitative and qualitative assessment of the BBC’s proposed services.  The quantitative analysis adopts a total welfare approach and sets out our estimates of the gross reduction in consumer surplus  and producer surplus associated with diversion away from competing services.  In economic terms, these are “static” effects, but the reduction in producer surplus is particularly important for assessing the sorts of dynamic effects outlined above.  In particular, the reduction in producer surplus enables us to understand the potential for deterred investment and innovation, and the consequent longer term losses in consumer welfare. 
	2.31 The BBC’s proposals are likely to have impacts at a number of different stages in the value chain.  Figure 2.1 below sets out the way in which we considered these impacts and summarises our overall approach. 
	Figure 2.1 – Flow chart representation of methodology for MIA 
	   
	2.32 Our approach to assessing impacts proceeded in two stages: 
	 first we identified the set of products and services likely to be affected by the BBC’s proposals; and  
	 second we assessed the impact of the BBC proposals on services in these markets. 
	2.33 The approach used in each stage is described below. 
	Identification of affected services 
	2.34 It is important first to clarify a methodological point. This analysis is not a competition law market definition exercise.  Our focus is on assessing the impact of the BBC’s on-demand proposals on services in a range of related markets, and not on defining markets for the purpose of assessing dominance. There is a degree of overlap between competition law market definition and what we are doing here – to assess impact we need to identify the products and services for which each of the BBC services is a substitute.  We have therefore used some of the tools used when defining markets in competition law since these tools are useful for identifying and assessing substitutability. For instance, in gauging substitutability we have identified the relevant characteristics of the service in question and identified potential demand side substitutes taking into account similarity of characteristics, consumer research and secondary data. 
	2.35 However, there are important differences between market definition under competition law and the identification of impacted services undertaken as the first step in this MIA: 
	 in competition law, we want to assess substitutes for the service in question.  In an MIA, we want to assess the extent to which the service in question (the new BBC service) is a substitute for other products.  In other words, in competition law, we investigate whether product B (and then, potentially, product C) is a substitute for product A. In an MIA, we want to assess whether product A is a substitute for product B, and then potentially for product C. There may be asymmetries in substitution effects (i.e. consumers may be more likely to substitute from A to B than from B to A) which make this consideration important;  
	 in competition law, we are looking for competitive constraints on a firm's behaviour.  The impact on profitability of a small but significant non-transitory increase in price (a SSNIP) is therefore of direct relevance.  In an MIA, we are not concerned about competitive constraints, we are concerned about impacts, rather than whether there is a specific reduction in profitability.  This further suggests that a SSNIP is not the appropriate measure of change in an MIA;  
	 in merger cases, it is common (where there is doubt about market definition) to err on the side of narrow markets on the basis that absence of significant market power (SMP) in a narrow market is automatic evidence of a lack of SMP in a broader market.  In an MIA, it is more prudent to adopt an inclusive approach to avoid missing impacts on less direct substitutes; and 
	 in competition law, it is important to consider both demand and supply side substitutability.  Supply side substitutability considers whether a SSNIP would induce entry into a market.  However, in an MIA, supply side substitutability is arguably not relevant: the entry of the BBC is likely to lead to price reductions rather than price increases, and will not therefore encourage entry, but potentially deter entry that would otherwise have occurred.  This is more readily considered as an impact rather than as part of the identification of relevant services. 
	2.36 Taken together, these differences suggest that we are not engaged in a market definition exercise as understood in competition law. Rather, we are seeking to identify the set of materially impacted services. 
	2.37 Against this background, we now set out the key steps we undertook to identify the relevant affected services: 
	 First we examined the four main features of the proposed BBC services – platform, price, content and functionality. 
	 Second, we assessed whether a similar BBC service currently exists.  If a similar service does exist, then we used this service as the starting point for our analysis. Only one of the four components (cable catch-up) has been launched so in conducting this analysis for those 3 services which have not yet launched it was necessary to identify a 'best substitute service' for the component and then ask people which were the closest substitutes for this best substitute.  For instance, the closest substitute for the proposed BBC simulcasts was other free linear TV simulcasts. 
	 We then assessed the candidate services for which the BBC service or (closest substitute) might be a substitute. Candidates were considered in order of similarity across the four service dimensions identified above. Some dimensions were more important than others – platform (PC vs. TV) was generally more important than functionality for instance.   
	 If there was sufficient evidence to conclude that a candidate would be impacted we moved to the next candidate. In each case we drew on a mix of evidence including secondary data on substitution, consumer research and an assessment of service characteristics. Where we were in doubt we included services as being potential substitutes (for the reasons outlined above).   
	2.38 We proceeded through these steps when assessing the set of affected services for each of BBC proposals analysed below. 
	2.39 Future changes in services and markets also need to be taken into account in our analysis. Our analysis focuses on the next five years as the relevant ‘forecast’ period. In our view, five years provides a reasonable balance between the need to consider the impact on nascent services as they evolve towards maturity, and the desire to avoid unduly speculative projections. Impacts may occur at any time during the 5-year period. To be as exhaustive and thorough as possible, we need to pick up and assess any impacts likely to occur over this time frame. This has the following implications: 
	 Rapid change in the on-demand area increases uncertainty around our analysis. In this MIA we are assessing the likely immediate impact of the launch of the BBC’s proposals as well as the likely impact of these services over a time horizon of five years. The media sector will change rapidly, significantly and unpredictably over this period. We have therefore sought to express our quantitative assessments in ranges and have undertaken sensitivity analysis on the key assumptions underpinning our analysis.  
	 We need to take in to account that services may converge (i.e. the same services may be delivered over more platforms or devices). In future, the BBC’s proposals may have an impact on services they do not currently affect. For instance, the roll out of home hubs means that internet services are likely to have a growing impact on TV services. In identifying the set of services affected by the BBC’s on-demand proposals we have included both services likely to be affected at launch as well as those that are likely to be affected over the forecast period. 
	Assessment of effects 
	2.40 As shown in Figure 2.1 above, our approach to assessing the impact of the BBC’s proposals comprises three steps: 
	 Assessment of static effects on directly affected markets.  This was primarily a quantitative assessment of the impact on other services over the five years to 2011. 
	 Assessment of dynamic effects on directly affected markets.  Here we relied upon stakeholder views of the likely impact on competition, investment and ultimately choice, price and quality of services for consumers and citizens.  
	 Assessment of wider effects of the BBC proposals for other products and services. For instance, we looked at the implications of the proposals for content rights (i.e. rights owners selling content rights to content service providers) and for internet access services (i.e. internet service providers (‘ISPs’) selling access to the internet to consumers). 
	2.41 In this context, we consider a “directly affected market” to be one for which the BBC services are largely likely to be substitutes.  For example, other internet catch-up services would constitute a directly affected market for the BBC’s internet catch-up service.  Our assessment of wider effects considers products and services that are typically further up the value chain – such as content rights. 
	2.42 Our assessment of impacts was against a counterfactual in which the BBC did not introduce its on-demand proposals at all. In other words, we compared the world with the four on-demand services to one without.  Furthermore, we have assumed in that counterfactual that other providers would launch competing services – we do not believe that those providers would only be prompted to launch services by the entry of the BBC.  Hence the only difference between the counterfactual and the “with iPlayer” case is the introduction of iPlayer.   
	2.43 We recognise that this counterfactual may not be particularly realistic. It could be argued that the BBC would launch on-demand services in a commercial form irrespective of what the Trust decided and therefore that the counterfactual should really be a world with a commercial on-demand service provided by BBC Worldwide. However, the PVT is about whether the BBC proposal should exist at all. Using a commercial counterfactual risks not fully assessing whether the service should be allowed in the first place. The clearest and most useful benchmark for assessing the market impact of approving the BBC’s on-demand proposals is a counterfactual in which these proposals are absent. We have addressed the ‘counterfactual’ of commercial on-demand proposals by assessing modifications to the BBC’s services that involve changing these proposals to commercial propositions. 
	2.44 As indicated above, the assessment of direct effects has been carried out in two parts. Firstly, we have analysed the likely effects of the proposed services in quantitative terms, looking over the five year period to 2011 – the assessment of static effects. This part of the analysis focuses on the likely take-up and usage of the proposed service, and considers how much substitution there is likely to be away from other services. These effects are quantified and used to develop estimates of the impact on consumer surplus and producer surplus (revenues net of marginal costs) of commercial service providers. 
	2.45 Our quantification of effects is therefore a total welfare approach.  It considers both the direct effects on consumers and citizens and the effects on producers, which feed through indirectly to consumers and citizens via changes in investment, dividends, etc.  This is consistent with the view that the PVT is a cost-benefit analysis and is our view a more appropriate framework for the MIA than one focused purely on consumer welfare. 
	2.46 The quantitative analysis was carried out in three stages: 
	 analysis of take-up and usage i.e. how much demand is there likely to be for the proposed service? 
	 assessment of substitutional effects i.e. where is the demand likely to come from? 
	 estimation of consumer surplus and producer surplus effects i.e. who is likely to be affected and by how much? 
	2.47 The assessment of substitutional effects is a particular complex area.  As explained above, the extent to which the BBC services are substitutes for commercial offerings depends on a range of factors including the platform over which the service is offered and the time period over which content is made available.  It also depends on the type of content.  In general, market impact is likely to be greatest where the specific content offered by the BBC is a close substitute for similar content that is (or is likely to be) made available on a commercial basis.  However, the BBC’s content covers a wide range, with some content a relatively close substitute for commercial content, and other content less likely to have a similar commercial counterpart. 
	2.48 For example, a recording of a well known piece of classical music made available by the BBC as part of the non-DRM audio download service might for many listeners be a very close substitute for a commercial download or CD of the same piece of music.  If the BBC were to make such content available the market impact could be significant.  On the other hand, there are also groups of listeners and types of content where the extent of substitutability will be less strong: some listeners may differentiate content on the basis of the specific performance as well as the piece of music itself, and more niche classical music may never be made available commercially.  For these types of listener and content, the BBC’s offering would be more complementary than substitutable.  Similar arguments apply to the BBC’s audio-visual content.  However, within the time available we have not been able to develop clear criteria to assess substitutability of content at anything more than a very general level. 
	2.49 There is also a question of the way in which substitution affects other BBC services.  In some cases, the introduction of the proposed on-demand services would lead to a reduction in the usage of other BBC services.  We have excluded impacts on other BBC public services (i.e. those funded through the licence fee) as they should be taken into account in the PVA.  However, effects on the BBC’s commercial services (i.e. those offered through BBC Worldwide) have been included in our analysis, as these will not have been covered in the PVA. For the purposes of the MIA, BBC Worldwide has been treated in same way as any other commercial provider. 
	2.50 The second part of our direct impact analysis considers, in qualitative terms, the possible impact on supplier incentives and investment levels. It considers how these dynamic considerations might affect the growth of the market and the development of competition. This dynamic assessment relies far more heavily on stakeholder views. We have also supported our analysis with empirical evidence unearthed by our desk based research. 
	2.51 Where impacts are identified we have then discussed ways in which the proposal could be modified to reduce or remove the identified impacts. Where possible we have quantitatively assessed how the modification in question would reduce any negative impacts (i.e. reductions in consumer or producer surplus). 
	Interaction between MIA and PVA 
	2.52 The nature of the PVT is such that the divide between the PVA and the MIA is not always clear. We have dealt with this ambiguity by working closely with the BBC Governance Unit/Trust to identify areas or issues which are relevant to both the MIA and PVA, to discuss these ‘overlaps’ with the Governance Unit/Trust and to then seek agreement on who should be addressing the area/issue and how it should be addressed.  
	2.53 In particular, there is one area where our view is that the BBC’s PVT application incorrectly assessed the likely public value benefit of the on-demand proposals and where we believe the Trust needs to be careful when weighing up public value and market impact. If the BBC’s services divert consumers away from other services, those consumers will gain consumer surplus from consumption of the new BBC services, but lose the consumer surplus associated with the services from which they have diverted.  It is clear that the gain must exceed the loss – if not, the consumers would not switch.  However, it is not clear at the time of writing whether the BBC Trust’s assessment of public value will already take account of the reduction. If the PVA has not already taken account of the lost consumer surplus from other services, our consumer surplus estimates could be used for this purpose.    
	2.54 In the tables below, we distinguish between “low” and “high” impact cases – to be prudent, we believe the Trust should set the “high” case against the public value gain when conducting its PVT assessment.  
	2.55 On occasion, we felt that although an issue was addressed as part of the PVA, it was important that we also pick it up as part of the MIA. An example is the issue of the resource costs arising from the extra download internet ‘traffic’ arising from the BBC’s on-demand proposals. Ofcom feels this is plainly a cost that needs to be matched to the benefit associated with people using the internet more i.e. the BBC driving ‘digital Britain’. 
	Structure of the report 
	2.56 Section 3. This section sets out the background to this report. It summarises the supply chain and communications markets in to which the BBC’s proposed services will be supplied. It provides context to both our quantification of the static direct impact of these services and to our assessment of the dynamic direct effects. 
	2.57 Section 4. Here we assess the market impact of the cable catch-up service. We first identify the set of services likely to be affected by the cable catch-up service before turning to quantify the service’s direct impact, assessing the dynamic effects of the service and finally proposing modifications to the service likely to address the outlined concerns. 
	2.58 Sections 5, 6 and 7 use the same approach to consider in turn the various internet services which make up the BBC’s iPlayer proposition – internet catch-up service, internet simulcast service and internet non-DRM audio download service.  
	2.59 Section 8. Here we focus on the wider impacts of the four proposals. In particular, we assess the impact on upstream content rights providers and buyers and on technical services, including broadband access services.  
	2.60 Section 9 considers several issues common to the BBC’s on-demand services. In general, these issues relate to extensions of the proposals not currently envisaged by the BBC, not part of its PVT application and hence not part of this MIA. However, because several stakeholders expressed concern about these issues, we have analysed them and advised on the way such extensions should be analysed in the event that they were proposed to the Trust..  
	2.61 Annex 1 contains the Terms of Reference for this MIA. 
	2.62 Annex 2 sets out the detailed description of the BBC’s proposals published by the BBC Governance Unit/Trust with amendments from Ofcom. 
	2.63 Annex 3 explains in more detail the technology underpinning the BBC’s services and the implications of this technology for other players and for the future. 
	2.64 Annex 4 summarises our approach to our consumer research and the way in which these findings were used in our analysis. 
	2.65 Annex 5 summarises stakeholders’ responses to our request for stakeholder views. 
	2.66 Annex 6 explains in more detail the modelling work undertaken to support our analysis of the impacts of the BBC’s proposals. 
	 
	 
	Section 3 
	3 Background 
	3.1 This section provides background for our analysis of the impact of the four BBC on-demand proposals.  
	 It explains the value chain for both video and audio on-demand services and describes the services currently supplied at various stages of this chain. It also describes the key players providing these services and the BBC’s presence in each segment.  
	 It also explains the way on-demand services have been changing and the way these services are likely to evolve going forward. It then relates these changes to the projections we used in our modelling of market impact. Finally it sets out projections of usage of the BBC proposals. 
	Value chain for on-demand services 
	3.2 The value chain for on-demand audio and video services is the various stages involved in the creation of the value that these services provide consumer-citizens.  It can be thought of as having three links or levels. 
	 Content rights – including obtaining rights for acquisitions and originations of audio and video content and producing original content in-house or commissioning production; 
	 Content bundling and wholesale supply – bundling of produced/acquired content into services (e.g. TV channels or radio stations). Wholesale supply of content services (e.g. wholesale supply of TV channels to platforms); and 
	 Platform distribution and retail supply – bundling of content services (e.g. TV channels) with platform services (e.g. platform access). Retail supply of on-demand services is also included (e.g. retail supply of on-demand TV programme – for originated content this may involve cutting out the wholesale level of the value chain). 
	3.3 The value chain for both video and audio content is summarised in Figure 3.1 below. 
	Figure 3.1 – Supply chain for delivery of on-demand services 
	  
	 
	3.4 Each of these stages in the value chain is summarised below. 
	Platform distribution and retail supply 
	3.5 This link in the value chain includes the packaging of content (e.g. channels in to a multi-channel pay TV bouquet) into retail offerings and the transmission of these offerings across platforms to homes. Retail video and audio services are still predominantly linear in nature. However, in response to people’s demand for more control over their viewing and listening (i.e. the content they want, when they want it and where they want it), more and more on-demand services have emerged. Figure 3.2 below shows the emergence of on-demand devices such as PVRs, portable music devices and PCs. 
	Figure 3.2 – Take-up of household communications devices 
	  
	3.6 Retail on-demand services are predominantly delivered by platform providers rather than content aggregators. For instance, TV VOD is delivered to consumers by the ntl:Telewest cable platform. Some broadcasters supply their TV content wholesale to platforms for delivery of retail VOD – this occurs at the next level of the value chain (content bundling and wholesale supply) discussed further below. Internet audio or video on-demand is supplied direct to users by internet platforms e.g. www.five.co.uk or Apple’s www.apple.com/itunes/. 
	3.7 Radio platforms (either analogue or digital) and analogue TV platforms cannot deliver on-demand services. Many people still enjoy video and audio content across these ‘traditional’ broadcasting platforms. However, digital broadcasting and internet platforms are gradually replacing analogue as the main way for consumers to access content (see Figure 3.2 below). Some digital TV platforms can offer VOD retail services.  
	Video on demand services 
	3.8 Video on demand (VOD) services are nascent and rapidly growing. We estimate that total VOD is worth £66m for 2006 and is currently growing at 50% pa. There are two main types of VOD – TV VOD delivered across digital multichannel TV platforms and internet VOD delivered across internet platforms (facilitated by rapid broadband take-up). The BBC’s proposals are to offer VOD across both other operators’ TV platforms and across its own internet platform http://www.bbc.co.uk/.  
	TV VOD 
	3.9 It is primarily the TV platforms (e.g. digital terrestrial, cable and satellite and closed IPTV networks like Homechoice) that offer TV VOD, not the TV broadcasters.  
	3.10 Digital TV platforms now reach the overwhelming majority of all homes and are continuing to grow. In particular, digital terrestrial television (DTT) platform has enjoyed considerable success – 7.3 million homes (see Figure 3.3 below) now have digital multichannel TV (i.e. over 20 different digital TV channels). Sky’s digital multichannel digital pay-TV platform has also continued to expand though at a slightly lower rate than in the past and has launched various value-added services to consolidate its offering. 
	Figure 3.3 – Take-up of multichannel TV platforms in the UK 
	  
	3.11 Digital cable (ntl:Telewest), IPTV (Homechoice and BT Vision) and terrestrial (Top-Up TV) TV platforms are all offering some form of TV VOD services. Subscribers can view a variety of content on-demand, including music videos, TV shows, and movies, on a pay per view (PPV) basis for limited access.  
	 ntl:Telewest offer VOD via ‘ntl on demand’ and ‘Teleport’ consumer propositions, offering access to different types of content depending on the subscription tier. In November 2006, Channel 4 launched its 4oD service on ntl:Telewest, enabling pay-TV subscribers to catch-up on a significant proportion of programmes broadcast on Channel 4’s linear schedule for 7 days.  BBC has been trialling its catch-up service on ntl:Telewest and Homechoice (mentioned in Section 1 and discussed further below). 
	 BT Vision, the hybrid digital TV service launched by BT on 4 December 2006, features a 'Replay TV' service, allowing customers to catch up with some of the broadcast TV programmes they may have missed during the previous week. It also offers on-demand content via broadband (including 242 'near live' on-demand FA Premiership games) and a personal video recorder (PVR) which stores up to 80 hours of content library. All the Freeview channels are also available through the box.  
	 Terrestrial – TopUpTV launches its Anytime service in December 2006, offering on-demand functionality of around 100 hours for £9.99 per month.  
	3.12 Sky offers on-demand functionality across its digital satellite platform by combining its linear broadcast content with a personal video recorder (PVR). PVRs have been remarkably successful. Our consumer research showed that Sky Plus users regard the PVR service very highly and that it has had a significant impact on their viewing habits There has been a marked increase in demand and production of PVRs in 2005. Sky Plus remains the clear market leader, capturing 58% of all PVR homes by the end of 2005. Other models with combined Freeview and PVR functions are becoming more popular.   
	3.13 Figure 3.4 below shows the presence of the main TV platforms at each stage of the value chain. 
	Figure 3.4 – Presence of main TV platforms at each stage of the value chain 
	  
	Internet VOD 
	3.14 In the past, internet VOD was limited by bandwidth constraints and the limited availability of high quality video content on the internet.  As technical constraints have relaxed, the internet has become an increasingly viable platform for the delivery of video content. 69% of all UK adults now have access to the internet, with 11.1 million homes and small businesses connected by Q1 2006. Over the past two years, broadband penetration and usage has increased. Broadband penetration for 2006 is currently estimated to be 50.1% growing at 7.9%.  
	3.15 The roll out of broadband has meant that more and more people have been going online for VOD – VOD delivered across internet platforms is now estimated to be worth £41m and is growing at 34%. While adults still spend 3 hours a day watching TV and a further 3 hours listening to the radio they are now also spending over two and half hours online each week. UK consumers in particular have shown an appetite for downloading video – the UK is the largest downloader of online pirate TV programmes, accounting for approx 18% of global pirated programme downloads.  
	3.16 Several TV broadcasters are setting up their own internet platforms to distribute their TV programmes direct to consumers. They have launched new services to counter increasing competition for their established audience base and to capture growing new media revenue streams by distributing their content themselves. Channel 4,  S4C,  Sky,  Real Networks and MTV all offer internet VOD. We understand that ITV is planning to launch a significant internet VOD service.  Some broadcasters (e.g. ITV  and Channel 4 ) are also simulcasting their channels on the internet – although simulcasting is not generally regarded as being a crucial part of broadcasters’ online strategies. 
	3.17 The BBC’s proposed internet video services (i.e. simulcasting and internet catch-up) will be distributed across its existing website and as mentioned in Section 2 will be branded iPlayer. The BBC’s website, bbc.co.uk is the fifth most visited website in the UK,  and currently offers a range of on-demand services, including BBC Radio Player ; full-length downloads of some current TV shows; preview and clip downloads of some current TV shows and news reports; audio downloads of popular radio shows, and other on-demand ‘Players’.   
	3.18 Apart from traditional broadcasters’ online plays, new internet VOD platforms have also sprung up and their disruptive models are in many cases performing very well.  
	 User generated video content is particularly popular with social networking sites such as myspace and Bebo and user/community generated sites such as youtube enjoying growing traffic. These services offer users the ability to create, annotate, comment and communicate around content. They have been one of the biggest drivers of internet VOD.   
	 The major internet players are all offering a range of online video content.  Yahoo! (particularly sports coverage) MSN, AOL  and Google all offer video services and are moving in to user generated content. 
	 Secondary aggregator services have emerged which collate, signpost and review content from third parties. For example, Aggregator TV is due to launch an online VOD service in 2007 and is openly looking for deals with linear TV broadcasters as they launch online services . Also, Blueyonder TV, which is operated by Telewest, aggregates free TV content from a variety of providers and offers it to viewers on its advertiser-supported website. 
	3.19 At present, the volumes downloaded are low – much of the content available is focused on short video clips with relatively low picture and sound quality.  Furthermore, the content is typically viewed on a computer rather than on a television.  Over time, as broadband speeds and compression improve, and as consumers install equipment that enables internet VOD content to be viewed on a TV sets, we expect more of a shift to longer, higher quality content with consequent impacts on download volumes. 
	VOD business models 
	3.20 No one business model has yet emerged as the dominant way of monetising VOD. Suppliers are experimenting with several models. Evidence from the United States, suggests a mix of the following three main business models is likely to emerge: 
	 Pay per view (PPV) VOD whereby the consumer pays for content on a case-by-case basis – examples include the pay per view services offered by five  and Channel 4.  
	 Subscription VOD whereby the consumer pays a pre-defined charge for access to a range of content.  
	 Advertiser-funded VOD (whereby consumers are exposed to commercial advertising rather than directly paying for the content.  There are signs from the US that advertiser funded VOD is becoming more common. The recently announced strategic alliance between BSkyB and Google is another pointer that advertiser-funded VOD may be on the rise. It is also worth noting that internet advertising in the UK is more advanced than in other countries.   
	Audio on-demand services 
	3.21 Total on-demand audio services are now worth approximately £1.6 billion and growing at 74%. Traditional audio distribution platforms do not supply on-demand audio services. Even digital audio broadcasting (DAB) does not offer audio on-demand although it is worth noting that digital broadcasting platforms are emerging in the US which offer download services. Audio on-demand is delivered exclusively over new distribution platforms. People have turned to the internet for the choice, convenience and control that it offers. A significant proportion of audio downloading is pirated music downloads to people’s PCs generally facilitated by peer-to-peer audio MP3 file sharing platforms. 35% of owners of portable MP3 players use illegal content, as opposed to 13% using legal services to access music.   
	3.22 Recently legal internet audio downloading has taken off. This growth has been driven by the impressive penetration of portable digital audio devices (see Figure 3.5 below). At the end of Q3 2006, 26% of adults owned an MP3 player, with 2.6 million people claiming that they use one everyday.  The main legal internet audio platform is Apple’s iTunes. Apple’s iTunes has been able to monetise demand for on-demand music content and its legal iTunes music service has grown rapidly as a result. 
	Figure 3.5 – Estimated sales of portable digital audio devices in the UK 
	  
	3.23 Commercial radio is facing difficulties in some areas and sees on-demand as a promising new source of revenues. Several traditional radio companies are moving online to deliver internet audio services.  
	3.24 For on-demand audio, a mix of the following three main business models is likely to emerge: 
	 Pay per time whereby the consumer pays for content on a case-by-case basis e.g. Apple’s iTunes.   
	 Subscription whereby the consumer pays a pre-defined charge for access to a range of content, e.g. Chrysalis’ LBC station provides a subscription podcast alongside other free content.  
	 Advertiser-funded whereby consumers are exposed to commercial advertising rather than directly paying for the content. Due to launch in the US by the end of 2006, and in the UK soon after, Spiral Frog plans to offer free music with pre-roll advertisements (i.e. before the song) which cannot be skipped. 
	Content bundling and wholesale supply 
	3.25 This link in the value chain is where pieces of content are combined into services and then provided to platforms for distribution. It is the main focus of traditional linear broadcasting.  
	 Content providers such as ITV acquire or originate programmes, bundle them together in to a schedule and may add advertising to create channels or stations. Commercial providers typically earn revenues by selling advertising airtime between the programming. TV services may also earn subscription revenues from pay TV platforms or in the case of the BBC be funded by the licence fee.  
	 These content services are then supplied to broadcasting platforms for distribution. For instance, the BBC supplies BBC 1, 2, 3 and 4 as well as CBBC, CBeebies, BBC Parliament and BBC News 24 wholesale to cable platform ntl:Telewest for distribution to ntl:Telewest’s subscribers. The terms on which services are supplied to platforms vary considerably. The broadcaster may even pay for carriage on a TV platform rather than being paid for supplying the service.    
	 Several TV channels are also supplied wholesale to non-traditional TV platforms such as mobile TV networks. For instance, ITV1 and ITV Play are available to subscribers of mobile operator 3 UK for 99p per day or, if bundled with other TV channels, for £5 per month. BBC channels are not currently available on these mobile TV networks. 
	3.26 In terms of the flow of funds through the TV industry (Figure 3.6), total revenue is just over £10b and is rising by 4.8% (2005). The largest component of this (approximately £4b) is subscriptions which is growing fastest at 14% p.a and overtook advertising revenue in 2004 (£3.5b in 2005) which is growing at a much slower rate (4%) in 2005 to £3,548m. Public funding through the BBC licence fee of roughly £2.5b made up the remainder of total TV industry funds (growing at 5%). 
	Figure 3.6 – Simplified flow of funds through the UK TV industry 
	  
	3.27 Figure 3.7 below shows broadcasters’ involvement in the various stages of the value chain. Of the public service broadcasters, the BBC is the only one which truly spans all stages of the value chain on a significant scale. Although five is also involved at each stage, its presence is significantly smaller than the BBC’s. ITV is listed as not providing platform services because at the time of writing it was not distributing significant amounts of content through its website.  
	Figure 3.7 – Presence of PSBs at each stage of the video value chain 
	  
	Content rights and production 
	3.28 This is the stage in the value chain where audio and video content is created and rights to this content are defined and sold. Video content may be produced by TV or film producers or by amateur users. Broadcasters may acquire already produced content from production houses, commission independent producers to create it for them or produce it in-house themselves. Both five and Channel 4 for instance have adopted the broadcaster publisher model and so do not produce anything in-house.  
	3.29 The UK television industry generates annual revenues in excess of £9b, and spends almost £5b on programming – of this, around £2.6b represents spending on original programming. The BBC is a major content producer, responsible for over £1b of investment in network programmes across all of its channels. Similarly in audio, the BBC’s estimated expenditure on radio in 2005 was £0.63b – around £0.11b more than total commercial radio revenue for the same period. 
	3.30 The intellectual property rights to content tend to be defined at the time of production (although this is not always the case). These rights define what content can be accessed, when it can be accessed, where it can be accessed and what can be done with it. Subsequently, any transactions (e.g. acquisitions) in this content involve the transfer of ownership of bundles of rights to it. There are three main rights ‘windows’ which broadly bundle together rights to a piece of content at different stages in its lifecycle. 
	 Primary window describes what the first owner of content can do with the content e.g. show it a certain number of times on the owner’s linear service and possibly also make it available for catch-up on certain platforms (e.g. online). 
	 Holdback periods describe the rights which are held back from secondary exploitation following the primary window. 
	 Secondary exploitation describes the subsequent exploitation of the content, usually by the producer. It would include overseas sales and sales to other UK broadcasters.. 
	3.31 In a digital world, where perfect copies of audio and video content can be rapidly and cheaply made and distributed, content rights are protected and enforced by software called digital rights management (DRM) software. This DRM helps IP owners collect a return on their investment in content production. DRM technology ensures that content can only be used in ways allowed by the rights which have been acquired. When content is provided without DRM protection, it becomes very difficult to stop anyone who obtains the content from using it for any purpose – even for purposes that violate intellectual property law. 
	3.32 It is also worth noting that video rights are to some extent affected by the agreements struck between PACT, the independent body representing TV programme producers, and each of the main broadcasters. These agreements set a starting point for negotiations as to creation and subsequent exploitation of television content commissioned by the broadcaster from an independent producer.   
	3.33 Audio content may be produced by both established and amateur performers. Often, record label companies are used to produce, manage and help distribute the content, including overseeing the use of appropriate copyright mechanisms. Music groups, such as EMI, Sony BMG, Warner Music Group and Universal Music Group, have controlled around 70% of the world music market, however the open internet has emerged as a viable platform for music distribution in recent years. ‘Netlabels’ work in a similar way to traditional music labels, managing the sale of audio content via downloads online either free of charge or for a payment. 
	3.34 There is no equivalent to the PACT agreement on the audio side. However, it is worth noting that music rights deals are negotiated between content providers (e.g. radio stations) and collecting societies such as the PRS-MCPS and PPL-VPL acting on behalf of artists (i.e. the audio content rights holders). 
	Future evolution of on-demand services 
	3.35 Appetite for on-demand content, both video and audio, is clearly considerable. On-demand services are still nascent, rapidly developing services, and the strategies and revenue models for these services are far from clear in many ways. Given the rapid pace of change in the market in the last two years, it is likely that by the completion of digital switchover, on-demand content could represent a substantial proportion of viewing.  
	3.36 The future evolution of on-demand services is likely to be characterised by convergence . The main drivers of convergence are the growth in broadband and greater investment in digital content. These changes (described in more detail above) mean that more and more players from outside the media space are offering VOD and audio on-demand.  
	3.37 The internet is the main ‘breeding’ ground for true video and audio convergence. For instance, physical distributors of video content (e.g. DVD/tape rental house Blockbuster) are increasingly offering movies to download online in a variety of ways, typically on a pay per time basis for a limited period. Some companies simultaneously deliver a DVD to the customer’s door.  Convergence is also occurring in the mobile space. 3G versions of VOD services are already available, with Vodafone, Orange and 3 providing services in the in the UK.  
	3.38 Similarly, in the search for alternative revenue streams, it is not just traditional radio broadcasters that are offering audio downloads on a commercial basis.  
	 Mobile companies have integrated MP3 players into handsets and are offering audio download services. This content can be downloaded directly to the phone without using a PC e.g. Orange’s Musicstore and Vodafone’s iDJ over their respective 3G networks.   
	 Physical distributors of audio products are also moving online. The audiobook industry believes that audiobook downloads are an important new source of revenues. The total UK audiobook market was worth £38m in 2005. Audible is the UK’s leading provider of book downloads and podcasts offering 50,000 hours and 11,000 titles of DRM-protected content, across a range of genres.  
	 Newspapers and advertisers themselves have been producing speech content, often using well know presenters and celebrities to add value. Most notably, The Guardian’s ‘Ricky Gervais’ podcasts have been downloaded 8 million times.  
	Modelling projections 
	3.39 In order to assess the impact of the BBC’s proposals, we developed a set of demand projections the various services with which the BBC’s services are likely to compete.  These projections describe the expected hours of viewing / listening for a range of services in the absence of iPlayer under central, high and low scenarios.  The services include Scheduled TV, VOD over TV, PVR usage, internet based VOD and internet based live TV (simulcast). 
	3.40 Underpinning the projections are assumptions about the take-up of key technologies over the next 5 years. Our main platform projections are for: 
	 Broadband. Ofcom estimates that broadband will rise from 50% penetration today to around 68% by 2011. Note that this is as a percentage of total UK households  (not adults) and is likely to track home access to broadband (not office connections etc). 
	Figure 3.9 – Projection of take-up of broadband 
	  
	 The PVR is another technology likely to play an important role in the future development of on-demand services. It offers many of the benefits of VOD and users value it highly. Content can be recorded, pulled down from the platform’s library or pushed to the user. A broadband link to the PVR can also allow it to be used as a home hub. UK PVR penetration forecasts vary considerably, from around 17% to more than a third of all UK TV homes by 2010.  PVR take-up is forecast to grow rapidly to 20-30% by 2010. Forecast take up of PVRs in the UK is shown in Figure 3.9 below.  
	Figure 3.10 – Take-up of PVRs in the UK 
	  
	 ‘Home hubs’  overcome the problem of having to enjoy online content through the small screen and inferior speakers of the PC (or devices attached to the PC). The home hub allows users to enjoy internet accessed video or audio content through the best viewing and listening facilities in the house (e.g. the wide screen TV and surround sound speaker system in the lounge). The roll-out of home media servers or ‘hubs’ like Microsoft’s Media Centre might therefore have a significant impact on the extent to which services delivered over TV platforms compete with those delivered over internet platforms.  
	 Cable and IPTV.  As explained in more detail in Section 4, the BBC proposes to make its catch-up over cable and IPTV service available to ntl:Telewest and Homechoice customers.  We have therefore developed projections of take-up and usage of these platforms 
	3.41 These assumptions on platform take-up are similar but not identical to the projections used by the Trust and by the BBC in its PVT application. Our starting point when determining our projections was the projections used by the BBC in its PVT Application. However, we subsequently modified a number of the assumptions where we believed there was a good basis to do so and also because we were addressing different questions. In particular, our analysis required a greater degree of granularity in terms of types of households.  We note that the BBC Trust also started from the assumptions in the Application but made a number of other modifications.  As a result there are some minor differences between Ofcom’s projections and those of the Trust 
	3.42 Fuller details of the approach to developing these projections are set out in Annex 6.  However, in summary, we have applied take-up assumptions (the proportion of households of a given type using a given service) and usage assumptions (the number of hours per week that a service-using household uses the service in question) to build up an aggregate demand in hours per year for the usage of each service.  These assumptions have been linked back to a range of external sources including Rajar, Enders, Screen Digest etc. and cross-checked with submissions from stakeholders. 
	3.43 As noted, we have set out projections for video under three scenarios: 
	 under our central scenario, linear TV viewing drops by 23% and is largely replaced by increased use of on-demand services.   
	 under our high scenario, there is more significant diversion away from linear TV viewing to on-demand services – linear TV drops by 33%; and 
	 under our low scenario, on-demand services are less successful and there is considerably less diversion away from linear TV (linear TV drops by about 13%). 
	3.44 On the audio side, we looked at different scenarios for take-up of the BBC audio service. We focused on scenarios involving different usage of the BBC service due to data restrictions and uncertainty about the future development of the audio market  
	3.45 We summarise our projections in Figure 3.11 and 3.12 below. 
	Figure 3.11 – Video services projections in central case 
	  
	 
	Figure 3.12 – Audio services projections in central case 
	  
	Note: vertical axes do not begin at zero. Total hours do not include free services or archive. 
	3.46 These forecasts are backed up by our own assessment of likely future drivers of the on-demand sector, our consumer research, stakeholder views and independent third party views on likely future growth. For instance, Channel 4’s research shows that: 
	 by 2012, weekly household viewing of linear TV could fall by up to 33% 
	 viewing of broadcast related content (live plus recorded) could drop by 15% from 24.7 hours to 21.1 hours per week.  
	 cannibalisation of linear viewing could grow to 50% within 10 years. 
	3.47 The second key element to our modelling work is our assumption about future usage of the BBC’s on-demand proposals and the way in which that usage influences the projections set out above.  Our projections for the usage of the BBC’s proposed services are based largely on forecasts made by the BBC in its PVT application. We set out our projections for cable catch-up TV, internet catch-up TV, internet simulcast TV and internet non-DRM audio downloads in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Section 4 
	4 Cable catch-up TV 
	4.1 The purpose of this section is to examine the prospective effects of the proposed cable catch-up TV service on other services (i.e. what we have referred to as direct effects) and to consider whether there are ways in which the proposal could be modified to reduce the scale of these effects. As well as considering effects on existing services, we assess possible effects over the next 5 years. As with all four of the BBC’s proposals, given the nascent nature of the markets for these services, the forward look is especially important in this case. The cable catch-up TV service was described above in Section 2. It is also described in more detail in Annex 1. The assessment of the BBC’s cable catch-up proposal is somewhat easier than for the other services as it is already in operation on a trial basis. 
	4.2 The rest of this section is organised as follows: 
	 Usage of cable catch-up TV; 
	 Identification of affected services; 
	 Assessment of direct effects; and  
	 Possible modifications to the BBC proposals.  
	Usage of cable catch-up TV 
	4.3 Our usage projections are represented graphically in Figure 4.1 below. The BBC projected that, by 2011, 4.6 million households would be using the service, and that total usage would be 850 million hours per year.  These figures are largely consistent with our high case scenario – although we have made some minor changes to the BBC assumptions (e.g. on Homechoice’s market share), they have not led to discrepancies between our projected usage and take-up for 2011 and the BBC estimates. The growth in viewing hours is predominantly driven by an increasing number of service users, as opposed to changes in weekly viewing for cable catch-up users. 
	4.4 Our central case assumes total usage of around 640 million hours per year by 2011, reflecting lower take-up of the BBC services.  The BBC projections (and our high case) assume that 96 per cent of the households that own platforms where iPlayer could be accessed will use the service each week by 2011.  In our central case, we have reduced that figure to 70%.  This generates a BBC market share of the TV VOD market on ntl: Telewest and Homechoice of around 22%. 
	4.5 Our low case assumes total usage of 510 million hours per year by 2011, reflecting lower take-up of BBC services (as in our central case) and lower usage of the service.  The BBC projections (and our central and high cases) assume that individuals, in households where iPlayer has been accessed, watch cable catch-up for about 1.75 hours every week by 2011. In our low case we have reduced that figure by 20% to around one hour and 25 minutes 
	4.6 All three cases are set out in Figure 4.1 below.  
	Figure 4.1 – Projections of low, medium and high usage of BBC cable catch-up TV 
	  
	Identification of affected services 
	4.7 Stakeholders suggested that take-up of the cable catch-up service would most likely impact on the following services: non-premium content delivered as cable catch-up TV and VOD, linear TV on cable and using PVRs and DVD recorders (on cable), with a somewhat lesser impact on DVD sales and rentals. Since most of the BBC content is likely to be non-premium, only non-premium services are likely to be impacted .  We now discuss each of the impacted services in more detail below. 
	 Other cable catch-up TV or VOD: The BBC’s cable catch-up TV service is probably the best substitute for other free catch-up TV services and free VOD services. Paid cable VOD and catch-up TV are also likely to be impacted by the BBC’s proposal.  ntl:Telewest has stated that as a result of the introduction of the BBC’s trial “free” catch-up services it had to invest more in paid VOD services to increase their attractiveness.  
	 Linear TV on cable: This offers the same type of content on the same platform as cable catch-up (i.e. no additional cost), but without the timeshifting functionality.  In our consumer survey, when current users of cable catch-up were asked what they would do if it were no longer available, more than half said that they would watch more linear TV.   
	 PVRs, DVD recorders (DVDr) or video cassette recorders (VCR) used with cable and digital terrestrial TV (DTT e.g. Freeview PVR):  Users might be less likely to buy or subscribe to a PVR service on these platforms once the BBC’s cable catch-up service is launched.  Although switching to Sky Plus (the Sky PVR) would typically involve some one-off costs likely to inhibit substitution, switching to PVR use on DTT would be less costly. 
	 DVD/VHS tape sales and rentals: sales and rentals of DVDs/tapes of TV programmes, in particular, are likely to be significantly impacted by the BBC’s cable catch-up TV proposition. Our consumer survey suggested that watching DVDs or VHS tapes was most adversely affected by the launch of cable catch-up. Between 70 and 80 per cent of UK households already have a DVD/VHS player so this switch is relatively likely.   
	 Market creation: As shown in the table below, there was evidence of new market creation for cable catch-up services from the consumer survey.  The findings from the qualitative research also suggested that there could be some increase in total viewing hours. 
	4.8 These impacts are summarised in Table 4.1 below. 
	Table 4.1 – Services likely to be affected by launch of BBC’s cable catch-up TV 
	 
	Service
	Platform
	Type of content
	Pricing
	Function-ality
	In /out
	Diversion 
	Reasons
	BBC cable catch-up
	TV + cable/ IPTV platform
	Mixed, non-premium
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	Other free cable catch-up
	TV + cable/ IPTV platform
	Mixed, non-premium
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	Medium
	Best substitute
	Paid cable catch-up or VOD
	TV + cable/ IPTV platform
	Mixed, non-premium
	Low price
	Timeshift
	In
	Medium
	Consumer survey: 45% said they value functionality of rewind etc. (but impact on use of paid-for VOD itself not measured)
	Linear TV via cable or IPTV
	TV + cable/ IPTV platform
	Mixed, non-premium
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	High
	Consumer survey: 54% said they could watch normal cable TV if catch-up not available 15% said they use it less as a result of starting to use cable catch-up
	DVD/VHS tape rental
	TV + cable/ IPTV platform + DVD player/ VCR, or PC
	Mixed, non-premium
	Subscription or PPV
	Live
	In
	Low
	Consumer survey: 53% said they would use DVDs if catch-up not available, 23% said consumption decreased since using catch-up 
	DVD/VHS tape sales
	TV + cable/ IPTV platform + DVD player/ VCR, or PC
	Mixed, non-premium
	Price
	Timeshift
	In
	PVR on same platform
	TV + cable/ IPTV platform + PVR
	Mixed, non-premium
	PVR cost if not already owned
	Timeshift
	In
	Low
	Same platform so limited incremental cost; similar functionality
	DVDr/VCR
	TV + DVDr/ VCR
	Mixed, non-premium
	Cost of device plus disc cost
	Timeshift
	In
	Minimal
	Consumer survey – 26-34% said they would use DVDr if cable catch-up not available or they had to pay.
	PVR on different platform
	TV + terrestrial/ satellite platform + PVR
	Mixed, non-premium
	Platform switching cost plus platform
	Timeshift
	In
	Low
	At margin diversion of hours could lead to switching of platforms. Likelihood linked to switching costs and higher for PVRs on satellite platform than on terrestrial (switching to Freeview with PVR capability) – included because only requires £95 expenditure for STB with same channels as basic Homechoice or cable
	Premium content on  various platforms DVD/VHS tapes, cable catch-up or VOD
	TV + DVD player/ VCR + TV platform (terrestrial, cable, satellite, IPTV)
	Premium
	Price
	Timeshift
	Out
	Precedent: Non-premium content not a substitute for premium content
	New market
	High
	37% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started using cable catch-up
	 
	4.9 Advertising services are also likely to be affected by the catch-up cable proposal. Several of the affected services from above have an advertising component (either now or potentially in future): cable catch-up TV and VOD and linear TV on cable. There are two main ways in which advertising markets may be affected. First, each of these services may experience a reduction in commercial impacts as a result of the BBC’s proposal. This will tend to reduce the advertising revenue to commercial broadcasters.  Second, there may also be an impact on advertisers because the effectiveness of advertising per unit of spend might reduce.  We have not sought to quantify this second impact on the basis that both its scale and direction are uncertain: a reduction in the effectiveness of advertising may feed through to higher end consumer prices for advertised products but equally consumers may benefit from less – or better directed – advertising. 
	Assessment of effects 
	4.10 Our assessment of effects is based on the following: 
	 Quantitative analysis of the prospective impact over the period to 2011. This part of the analysis focuses on the likely take-up and usage of the proposed service, and considers how much substitution there is likely to be away from other services. These effects are quantified and used to develop estimates of the impact on consumer surplus and the producer surplus of commercial service providers; and 
	 Qualitative assessment of the implications for supplier incentives and investment levels, and how these factors could affect the growth of the market and the development of competition.   
	Quantification of direct impacts 
	4.11 Once our projections of the usage of the BBC proposal had been settled our quantitative analysis was carried out in two stages: 
	 Assessment of substitutional effects i.e. where is the demand for the BBC service likely to come from?  
	 Estimation of consumer surplus and producer surplus effects i.e. who is likely to be affected and by how much? 
	4.12 We have also carried out sensitivity analysis on a range of key assumptions.  The results of this analysis are set out in Annex 6. 
	Substitutional effects 
	4.13 We first considered the extent to which take-up of the BBC service would divert viewing hours away from other products and services, as well as where it might involve a net increase in the total number of hours spent viewing video content. This analysis was informed primarily by the results of the consumer research, and to some degree by evidence and arguments submitted by stakeholders. Our diversion assumptions are set out in Table 4.1 above. Of particular relevance, we note:  
	 there is more diversion from linear TV than from DVDs and VHS tapes. The evidence from the consumer survey  is that the impact of cable catch-up is marginally higher on DVDs than on linear TV. If the service were withdrawn, the shift to normal cable TV is not much greater than to DVDs (54% versus 43%).  However, given the much greater viewing of linear TV than DVDs, it seems sensible for the diversion ratios to be greater for the former than the latter. 
	 the reasonably significant level of market creation. The consumer survey shows evidence of new market creation for cable catch-up. In the survey, cable catch-up users were asked how their usage of a list of substitutes had changed since starting to use the service.  For the majority of users, there had been little or no change (increase or decrease) – just over two thirds said either that nothing had changed or they had only started using one service differently. 
	Consumer surplus effects 
	4.14 Our approach to calculating the impact on consumer surplus and producer surplus effects is described in greater detail in Annex 6 – our results from this analysis are summarised below. As noted in Section 2 and set out in Figure 2.1 we consider that there is a risk that the analysis of public value in the BBC’s PVT Application does not account for the reduction in consumer surplus from substitution away from other non-BBC services.  We have therefore sought to estimate – indicatively – the potential scale of that reduction building on the analysis set out in Section 2. The figure suggests that the loss in consumer surplus is approximately equal to the marginal consumer surplus per hour multiplied by the volume of hours substituted (assuming that the marginal consumer surplus per hour does not change materially over the relevant range).  Our estimate of the impact of cable catch-up on consumer surplus is presented in Table 4.2 below.
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	PV
	Low case
	4
	6
	8
	10
	13
	37
	Central case
	5
	8
	10
	13
	16
	46
	High case
	6
	10
	13
	17
	21
	60
	Table 4.2 – Estimated impact of BBC cable catch-up on consumer surplus (reduction in £m)  
	4.15 As explained in Section 2, these figures should – by definition – be lower than the consumer surplus estimates set out in the PVA since consumers will only switch if they value BBC content over iPlayer more highly than existing non-BBC content.  If these estimates are discounted back to the present using a discount rate of 3.5% real (reflecting the social cost of capital), they yield a Net Present Value of £37 to 60m. This is our estimate of the value to consumers of the services that would be displaced by the proposed BBC cable catch-up service. 
	Producer surplus effects  
	4.16 We have also estimated the prospective impact of the proposed service on the producer surplus of the providers of affected services. For producer surplus, we estimated impacts on advertising revenues for linear TV, TV VOD, internet simulcast and VOD, reduced revenues (net of marginal cost) for DVD sales and rentals, and reduced PVR subscriptions.  In each case, we used indicative assumptions to translate changes in hours of viewing into changes in producer surplus.  
	4.17 As explained above, we assume that a 1% reduction in linear TV viewing leads on average to a 0.6% reduction in net advertising revenues, as the loss of impacts is to some extent offset by an increase in price; however, for other advertising markets, we assume that there is no change to price, so that a 1% reduction in viewing leads directly to a 1% reduction in revenues.  We note also that for VOD and simulcast we assume that the main substitution to the BBC service will be for content that is free at the point of use (i.e. advertising funded) – this is consistent with the views that most VOD is likely to be advertising funded and that BBC content available on iPlayer will not compete primarily with premium content.  Further details on all of our assumptions are set out in Annex 6. 
	4.18 The results of the analysis are shown in Table 4.3.  
	Table 4.3 – Estimates of producer surplus effects 
	 
	Low case
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	PV
	Scheduled TV
	2
	2
	3
	4
	4
	14
	VoD TV
	1
	1
	2
	2
	2
	8
	PVRs usage
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	Internet based live TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Internet based VoD
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	Mobile TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	DVD
	4
	6
	7
	8
	8
	30
	Producer surplus loss
	7
	10
	12
	15
	16
	54
	Central case
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	PV
	Scheduled TV
	2
	3
	4
	5
	6
	18
	Vod TV
	1
	2
	2
	3
	3
	10
	PVRs usage
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	Internet based live TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Internet based VoD
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	2
	Mobile TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	DVD
	5
	8
	9
	11
	10
	38
	Producer surplus loss
	9
	13
	15
	19
	20
	68
	High case
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	PV
	Scheduled TV
	0
	4
	5
	7
	8
	21
	VoD TV
	1
	2
	3
	4
	4
	13
	PVRs usage
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	Internet based live TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Internet based VoD
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	2
	Mobile TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	DVD
	7
	10
	11
	14
	13
	49
	Producer surplus loss
	8
	16
	20
	25
	27
	86
	 
	4.19 The tables show a total loss in producer surplus of between £54m and £86m (using a 3.5% discount rate .  The most significant effects are on linear TV and the market for DVDs, although the reasons for the effects are somewhat different: 
	 for linear TV, the volume of hours diverted is relatively large, but the lost revenue (or value) per hour is relatively small ; 
	 for DVDs, while the volume of hours is considerably smaller, the impact of each lost hour is greater because of the relatively high margins earned on DVDs. 
	4.20 These findings are consistent with the way in which the value of content varies through the primary and secondary windows: in the primary window, programmes can attract relatively large numbers of viewers, but the revenue per viewer is lower.  In the secondary window, there is greater scope to reveal willingness to pay for particular subsets of viewers, for example through DVD distribution.  Hence the revenue loss associated with each lost hour is greater.  As we explain below, the longer the viewing window for BBC content on iPlayer, the greater the risk of diversion from potentially high value secondary window viewing. 
	4.21 Our figures also suggest an impact of NPV £9m to £15m on video on demand services (including other catch-up services).  This reflects lost advertising revenues to broadcasters of this type of content and reflects the fact that we expect iPlayer to divert viewers away from similar non-BBC types of service. 
	4.22 The estimates of impact on producer surplus seem reasonable when we compare them to the total market (measured in hours) – see Table 4.4.  This shows the hours diverted away from a given service as a percentage of the forecast hours without iPlayer.  Relative impacts are largest for TV VOD and DVD and VHS rentals and sales. 
	Table 4.4 – Relative impact (in hours) of BBC cable catch-up on affected services, 2007-2011
	Service
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	Scheduled TV
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	Other VoD TV
	3%
	3%
	4%
	4%
	4%
	PVRs (and DVDr) viewing
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	Internet based VoD
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	Paid DVD&VHS
	0%
	0%
	0%
	1%
	1%
	 
	4.23 Nonetheless, the sorts of impact we have identified are small when compared to the overall size of all of these markets.  To a large extent this is because of the penetration of cable and IPTV platforms – only 15 to 18% of households will be able to access the cable catch-up service, and hence its impact on the market as a whole is constrained. 
	4.24 This suggests to us that the cable catch-up service is unlikely to have a material impact on investment and innovation.  Even for TV VOD services delivered directly to the Homechoice and ntl:Telewest platforms, we do not anticipate a significant impact on investment decisions – only 4-7% of total TV VOD on those platforms are diverted to iPlayer.  
	4.25 We note that we have not considered quantitatively the ability of the BBC proposals to impact prices.  All of the calculations set out above assume that the BBC proposals will divert volumes but not to such an extent that prices change .  In the context of the small changes to total demand presented above we believe this assumption is reasonable. 
	Qualitative assessment of key concerns 
	4.26 Stakeholders were most concerned about the following effects of the BBC’s proposed cable catch-up service: 
	 The proposed services would restrict the business models available to commercial VOD providers, and tend to push them towards an advertising funded model, which would hamper the development of the market and would not be in the longer term interests of consumers. This effect would be exacerbated by the availability of series stacking. Several stakeholders suggested the proposed services should be provided on a commercial basis by BBC Worldwide, and not by the public services arm of the BBC; 
	 If TV platforms were denied access to BBC catch-up content this would impact on them negatively. Stakeholders argued that it was important that they had access to this content. 
	 Even if access to BBC catch-up content was provided, if the terms on which it was provided were discriminatory or unduly onerous, this could have a significant negative impact on other services. Several stakeholders argued that limits should be imposed on the conditions which the BBC is able to set for service providers who wish to carry its catch-up content. 
	Series stacking and the impact on TV VOD 
	4.27 A number of respondents argued that the impact of the BBC service would depend considerably on its scope, and particularly on the proposed inclusion of series stacking. Several stakeholders contended that there is a big difference between a straightforward catch-up service, which allows consumers to watch programmes broadcast in the past 7 days, and a service that would allow consumers to download an entire series.  
	4.28 Some stakeholders took the view that a straightforward catch-up service would tend to reinforce existing viewing habits, in the sense that: 
	 It would tend to “lead back to the linear schedule”, because viewers would use the service to catch up on episodes they had missed; and/or 
	 It would increase demand for VOD services by helping to boost consumer familiarity with programmes that have the potential to be successful i.e. it could help to create hits such as ‘Little Britain’.  
	4.29 Series stacking, on the other hand, would lead viewers away from the linear schedule, by enabling them to download an entire series and view it at a time of their choosing. According to some, these features turn the BBC proposal into something much closer to a VOD service, which would divert viewer hours away from both the linear schedule and commercial VOD services. As ITV put it:  
	“Series stacking would effectively give the BBC the ability to offer the ‘box set’ immediately after transmission and for free.”  
	4.30 One stakeholder argued that, if series stacking were to be included (though they believed it should not be), the definition of a series should be tightened up, to include only programmes where a plot line is developed over a maximum of 12 episodes, broadcast over a period of no more than 12 weeks. The definition should exclude long running soaps and programmes where there are no plot linkages from on episode to the next. 
	4.31 It is important to consider these arguments specifically with respect to the proposed ntl:Telewest and Homechoice services and more generally in terms of the possibility of future deals with other retail service providers. 
	4.32 In the case of ntl:Telewest and Homechoice, service availability is limited to existing subscribers. The providers are targeting significant growth in subscriber numbers and, in our modelling exercise, we have projected an increase of 55% in subscriber numbers for hybrid and cable TV households that are enabled to view iPlayer, over the period to 2011. 
	4.33 During the current trials, the amount of BBC catch-up content available to viewers has been limited to 40 hours a week for ntl customers and 80 hours for Telewest. The BBC’s application makes it clear that, if the service is approved, the amount of content made available is likely to increase to much higher levels.   
	4.34 Only one of the triallists – ntl – offers series stacking. They estimate that this feature has accounted for about a third of all catch-up usage during the trial, but would expect this proportion to be somewhat lower with a full service roll-out. At its own discretion, Homechoice does not currently make series stacking available to its customers, although this could change in the future.  
	4.35 Experience during the trials provides some evidence on the extent to which free BBC catch-up content can co-exist with commercial catch-up and VOD services. One triallist (ntl:Telewest) has provided us with evidence which purports to show that free BBC catch-up content has ‘helped to drive’ greater usage of its pay on-demand services. However, while the evidence does show that there has been an association between the growth in catch-up usage and paid-for VOD usage, with both growing from a zero base, it does not in Ofcom’s view demonstrate any causal link between the two. It is possible that, in the absence of the free catch-up service, usage of the VOD services would have grown more rapidly.  
	4.36 It is apparent from the ntl:Telewest and Homechoice submissions that they view BBC catch-up content as being an important part of their overall offering, a valuable component in a balanced range of linear and VOD services. Homechoice argues that catch-up services complement the linear schedule by enabling viewers to see missed episodes in a series, and thereby maintain their interest in the programme. However, Homechoice considers that series stacking is more substitutional, for both linear and VOD content.    
	4.37 As far as it goes, the evidence from the ntl:Telewest and Homechoice trials suggests that the availability of free BBC catch-up content: 
	 makes it more difficult for service providers to charge for catch-up content from other broadcasters; 
	 but does not necessarily undermine the viability of paid-for TV VOD services, especially those with premium content. 
	4.38 It is also relevant to consider the potential impact of possible future deals with other service providers. As and when the BBC wishes to go ahead with another deal, it will have to apply to the Trust for permission to do so. If it was certain that any such deal would be the subject of a new PVT, the present MIA could focus exclusively on the ntl:Telewest and Homechoice services, and leaving consideration of other deals to future PVTs.  However, our understanding is that there is a possibility that future deals may not be subject to the full PVT process. 
	4.39 BBC management has indicated to the Trust that it would like to establish the “potential principles” that it will be used when deciding whether a further PVT is required. Broadly speaking, it is anticipated that, if an application complies with the principles, no PVT will be required. We believe the Trust is considering this approach. 
	4.40 Clearly, if there were to be other deals, on similar lines, the potential impact of the catch-up over cable services would greater. These effects have not been modelled. However, the possibility that the BBC service would restrict the business models available to other providers, and hamper the development of the VOD market, would also increase. 
	4.41 Although there is no direct empirical evidence on this point – as the deals are hypothetical – it is relevant to note the views expressed by retail service providers who might be involved. BT observed that very broad distribution of free catch-up services tends to diminish the demand for ‘paid for’ VOD services. BT Vision argued that, should they wish to do so, they should reasonably be able to recover the direct and significant costs of delivering BBC catch-up content. Combined, these two factors could result in a ‘double whammy’ for such platform operators – whereby they would incur significant costs to carry catch-up content which they are not allowed to charge for, while at the same time losing revenues from ‘paid for’ services to ‘free at the point of consumption’ BBC content. 
	4.42 Overall, we conclude that, if similar deals were done with other platforms, this would increase the possibility that the proposed services would restrict business models and hamper market development. It is not possible to quantify these effects with any degree of reliability. 
	Access to BBC content for other TV platforms 
	4.43 Several respondents argue that catch-up content should be made available to other service providers on a non-discriminatory basis. To quote from one submission: 
	“Given the publicly funded nature of the BBC’s programming, there is a significant risk of negative market impacts if the BBC is able to discriminate between different platforms (including favouring its own, where it is allowed to develop its own distribution platforms, such as the BBC iPlayer).” 
	4.44 In some cases, stakeholders argue that the BBC should be subject to an access obligation i.e. an obligation to make its content available on non-discriminatory terms to any service provider who meets a specified set of basic requirements. Such an obligation would need to be imposed by the Trust. 
	4.45 In Ofcom’s view, there is at present insufficient evidence to support the imposition of such an obligation. The BBC is incentivised to maximise the reach of its services, and would have an incentive to make its content available to service providers who could assist in meeting this goal. It has indicated that further proposals for similar agreements with other service providers are likely, and we understand that, in some cases, negotiations are under way. In this situation, the imposition of access obligation would in our view be disproportionate. 
	4.46 The case for ensuring that the terms of any future deals are non-discriminatory, however, is in our opinion much stronger. In addition to the incentive to maximise reach, the BBC also has an incentive to drive the best deal it can with service providers. This suggests that in some circumstances those deals may be discriminatory.  As noted above, as new proposals are developed, they will have to be submitted to the Trust, which will determine whether further PVTs are required. The Trust is considering the scope for setting out the principles which it would apply when deciding if a PVT is needed. 
	4.47 If the Trust goes ahead with this approach, we believe that one of the principles used in assessing new applications should be whether the proposed terms and conditions are non-discriminatory, in terms of their likely impact on the development of competition. If there are material differences between the terms proposed and those already applied to other service providers, the Trust should consider whether there is an objective justification for the differences, and whether they have the potential to restrict or distort competition. In addition, if the terms proposed are the same, but the circumstances facing the service provider are materially different in relevant respects, the Trust should again consider whether the proposed terms could have a negative effect on competition. If the proposals raise doubts, there would be a strong case for a PVT, so that the market impact can be fully assessed, 
	Terms for access to BBC content 
	4.48 A notable feature of the BBC deals with ntl:Telewest and Homechoice is that they include conditions designed to ensure that: 
	 there is no incremental charge for the BBC services; 
	 the BBC content is made available through a BBC branded portal; and 
	 the BBC services are made available to all the retail provider’s customers. 
	4.49 We understand that the BBC has also sought to ensure that the retail providers make available as much BBC catch-up content as possible.  
	4.50 The justification for these conditions is linked to the BBC’s incentive to make its content as widely available as possible to UK citizens. However, some respondents argue that the conditions are unreasonable because: 
	 the service provider may incur significant costs in making the catch-up content available and in delivering it to its customers, which it cannot recover through incremental charges; 
	 a requirement to make all BBC content available could push up the service providers costs considerably, and in some case be impossible to meet because of technical constraints on the capacity of the service; and 
	 the requirement to make content available through a BBC branded portal restricts the ability of service providers to differentiate their services from competing offerings, and further limits the scope for recovering costs through the placement of advertisements.   
	4.51 Several stakeholders have argued that limits should be placed on the scope of such conditions. They contend that such restrictions restrict retail competition by preventing retail providers from efficiently recovering the costs they incur in providing the BBC catch-up services and by preventing them from differentiating their services from competing retail offerings. Where retail providers are unable to meet the requirements (e.g. if they do not have sufficient capacity to carry all of the BBC’s catch-up content), this could also lead to a distortion of competition, either because the conditions are relaxed in a discriminatory manner, or because the service providers in question are denied access to the BBC content. 
	4.52 The thrust of these arguments is that the BBC has a dominant position in the provision of television content, and has used that position in a way that could restrict or distort competition in the retail market for TV services. In order to assess this contention, it would first be necessary to determine whether the BBC has a dominant position in the relevant market. Such an assessment would be outside the scope of the MIA. We have not, therefore, been able to reach any firm conclusions on this issue. We do, however, believe that it will be important to ensure that the terms of any future deals do not hamper unduly the ability of service providers to recover their own costs of service delivery, or to differentiate their services from those of their competitors. 
	Possible modifications to the BBC proposals 
	4.53 The terms of reference for the MIA refer to the possibility of carrying out sensitivity analysis, to identify which features of the service have a particularly strong impact on the overall assessment, and to help identify possible modifications to the service, to remove or mitigate some of these effects. 
	4.54 There are clearly many ways in which the proposed service could be made less attractive to consumers, all of which would reduce its impact on competing services. The issue, in our view, is whether there any modifications can be identified which are likely to reduce any negative market impacts, without having an equally large effect on the public value of the service.  In other words, are there any modifications which are likely to improve the overall public value of the service, net of the market impacts?   
	4.55 Within the MIA, we can only fully consider one side of the equation, namely the impact on the market. The associated impact on public value can only be properly assessed in the PVA, with the two strands being brought together in the PVT itself.  
	4.56 In identifying possible modifications, we have considered particularly those which are likely to have a bigger effect on market impact than on usage. Then, if the contribution to public value varies in a linear fashion with usage, the overall impact on the net public value is more likely to be positive.  
	4.57 Below we discuss the following options for modifications to the BBC service:  
	 offering the services on a commercial basis; 
	 restricting the scope of the service to exclude series stacking; 
	 constraining the terms on which access to BBC content would be provided to TV platforms;  
	 delaying the launch of the service; 
	 reducing the 7-day window; and 
	 other possible modifications. 
	4.58 There are also several modifications (e.g. relating to cross promotion and budgets) which relate to all of the services, including the cable catch-up TV proposal. These are considered in Section 9. 
	Offering the services on a commercial basis 
	4.59 It would be possible to require the BBC to offer catch-up content on a commercial basis through BBC Worldwide, as some stakeholders have requested. In our view, however, that would be a disproportionate response to the problems which have been identified.  
	4.60 The available evidence suggests that a straightforward catch-up service is likely to complement the existing linear TV schedule, and that it could help to build consumer loyalty to particular programmes, which could enhance their value in the secondary market. As BBC content carries no advertising, requiring its catch-up services to be funded on a commercial basis is likely to mean that they would only be available for a transaction or subscription based charge. This would be anomalous in a market in which some other major broadcasters are likely to make their catch-up content available at no incremental charge.  
	4.61 We have not sought to quantify directly the impact of the BBC offering its service on a commercial basis, but note that such an approach would inevitably reduce take-up of the BBC service and therefore reduce the overall market impact.  In terms of the static impact on producer surplus, we would qualitatively expect the reductions in producer surplus and consumer surplus to be somewhat below the low scenario figures set out above since considerably fewer hours would be diverted from the competing services.  However, this reduction would of course need to be offset against the (potentially more significant) reduction in public value. 
	Restricting scope of service to exclude series stacking 
	4.62 As discussed above a number of stakeholders argued that the proposed service goes beyond a conventional 7-day catch-up service, because it includes series stacking. In an extreme case, a consumer could watch all the episodes in a 13-week series up to 14 weeks after the first episode was broadcast. In these circumstances, consumers could well come to see the catch-up service as a way of accessing a library of content, which could be viewed over an extended period.  
	4.63 There is only a limited amount of direct empirical evidence on this point, as only ntl has offered series stacking during the trial. As noted above, ntl estimates that series stacking has accounted for about one third of catch-up usage during the trial, and believes that this proportion would be likely to come down following a full service roll-out.  
	4.64 The results of our sensitivity analysis suggest that removing series stacking might reduce the usage of the service by 20%, while bringing down the market impact by 50%.  This finding is driven particularly by a significantly reduced impact on commercial downloads and DVDs.  This overall result inevitably masks variation according to the type of content.  Where BBC content is a close substitute for commercial content – at least for some viewers – we would expect removal of series stacking to mitigate market impact substantially.  On the other hand, for content with no close commercial parallel, removing series stacking would reduce the market impact substantially less. 
	4.65 We recognise that series stacking is likely to be valued by viewers, but in many cases it would make the service a more direct substitute for commercial offerings. The BBC is currently proposing a very broad definition of what constitutes “a series”, which would include anything other than one-off programmes and repeats.  As an example, up to 13 episodes of Eastenders could be grouped together and offered as a series stack, based around a plot theme such as domestic violence.  
	4.66 One stakeholder argued that, if series stacking were to be included (though they believed it should not be), the definition of a series should be tightened up, to include only programmes where a plot line is developed over a maximum of 12 episodes, broadcast over a period of no more than 12 weeks. The definition should exclude long running soaps and programmes where there are no plot linkages from one episode to the next.  
	4.67 On balance, we recommend that, unless the PVA or PVT provide compelling reasons for doing otherwise, the scope of series stacking should be substantially reduced, through the adoption of a tighter definition of what qualifies as “a series”, or through other restrictions. One possibility would be to narrow the definition of a series along the lines mentioned above (i.e. to programmes where a plot is developed over a maximum of 12 episodes). Other options would be to set a limit for the volume of programming that could be stacked over a given timeframe, or to reduce the period over which a series could be stacked from the 12 weeks currently proposed to some shorter period. In our view, the best approach should be determined by the BBC Trust, taking account of the implications for both the public value and the market impact of the service. If it is not possible to specify a workable method of substantially reducing the scope of series stacking, then for precautionary reasons we would recommend that series stacking should be excluded altogether. 
	4.68 As discussed below, we believe the position is somewhat more serious for internet catch-up TV than for cable catch up – the BBC’s internet catch-up proposal includes both series stacking and a 13 week storage window whereas catch-up TV over cable it is not accompanied by the 13-week storage function. As a result, the market impact of series stacking is may be somewhat lower, and the case for removing of restricting it may be weaker than in the case of internet catch-up. 
	The terms on which access is provided to BBC content 
	4.69 As discussed above, one of the criteria the Trust should use when considering extensions of the cable catch-up service to new TV platforms should in our view be whether the proposed terms are discriminatory. Assessing whether terms meet this benchmark may not be straightforward. Where the terms proposed are the same as those in previously approved agreements, there is unlikely to be an issue. However, where they differ, it will be necessary to consider whether the differences are likely to lead to a distortion of competition. Depending on the circumstances, an MIA may be required to determine whether or not this is the case.   
	Delaying launch 
	4.70 In their written submissions, several stakeholders argued that the launch of the BBC services should be delayed, in order to give the VOD market more time to become established, and to give commercial providers an opportunity to develop services based on a variety of business models. These respondents emphasised that the BBC services were not required to ‘kick-start’ the market, as all the significant commercial providers were themselves in the process of rolling out services. The proposed delay was typically of 12-18 months.  
	4.71 In our view, it is likely that delay of this sort would significantly reduce the market impact of the proposed services. However, it would be an extreme response to concerns about the effect of the BBC service on the development of the nascent VOD market, as it would deny all consumers access to the BBC service. Ofcom’s view is that these concerns could be more effectively dealt with by considering modifications to the scope of the service, as discussed above. 
	Reducing the 7-day window 
	4.72 Some stakeholders argued that the 7-day catch-up window should be reduced to 48 hours. In support of this argument, one stakeholder referred to evidence from Belgium indicating that 90 per cent total VOD viewing is within the 2 days following the broadcast of a programme, and that a catch-up TV was watched within 2 days of the programme being broadcast, and that a 48 hour window would therefore deliver the bulk of the value from the catch-up service, whilst minimising the impact on commercial providers. 
	4.73 The evidence on this point, though, again seems mixed. Homechoice argued that viewers tend to watch catch-up content either in the day or so after broadcast, or shortly before the broadcast of the next episode i.e. after 6-7 days. This view was linked to the argument that a 7-day catch-up service leads viewers back to the linear schedule.  
	4.74 Ofcom considers it possible that a reduction in the length of the download window, from 7 days to 48 hours, would reduce the impact of the service on commercial providers, but does not believe it is possible to say how significant such an effect might be. This would have to be set against the likely impact on the public value of the service which, given the feedback from the BBC trial (that 7 days was itself regarded as too short by some consumers), could be substantial. 
	Other possible modifications 
	4.75 Some stakeholders argued that the catch-up services should be limited to: 
	 programmes receiving their first broadcast i.e. not repeats; and/or 
	 programmes commissioned by the BBC, and not bought-in content 
	4.76 Ofcom considers the case for these restrictions to be comparatively weak. The exclusion of repeats would lead to large gaps in the content available on the service, which would be difficult to explain to consumers. This could undermine the consumer appeal of the service, and its public value.  
	4.77 The objection to bought-in content is linked to the view that the catch-up service should not used to make available premium content such as feature films, and full-length sporting events as a service which included such content would compete much more directly with commercial VOD services. 
	4.78 We would observe, however, that limiting the availability of bought-in content will not have a significant affect on the market impact but would confuse consumers.  
	4.79 Other modifications such as delaying the service launch or reducing the range of content that would be made available are relevant to all the BBC’s on-demand proposals and are therefore considered together in Section 9. 
	Section 5 
	5 Internet catch-up TV 
	5.1 In this section, we consider the likely impact of the proposed catch-up over internet service.  
	5.2 Many of the effects and arguments are similar to those discussed above in relation to the cable catch-up service. However, it is important to note the following differences between the internet and cable catch-up proposals: 
	 whereas the cable catch-up proposals are concerned with the provision by the BBC of wholesale services to ntl:Telewest and Homechoice (to then be retailed to their subscribers), the internet catch-up service is a retail service, which the BBC would make available directly to consumers; 
	 whereas the cable catch-up services would be streamed to the consumer’s TV for immediate viewing, the internet catch-up service would involve downloading files from the internet to the consumer’s PC, for storage and subsequent viewing; and 
	 as the catch-up services would not involve file storage, the 13-week storage window would not be relevant. Series stacking would however, be available, if the service providers wish to make it available to their customers.  
	Usage of internet catch-up TV 
	5.3 As with cable catch-up, the starting point for our projections of take-up for the internet catch-up service is the BBC PVT application.  We have made a number of modifications to the BBC projections to reflect in more detail the impact of home hubs .  In the absence of these changes, our high case numbers would be extremely close to those of the BBC; with the changes, our analysis suggests a reduction in viewing of iPlayer over time relative to the BBC model.  Under this scenario, we estimate total viewing of around 1400m hours by 2011. 
	5.4 Our central case assumes total viewing by 2011 of around 1100 million hours, reflecting lower take-up of the BBC services. The BBC projections (and our high case - but for changes related to media hubs) assume that every year 13.6 per cent of the households that have access to a broadband connection at home will start using iPlayer. In our central case, we have reduced that figure by 50% to 6.8%. This would represent a BBC market share of the internet VOD / catch-up market of around 26% for the BBC.  
	5.5 In our low scenario, total viewing of the internet catch-up service is just under 900m hours.  This reflects lower take-up of BBC services (as in central case) and lower usage of the service. The BBC projections (and our central and high case - but for changes related to media hubs) assume that individuals in broadband households, watch internet BBC catch-up from 34 minutes to about two and a half hours per week (depending on the type of  households). In our low case we have reduced these figures by 20% (in line with trial results), to a weekly viewing of BBC services ranging from around 27 minutes to two hours. 
	5.6 Figure 5.1 sets out all three scenarios. 
	Figure 5.1 – Ofcom projections of low, medium and high BBC internet catch-up usage 
	  
	Identification of affected services 
	5.7 Stakeholders suggested that the proposed internet catch-up service would most likely have an impact on catch-up and VOD services, on linear TV and on recorded TV content (i.e. DVDs).  Again the key factors are type of content (e.g. premium versus non-premium) and platform (e.g. watched on a PC or on TV). Evidence on the likelihood that these services will be affected is as follows: 
	 Catch-up and VOD services: A number of stakeholders argued that the proposed service would have a strong negative effect on the development of internet-based catch-up TV and VOD services in the UK. They point out that the market for these services is still at a very early stage of development and contend that, by making a large amount of high quality catch-up content available at no charge, the launch of the BBC service would reduce the scope for competing providers to introduce services based on commercial business models. Other broadcasters’ internet catch-up TV is very similar to the BBC’s internet catch-up proposal. These services range from paid TV VOD (e.g. Channel 4 offering episodes of “Lost”) to other types of (paid or free) to video content not produced for traditional TV audiences (e.g. YouTube Google etc). We therefore believe these services are likely to be impacted  
	 Internet simulcast TV and linear TV: Simulcast TV is available on the same platform as the BBC’s internet catch-up proposal and provides the same content – it is therefore likely to be affected. Other linear TV (i.e. on TV platforms such as analogue or digital terrestrial TV) might also be impacted. Several stakeholders argued that the proposed internet catch-up service would have a negative impact on viewing levels for linear TV channels. Five’s submission referred to research which showed that much of growth in the PVR usage has been substitutional for linear viewing, and that the future growth of catch-up and VOD services is likely to have a similar effect. The BBC’s proposal, it is argued, would have a negative impact on commercial broadcasters, for two reasons. First, it would accelerate the shift away from linear to time-shifted services, with negative effects on advertising revenues, which are likely to be lower on catch-up and VOD services than on linear programming. Second, it would increase the BBC’s viewer share of catch-up/VOD services, by making available a large amount of content which commercial broadcasters would be unable to match. These effects would become increasingly significant as “wireless connection between the PC and the TV becomes increasingly commonplace”. 
	 DVD/VHS tapes (sale and rental): In their written submissions, stakeholders made comparatively few references to the possible impact of the proposed service on DVD sales and rentals. To some extent, this may be because the DVD market is in any case expected to decline over the next few years. It is nevertheless apparent that launch of the BBC catch-up service could have a negative effect on demand for DVD services, and could thereby accelerate this decline. According to our consumer survey, DVDs and VHS tapes are likely to be negatively affected by the BBC proposal (i.e. respondents watched DVDs/VHS tapes significantly less when they started using catch-up services). Respondents also indicated this would be the service they would turn to if video content on the Internet was no longer available.  Since about 70-80 per cent of UK households have access to either a VHS or DVD this effect is potentially significant.  
	 New market: The qualitative research findings also suggest that there would be some increase in total viewing hours, as some consumers would watch catch-up content outside the home e.g. on the journey to work. 
	5.8 It should also be noted that the range of affected services is likely to broaden to include TV based services, as the use of home hub technology (which allows internet content to be viewed on the TV) becomes more widespread.   
	5.9 Our assessment of these effects is set out in Table 5.1 below. 
	Table 5.1 – Services likely to be affected by BBC internet catch-up TV service 
	 
	Service
	Platform
	Type of content
	Pricing
	Functionality
	In/ out
	Diversion
	Reasons
	BBC internet catch-up
	Open internet + PC
	Mixed non-premium
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	Free internet catch-up (e.g. ITV)
	Open internet + PC
	Mixed non-premium
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	High
	Best substitute
	Free internet VOD
	Open internet + PC
	User generated, short clips, low quality
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	High
	Same platform and price point and similar content although more user generated
	Paid internet catch-up or paid VOD
	Open internet + PC
	Mixed non-premium
	Low price
	Timeshift
	In
	High
	Same platform and similar content; similar quality
	DVD/VHS tape rental
	TV + DVD player/ VCR, or PC
	Non-premium
	Rental fee
	Timeshift
	In
	Low to medium
	Despite different platform, consumer survey provided strong evidence: 39% would turn to DVDs if service withdrawn and 28% said they reduced consumption of DVDs when they started using internet catch-up, 43% valued functionality of pause rewind. 
	 
	Relatively low use of DVDs versus linear TV justifies lower diversion ratio
	DVD/VHS tape sales
	TV + DVD player/ VCR, or PC
	Non-premium
	DVD price
	Timeshift
	In
	Simulcast TV
	Open internet + PC
	Mixed non-premium
	Free
	Live
	In
	Low
	Similarity of platform, content and pricing suggest inclusion
	Non-PC based services
	TV platforms (terrestrial, satellite, cable) + PVR + TV
	Any
	Any
	Any
	Out initially. In later
	Low to medium
	Scope of the relevant markets is likely to broaden to include TV based services, as the use of home hub technology (which allows internet content to be viewed on the TV) becomes more widespread
	New market
	Medium
	42% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started using internet VOD  
	29% of BBC trialists said they used iPlayer to download programmes not heard of before
	 
	5.10 As with cable catch-up, advertising services are also affected. Several of the affected services have an advertising component (either now or potentially in future) and advertising on these services may be impacted: internet catch-up TV and VOD and linear TV via the internet. 
	Assessment of effects 
	5.11 As described above in Section 2 and in relation to our analysis of cable catch-up TV, our assessment of effects has been carried out in two parts (a) a quantitative assessment of direct impacts and (b) a more qualitative assessment of impacts based on stakeholder views focusing primarily on dynamic considerations. Our approach is described in greater detail in Annex 6.  
	Quantitative analysis 
	5.12 Again, as explained above, the quantitative analysis was carried out by (i) projecting future usage of the internet catch-up service (ii) assessing the substitutional effect of this usage and (iii) estimating resultant consumer surplus and producer surplus effects.  Sensitivities to our results are set out in Annex X. 
	Demand substitution 
	5.13 Table 5.1 above indicates that the proposed service is likely to divert most demand away from DVDs and VOD services, with a significant impact on linear TV services as well from 2009. The most important of the likely substitution effects can be explained as follows: 
	 Internet VOD has a high diversion ratio. Internet VOD services share key service dimensions with internet catch-up TV which means they are likely to be substitutable. However, with the emergence of home hubs, some hours start to come from TV platform services and this starts to erode internet VOD diversion leading to a decline in the diversion ratio.    
	 The diversion ratio for DVD and VHS tape sales and rentals was set to reflect (a) the fact that our consumer research showed internet VOD is substitutable for DVD viewing (b) the DVD and VHS tape segment is relatively large but (c) has started to decline (so the relative impact on DVDs and VHS tapes will grow over time). 
	 Despite some similarities in service characteristics, the impact on overall viewing of relatively large segments such as linear TV and PVRs is likely to be small at first.  However, we have assumed more significant substitution between linear TV and internet VOD from 2009 to account for the increased adoption of home hubs. Consumer evidence from users of cable catch-up suggests that consumers will watch less linear TV when a catch-up service is available for TV. 
	Consumer surplus impact 
	5.14 As with cable catch-up, we have carried out an indicative analysis to assess the potential loss of consumer surplus from diversion away from non-BBC services.  The analysis uses the same £0.05 estimate of marginal consumer surplus per hour and multiplies this by the hours diverted away from BBC services.  Again, we note that this effect may already be captured in the PVA.   
	5.15 Table 5.2 summarises the consumer surplus impacts  
	Table 5.2 – Estimated impact of BBC internet catch-up on consumer surplus (reduction in £m)
	 
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	5
	10
	17
	23
	29
	74
	Central case 
	6
	13
	21
	29
	37
	93
	High case
	7
	18
	29
	39
	48
	125
	 
	5.16 If these estimates are discounted back to the present using a discount rate of 3.5% real they yield a Net Present Value of £74m-£125m. This is our estimate of the value to consumers of the services that would be displaced by the proposed BBC internet catch-up service. 
	Producer surplus impact  
	5.17 As with cable catch-up, our assessment of impacts is based on assuming a value per hour diverted from competing services.  This includes assumptions about lost advertising revenues from linear TV, TV VOD and internet VOD and simulcast.  It also includes assumptions about potential lost revenues associated with PVR subscriptions – we assume indicatively that a 10% reduction in viewing hours results in a 1% reduction in subscriptions.  Annex X provides more details on all of these assumptions. 
	5.18 The results of the analysis are summarised in Table 5.3. 
	Table 5.3 – Estimates of producer surplus effects
	Low case
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Scheduled TV
	0
	0
	1
	2
	3
	5
	VoD TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	PVRs usage
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Internet based live TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Internet based VoD
	3
	6
	9
	13
	16
	40
	Mobile TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	DVD
	13
	18
	22
	22
	19
	84
	Producer surplus loss
	15
	24
	33
	37
	39
	131
	Central case 
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Scheduled TV
	0
	0
	1
	2
	4
	7
	Vod TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	PVRs usage
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Internet based live TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Internet based VoD
	3
	7
	12
	16
	20
	51
	Mobile TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	DVD
	16
	23
	28
	27
	23
	105
	Producer surplus loss
	19
	31
	41
	47
	49
	166
	High case
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Scheduled TV
	0
	0
	2
	3
	5
	9
	VoD TV
	0
	0
	0
	1
	2
	3
	PVRs usage
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Internet based live TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	Internet based VoD
	4
	11
	16
	22
	27
	70
	Mobile TV
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	DVD
	16
	32
	38
	37
	32
	140
	Producer surplus loss
	20
	43
	57
	64
	66
	223
	 
	5.19 Overall, we estimate that the introduction of the BBC service could reduce the 2011 producer surplus of competing providers by £39m-£66m.  At a 3.5% discount rate, the net present value of all losses from 2007-2011 amounts to £84m-£223m. 
	5.20 As with cable catch-up, the most significant impacts are on DVDs and other VOD services (although in this case internet VOD is more significantly impacted than TV VOD).  There is also a limited impact on scheduled TV.  Once again, the DVD impact reflects a high value per lost hour spread over a relatively low number of diverted hours, when compared to the impact on TV and VOD services. 
	5.21 Table 5.4 shows the hours of viewing diverted to iPlayer for each service as a percentage of total hours of viewing for the service in the absence of iPlayer. 
	Table 5.4 – Relative impact of BBC internet catch-up on affected services – central case
	Market
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	Scheduled TV
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	VoD TV
	0%
	0%
	0%
	1%
	1%
	PVRs usage
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	1%
	Internet based live TV
	0%
	0%
	1%
	1%
	1%
	Internet based VoD
	7%
	10%
	12%
	14%
	14%
	DVD
	2%
	3%
	3%
	4%
	3%
	 
	5.22 It is clear from Table 5.4 that much the most significant impact relative to total market size is on internet based VOD.  While the BBC offering is likely to generate some increase in the use of internet based VOD services, our analysis suggests that it will reduce the use of competing services by around 10-15%.  We consider this to be a material impact that is likely to constrain investment and innovation.  There is a very real risk that this could deter entry to the detriment of consumers. 
	5.23 Submissions from stakeholders support this concern.  Indicatively, if the lost producer surplus of £20m in 2011 were spread equally across four competitors, we estimate from stakeholder submissions that this would significantly reduce the ability of some of those competitors to maintain their on demand offerings. 
	5.24 In addition, while the impact on DVD sales is smaller in volume terms, it does appear significant in value terms.  Taken together, the effects on VOD and DVD businesses suggest that there may be a case for imposing some constraints on the BBC service. 
	Qualitative assessment of key issues 
	5.25 Stakeholder views about the direct effects of the proposed internet catch-up service focused mainly on impact of each of the following: 
	 free BBC catch-up service (and its likely impact on the development of the VOD market in the UK); 
	 series stacking and the 13-week window; 
	 access to BBC content for non-BBC internet platforms;  
	 access to the BBC platform for non-BBC content; and 
	 the nature of the content. 
	5.26 We consider each of these in turn below.  
	Free internet catch-up 
	5.27 A number of stakeholders were concerned about the impact that a free BBC internet catch-up offering would have on the development of commercial internet VOD. They argued that any sort of free catch-up content would divert viewer time away from paid-for VOD services, inhibit the development of the market, and act against the longer term interests of consumers.  
	5.28 Several stakeholders argued that the proposed BBC service would have a strong negative effect on market development, partly because of the unique position of the BBC and partly because of some of the specific features of its proposal. The BBC position is unique because it is funded through the licence fee to make its content available free, is unmatched in terms of the range of channels and stations it offers (providing opportunities for cross-promotion), and is an important producer of content with a massive archive. It therefore has the potential to play what some would regard as an overly dominant role in the nascent VOD market.  
	5.29 The BBC proposal, naturally enough, has been designed to maximise its appeal to consumers. Research undertaken by Channel 4 indicates that the four most important qualities for VOD to PC services are that they should be free, ad-free, quick to download, and that there is the option to download-to-own. The BBC proposal meets first two requirements, and is also intended to meet the third. As a result of consumer feedback from the trials, the proposal has been enhanced by the inclusion of series stacking and the 13-week storage window. The intention is, in time, to make 100% of the BBC’s linear TV output available via the catch-up service. Overall, these features are likely to make it very popular with consumers. 
	5.30 The concern of other stakeholders is that the BBC offering will be so attractive that commercial services will struggle to compete, and that this may not be in the longer term interests of consumers. Faced with such a competitor, other providers will face lower levels of demand, and will have to rely more on advertising funded models to monetise the demand that does exist. If they struggle to earn a return on their initial investments, they are likely to invest less in future service development and, in extreme cases, might cease to provide on-demand services. 
	5.31 The strength of this argument hinges, not only on the direct effect on the demand for other services (which has been quantified above), but also on: 
	 the impact of the BBC service on the range of business models available to commercial providers; and 
	 the extent to which this would have a negative impact on their revenues. 
	5.32 On the first of these issues, the effect on revenues, and the longer term impact on market development could be exacerbated if the BBC service created consumer expectations that catch-up services should be free, and forced other providers to adopt less lucrative business models based on advertising funding.  
	5.33 The evidence on this point is mixed. 
	5.34 There is some evidence from the US which indicates that broadcasters and platform providers have tended to use a combination of subscription and advertising funding to support catch-up TV offerings. Some of the cable companies, for example, offer catch-up content as part of a basic subscription package. Only a limited amount of catch-up TV appears to be available on the internet, which tends to be funded by advertising.  
	5.35 Some respondents argued that the free BBC internet catch-up service would have a negative impact on the development of business models for commercial VOD. Following the introduction of the BBC internet catch-up service, consumers would be far less willing to pay for online catch-up or VOD services. As a result, other broadcasters would effectively be forced to adopt an advertising funded model for their catch-up content, and would not be able to sustain services based on subscription or pay per view (PPV) models.  
	5.36 Channel 4 has recently launched its own internet-based VOD service, based on a business model which combines subscriptions, PPV and download to own as well as some free content. We understand that it plans to introduce some advertising funding, once the services are established. Its concern is that, if the BBC service goes ahead, in particular if it introduces series stacking and a 13 week download storage facility, then Channel 4 may be forced to abandon the pay model and move to advertising funding much earlier than planned, and that the return on its investments will consequently be much lower .  
	5.37 Another major broadcaster stated that, because of the BBC proposals, it had already felt obliged to scrap plans for a subscription based internet catch-up TV service, and to move towards an advertising funded model. It plans to offer some archive content for free, alongside the catch-up material, which might otherwise have been paid for. It may also offer less catch-up and archive content than it would otherwise have done.  
	5.38 ITV indicated that, as a result of various trials and launches, the BBC had created an expectation of free provision, and that this had already pushed it towards an advertising model for its own catch-up services, which are due to be launched in March 2007.  
	5.39 Another stakeholder, Channel 4, which is committed to introducing services with a mixed revenue base including a significant pay component, said the full scope of the proposed BBC service would undermine Channel 4's own commercial model. Channel 4, in common with other commercial competitors, is unable to match the BBC's offer because it is constrained by the terms of its independent production rights deal.   
	5.40 Several broadcasters, including ITV, Channel 4 and five, noted that internet catch-up services are likely to have an especially important role in the VOD portfolio of commercial PSB providers. The significance of catch-up services within the on-demand portfolio is increased by the fact that the commercial public service broadcasters have agreed with the independent producers (PACT) a primary rights window which includes a 0-30 day catch-up services. As a result, the commercial broadcasters have an opportunity to offer an 8-30 day catch-up services, as well as 0-7 day service. They believe the potential to exploit this opportunity will be compromised if, as a result of the BBC’s offering, consumers come to expect all catch-services to be provided for free. 
	5.41 In Ofcom’s view, it seems reasonable to conclude that the BBC proposal has already had some effect on the business models that are likely to be sustainable for internet based catch-up TV, and that this effect is likely to continue if the service goes ahead as proposed.  
	5.42 The second question is whether a greater reliance on advertising funding would be likely to reduce the revenues of commercial service providers and, if so, by how much. 
	5.43 It is not possible to estimate the scale of this effect with any degree of precision. However, it is relevant to note that: 
	 in the ‘traditional’ broadcasting market, the price of advertising slots in on-demand programming tends to be 25-50% lower than the price of similar slots on linear channels; 
	 an ad-funded model would limit the ability of service providers to extract value from consumers who would otherwise be willing to pay a transaction or subscription based charge; and 
	 reliance on advertising funding would introduce an additional uncertainty into what are already likely to be seen as risky investments, because the revenues associated with a given level of usage would be much more difficult to predict.    
	5.44 The impact of this additional revenue uncertainty is potentially significant. All of the major commercial broadcasters emphasised that a reduction in the revenues and profits they earn from their on-demand investments could undermine their ability to fill the funding gap left by the decline in their traditional advertising revenues. They see the success of their on-demand services as being critical to their overall strategy.  
	5.45 Overall, our conclusion is that the BBC’s proposals are likely to have some influence on consumer expectations, and to mean that internet-based VOD services are more heavily reliant on advertising funding than would otherwise be the case. This in turn could mean that the proportionate impact on the revenues of competing VOD providers could be somewhat greater than suggested by our quantitative analysis.  
	5.46 The question is whether the scale of the impact is likely to be sufficient to require the BBC, either to modify the scope of its proposals, or to offer the proposed service on a commercial basis. We give further consideration to this issue in the section below on possible modifications.      
	Series stacking combined with 13 week storage window 
	5.47 As pointed out above in relation to series stacking for cable catch-up, a straightforward catch-up service might lead back to the linear schedule and/or might increase demand for VOD services by helping to boost consumer familiarity with programmes in a series (e.g. Spooks). However, combining series stacking with the 13-week storage facility diverts viewers from linear viewing since it enables entire series to be downloaded and stored for viewing at a convenient time. Some stakeholders think this is much closer to VOD or DVD/VHS tape viewing and is therefore more likely to impact on commercial VOD services and DVD/VHS tape rentals or sales. 
	5.48 Much of the relevant evidence has already been discussed above in the context of catch-up TV over cable. The additional feature here is the 13-week storage window. While there is not direct empirical evidence on the potential impact of this feature, it seems plausible to suggest that it will significantly enhance both the impact and the value of the proposed service, because it will provide the user with much greater flexibility and control over when the content is viewed. The 13-week storage window would change the service from a straightforward catch-up service into something much more ambitious,that would enable viewers to build up a sizeable library of free on-demand content and compete more directly with commercial on-demand services. This will be true to some extent for all of the catch-up content, but could be especially important in relation to series stacking, because it would make it easier for consumers to plan sessions for watching multiple episodes of a favourite programme e.g. at the weekend with family or friends. This might give the BBC’s internet service a competitive advantage over the catch-up over cable services provided by ntl:Telewest and Homechoice. Given the available evidence, we believe that the inclusion of 13 week storage with series stacking is likely to have a disproportionate influence on the overall impact of the internet catch-up service.  
	5.49 With these features, the storage window could have a significant impact on the future direction of VOD services, and the way in which competition evolves. Other services likely to be affected by the BBC service, such as DVD sales and rentals,  are well established, mature markets. However, the VOD market is different. It is in its infancy, and going through a crucial phase in its development, with a number of new services having recently launched, or due to be launched in the near future.  
	5.50 Below we outline possible modifications to the BBC proposal to address this concern.. 
	Access to BBC content for non-BBC internet platforms 
	5.51 Some respondents argued that the impact of the BBC proposal would depend on whether its catch-up content would be made available to other platforms (both open internet platforms and others). It was argued that if access were not provided, other platform service providers would be placed at a significant competitive disadvantage, vis-a-vis the BBC iPlayer. The BBC’s catch-up content is sufficiently important that a commercial service provider would find it difficult to compete effectively without it. The implications of this argument for providers of cable, IPTV and other closed platforms were considered in the section above on catch-up TV over cable. These arguments are also relevant to VOD providers using an open internet platform. 
	5.52 Others argued that if BBC iPlayer were the only site where BBC content could be accessed on the internet this would entrench the already strong net presence of the BBC increasing the marketing spend required for competing platforms to build comparable ‘footfall’. The bbc.co.uk website consistently appears within the list of UK’s most visited web sites. If bbc.co.uk provides exclusive access to BBC catch up content then it could be argued that this would further increase the “foot fall” to the BBC website. Increasing the attractiveness of bbc.co.uk may arguably increase the marketing effort required to encourage users to visit commercial video services and hence negatively impact the profits they are able to generate. 
	5.53 As in the case of cable catch-up services, it is in our view important that other service providers should be able to access BBC catch-up content in a non-discriminatory manner. In the context of open internet services, this access could be obtained either: 
	 establishing a link through to the iPlayer platform on the BBC website; or 
	 reaching an agreement with the BBC over the provision of its catch-up content. 
	5.54 As we understand it, it would be possible for another service provider to pursue the first of these options without concluding any agreement with the BBC. In this case, the content would be accessed by the end-user using the iPlayer software. 
	5.55 Under the second option, the service provider could make the content available to its customers using a different player – it would no longer be dependent on the iPlayer as a method of delivery. 
	5.56 Overall, our conclusion is that no additional provisions are required to ensure adequate access to the BBC’s catch-up content, over and above those already proposed in relation to the cable catch-up service. The imposition of an access obligation on the BBC would in our view be disproportionate. However, when reviewing future applications to make catch-up content available to other service providers, the Trust should consider whether the proposed terms are non-discriminatory. If there are doubts about the possible impact on competition, there would a strong case for a further PVT.   
	Access of non-BBC content to the BBC platform 
	5.57 Some stakeholders argued that the impact of the proposed service would depend on whether non-BBC content would be made available over the iPlayer platform, either initially or at some later date.  
	5.58 Stakeholder views on this issue are sharply divided.  
	5.59 Some respondents argued that, if non-BBC content were to be made available, the iPlayer platform would then be competing much more directly with commercial platforms providing VOD services, who would also be supplying content from a variety of sources. In their view, this would amount to unfair competition, because the development of the iPlayer has been funded from the licence fee, whereas commercial providers would have to earn a commercial return on their investments in similar platforms. This argument was evinced strongly by several platform providers who see the iPlayer as a much more formidable competitor if it carries non-BBC as well as BBC content.    
	5.60 Others argued that the BBC should open up access to its iPlayer platform to non-BBC content, to ensure that non-BBC content was not unduly disadvantaged. This view was linked to the contention that the BBC has invested a significant amount of money in the development of the iPlayer platform, which commercial operators would be unable to match. As this investment has been funded from the licence fee, it is argued, it should not provide the BBC with a source of competitive advantage over other providers of content. As would be expected, this argument was advanced primarily by content providers.  
	5.61 ITV floated the idea of BBC entering into a partnership with other operators to establish a portal for both BBC and non-BBC content. ITV also argued that the BBC should share the findings of its research, though it is not clear that this would have a significant impact.  
	5.62 In a similar vein, Channel 4 called on the Trust to ensure that the BBC should in future be encouraged to collaborate with other content providers when developing new services. Another option (raised by Channel 4) was for iPlayer to be run by an independent third party, carrying everyone’s content. Channel 4 argues this option should be held open as a way for iPlayer to develop. 
	5.63 It could also be argued that opening up access to the iPlayer platform would help to maximise the benefit to consumers and citizens of the associated public investment.  
	5.64 We would note that some of the arguments advanced by stakeholders for opening up access to the iPlayer platform are related to the public value derived from the BBC’s investment in the platform. While these arguments may be relevant to the PVA, they are outside the scope of the MIA. 
	5.65 From an MIA perspective, the relevant arguments are that opening up the iPlayer to non-BBC content could have: 
	 a positive effect on competition between content providers; but 
	 a negative effect on competition between internet-based platform providers.     
	5.66 The strength of the first argument depends on whether an iPlayer without non-BBC content would be likely to become a dominant source of online VOD content, to the point where consumers were deterred from accessing competing content from other websites.  In our view, the likelihood of this happening is low, partly because the BBC would probably account for a minority of the available content, and partly because internet users have already grown accustomed to accessing content from a variety of different sites and using several different media players. Ofcom notes that other broadcasters, including Channel 4, five and Sky, have already developed similar solutions for delivering video content on over the Internet. 
	5.67 In relation to the second argument, it seems more plausible to suggest that an iPlayer with non-BBC content could have a negative impact on the development of open internet platform competition. For example, if catch-up content from all the main public service broadcasters were to be made available, free of charge, from the iPlayer site, it could prove difficult for other platforms to become established. This might not be in the long term interests of consumers, as it might lead to less content being made available, in less innovative ways.   
	5.68 It is not necessary to draw a firm conclusion on this issue in the present MIA, because the BBC is not currently proposing to make non-BBC content available on the iPlayer platform. However, if at some point it does propose to extend the scope of its on-demand services in this way, there would in our view be a strong case for a further PVT, as the market impact of such an extension could be considerable. 
	5.69 Below we set out possible modifications to the BBC proposal. 
	Possible modifications 
	5.70 Our concerns over market impact are somewhat greater in the case of the internet catch-up proposal than in the case of cable catch-up, because is likely to have a more direct effect on the demand for competing internet-based VOD services. These services are at a very early phase in their development, and the potential for negative effects on investment and innovation are likely to be correspondingly greater.  
	5.71 We believe that, unless the PVA or PVT throw up compelling reasons to do otherwise, the scope of the proposed service should be modified to substantially reduce the scope for series stacking, along the lines discussed in the previous section on catch-up TV over cable. If a workable method of reducing the scope for series stacking cannot be found, then for precautionary reasons we would recommend that series stacking should be excluded altogether. We also recommend that, unless other overriding factors are identified in the PVA or the PVT, the 13-week storage window should be removed or substantially reduced. In our opinion, a precautionary approach is called for, because VOD services are nascent and negative impacts at this stage in their development could have serious consequences for competition, market development  and consumer choice. 
	5.72 The impact of series stacking on other VOD services is likely to be exacerbated in this case by 13-week storage function. Several stakeholders argued that the combination of series stacking with the ability to save a downloaded file for up to 13 weeks before viewing, goes well beyond a conventional 7-day catch-up service. In an extreme case, a consumer could download all the episodes in a 13-week series 14 weeks after the first episode was broadcast, save them for 13 weeks, and then watch them over the course of a further 7 days. The total length of the viewing window could therefore be up to 28 weeks (14 weeks plus 13 weeks plus a week). This might allow consumers to build up a library of content, which could be viewed over an extended period. 
	5.73 In Ofcom’s view, it seems plausible to suppose that a service of this kind could have a much bigger impact on commercial VOD services than a more straightforward 7-day catch-up service.  As noted above for cable catch-up there is limited evidence on this point. However it is worth noting that internet catch-up was trialled without either series stacking or the 13-week storage window and the feedback was that the catch-up period should be more generous – this is why the service series stacking and 13 week storage features were added. Ofcom recognises that these features deliver public value – however this is not part of the MIA and is therefore not considered in this report. 
	5.74 Our sensitivity analysis suggests that exclusion of series stacking and the 13-week storage function might reduce usage of the service by 20%, while bringing down the market impact by 36%. The effect on the market impact is greater because these modifications would make the service less of a direct substitute for commercial VOD and DVD services, which is where the bulk of the market impact would be felt.   This overall result inevitably masks variation according to the type of content.  Where BBC content is a close substitute for commercial content we would expect removal of the storage window to mitigate market impact substantially.  On the other hand, for content with no close commercial parallel, removing the storage window would reduce the market impact substantially less. We recognise that the 13 weeks of storage is likely to be valued by viewers, but in many cases it would make the service a more direct substitute for commercial offerings. 
	5.75 An additional benefit of removing the 13-week storage window is that it would bring the scope of the service on the iPlayer platform more closely into line with the scope of the proposed cable catch-up services, and remove what some stakeholders argue would amount to discrimination by the BBC in favour of its own online platform. 
	5.76 Consideration could be given to retaining series stacking but removing or reducing the 13-week storage window. If the window was removed entirely, the main value of the series stacking facility would be to allow viewers to catch up on missed episodes while the series was still running. This would be more in tune with the idea of leading the viewer back to the linear schedule, and would reduce the likely impact on commercial VOD services, although it is not possible to estimate the scale of the reduction with any precision. Reducing the length of the storage window, for example to two or four weeks, could also have some effect, although it is likely to be more marginal in nature. 
	5.77 Another option would be to remove series stacking but retain the 13-week storage function. The argument for this approach looks weaker, if it is accepted that the main value of the storage window would be to enhance the value of series stacking.   
	5.78 We also considered a number of the modifications discussed above in relation to the catch-up over cable service, including the option of a commercial service, delaying launch of the service, reducing the window from 7 days to 2 days, and excluding repeat or bought-in content. In our view, these modifications are unlikely to be justified, for essentially the same reasons as given in relation to cable catch-up.      
	5.79 Finally, we looked at several possible modifications which relate to all of the services. These are considered in Section 9. 
	 
	 
	 
	Section 6 
	6 Simulcast TV 
	6.1 The purpose of this section is to examine the prospective effects of the simulcast TV proposal on the markets in which it would be provided (i.e. what we have referred to as direct effects) and then assess whether any modifications to the proposals are required. We also consider dynamic effects. The wider effects on other related markets are considered in Section 7 below. 
	6.2 The simulcast TV service is described in Section 2 and in more detail in Annex 1. 
	6.3 The rest of this section is organised as follows: 
	 Identification of affected services; 
	 Assessment of effects; and  
	 Modifications to the BBC proposals.  
	Usage of internet simulcast TV 
	6.4 In common with the other video services we have developed central, high and low projections for the take-up of the BBC’s proposed service.  In this case, our high scenario exactly matches the BBC’s projections with total viewing hours of around 860m hours by 2011. 
	6.5 Our central scenario suggests viewing hours of 640m by 2011.  This projection reflects a relatively simple adjustment to the projections set out in the BBC’s PVT application – we have simply reduced take-up by 25%.  Overall this generates a BBC market share of internet simulcast services of around 47%  
	6.6 Our low scenario further reduces take-up by 20% and generates total viewing hours of around 500m by 2011. 
	6.7 All three scenarios are shown in Figure 6.1 below. 
	Figure 6.1 – Projections of low, medium and high usage of BBC internet simulcast TV  
	   
	Identification of affected services 
	6.8 The services most likely to be affected by the BBC’s proposed internet simulcast TV service are as follows (see also Table 6.1 below): 
	 Internet simulcast TV (e.g. primarily Channel 4 and ITV) of non-premium content (both free and paid): Our expectation is that simulcasts of the BBC’s TV channels will garner a similar share online as they do on multi-channel TV platforms such as cable, satellite and digital terrestrial. Arguably, since some of the large broadcasters such as Channel 4 and Five are already simulcasting online, we would expect that they would lose share to the BBC as channels like BBC One and Two claim their multi-channel share. These services are very similar to the proposed BBC TV streaming service in terms of content, platform, and functionality.  
	 Internet VOD  (free or paid) of non-premium content: There is a small possibility that simulcast BBC TV might also impact on internet VOD. No stakeholders highlighted this impact. Consumer research findings indicate that content accessed through this service is similar to what is available on simulcast (i.e. news and current affairs, sports and music content). There is also some consumer research evidence to suggest that people use simulcast services when they start to use internet VOD. VOD services that might be affected include free and advertising funded TV-like services, pay-per-view TV-like services and other free video content (e.g. user generated or distributed content). We consider that this impact will be relatively small. 
	6.9 Linear TV,  DVDs  and PVRs : These services are not likely to be impacted by simulcast TV because they are used very largely on a TV platform. Our consumer research suggests that consumers currently consider video content on TV to be far superior to video content viewed on a PC.  Premium (generally paid) simulcast TV is also unlikely to be materially impacted by free BBC simulcast TV – premium TV (e.g. Premier League football) is more attractive content which consumers are not likely to give up for other forms of TV. 
	6.10 We note that the introduction of home hubs appears unlikely to change the way in which this service substitutes for other services.  The content is identical to content that is already broadcast by the BBC on TV-based platforms, and we therefore do not anticipate that home hub enabled households would use home hubs to route the simulcast service to their TVs . 
	Table 6.1 – Services likely to be affected by BBC internet simulcast TV service 
	 
	Service
	Platform
	Type of content
	Pricing
	Functionality
	In/out
	Diversion
	Reasons
	BBC simulcast
	Open internet + PC
	Mixed, non-premium
	Free
	Live
	In
	Other free simulcast
	Open internet + PC
	Mixed, non-premium
	Free
	Live
	In
	Medium to high
	Best substitute
	Premium simulcast
	Open internet + PC
	Premium 
	Price
	Live
	Out
	Non-premium content not a substitute for premium content
	Free internet VOD
	Open internet + PC
	Mixed, non-premium
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	Low to medium
	Very limited simulcast content currently available, but 11% of VOD users claimed to use simulcast. Similarity of platform, content and pricing suggest inclusion 
	Paid internet VOD
	Open internet + PC
	Mixed, non-premium
	Price
	Timeshift
	In
	Premium paid internet VOD
	Open internet + PC
	Premium 
	Price
	Timeshift
	Out
	Non-premium content not a substitute for premium content
	Linear TV
	TV + TV platform (terrestrial, satellite, cable, IPTV)
	Mixed
	Any
	Live
	Out
	Consumer survey suggests customers would not substitute between linear TV and simulcast
	DVD/VHS tapes
	TV + DVD player/ VCR, or PC
	Premium 
	Price
	Timeshift
	Out
	Different platform 
	PVR 
	TV + TV platform (cable/ IPTV) + PVR
	Mixed, non-premium
	PVR cost if not already owned
	Timeshift
	Out
	Different platform
	New market
	High
	Qualitative consumer evidence finds that simulcast tended to be used when normal TV not available, e.g. in the workplace
	 
	Assessment of effects 
	6.11 As before our assessment of effects involves a quantification of impacts and a qualitative review of issues raised by stakeholders. 
	Quantification of direct impacts 
	Demand substitution 
	6.12 Our analysis of the extent to which take-up of the BBC service would divert viewing hours away from other products and services was informed primarily by the results of the consumer research, and to some degree by evidence and arguments submitted by stakeholders. The research results suggest that take-up of the internet simulcast service would divert viewing hours away from internet simulcast TV and internet VOD. 
	6.13 We also believe there is likely to be substantial new market creation since the simulcast service creates a new way to view BBC content – for example using publicly available wi-fi connections.  The implied level of diversion is set out in Table 6.1 above.  
	Consumer surplus impact 
	6.14 As with cable and internet catch-up, we have carried out an indicative analysis to assess the potential loss of consumer surplus from diversion away from non-BBC services.  The analysis uses the same £0.05 estimate of marginal consumer surplus per hour and multiplies this by the hours diverted away from BBC services.  Again, we note that this effect may already be captured in the PVA.  Our estimates are shown in Table 6.2. 
	Table 6.2 – Estimated impact of BBC internet simulcast on consumer surplus 
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	0
	2
	5
	8
	10
	22
	Central case
	1
	2
	6
	10
	13
	28
	High case
	1
	3
	8
	14
	17
	37
	 
	6.15 If these estimates are discounted back to the present using a discount rate of 3.5% real, they yield a net present value of £22m to 37m. This is our estimate of the value to consumers of the services that would be displaced by the proposed BBC internet simulcast service. 
	Producer surplus impact 
	6.16  As with cable and internet catch-up, our assessment of impacts is based on assuming a value per hour diverted from competing services.  This includes assumptions about lost advertising revenues from internet VOD and internet based live TV. Annex 6 provides more details on all of these assumptions and our estimates of producer surplus effects are summarised in Table 6.3 below.       
	Table 6.3 – Estimated producer surplus effects
	Low case
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Internet based live TV
	0
	1
	2
	4
	6
	12
	Internet based VoD
	0
	0
	1
	1
	2
	4
	Producer surplus loss
	0
	1
	3
	6
	8
	16
	Central case
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Internet based live TV
	0
	1
	3
	6
	7
	16
	Internet based VoD
	0
	0
	1
	2
	2
	5
	Producer surplus loss
	0
	2
	4
	8
	10
	21
	High case
	Total Producer surplus Loss (£ m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Internet based live TV
	0
	2
	4
	8
	10
	22
	Internet based VoD
	0
	1
	1
	3
	3
	7
	Producer surplus loss
	1
	2
	6
	11
	14
	29
	 
	6.17 Overall, we estimate that the introduction of the BBC service could reduce the producer surplus of competing providers by about £8m to £14m in 2011. The total discounted value of these producer surplus losses for the period 2007-2011 is £17m to £29m. This has been calculated using a 3.5 per cent discount rate. 
	6.18 The majority of this impact is on internet based live TV services.  As shown in Table 6.4 below, we estimate that during the second half of the forecast period, around 20% of viewing of other internet simulcast services could be diverted to the BBC’s service. 
	Table 6.4 – Relative impact of BBC internet simulcast on affected services – central case
	Service
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	Internet based live TV
	2%
	7%
	14%
	20%
	21%
	Internet based VoD
	0%
	1%
	1%
	2%
	2%
	 
	Qualititative review 
	6.19 While we recognise that this is a potentially significant impact, we note that this sort of diversion and the implied BBC market share is broadly in line with the BBC’s impact on normal linear TV markets and that this service differs from linear TV only by virtue of the platform over which it is distributed.  In addition, the service does not have any significant impact on secondary window viewing. 
	6.20 We note also that stakeholders did not raise any significant issues regarding the likely influence of the proposed simulcast service on competition and market development. It seems to be widely accepted that the BBC should be permitted to offer an internet based simulcast service, without any incremental charge to the user.  
	Possible modifications to the service 
	6.21 We do not believe any modifications are necessary for this service. As outlined above, stakeholders have not expressed any concerns about the launch of the BBC’s simulcast service as proposed. 
	Section 7 
	7 Non-DRM audio downloads 
	7.1 DRM audio download service (described above in Section 2). We first consider the services likely to be impacted by the non-DRM audio download service, we then analyse these effects and finally we identify possible modifications to the BBC proposal to address any harmful impacts that have been identified. The BBC has not yet launched its non-DRM audio download service and internet audio download services are still quite nascent. As a result, the impact of the proposed service is highly uncertain, and a cautious approach should in our view be taken when assessing prospective impacts on other services. 
	Usage of non-DRM audio downloads 
	7.2 Our projections for the use of the iPlayer non-DRM audio download service are again based on the BBC’s PVT application.  Our central case is identical to the BBC’s assumptions in terms of the number of downloads, and this generates total listening hours of around 770m hours per year by 2011 . 
	7.3 In our high case, total BBC downloads are around 25% higher so that total listening hours are around 960m per year by 2011.  In our low case, total BBC downloads are around 25% lower, so that total listening hours are approximately 580m per year.  The results for all three scenarios are shown in Figure 7.1. 
	Figure 7.1 – Projections of low, medium and high usage of BBC non-DRM audio speech downloads 
	  
	Figure 7.2 – Projections of low, medium and high usage of BBC non-DRM audio music downloads 
	  
	Identification of affected services 
	7.4 The BBC’s non-DRM audio download service is primarily speech focused, but will also include a limited amount of music. In assessing the services likely to be affected by this service, our starting point is that music and speech are significantly different types of content and that there is unlikely to be substantial substitution from one to the other. Speech downloads are likely to impact speech radio catch-up, audio downloads, linear radio and CDs. Similarly, music downloads are likely to impact music radio catch-up, audio downloads, linear radio and CDs. 
	7.5 Stakeholders suggest that the BBC’s proposal is most likely to impact the following services (summarised in Table 7.1 below): 
	 Existing free and paid (including advertiser/sponsor funded) internet radio catch-up and audio downloads on any platform (including mobile devices such as the iPod or mobile phones): Radio stations and newspaper websites offer free speech downloads. Some content aggregators also offer free music downloads but this tends to be unsigned bands or user generated non-commercial music. Clearly, commercial services require consumers to bear a (possibly small) incremental cost either in the form of a charge or the distraction of advertising. Otherwise, commercial download services have similar features (e.g. content, platform and functionality) to the BBC's proposed service – substitution is therefore likely.   
	 Linear radio on any platform (e.g. including TV): Linear radio is also likely to be affected by the BBC’s downloading since content on linear radio  is very similar to what the BBC proposes to make available on its non-DRM download service.  Our consumer evidence, together with evidence on past demand substitutability, suggests that users will substitute from linear radio (primarily non-digital) to audio downloads.  The BBC currently has 54%  of linear radio listening. GCap suggest that the BBC’s non-DRM audio proposal will undermine their simulcast radio service. 
	 CDs may also be impacted by the BBC’s non-DRM audio downloads. CDs share some characteristics with the BBC’s non-DRM audio download proposal in that they have similar audio content (e.g. a mix of speech and music) and offer similar functionality (both offer timeshifting). The difference is that CDs must (generally) be purchased whereas downloads are free. Our consumer survey suggested that when consumers started using audio downloads (of both music and speech content) they substituted away from listening to CDs.  
	Table 7.1 – Services likely to be affected by non-DRM speech audio downloads 
	 
	Service
	Platform
	Type of content
	Pricing
	Functionality
	In/out
	Diversion
	Reasons
	BBC non-DRM audio downloads
	Open internet + PC/ mobile device
	Speech
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	Free downloads/ streaming
	Open internet + PC/ mobile device
	Speech
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	Low
	Best substitute 
	 
	In consumer research 17% reduced listening to radio over internet
	Paid downloads/ streaming
	Open internet + PC/ mobile device
	Speech
	Price
	Timeshift
	In
	Low
	Substitution in terms of portability, functionality, content type – BBC speech affects speech
	CDs/audio cassettes
	CD/DVD player/PC/cassette player/ mobile device
	Speech
	Price
	Timeshift
	In
	Low
	In consumer research, 44% reduced listening to CDs.,Secondary data: substitution between audio downloads and CDs
	Linear radio
	Open internet + PC/TV/ radio + TV platform (cable, satellite, terrestrial, IPTV)/ radio platform (terrest.)
	Speech
	Free 
	Live
	In
	Medium
	In consumer research, 50% reduced listening to non-digital radio. Secondary data: substitution between audio downloads and radio
	Music content on other platforms
	Any
	Music
	Any
	Any
	Out
	Content difference appears a strong barrier to substitution
	New market
	High
	19% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started downloading audio programmes, 43% that affected none or one relevant service
	 
	Table 7.2 – Services likely to be affected by non-DRM music audio downloads 
	 
	Service
	Platform
	Type of content
	Pricing
	Functionality
	In/out
	Diversion
	Reasons
	BBC non-DRM audio downloads
	Open internet + PC/ mobile device
	Music
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	Free downloads/ streaming
	Open internet + PC/ mobile device
	Music
	Free
	Timeshift
	In
	Low
	Best substitute 
	 
	In consumer research 17% reduced listening to radio over internet
	Paid downloads/ streaming
	Open internet + PC/ mobile device
	Music
	Price
	Timeshift
	In
	Low
	Substitution in terms of portability, functionality, content type – BBC music affects music
	CDs/audio cassettes
	CD/DVD player/PC/cassette player/ mobile device
	Music
	Price
	Timeshift
	In
	Low
	In consumer research, 44% reduced listening to CDs.,Secondary data: substitution between audio downloads and CDs
	Linear radio
	Open internet + PC/TV/ radio + TV platform (cable, satellite, terrestrial, IPTV)/ radio platform (terrest.)
	Music
	Free 
	Live
	In
	Low to Medium
	In consumer research, 50% reduced listening to non-digital radio. Secondary data: substitution between audio downloads and radio
	Speech content on other platforms
	Any
	Speech
	Any
	Any
	Out
	Content difference appears a strong barrier to substitution
	New market
	High
	19% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started downloading audio programmes, 43% that affected none or one relevant service
	 
	Assessment of Effects 
	7.6 As for VOD services, the assessment of the effects of the proposed service is especially difficult in this case because the market for audio download services is at a very early stage in its development. The scope for analysis based on empirical evidence is consequently much more limited than it would be in a more mature market. 
	7.7 As in the previous sections, our assessment of effects has been carried out in two broad stages – quantitative analysis and qualitative assessment.   
	Quantification of direct impact  
	7.8 Our quantitative analysis again involved the following three steps (a) take-up and usage assessment (b) assessment of substitutional effects (c) estimation of consumer surplus and producer surplus effects.  Some sensitivities to the analysis are set out in Annex 6. 
	Demand substitution 
	7.9 Our research results suggest that take-up of the podcasting service would divert viewing hours away from other audio downloads services available on the internet, CDs, linear radio stations. The main effects of the proposed service are likely to be on audio downloads and CDs, with a somewhat lesser impact on linear radio services. The qualitative research findings also suggest that there would be some increase in total viewing hours, as some consumers would listen to audio content outside the home e.g. on train journeys. 
	7.10 As before, we note that a “low” diversion entry in the table above may nonetheless constitute a significant diversion of hours for the service in question.  The diversion entries relate to the share of BBC hours diverted away from this service, not the share of the hours for this service. 
	Consumer surplus 
	7.11 As with the services discussed above, we have carried out an indicative analysis to assess the potential loss of consumer surplus from diversion away from non-BBC services.  The analysis uses the same £0.05 estimate of marginal consumer surplus per hour and multiplies this by the hours diverted away from BBC services.  Again, we note that this effect may already be captured in the PVA.  The results are shown in Table 7.3. 
	Table 7.3 – Estimated impact of BBC non-DRM audio downloads  on consumer surplus (reduction in £m)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Low case
	2
	3
	4
	5
	6
	18
	Central case
	3
	4
	5
	7
	8
	24
	High case
	4
	5
	7
	8
	10
	30
	 
	7.12 If these estimates are discounted back to the present using they yield a NPV of £9 to £15m. This is our estimate of the value to consumers of the services that would be displaced by the proposed BBC internet podcast service. 
	Producer surplus 
	7.13 We have estimated the impact on producer surplus of the audio proposals in a similar way to the impact of the video proposals.  Where services are (largely) advertising funded – linear radio and podcasts – we have used an average “price” of advertising per hour of listening.  In line with the findings of Ofcom’s recent review of radio advertising, we have assumed that this price does not change in response to changes in the number of hours of listening.  For CDs and paid-for downloads, we have assumed an average value for revenue less marginal cost per unit.  We have also made assumptions about the extent of repeat listening – we assume that speech content is listened to twice (either by the same or different people) and that a piece of music is listened to on average twenty times.  We note that these are indicative assumptions that have been difficult to back up with robust data.  We therefore set out sensitivities below. The results of the analysis are summarised in Table 7.4 and 7.5. 
	Table 7.4 – Estimates of producer surplus effects – music (reduction in £m)
	Low case
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Non internet Radio
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Radio – internet
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Paid Downloads
	2
	3
	3
	4
	5
	15
	CD
	1
	2
	2
	3
	3
	10
	Total 
	3
	4
	6
	7
	8
	25
	Central case
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Non internet Radio
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Radio – internet
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Paid Downloads
	2
	3
	4
	5
	6
	20
	CD
	2
	2
	3
	4
	4
	13
	Total 
	4
	6
	8
	9
	11
	33
	High case
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Non internet Radio
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Radio - internet
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	Paid Downloads
	3
	4
	6
	7
	8
	25
	CD
	2
	3
	4
	5
	5
	16
	Total 
	5
	7
	9
	12
	14
	42
	 
	Table 7.5 – Estimates of producer surplus effects – speech (reduction in £m)
	Low case
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Non internet Radio
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	2
	Radio - internet
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Paid Downloads - Audio Books
	1
	1
	1
	2
	2
	6
	Paid Downloads - Other Speech
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	2
	CD - Audio Books
	1
	2
	2
	3
	3
	9
	Total
	2
	3
	4
	5
	6
	20
	Central case
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Non internet Radio
	0
	0
	0
	1
	1
	2
	Radio - internet
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Paid Downloads - Audio Books
	1
	1
	2
	2
	3
	8
	Paid Downloads - Other Speech
	0
	0
	1
	1
	1
	2
	CD - Audio Books
	2
	2
	3
	3
	4
	13
	Total
	3
	5
	6
	7
	9
	26
	High case
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Non internet Radio
	0
	0
	1
	1
	1
	3
	Radio - internet
	0
	0
	0
	0
	0
	1
	Paid Downloads - Audio Books
	1
	2
	2
	3
	3
	11
	Paid Downloads - Other Speech
	0
	0
	1
	1
	1
	3
	CD - Audio Books
	2
	3
	4
	4
	5
	16
	Total
	4
	6
	7
	9
	11
	33
	 
	7.14 Overall, we estimate that the introduction of the BBC service could reduce the producer surplus of competing providers of both music and speech services by £14m to £25m by 2011. 
	7.15 While there are minor impacts on radio revenues, some of the effects on paid downloads and CDs may well be significant.  In particular, we note two primary areas of concern: 
	 the potential impact on the audio book market appears to lie in a range from £5m to £8m.  This represents more than 10% of the current audio book market and is potentially sufficient to act as a significant deterrent to entry and / or investment and innovation; and 
	 the potential impact on music downloads.  While the BBC service excludes full track commercial music, we anticipate that it will include session music, unsigned bands and orchestral music.  In our modelling we have assumed only 3% of total content available will be music, but this nonetheless reduces producer surplus from music sales by around £8m to £14m per year.  This impact is highly sensitive to the 3% assumption and if the majority of the music were orchestral, the impact on classical music sales could be signficiant. 
	7.16 Table 7.6 reinforces the first of these points, showing that the BBC’s proposals have the potential (in our central case) to reduce the demand for audio books (on CD and downloaded) by 22%.  It also shows that demand for other speech downloads could be reduced by as much as 26% - a further potentially significant impact. 
	Table 7.6 – Relative impact of iPlayer on listening hours (central case)
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	Non internet Radio
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	Radio - internet
	4%
	4%
	4%
	5%
	5%
	Paid Downloads - Audio Books
	3%
	4%
	5%
	7%
	8%
	Paid Downloads - Other Speech
	28%
	27%
	27%
	26%
	26%
	CD - Audio Books
	4%
	7%
	9%
	11%
	14%
	CD - Other Speech
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	Audio Archive
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	0%
	 
	Qualitative assessment of stakeholder concerns  
	7.17 Three main areas of concern emerged from our discussion with stakeholders, and from their written submissions: 
	 the potential impact on the development of the market for commercial speech download services; 
	 the effect on certain specific areas of both speech and music content provision; and 
	 access to the iPlayer platform  
	Impact on the market for speech downloads 
	7.18 A large number of stakeholders argued that the provision of free non-DRM speech downloads would have a negative effect on the development of commercial download services in the UK.  
	7.19 The market for speech downloads (including podcasts) is at a very early stage in its development. Providers are experimenting with a range of different funding options, including subscription-based, transaction-based and advertising-based approaches, in the search for business models that will yield an adequate return on what may already appear to be risky and marginal investments. In the absence of the proposed BBC service, it was argued, a combination of different funding models is likely to be sustainable 
	7.20 In support of this view, there is some evidence that a range of different funding models are in use: 
	 Some advertising funded audio downloads are already available. GCap says it can sell up to 20 second advertising slots and that advertiser demand has grown significantly over the last 6 months. GCap also offers free downloads of non-DRM protected material (e.g. primarily edited highlights of programmes, unique audio content related to existing radio programmes and audio content dedicated to a specific subject or community of listeners). 
	 Sponsorship arrangements for commercial download services also exist. GCap gives the example of an original piece of content, Classic FM’s City Guides, which was funded and co-branded by Air Miles.  
	 Downloads are also being aggregated into sponsored channels. For example, GCap has a podcast strand called Creation Podcasts which aggregates podcasts into various channels on for example fishing and Polish. Orange is sponsoring a stand-up comedy channel for GCap. 
	 Finally, some stakeholders are already charging on a per-download basis for podcasts.  
	7.21 The majority of stakeholders we spoke to believe that the proposed BBC service is likely to have a major impact on the evolution of the market for speech downloads. This impact would be driven by the fact that the service would combine: 
	 a large amount of high quality content – the BBC has a 54% share of radio listening hours. In the radio space, the BBC is also far and away the largest producer of original speech radio content. It is also a recognised leader in terms of the quality of much of its output;  
	 complete flexibility of use; 
	 no adverts; and 
	 a zero price. 
	7.22 A number of stakeholders acknowledged that the BBC’s entry would be likely to boost the development of the market, and would bring some obvious benefits to consumers. Their concern was that, as well as helping to create the market for speech downloads, the BBC’s proposal could also lead to its foreclosure. It would create an expectation among consumers that podcast content should be available at no additional cost. This would make it much more difficult for commercial providers to sustain pay per download and subscription-based business models, and drive them towards an advertising funded model. This in turn could reduce the revenues available to commercial providers, as a result of which they will be less willing to invest in the development and provision of new audio download services. As a consequence, the market will be smaller, and consumers will ultimately be worse off.  
	7.23 It should be noted that no firm empirical evidence was provided by stakeholders in support of these views. It has not been possible, for example, to identify business plans that have been altered, postponed or scrapped, because of the BBC’s possible entry into the market. However, this is perhaps not surprising given the early stage of market development. We should also add that some stakeholders (e.g. Radeonet) strongly supported the BBC’s audio proposals as they would increase the availability of free content in the market, thereby supporting secondary business models such as online content aggregators like Radeo.net.  
	7.24 Overall, Ofcom’s view is that the non-DRM service as currently proposed could have a very significant impact on the development of the market for non-music audio downloads in the UK. In general, we believe the impact is likely to be positive, reflecting the likelihood that much of the usage of the BBC service is likely to represent ‘new demand’ i.e. an increase in overall consumption that will not divert listening time away from other types of audio content. However, there are certain specific types of content which could have a negative impact, and these are considered below. 
	Impact on specific areas of content provision  
	7.25 A second theme to come through from the stakeholder submissions was that the proposed service could have a very significant impact on the markets for the provision of certain specific types of content. 
	7.26 As an example of this, some stakeholders expressed concern that by aggregating content in certain niche areas, the BBC might effectively create new audio channels or stations that would have a significant impact on existing niche radio services.  
	 In particular, Premier Christian Radio raised concerns that iPlayer would allow the aggregation of content from a disparate range of BBC sources. The RadioCentre gave the example of collecting Songs of Praise alongside the Heaven & Earth Show or arranging Go For It with The Big Toe Radio Show or other content of interest to children.  
	 GCap was also concerned about content aggregation. It has an aggregation service called ‘Creation Podcast’ – it would envisage having to cease provision of certain channels through this service and to re-evaluate the opportunity to create new ones”. 
	7.27 The two main categories of content which might be affected by the proposed service, however, are: 
	 audiobooks; and 
	 recordings of live classical and popular music. 
	7.28 These are discussed in turn below. 
	Provision of audio book downloads 
	7.29 The audio books market is well developed and could be significantly affected by the non-DRM audio proposition if it is used to make available audio editions of books for free. To understand this impact it is important to note that: 
	 The audio books market was worth £71.4m, split across CDs, cassettes and downloads in that order.  Suppliers in the audio book market range from dedicated audio publishers to aggregators. BBC Worldwide’s share of the audio books market is 32%.  The price of an audio book ranges from a few pounds to around £15. Some stakeholders told us that audio book downloads have been boosted by the rapid take-up of portable audio devices (e.g. iPod) and the associated increase in demand for audio download. Audible currently has 95% of the UK audio download market (they do not operate in the CD segment).  
	 The Random House Group and Macmillan publishers stated in their submission that their publishing business would be affected by the launch of iPlayer. 
	 The BBC trialled a considerable amount of free podcast material as part of its trial of the service. Audible pointed out that on 6 November 2006, 25 of the top 100 free podcasts in the iTunes directory were from the BBC. This might be taken as evidence that this free popular content is displacing paid audio content. Audible pointed out that if the BBC distributed audio editions of books, comedy shows and dramas as free downloads, and allowed a future archive of these downloads to build up on iPlayer, Audible’s revenues from the sale of downloads of this content would be undermined and Audible’s revenues negatively impacted. 
	 Some players in the market actually distribute titles under licence from Worldwide. For instance, Audible currently distributes over 1,000 titles under licence from Worldwide, many of which were originally broadcast by the BBC. It has generated significant revenues from these services.  
	7.30 The inclusion of book readings in the proposed BBC service is discussed further in the section below on ‘possible modifications’.    
	Recordings of live classical and popular music 
	7.31 In relation to music downloads, the restricted scope of the proposed service should mean that its impact is far less significant, in overall terms. However, the proposed inclusion of concerts and live sessions, covering classical and popular music, could have significant implications for some segments of the market. 
	7.32 According to some stakeholders, the provision of certain downloads of classical music from the BBC orchestras and choirs would have a significant impact on commercial services since it is an extremely close substitute for those services. For instance, making available BBC orchestra recordings of well known pieces of classical music might have a significant negative impact on the market for commercial downloads of that piece of classical music, and on CD sales. 
	7.33 In our view, the inclusion of recordings of well known classical music by BBC orchestras and choirs could have a disproportionate influence on the market impact of the proposed service. Although this output might only account for a small proportion of total downloads, it could have a more significant effect on the revenues of other providers of classical music, for two reasons. First, it is likely that secondary sources will emerge, which continue to provide BBC downloads, even when they are no longer available from the BBC website. Over a period of several years, a large and expanding library of high quality well known classical music could be accessible from these sources, at no charge. 
	7.34 Secondly, the BBC’s orchestral output, if available for free and to keep forever, is likely to compete directly with sales of audio downloads and CDs of performances by other orchestras. Over time, the impact on the market for commercial classical music, and the funding of other orchestras and choirs, could be considerable. This would reduce investment and could ultimately lead to considerably less choice for consumers. 
	7.35 In the case of classical music, the market impact of the proposed service is likely to vary according to the precise nature of the content that is made available. For example, making available a high quality recording of a well known orchestral work, in its entirety, could have a direct negative impact on commercial sales of the same work by other suppliers (e.g. orchestras, recording companies). On the other hand, making available a recording of a new work, or piece by a little-known composer or a single movement of a well-known symphony, could stimulate consumer interest and lead to an increase in commercial sales. BBC management has told Ofcom that it plans to adopt a selective approach to making this sort of music available. However, we believe that a higher degree of assurance is required, for stakeholders to have confidence that they will not be unduly affected.  
	7.36 The BBC proposal would also enable the BBC to make available downloads of live sessions by bands, where the relevant rights had been obtained from the performers and composers of the music. Some stakeholders argued that this would have a negative impact on the ability of other radio stations to offer competing services on a commercial basis. To quote again from the RadioCentre submission:   
	 “Why pay to download a live session from XFM (a potential future revenue stream) when you can search through the back catalogue for Radio 1’s Best of Unsigned?” 
	7.37 In our view, this effect is likely to be less significant than in the case of orchestral music, for the following reasons: 
	 a live session by one band is likely to be less of a direct substitute for a live session by a different band than in the case of an orchestral concert, because the content available from pop, rock and other bands is much more wide-ranging, rapidly-changing and diffuse than the more limited canon of established classical music; and 
	 bands already make available a large and growing amount of free content, primarily via the internet. In this environment, the prospective impact on CD sales and commercial downloads is likely to be heavily diluted. 
	7.38 The issues around the inclusion of music content are picked up below in the section on ‘possible modifications’. 
	Availability of non-BBC content on BBC internet platform 
	7.39 Some stakeholders RadioCentre, GCap and BIPA argued that the impact of the proposed service would depend on whether non-BBC audio downloads would be made available over the iPlayer platform, either initially or at some later date – they argued that if iPlayer is approved, the impact on them would be smaller if they were able to access the iPlayer platform i.e. to provide their own content over this platform. GCap felt that by only offering BBC content within the walled garden of the iPlayer, consumers would be exposed to less commercial content, thereby damaging commercial revenues. The RadioCentre argued that a “heavily promoted and content-rich BBC iPlayer would see some consumers accessing little other than BBC content” and BIPA felt that the iPlayer should offer access to other content providers via an open application programming interface. 
	7.40 This argument was based on the presumption that the iPlayer platform was likely to become dominant due to its relatively large budget, the BBC brand, the popularity of the bbc.co.uk website and the strength of the BBC content distributed through it. On this basis, it was argued that the BBC should provide access to the platform for other audio download providers. Specifically they suggested that the BBC should provide links from its content to related commercial content.     
	7.41 It was also argued that opening up access to the iPlayer platform would help to maximise the benefit to consumers and citizens of the associated public investment. 
	7.42 We did not receive any written representations from audio platform operators suggesting they had concerns with iPlayer providing access to non-BBC content. 
	7.43 For the present, at least, we do not believe that the BBC should be obliged to open up access to the iPlayer to non-BBC content. Although the provision of non-BBC content is not part of the BBC’s current proposal, some stakeholders argued strongly that open access should be a condition of the service going ahead. In our view, however, it is not clear that an open access requirement would have a positive impact on market development. Indeed, such a requirement is likely to make it more difficult for other retail providers to establish their own services, and could increase the likelihood of the iPlayer becoming the dominant platform for the provision of audio downloads.    
	7.44  As in the case of video content, we would note that, at this stage, the BBC is not proposing to make non-BBC content available over the iPlayer platform. If, at some point in the future, it should wish to extend the service in this way. that could significantly change the market impact of the service, in relation to competition between providers of both content and platform services. In those circumstances, there would in our view be a strong case for a further PVT, so that the market impact could be fully assessed.   
	Possible modifications to the BBC proposals 
	7.45 As discussed above, stakeholders have raised a general concern about the impact of the proposed service on the market for speech downloads, and specific concerns about possible effects on the markets for particular types of content. 
	7.46 In relation to the general concern about the impact on commercial speech downloads, it is difficult to identify modifications to the service which would be well designed to address the issue. One possible approach would be to consider a DRM solution, which would restrict the time for which downloads would be playable. The problem with this is that any form of DRM protection would prevent the content being used on a large proportion of mobile devices currently used by consumers (i.e. iPods). Given the whole point of the non-DRM service is to make audio content available on mobile devices, requiring DRM protection would significantly undermine the proposal. 
	7.47 Another option, suggested by some stakeholders, would be to limit the amount of time for which any particular download or podcast would be available from the BBC website. However, the lack of any DRM means that as soon as these podcasts become available they will forever be available somewhere on the internet.  Removing a non-DRM download from the iPlayer site within a specified period of time (e.g. seven days) is unlikely to reduce the impact of the non-DRM service in any material way. 
	7.48 A further possibility would be to require the BBC to offer the proposed service on a commercial basis, through BBC Worldwide. In our view, however, this would be an unduly heavy-handed way of dealing with the market impact issues we have identified, especially as much of the projected usage of the service is likely to be new demand. A more effective approach would be to focus on those types of content which are likely to have a particularly significant effect on competition and consumer choice. 
	7.49 Earlier in this section, we discussed concerns over the impact of the BBC service on some specific categories of content, namely audiobooks, recordings of classical music and sessions by live bands. The impact on these markets could be reduced by modifying the BBC proposal to limit or exclude these types of content. 
	7.50 In the case of book readings, there is a risk that the provision of free downloads could stifle the recent growth in the market for audio books, and that this could reduce the range of audio book content available to consumers. The concern here is not with the impact on commercial sales of the books which are featured on BBC radio, as the BBC would have to obtain the consent of the authors concerned, before making free download of their work available. The negative impact is likely to fall on the authors and suppliers of other audiobooks, and could lead to a reduction in the range of audiobook content made available to consumers. 
	7.51 Our analysis suggests that, if programmes involving book readings were excluded from the service, overall usage of the BBC audio service in 2011 would decline by less than 1%, whereas the market impact of the service might fall by as much as 35-40%.  This reflects the high value of audio books per hour of content relative to other forms of speech content.  The possible dynamic effects on the development of the audiobook market would also be avoided. In our view, the service should be modified to exclude this content, unless compelling reasons for its retention are identified in the PVA or PVT.  
	7.52 If recordings of classical music were excluded from the service, our analysis suggests that the number of downloads would fall by less than 3% (given our estimate of the share of music to be provided), whereas the impact on the music market would be entirely eliminated.  Given the relatively small size of the market for classical music, removal of well known classical recordings would potentially remove a significant constraint to investment.  It would also alleviate the possibility of seriously negative effects on the funding of orchestras and choirs, and in the longer term on consumer choice.   
	7.53 We therefore propose that BBC management should be requested to specify more precisely the type of classical content that it intends to make available, bearing in mind our concerns over market impact, and that this should be incorporated into the relevant service licence i.e. commercial classical music should be excluded from the non-DRM service. As part of this exercise, the interpretation of what is covered by the term “classical music” should be clearly set out. 
	7.54 If BBC management is not able to put forward practical guidelines along the lines we propose, then in our view a precautionary approach should be taken and recordings of classical music should be excluded from the scope of the service. We estimate that such an exclusion would only reduce usage of the service by a few percent. 
	7.55 The case for modifying the proposal exclude sessions by live bands is in our view considerably weaker. Our analysis suggests that the exclusion of such sessions could have a marginal impact on paid downloads and CD sales, but we have no reason to believe that the reduction in the impact on other services would be disproportionate to usage.  
	 
	Section 8 
	8 Wider impacts 
	8.1 In addition to their direct effect on the markets in which they are provided, the BBC’s proposed on-demand services could also have an impact on related markets, either further up the value chain, or for complementary services. The purpose of this section is to consider these wider impacts, with specific reference to: 
	 content rights;  
	 broadband internet provision; and 
	 DRM and media player. 
	Content rights markets 
	8.2 This section sets out Ofcom’s analysis of the key impacts of the BBC’s on-demand proposals on the video and audio content markets.  Stakeholders made several arguments about the impact of the BBC’s proposals on the content rights market and the market for talent. They suggested that the proposed services is likely to: 
	 push up rights costs and make it more difficult to compete (e.g. Chrysalis, ITV) 
	 reduce the value of secondary rights (e.g. ITV, BT) 
	 drive down rights prices i.e. through the BBC using its buyer power in negotiations with the collecting societies (e.g. PRS) 
	8.3 In assessing these points it is important to note that there is unlikey to be any substantive change in the overall quantity of BBC content produced – the BBC’s proposals are about making the same content available in different ways. We consider each of these points in turn below.  
	Rights Cost inflation 
	8.4 Some stakeholders have argued that the BBC, free from commercial constraints, would be in a position to overpay for content rights. There thus could be an impact on other broadcasters if the BBC’s iPlayer services led to an increase in the input prices for other services .  
	8.5 We have addressed this issue by considering three subordinate questions:  
	 How are rights prices determined?  
	 What is the BBC proposing to spend? 
	 What evidence is there of overpayment? 
	How are rights prices determined?   
	8.6 The determination of rights prices tends to be driven at least in part by whether the rights are for: 
	 Acquired material; or  
	 Originated material. 
	8.7 Acquired material. Examples of acquired material include imported US series, Hollywood films and the rights to sports events. For all of this type of content, the BBC is likely to face competition from other broadcasters and as such the price of content rights would be determined by competitive commercial negotiation. As another broadcaster competing with others for rights and where it values rights as highly as commercial broadcasters, it is possible that the BBC that could have an impact on rights prices.  
	8.8 Survey evidence collected by Ofcom suggests that UK audiences tend to prefer UK originated content and historically the BBC has not made much use of imported TV series and certainly not in peak times in the same way that, say, Channel 4,  five or Sky One have done. Ofcom therefore considers it unlikely that the BBC would change its programming approach so radically as to become a major competitor for imported TV series .  Thus the introduction of iPlayer services is not thought to have a significant impact on this aspect of the rights markets.  
	8.9 The BBC does make use of acquired material such as films and sports in its schedules and, going forward, the BBC will need to acquire the associated rights to be able to include such material in its catch-up service.  In a submission to Ofcom, another broadcaster has already reported that the BBC has already demonstrated a willingness to bid aggressively to acquire additional streaming and on-demand rights around sports content.  
	8.10 Ofcom agrees that the BBC is not subject to the same commercial constraints as other broadcasters and so it is possible that the BBC would be in a position to pay more than other broadcasters for additional film and sports rights. However, this does not mean that the BBC is subject to no financial constraints: in particular it is required to meet certain “value-for–money” tests and excessive spending on sports and film rights would leave less money for its other services.  To some extent this is borne out by the transfer of a wide range of sports away from the BBC over the last few years. 
	8.11 Originated material. A different set of constraints operates in relation to originated material in a way that further reduces the probability of rights inflation. The BBC is a major player in terms of the amount it invests in original content: both in-house and external production.   In the case of in-house productions, the BBC will own the rights to programmes commissioned and therefore will be able to exploit them in a simulcast or catch-up format without the need to acquire additional rights packages.  
	8.12 Given the BBC’s position in respect of programming commissioned from independent producers (see above), it has a degree of bargaining power and would be well placed to resist attempts by independent producers to force up the prices for rights across the board.  However, the BBC does have to negotiate rights prices and there may be examples of rights inflation in specific genres of programming e.g. comedy or drama, where the producer may control particular “talent”. However, at present, the value to a broadcaster is still driven primarily by the first transmission on linear television rather than by new media services.  
	8.13 Ofcom is not aware of any evidence that the commissioning arrangements that have been negotiated between Pact and the BBC create a particular precedent in the relation to commissioning and/or set some sort of floor in terms of pricing. Although all the PSBs are subject to the Codes of Practice requirements under section 285 of the Communications Act, the agreements between the BBC and Pact are different from those agreed between Pact and the commercial PSBs and the amounts which the BBC pays for programming differ too.  
	8.14 In addition there are no requirements in relation to Codes of Practice for non-PSB broadcasters: these are simply a matter for commercial negotiation. Taken together, these arguments suggest that the BBC’s proposals are unlikely to have a significant impact on commissioning by other broadcasters.  
	8.15 There are no specific requirements on the BBC in respect of the use of independent producers for radio programming. Historically the BBC chose voluntarily to aim to commission around 10% of its speech-radio output from independent producers. In fact it tended to exceed this target. Clearly there is no risk of any spillover on the audio side either.  
	What is the BBC proposing to spend?  
	8.16 The BBC has told us it is proposing to spend £(m on rights for its proposed services pa. This figure includes both the costs of acquisitions and extra new media rights for originations. The BBC also treats it as a common cost for internet catch-up TV, cable catch-up TV and internet non-DRM radio downloads. It is difficult to identify the incremental cost of catch-up and non-DRM rights.  
	8.17 The BBC has told us it is not proposing to commission any new content for the proposed services (discussed above as a possible effect).  
	8.18 The BBC is currently negotiating with the collecting societies (PRS and PPL) for a blanket licence covering the cost of the audio rights it will need for the non-DRM download service (discussed further below). 
	What evidence is there of overpayment?  
	8.19 Although several stakeholders mentioned content rights inflation as a potential problem, very little evidence was adduced in support of this contention. There is also only limited evidence about the amount that others are paying for catch-up and non-DRM rights:  
	 On the video side, one major commercial provider told us that it has budgeted £5m pa for new media content rights for its proposed VOD service – this is clearly substantially lower than the BBC budget of £( m pa. Although, the BBC may operate a broader range of TV and radio services this is nevertheless a significant mismatch.   
	 On the audio side, Chrysalis’ submission referred to a “three year deal” with the major record producers, valued at £500,000. Discussions with the relevant industry licensing organisations (BMR and MCPS-PRS) suggest that this arrangement represents an agreement between the BBC and record producers for the use of content on the BBC’s Listen Again service. The licensing body has told Ofcom that the original arrangements were based on individual licences: this contract would move to a blanket licence in 2007. It is difficult to evaluate whether the value of this contract – reported to be in the order of £500,000 over 3 years – represents the BBC overpaying for the rights or not. Clearly, the BBC is required to make some sort of payment to musicians/artists for the use of sound recordings in the Listen Again service.  
	 Some stakeholders cited examples of how the BBC has previously paid a higher price for content rights in other circumstances. For example, another broadcaster stated that the BBC acquired the online rights for the World Cup at a price that was not affordable on a commercial basis. Chrysalis and some other stakeholders cited an occasion where BBC management had publicly asserted that the BBC is prepared to pay more than might be expected in order to secure the convenience of a single rights deal. More generally, some stakeholders asserted that because of the BBC’s unique funding and structure, the BBC does not negotiate rights deals as hard as commercial players. While this has been a relatively common complaint in recent times, no-one has yet submitted a formal competition law complaint to either the OFT or Ofcom. 
	8.20 A number of submissions to Ofcom have emphasised the uncertainty that is attached to these nascent markets. Given that the markets are in their infancy, it is impossible to assess whether the prices being paid are an accurate reflection of market value or represent the BBC paying “over the odds”.  However, one way to mitigate this potential concern would be to impose budget limits for the proposed services through their service licences.  As discussed in the next section, if these conditions were included, the BBC would need to obtain Trust approval to exceed the specified limit, providing some measure of security for commercial players that the BBC would not be able to deploy significantly more than its initial budget in acquiring rights for its new proposals. These concerns also tend to emphasise the importance of the various programming obligations on the BBC in terms of originated programming (e.g. to produce original children’s TV programmes).   
	Reduced value of secondary rights 
	8.21 An argument that has been put forward is that increased exploitation around the first transmission through catch-up and VoD services will have a negative impact on the value of secondary rights. That is, because viewers will have more opportunities to watch a particular programme in an on-demand environment, they will be less attracted to watching the programme if it were to be shown again on a UK digital channel. This would reduce the ability of UK digital channels to attract and retain audiences, which would in turn have an impact on their ability to generate advertising revenue.  This would reduce the amount that they were prepared to pay in the secondary rights market. 
	8.22 Several of these issues are already reflected in our discussion of direct effects in Sections 4 to 7.  In particular, those sections considered the way in which revenues would be diverted away from the secondary window and the extent to which series stacking, for example, would influence that diversion.  From the point of view of the content rights markets, it is important to separate: 
	 transfers of value between primary and secondary windows; from 
	 overall changes in the value of rights. 
	8.23 As noted above, Ofcom does not expect the BBC’s proposals to lead to major changes in the quantity of content produced.  The question is more about how the commercial value of content is realised.  While the proposals may lead to transfers of value between the windows, we consider that they are unlikely to change the overall value.  In other words, the development of on-demand services shifts value to the primary window away from secondary windows but does not necessarily have any adverse impact on the market.  
	Underpayment for rights 
	8.24 Some stakeholders argued that the BBC had actually driven down the cost of music rights. Evidence on this point is limited. Some argue that the BBC has significant buyer power which allows it to bid down the value of rights. The BBC is the largest single source of revenue for the collecting societies (PPL and PRS) accounting for roughly 25-30%. In the context of the current negotiations about the blanket licence for music on new media services, they say that the BBC is insisting on too low a price although we note that the proposals are an additional source of revenue for the societies. 
	8.25 Again, the lack of any evidence on the amount others are paying for similar rights makes it very difficult to assess whether the BBC is underpaying. We do not believe there is a case for intervening in the negotiations. 
	Broadband internet provision 
	8.26 Several of the BBC’s proposed services will be delivered over the internet, and, if successful, they could have a significant impact on the development of the UK broadband market.  In particular: 
	 the services may increase the number of broadband households in the UK; 
	 the services may increase data volumes per household; and 
	 the simulcast services require internet service providers (ISPs) to ensure that their networks can support “multicasting”.  
	8.27 In many respects, these are extremely positive developments.  An increase in demand for broadband services is entirely consistent with the BBC’s public purposes and is supportive of the UK’s general drive towards increased media literacy.  However, it is also important to recognise that there may be resource costs associated with greater demand for broadband services, and to the extent that these increased resource costs are driven by the take-up of iPlayer, they rightly need to be considered within the PVT process. 
	8.28 Ofcom considers that there is some ambiguity over where these impacts should be reflected: to the extent that there are costs directly associated with the use of iPlayer that are borne by the users of iPlayer, these costs would reduce the consumer surplus associated with consumption of iPlayer.  This might argue for the inclusion of the costs within the PVA .  On the other hand, Ofcom believes there are two good reasons for also assessing these costs as part of the MIA. First, the BBC on-demand proposals involve a direct resource cost in terms of the additional investment in infrastructure needed to support the increased traffic likely to be generated by the proposals. This cost has implications for the take-up of broadband services and therefore directly impacts on the assessment of market impact. Second, these additional costs may be recovered from consumers who are not users of the BBC’s proposals because the ISPs spread their cost recovery by raising prices for all of their customers – regardless of whether those customers use iPlayer. Alternatively, the costs may be absorbed by the ISPs as reductions in profits. These effects are squarely something for the MIA. 
	Assessment of broadband cost impacts of internet catch-up service 
	8.29 At a more detailed level, the use of P2P technology for the distribution of catch-up TV services is likely to impact on the costs incurred by ISPs. If traffic volumes increase ISPs must either add more backhaul capacity or degrade the consumer experience at peak times .  
	Figure 8.4 – Architecture of BT IPStream 
	  
	8.30 Based on the numbers of hours of BBC catch up TV iPlayer users are expected to download each month Ofcom has estimated the additional capacity costs required to support catch up on the internet as follows. First we assumed: 
	 average number of programs downloaded each month = 13 
	 average duration of programs = 40 minutes 
	 average encoding bit rate = 800kbps 
	8.31 Based on the above, the iPlayer related data downloaded by an average iPlayer user is 3.1 GBytes/month. If the download of this data were spread evenly throughout the month it would require approximately 10kbps of additional central capacity per iPlayer user. This amounts to a significant amount of infrastructure build.  Of course, not all of this infrastructure build would be genuinely incremental.  To the extent that iPlayer diverts users away from other internet-base services, the incremental impact would be reduced. Using the figures from our quantitative analysis, we estimate that around 50% of the traffic would be incremental. 
	8.32 Whether the total cost or the incremental cost is relevant for the PVA depends in our view on whether the PVA also nets off the consumer surplus lost on other services. If the consumer surplus has been netted off, then the reduction in the cost of delivering those other services should also be netted off, and only the cost of the incremental internet capacity should be taken into account. On the other hand, if the PVA assesses the gross value of the proposed BBC services, it should also look at the total resource cost of service delivery. 
	8.33 For the purposes of estimating the costs of this build, we have used the current BT Central rate card price (approx £26k/month for 120 mbps).  While this is clearly an indicative assumption – the real question is what the actual resource cost associated with the new build would be – we believe it is a reasonable indicator of the costs of new capacity.  Using these figures, we derive an incremental cost to the ISP of just over £1.00 per month per iPlayer user (or 24p per incremental hour of video downloaded). 
	8.34 In reality, and as shown in the results of the BBC trial, P2P traffic throughout the day has a profile similar to other internet activity i.e. it peaks in the evenings. The peak to mean ratio for traffic throughout the day is typically in the order of 2:1 and ISPs provision capacity to cover peak demand. In the case of the iPlayer this implies that BT Central capacity costs per iPlayer user could be as much as £2.00 per month (50p per additional hour of video downloaded).  While these costs are likely to decline over time in real terms, they would continue to be significant over the 5-year period covered by our quantitative analysis.  The overall costs of the capacity required to support the internet catch-up service under our central scenario (and assuming no change to the real cost per additional hour downloaded) are set out in the table below. 
	Table 8.1 – Estimates of incremental broadband costs for internet catch-up service
	  
	  
	Unit
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	NPV
	Internet catch-up incremental hours
	m hours
	137
	271
	393
	497
	582
	-
	Central case costs:  24 pence per incremental hour
	£m
	33
	65
	94
	119
	140
	399
	Central case costs:  50 pence per incremental hour
	£m
	68
	135
	197
	249
	291
	831
	 
	8.35 It is important to note that typical broadband connection speeds and download caps are likely to continue rising in the years ahead, and new technological solutions are likely to reduce the costs of incremental capacity over time.  As such, the cost estimates set out above are likely to be at the higher end of the possible range.  Furthermore, to the extent that that the additional capacity would also be available for use by a wide range of other services, including commercial on-demand services, it would not necessarily be appropriate to attribute the associated costs to the BBC services in isolation. It is likely, however, that some customers would have to move to a more expensive broadband package in order to be able to use the proposed on-demand services. 
	8.36 This level of impact assumes that iPlayer P2P traffic will have a similar profile to other internet traffic. ISPs may choose to de-prioritise and drop P2P traffic to avoid increased demand at peak times (but reduce the iPlayer user experience). However, for those ISP who cannot (because they lack the necessary technology), or choose not to, filter out P2P traffic at peak times the estimates set out above are indicative of the additional costs they will incur if service to end user is not to be degraded. As described above, the main impact of iPlayer for DSL based ISPs is an increase in traffic volumes which may result the ISPs having to upgrade backhaul circuit capacity. For ISPs using regulated BT Wholesale products, such as IPStream, these costs are easily identifiable (as set out above). However, ISPs who unbundled the local loop and the Cable operators have greater flexibility to optimise their networks for P2P traffic and may therefore be able to reduce the cost impact of the iPlayer services. These operators may therefore be able to gain a competitive cost advantage relative to ISPs who are reliant on BT Wholesale services. 
	8.37 A potential way to avoid these increased costs is for the BBC to introduce additional features into the iPlayer that allow users to request an overnight download. Combined with ISPs offering retail pricing structures which favour off peak downloads end users may be incentivised to download outside of peak hours, more efficient use of ISP backhaul capacity could then be achieved and incremental costs avoided. It should be noted, however, that the increased electricity costs of leaving PCs on overnight could themselves be significant. 
	Approach to cost recovery 
	8.38 The analysis above considers the potential costs that ISPs may incur as a result of the iPlayer.  As we have explained, we consider those to be resource costs that, from a total welfare perspective, are relevant to an overall assessment of the value to consumers of using iPlayer. 
	8.39 An important related question is the way in which those costs would be passed on to customers.  For example, BT’s Option 1 broadband product retails at £17.99/month and is limited to 2GBytes of download each month. End users who currently use this product and subsequently become regularly users of the BBC catch up service would need to upgrade to BT Option 2 which has a 6 GByte download limit and costs an additional £5/month. Whilst other ISPs have different retail offerings, all ISPs using BT wholesale products will be subject to the same underlying costs and hence may need to adjust their retail offerings as services such as BBC catch up become more popular.   
	8.40 The approach taken by ISPs to cost recovery could have a significant impact on the take-up of the BBC’s proposals.  We have not directly sought to quantify that impact, but consider that if costs are directly targeted to customers downloading high volumes of data, then take-up of the on-line services in general, and of the BBC services in particular, would be at the bottom end of our projected ranges – i.e. close to the low scenario described in sections 3 to 7. 
	Impact of multicast requirements 
	8.41 Another implication of the BBC proposals relates to the fact that these proposals are designed to drive ISPs toward installing multicasting routers in their networks. The BBC proposes to offer simulcast versions of its broadcast channels on the internet using multicast IP technology. This technology allows the BBC to offer its channels without incurring additional server costs for each incremental viewer. Multicast provides a “one to many” broadcast architecture and is more efficient for the BBC than the “one to one” nature of its current unicast services. However, multicast technology must be supported by the ISP networks in order for the services to be delivered.  
	8.42 Multicast is not currently supported by BT’s broadband infrastructure, and is unlikely to be supported until it implements its 21st Century Network upgrade. Hence, only a sub-set of LLU operators who have deployed multicast enabled equipment are able to provide access to the BBC’s simulcast TV services. In Q1 2006 LLU operators accounted for less than 4% of the UK’s broadband internet connections and none currently occupy a significant portion of the broadband retail subscriber market.  
	8.43 There are two potential impacts of this issue.  First, it may impose additional costs on ISPs and second, it would reduce take-up of the BBC’s proposed simulcast service if a large number of users are unable to use the service.  In practice, we consider that the costs on ISPs are unlikely to be material, and have therefore not sought to quantify them. 
	8.44 It is unclear whether the availability of the BBC simulcast services will provide sufficient incentive for ISPs to introduce Multicast capability into their networks. If the service proves popular the potential market impact may be that end users will favour ISPs who are able to support this service. However, growing numbers of PCs are able to receive BBC digital broadcast channels using DTT and DSat receiver cards and USB devices or with products such as the “Slingbox”. End users who value having access to the live channels on their PC will therefore have an increasing number of options to achieve this and will be less reliant on receiving the services via broadband. The availability of other methods to receive the BBC live channels on their PC will reduce the impact of some ISPs not supporting IP Multicast. 
	DRM and media player provision 
	8.45 Some stakeholders pointed out that he BBC’s choice of Microsoft’s Windows Media Player 10 might impact other DRM and media player service providers. In particular, Real Networks expressed concern that the BBC was proposing to only offer its catch up TV service using Windows Media technology. 
	8.46 Windows Media Player 10 software operates on PCs running the Widows XP operating system but is not compatible with some other PC operating systems such as Apple’s Mac OS X. The BBC has informed us that its choice of Windows Media 10 was driven by cost and operational issues  and may be revised in the future.  The BBC’s current Radio Player allows end users the choice of using either Windows Media Player or Real Player. Real Player is supported on the Mac OS X and that the BBC could extend the reach of the catch up TV service if it were to support the Real player in addition to Microsoft.  
	8.47 From a market impact perspective, the BBC’s choice raises two potential issues: 
	 first, there is the potential direct impact on DRM and media player providers.  Assessment of this issue would require very significant analysis of whether a significant portion of the media player / DRM markets had been foreclosed as a result of the BBC’s choice. On the other hand, there is also the question with respect to the BBC as to whether it had made a sound commercial decision in its choice of service provider; and 
	 second, there is the potential to exclude users of operating systems that do not support WMP10 from using the service.  This could reduce reach and it could also influence future operating system purchases.  On balance, we consider that access to iPlayer would be only one of many factors influencing the decision to purchase a new computer / operating system, and that this is therefore likely to be a relatively minor concern. 
	8.48 We have not addressed these issues in detail; a full blown analysis of the media player/DRM markets would not have been practicable within the context of this MIA.  We understand that the BBC is currently in discussion with Real Player over the possibility of introducing a Real Player version of iPlayer and that, pending the outcome of the PVT, such a version could be available within a few months. In our view, such a step should be sufficient to resolve any concerns in this area.      
	 
	 
	Section 9 
	9 Scope of proposals 
	9.1 This section looks at the scope of the current proposals as described in the BBC’s PVT application and assesses what would happen if the services were extended beyond the limits which are currently proposed. It is based on stakeholder views about extensions that would be particularly problematic. In the event that the BBC decided it wanted to extend its on-demand proposals in these respects, we believe that the BBC Trust should seriously consider conducting a PVT on the extension because it is liable to have a serious market impact. The extensions that would be particularly problematic are: 
	 Cross promotion; 
	 Budget expansion;  
	 Content being ‘made for’ the on-demand proposals; and 
	 Full track commercial music 
	9.2 This section also considers a proposal made by several stakeholders – delaying launch of the on-demand services for six to 12 months.  
	Cross-promotion 
	9.3 Several stakeholders argue that the impact of the three internet-based services would depend on the extent to which the BBC is able cross-promote its services. In particular, there is concern that the impact of the proposed service on competing providers would be much greater if it was linked in any way to commercial VOD services offered by BBC Worldwide. 
	9.4 BBC Worldwide has indicated that it plans to launch a commercial version of the iPlayer.  Some stakeholders were keen to ensure that use of the public service version of the iPlayer would not tend to lead consumers towards the commercial services offered by BBC Worldwide, whether through a link to the relevant website, cross-promotion or other means. This, it was argued, would give BBC Worldwide an unfair competitive advantage over other commercial VOD providers. As ITV put it, “The public services must not provide a ‘shop window’ for the commercial services”.  
	9.5 In Ofcom’s view, if the proposed services are introduced, it will be important to ensure that opportunities for cross-promotion are not used by the BBC to secure any special advantage in commercial markets. We would note, however, that the BBC is already subject to regulations designed to prevent this happening, in the form of the Fair Trading Guidelines. 
	9.6 The Fair Trading Guidelines are administered by the BBC Trust and are explicitly designed to ensure that the BBC’s commercial activities are not given preferential treatment in terms of their relationship with the BBC’s public services.  
	9.7 We note that in the statement on the review of the Cross-Promotion rules (May 2006), Ofcom recommended that – in line with the Government’s White Paper on the BBC – that an ex ante code covering cross promotions should be formulated for the BBC and that it should be based on similar principles to the code that Ofcom was proposing for the commercial PSBs.  Given the ambitions for the take-up of the iPlayer service, Ofcom would expect the BBC’s ex ante code on cross promotion to address the issue of platform neutrality. 
	 ‘Made for’ content 
	9.8 A number of stakeholders argued that, in order to ensure that the proposed catch-up TV services (over both internet and cable) do not have an undue impact on commercial VOD providers, it should be clearly stated that: 
	 the services should only be used for provision of catch-up content in the form in which it was originally broadcast, such that non-broadcast content, programme highlights, edited clips and trailers should not permitted; and 
	 the BBC should not commission any content especially for the purpose of making it available in catch-up form. Stakeholders indicated that they would be concerned if any non-broadcast content were to be made available through the e.g. edited highlights or clips that might compete with similar commercial services. 
	9.9 In Ofcom’s view, these clarifications would be consistent with the BBC’s proposals and would help to reassure commercial providers that their VOD services would be unduly affected. If at some point the BBC proposes to extend its catch-up services to include specially commissioned or edited content, that could significantly alter the market impact of the services, and consideration should be given to a further PVT.   
	9.10 In relation to the audio download proposal, stakeholders indicated that their concerns would be magnified if any non-broadcast content were to be made available through the iPlayer platform e.g. made-for-podcast content that might compete with similar commercial services.  
	 RadioCentre gives the example of a full length version of an interview being made available for download where only the shortened form of the interview was broadcast).  
	 Chrysalis gives the example that the BBC could offer an archived interview with Robbie Williams that would prevent LBC charging for an interview with Robbie from the same period. 
	 RadioCentre also expressed concern that original ‘made-for’ content might be made available through creative scheduling i.e. including original content in the linear schedule at an off-peak time (e.g. the middle of the night) in order to qualify for on-demand access. The RadioCentre gave the example of overnight scheduling of additional material from the Chris Moyles breakfast show.  
	9.11 Once again, our understanding is that the BBC’s non-DRM audio proposals only cover the provision of broadcast content in its original form, though with full-track commercial music excluded. If in future the BBC proposes to extend the scope of the service to include edited or non-broadcast content, that could have a significant impact on the market assessment, and the Trust should consider the case for a further PVT.   
	9.12 It should be noted that the BBC does already provide trailers and edited audio and video material on the bbc.co.uk website. In future, some of this material is likely to be made available via the iPlayer platform. The provision of this material, however, will be covered by the service licence for bbc.co.uk, and not by the service licences for the proposed on-demand services. It is therefore outside the scope of this MIA. 
	Planned levels of expenditure 
	9.13 Several stakeholders argued that the impact of the proposed services would depend heavily on the amount the BBC would spend on developing and marketing the service. The published description of the proposed service did not provide any information on the planned levels of expenditure, or on the breakdown by cost type. As a result it was not possible for stakeholders to assess properly the likely scale of the effects. 
	9.14 Ofcom has obtained further details from the BBC on its planned expenditure over the next five years. This is summarised in Table 9.1.  
	 
	Table 9.1 – Planned expenditure on proposed on-demand services 
	        
	Cost category
	£m
	£m
	Direct costs
	Build/start-up
	(
	Opex
	(
	Total
	(
	Shared costs
	BBC iPlayer
	Marketing
	(
	Build
	(
	Operational
	(
	Total
	(
	Content rights and playout costs
	(
	Grand Total
	131.2
	 
	9.15 As indicated in the table, the BBC has budgeted for expenditure of £( m on marketing the proposed services. 
	9.16 Ofcom assumes that this content rights element would relate principally to the need to secure additional new media rights in relation to sports rights and acquired content e.g. popular films. Ofcom notes that this nevertheless appear to represent a significant amount more than other broadcasters have budgeted to spend on additional content rights. 
	9.17 This MIA has been carried out on the basis of the budgeted costs shown in Table 9.1. If the actual levels of spend turn out to be significantly different from the forecasts, we would expect this to be reflected in the impact on other services and providers. In particular, if expenditure on marketing and/or content rights turned out to be much higher than planned, the effect on other services could be markedly bigger than we have anticipated. 
	9.18 For this reason, we believe that, if the proposals are approved, it would be appropriate for the budgeted levels of expenditure to be included in the relevant service licences.  If BBC management wished to exceed the stated budgets, it would need to apply to the Trust for an amendment of the licence conditions. The Trust would then decide whether a further PVT was required, or whether the application could be handled without one.  This approach is in line with that adopted in other service licences which require Trust approval if BBC management wishes to exceed the approved level by more than 10% (in real terms) over the duration of the service licence.   
	Full track commercial music 
	9.19 The BBC’s proposal for non-DRM audio downloads does not include full-track commercial music. However, if the copyright impediment to offering music downloads is removed, there is the possibility of expanding the non-DRM offering in future. MCPS-PRS point out that the BBC is currently negotiating for a broad licence for music for the new services. We note that making available full track commercial music is likely to have a significant negative impact on commercial music download services. 
	9.20 The BBC could make available a considerable amount of full-track commercial music since many of its services are predominantly music based. If music were allowed in the non-DRM audio offering, commercial music download services might be significantly impacted – Radio 1, Radio 2, 1Xtra and BBC 6 all have extensive music elements.   
	9.21 We have evaluated the market impact of the proposed service on the basis that it excludes full-track commercial music. If in future the non-DRM audio service were to be extended to include full-track commercial music, that would significantly alter the market impact of the service. A proposal to extend the service in this way should in our view be the subject of a further PVT.  
	 
	  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Annex 1 
	1 Terms of Reference 
	A1.1 This document provides the terms of reference for Ofcom’s market impact assessment of the BBC’s new on-demand proposals 
	Introduction  
	A1.2 The BBC’s new Royal Charter and Agreement requires the BBC Trust to undertake a Public Value Test (‘PVT’) before a decision is taken to make any significant change to the UK Public Services. The PVT comprises two elements – a Public Value Assessment (‘PVA’) and a Market Impact Assessment (‘MIA’). In the transitionary period until the new Charter becomes legally effective on 1 January 2007, the BBC Governors have committed to apply the PVT to all new service licence applications.  
	A1.3 For the purposes of conducting MIAs, the Ofcom and the BBC Governors have established a Joint Steering Group (‘JSG’) with Ofcom. The JSG has set these terms of reference for this MIA. The substantive findings of the MIA, however, will remain a matter for the judgment of Ofcom.  
	Proposition  
	A1.4 The BBC proposes the following new offerings:  
	 Seven day catch-up TV over the internet;  
	 Seven day catch-up TV over cable and Homechoice;  
	 Simulcast TV over the internet;  
	 Non-DRM audio downloads over the internet;  
	A1.5 The three internet-based offerings will be combined into a direct-to-consumer offering, BBC iPlayer version 1.0, which will incorporate all the existing BBC players.   
	Objective  
	A1.6 The purpose of the MIA is to assess the impact which the introduction of these services would have on the markets in which they would be provided, and on other related markets.  
	Approach  
	A1.7 The MIA will be carried out in accordance with the methodology which has been agreed between the BBC Governors and Ofcom.  
	Output  
	A1.8 The MIA will provide an assessment and, where possible and relevant, a quantifiable evaluation of the impact on the relevant primary and other markets identified. This includes an assessment of the impact on producers and other participants in relevant markets and ultimately consumers.  
	A1.9 The assessment of some effects is likely to remain purely qualitative, for example those related to investment incentives in other markets. Ofcom should, however, seek to obtain some information as to the likely impact on existing (and perhaps future) producers’ plans.  
	A1.10 The MIA analysis may also include some sensitivity analysis to:  
	 identify which aspects of the service may have a particularly strong impact on the overall assessment; and  
	 as appropriate, help identify possible modifications to the service to remove/mitigate some of these effects.  
	Coordination between the MIA and the PVA  
	A1.11 Ofcom and the BBC Governors will seek to coordinate the conduct of the PVA and the MIA by:  
	 sharing data and collaborating on the construction of market models where appropriate; and  
	 attempting to minimise the risks that the PVA and the MIA are built on assumptions and inputs that are not easily reconcilable at a later stage.  
	Identification of relevant markets  
	A1.12 1.12 Ofcom should consider the potential impact of the new on-demand proposals on the markets for the following products and services:  
	 broadcast services on various delivery platforms, including related advertising services;  
	 on-demand services, including those offered on various delivery platforms; and  
	 home recording and viewing services and products.  
	A1.13 1.13 This list is not necessarily exhaustive. Ofcom has discretion to examine the impact on other products and services that it considers relevant in the course of conducting the MIA, subject to agreement by the JSG.  
	A1.14 1.14 The MIA will identify the markets to which the proposed new on-demand proposals belong (the “primary” markets), as well as other related markets where the proposed services are likely to have a significant indirect impact (the “secondary” markets).  
	Timetable for completion  
	A1.15 Ofcom is required to deliver the MIA to the BBC Governors by 15 December 2006 (three months from the date these terms of reference are finalised). It is anticipated that the results of the MIA will be published alongside the BBC Trust’s preliminary conclusions in early 2007.  
	A1.16 In the event of delays caused by the unavailability of data or other unforeseen circumstances, the JSG may be asked to approve an appropriate addition to the overall MIA timetable. In such cases the JSG would make clear its reasoning and revised timetable for production of the MIA report.  
	A1.17 Agreed by the Joint Steering Group on 15 September 2006. 
	Annex 2 
	2 Additional description of BBC on-demand proposals (amended) 
	A2.1 This document provides further detail on BBC management’s proposals to launch a number of new public service offerings, which will provide the BBC’s existing content on-demand to licence fee payers. The proposals are being considered by the BBC Governors through the Public Value Test (PVT) process. In summary, the proposals are: 
	a) Seven day TV catch-up over the internet  
	b) Seven day TV catch-up over cable (i.e. ntl, Telewest and Homechoice); 
	c) Simulcast TV over the internet; and 
	d) Non-DRM audio downloads over the internet. 
	A2.2 The three internet-based offerings will be combined into a direct-to-consumer offering, BBC iPlayer , which will also incorporate all the existing BBC players and consoles under a consistent user interface and brand .  BBC iPlayer is designed to unify the BBC’s provision of audio and video content on-demand. The plan is for it to replace all existing video and audio players within bbc.co.uk (excluding BBC Jam). Users will be able to navigate to the iPlayer from across bbc.co.uk. There will also be a dedicated area of the site which will serve as a direct entry point into the iPlayer.  
	A2.3 This note sets out for each of the four proposals, further information about the content that will be offered, its availability and key technical requirements, i.e. how the service will appear to audiences and what users will be able to do with content accessed through the proposal (e.g. access for seven days, pause/rewind etc) and estimates of potential reach.  
	General 
	A2.4 If approved, the BBC’s new on-demand proposals would be expected to be launched following the conclusion of the Public Value Test (PVT) in early 2007. 
	A2.5 This document sets out the limits on the window availability of content for which approval is being sought as part of the PVT.  
	A2.6 No archived content will be made available via the new on-demand proposals. Only content broadcast from launch of the proposal onwards will be made available through the catch-up window outlined in this document.  
	A2.7 As an extension of free to air linear broadcasting, these proposals solely relate to the primary consumption window and the BBC's Public Service offering. 
	A2.8 Separate to, and not as part of the publicly funded iPlayer platform subject to this PVT, the BBC's commercial subsidiaries may wish to offer on-demand content licensed to it by the BBC on a commercial basis within a secondary window.  Such activities carried on by the commercial subsidiaries are not funded by the licence fee and do not form part of the BBC's public service offering, consequently such commercial activities are not subject to the PVT and do not form part of the MIA.  All activities carried on by the BBC's commercial subsidiaries are nonetheless subject to relevant requirements of the Charter and Agreement and, in particular, the BBC's Fair Trading regime and any relevant provisions of the Fair Trading Statement of Policy and Competitive Impact Codes to be adopted by the BBC Trust (pursuant to clauses 65 & 66 of the Agreement), as well as the guidelines to be adopted and published by BBC Management on Fair Trading and Competitive Impact (pursuant to Clause 67 of the Agreement).   
	A2.9 Any proposals to make significant changes to the proposals and the points above from launch would be expected to require a new PVT. 
	Seven day TV catch-up over the internet and cable 
	Content  
	A2.10 The features of the content that will be made available via the new seven day internet and cable/Homechoice offerings are outlined below. 
	A2.11 The BBC intends to provide a complete TV schedule via its on-demand TV proposals. At launch however, the BBC expects to make around 70% of the BBC’s network TV schedules available, increasing to over 80% by 2010.  
	 
	 Any programme (whether in-house or independently originated) which is commissioned for transmission on any of the BBC’s TV channels will be made available through the TV offerings. In addition a small amount of programming that is commissioned by the BBC for transmission by S4C will also be made available. Initially this will exclude any programmes for which the BBC does not have the relevant rights.  
	 In addition, subject to availability of rights, acquired and certain other TV content will also be made available at launch. Examples include acquired films and series, some sport, a proportion of non-narrative repeats, programmes rich in archive VT or stills, and some music performance. It is anticipated that new media rights will be acquired for some or all of these during the first two years following launch.  
	 Where the BBC does not already have the rights it will ensure that it obtains the appropriate permissions for all its audience facing services.  
	 The BBC is currently discussing with cable operators about the volume of content that can be carried on their platforms and how their service might evolve; at launch this may mean that seven day catch-up over cable includes a less comprehensive range and volume of programming hours than seven day catch-up over the internet. The range and volume of content and ‘series stacking’ on cable will therefore be subject to the above discussions. 
	 On-demand and live streamed audio content will be made available through Radio Player which will be included in the iPlayer user interface (see 2 above). However, existing audio on-demand and live streamed content has previously been approved and does not form part of this PVT proposal.  
	 No archive content will be made available via this proposal. Only content broadcast from the point of launch will be included.  
	Platform for seven-day TV catch-up over cable 
	A2.12 This proposal will make the above BBC television content available on-demand within a seven day window via digital cable (ntl and Telewest) and Homechoice.  The features of this offering are as follows: 
	 Audiences have seven days from the point at which TV content is broadcast to access a programme. When a user clicks on the programme from the listing of the last seven days’ content, the programme will stream to the users’ TV to be watched immediately. It is not stored on the set top box for later viewing. This means that there is a difference in the time frame during which audiences can access content on cable compared with the internet (as outlined below). After seven days the programme will no longer be available for access.  
	 In addition the proposal may include ‘series stacking’ whereby all of the episodes in a series are available for viewing from the point at which they are broadcast until seven days after the transmission of the last episode in the series. After this point, all episodes will no longer be available. ‘Series stacking’ will be applied selectively to support particular editorial propositions. 
	 Seven day catch-up over cable also allows retrospective scheduling i.e. users can view a programme after it was broadcast without having to make the decision prior to transmission.  Audiences can therefore read the review of a programme and then decide to watch it.  
	 BBC content will be provided at no extra cost (i.e. in basic tier). As outlined above in paragraph 7, commercial downloads do not form part of the seven day TV catch-up proposal. 
	 As platform operators, ntl/Telewest and Homechoice will be able to host content from other content providers in addition to the BBC offering on their on-demand service.   
	 Seven day TV catch-up relates to the BBC’s direct to audience proposition and those digital cable and IPTV services that have undergone technical and consumer trials of BBC television catch-up. The current application is limited to the provision of services through ntl, Telewest and Homechoice.  
	A2.13 In principle, BBC management is prepared to make BBC television content available to other mediated on-demand distribution methods subject to value for money and regulatory requirements likely to be imposed upon it by the Trust under the new Charter and Agreement. BBC management have also indicated to the Governance Unit they would like to establish in the light of this PVT the potential principles that might govern any such future arrangements. 
	 
	Seven day TV catch-up over internet 
	Content  
	A2.14 See above for features of the content that will be made available via the seven day internet and cable/Homechoice offerings. 
	Platform for seven-day TV catch-up over internet 
	A2.15 The features of the proposal  are as follows: 
	 This service will be available over the BBC website bbc.co.uk. The BBC website can be accessed through web browsers found on PCs, portable devices, games consoles etc.  
	 Audiences will have seven days from the point at which it is broadcast within which to receive the programme from the BBC. Audiences will have a maximum of 13 weeks from the point that they download the file to open the file. If it is not opened within 13 weeks it will be permanently disabled. They will then have another seven days from the point at which the programme is first viewed to watch that programme as many times as they like. After seven days from the point at which the programme was first viewed, the file is deleted or permanently disabled. 
	 The internet catch-up service will include ‘series stacking’ whereby all of the episodes in a series are available from the BBC from the point at which they are broadcast until seven days after the transmission of the last episode in the series. The viewer is then able to watch any available episode as many times as they like for seven days after the point at which each episode is first viewed. After seven days from the point at which it was opened the episode is deleted or permanently disabled. The span between the earliest episode broadcast and the most recent episode broadcast within any series stacking proposition will be limited to a maximum of 13 weeks. Series stacking’ will be applied selectively to support particular editorial propositions.  
	 Seven day catch-up over the internet also allows retrospective scheduling i.e. users can view a programme after it was broadcast without having to make the decision prior to transmission.  
	 Seven day catch-up over the internet also places programming in a ‘rich context’ i.e. TV programmes can be linked to supporting web functionality such as additional material and search to allow audiences to get more information about the content (e.g. actors, storylines, themes) and find related/linked content. 
	 Catch-up TV over internet will be available in full screen quality. A certain amount of TV programmes will be available as quarter screen. 
	 Delivery over the internet means that the new BBC on-demand offerings will deliver content to any device that is connected to the internet with a UK based IP address, subject to the connection speed being sufficiently fast to allow transfer of rich media assets in a reasonable time. In practice, this means that the service will be available primarily to users with a broadband connection. 
	 Where distribution is via downloading, programme files will be available in a range of formats which will affect the size of each file. The range of formats will be determined by a number of considerations: editorial, audience demand and technical. 
	 Currently most broadband connections run to a PC (located at home or in the office), and so viewing is likely initially to occur in front of a computer screen. Wireless devices with the equivalent of a broadband connection to the internet e.g. 3G, may also be able to access on-demand content. Where programmes are downloaded to view (e.g. catch-up), it may be possible to transfer them to portable devices through synchronisation with a computer subject to supporting appropriate DRM. 
	 It is worth noting that bbc.co.uk is also available to most 2.5G and 3G enabled handsets with a browser. However, technological constraints including limited connection speeds and handset storage capacity limit the scope for access to catch-up content on mobiles. It is likely that this constraint will decline over time.  
	 Over time, convergence of technologies is likely to mean more devices become internet enabled, e.g. set top boxes for linear digital television reception. It is anticipated that BBC iPlayer would become available through such converged devices. 
	Simulcast TV over the internet 
	Content 
	A2.16 The BBC will simulcast all of its public service TV channels and their regional variations over the internet. This will include BBC1, BBC2, BBC3, BBC4, News 24, CBBC, CBeebies and BBC Parliament.  
	A2.17 The BBC intends to simulcast the whole of the linear schedules. However agreements with rights holders are likely to mean certain limited parts of the schedule will be blanked at launch. The BBC will seek to minimise this over time, although the speed with which this is achieved will be dependent on negotiations to acquire the necessary rights.  
	Platform 
	A2.18 The features of this service are as follows: 
	 It will provide UK audiences with the ability to watch the BBC’s existing television channels ‘live’ or in ‘real time’ over the internet on their internet-enabled device via bbc.co.uk (i.e. as they are being broadcast on normal terrestrial, satellite or cable/IPTV television). Simulcast TV will be delivered via the bbc.co.uk website. bbc.co.uk is a device-agnostic browser service. 
	 The number of users able to receive the simulcast at launch via their PC and also any related mobile devices will be extremely limited. Multicast streaming, which will be used to deliver the simulcast, is not generally supported by ISPs. It is anticipated that its availability will increase rapidly over time.  
	 
	Non-DRM downloads over the internet 
	Content 
	A2.19 The non-DRM audio downloads over the internet service will include mainly speech based audio programmes and material related to audio programming without Digital Rights Management (DRM) protection (i.e. where the rights holders agree that this form of distribution is appropriate). The availability of drama, comedy, book reading etc is limited by rights agreement issues.  
	A2.20 An indicator of the non-DRM downloads that will be made available via this offering is what is already available for download as part of the podcast trial .  An accurate summary at the time of writing is as follows: 
	 
	 The Best of Moyles  
	 Scott Mills Daily  
	 Chart Chat with JK & Joel  
	 Radio 1’s Music Interviews Radio 1’s  
	 Entertainment News  
	 Radio 1's Best of Unsigned
	 100% Homegrown Mix
	 Steve Wright  
	 Terry Wogan  
	 Chris Evans - The Best Bits   
	 Discovering Music  
	 Radio 3 Arts Talk
	 The Today Lead Interviews  
	 Broadcasting House  
	 From Our Own Correspondent  
	 In Business- currently off air  
	 In Our Time- currently off air  
	 Today Programme (8:10 interview)  
	 File on 4  
	 The Woman's Hour Choice  
	 Start The Week  
	 Front Row Interview  
	 Radio 4 Choice  
	 Today in Parliament  
	 The Now Show- currently off air
	 The Football Phone-In: 606  
	 Daily Mayo  
	 The Chequered Flag  
	 Wake up to Money  
	 Mark Kermode's film reviews  
	 Sportsweek  
	 Fighting Talk
	 The Russell Brand Podcast
	 Big Toe Clippings
	 Film café
	 Documentary  
	 Digital Planet  
	 Rooze Haftom  
	 Studio 834 (Spanish)  
	 World Today Select  
	 World News Bulletin
	 BBC Radio NewsPod  
	 World Today Select  
	 Newsnight
	 C2 Pick of the Week / C2 Uchafbwyntiau'r Wythnos
	 Scottish Football
	 All Things Considered
	 Letter to Gaelic Learners (Litir Do Luchd-Ionnsachaidh)
	 The Weekender
	 Sussex Breakfast
	 The Stephen Nolan Show
	A2.21 Archived audio material will not be made available as part of this offering. Only content broadcast going forward from launch will be supplied using the non-DRM audio download service.  
	A2.22 Subject to the outcome of the PVT, the range of non-DRM downloads is expected to increase over time though this is dependent on (a) audience demand (b) agreement with rights holders that this type of distribution is appropriate (c) value for money (d) editorial consideration The BBC expects that over time all of the BBC’s existing national, local and international radio networks will provide material for the non-DRM download service. 
	A2.23 THIS WAS ADDED BY BBC. BBC iPlayer will provide some music downloads in non-DRM form. This music will represent a relatively small proportion of the total non-DRM audio content on iPlayer. Examples of the music that will be made available is as follows: 
	 Recordings of live classical music, as performed by the BBC orchestras or singers (e.g. download of out-of-copyright classical music). The BBC has said that it will take a sensitive approach to mushc where there are no rights issues – particularly in the case of out-of-copyright classical music performed by BBC musicians in view of market impact potential.  
	 New BBC commissions of classical/experimental music 
	 Recorded live music sessions for the BBC  
	 Recorded live event performances for the BBC e.g. full track music festival coverage (e.g. Leeds, Glastonbury and Reading). 
	 music from unsigned bands. The podcasts already include Radio 1’s Best of Unsigned.  
	 music from record labels for promotional purposes and other promotional music. The BBC envisages that it would want to pursue occasional ad hoc deals with rights owners where they might specifically release their own recordings to the BBC to make available without DRM. These could, for example, be used to enrich a website about a certain album, artist or event.  
	A2.24 The BBC believes it will be offered full-track sessions by artists which it will treat on a case by case basis. 
	A2.25 The BBC has asserted that iPlayer will not include full track commercial music. The BBC defines full-track commercial music as:   ‘the full length of a ‘sound recording’ of a ‘musical work’ (both of which are protected copyright works), in which the writer(s)/composer(s), music publisher and record company have rights, which has been released for commercial sale e.g. on CD or as a download, and normally by a record company’ 
	A2.26 Non-DRM downloads are expected to increase as follows: 
	 
	A2.27 No TV programme material will be provided via this service.  
	A2.28 Non-BBC commissioned content will not be provided via this service.  
	Platform 
	A2.29 The main features are as follows: 
	 The BBC expects to introduce measures to restrict the length of time material is available or promoted from bbc.co.uk. However, given the material is distributed without DRM, once it is downloaded there are no restrictions on the temporal or geographic consumption of material by audiences.  
	 Non-DRM audio downloads can also be swapped using peer to peer technologies.  
	 The proposal will sit alongside the existing on-demand Radio Player service. Due to rights restrictions there may be editorial differences between propositions appearing within the current RadioPlayer. However, the two services will be complementary. 
	 Non-DRM audio downloads will be available for use on a wide range of portable devices (iPods etc). This means that audio content can be consumed offline. Removing DRM restrictions allows a broader range of devices to access the material, extending audience choice around where and when they consume BBC programming. The BBC will continue to support as wide a range of access devices as possible based on balancing cost with the size of a potential audience. Non-DRM audio material will be available on mp3 enabled mobile phones. 
	 Non-DRM downloads may also be accessed through non-browser applications such as Apple's iTunes software on a range of computing devices. To users of iTunes and other similar services, it will seem as if BBC content is being downloaded from iTunes. However, it will actually be downloaded from the BBC website. 
	 No commercial (i.e. paid-for) audio material will be provided via this proposal.  
	 This proposal also allows retrospective scheduling.  
	Technology 
	A2.30 BBC iPlayer release 1.0 uses media player software resident on the end user’s machine to play audio or video material once it has been delivered from the BBC’s servers. The type of player used is dependent on which part of the BBC iPlayer proposition the user is accessing. The following elements will be available by the following media players: 
	 
	A2.31 Which media player software applications are supported for each element is driven by two significant factors: 
	 The software supports the technical requirements of the service element (for example, a digital rights management system that allows a seven day window) 
	 There is an adequate installed user base for the software to justify the cost of supporting the application 
	A2.32 The range of media players supported by the BBC is under continuous review based on these criteria and may increase over time.  
	A2.33 Other organisations’ material will not be available through the BBC iPlayer Release 1.0, though BBC iPlayer does not affect a user’s media player software’s ability to play material from alternative sources. 
	A2.34 As explained above, BBC iPlayer uses media player software already installed on the user’s machine, however, in the case of ‘seven day TV catch up over the internet’ the user will have to install an additional piece of software known as the ‘BBC iPlayer download manager’. This application works in conjunction with the user’s media player software in order to manage the licences issued with each programme as part of the DRM solution and the Peer-to-Peer distribution of the content. It will be available to download from bbc.co.uk. 
	A2.35 The minimum recommended end user device specification for each of the service elements subject to the PVT are as follows: 
	 A PC running Windows XP and Windows Media Player 10 or above.  The minimum and recommended PC specification is: http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/player/10/readme.aspx#System 
	In the case of on-demand service delivered via streaming rather than download we expect to continue the current standards:  
	 Netscape 5 and above, Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 and above, or Opera 7 and above. (Other browsers may work with the BBC Sport Player, however the BBC is unable to guarantee their compatibility)  
	 Javascript must be enabled  
	 If cookies are enabled your viewing settings will be remembered for future visits. If cookies are not enabled or are reset by whoever manages your computer when you log on and off, the BBC Media Selector will prompt you to confirm your settings at each visit  
	 Popup blocking mechanisms should be set to allow pop-ups to be launched from bbc.co.uk pages. You will also need to have one of the following media players installed on your system:  
	 Microsoft Windows Media Player version 9 or above, available free from http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia/default.aspx. 
	 512kbps and above
	 n/a
	 n/a
	 This is currently subject to review as part of the technical trial.  Our expectation is that the main system requirements will be unchanged from those required for existing bbc.co.uk streams.  These are deliberately set to be as inclusive as reasonably possible, and are specified on bbc.co.uk (for example http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/video_and_audio/help_guide/4304501.stm) and as amended from time to time.  The home network equipment (modem/router and any other network equipment) must also support multicast.
	 512kbps Multicast enabled ISP
	 n/a
	 n/a
	 
	A2.36 The BBC considers ‘mobile’ to refer to any portable computing device. In this context, portable device compatibility with BBC iPlayer release 1.0 can be summarised as follows: 
	 
	 Users will be able to transfer downloaded programmes to portable devices that support the Windows DRM framework Version 10 and the ‘Windows Plays For Sure’ logo 
	 Streamed on-demand programmes may be accessible via wirelessly connected devices with the appropriate media player software
	 n/a
	 Simulcast TV over the internet will be restricted to multicast enabled ISPs
	 Non-DRM downloads are intended for a wide range of portable devices
	 
	A2.37 A summary of the intended minimum service levels are as follows: 
	 
	 It is intended to provide Seven day TV catch-up via downloads in full screen at a quality comparable to a standard definition analogue TV broadcast 
	 On demand (via unicast) video material will be available at approximately ‘quarter screen’ size
	 n/a
	Simulcast TV over the internet will be provided via multicast streaming; the programme resolution, or range of resolutions, is still to be determined.
	 n/a
	 
	Reach of the proposals 
	A2.38 BBC management have provided reach forecasts for each of the four on-demand proposals.  Reach for on-demand is measured as the number of people who use a service for at least 15 minutes in a given week.  By 2011, reach for each element is estimated by BBC management to be approximately as follows: 
	 Seven-day TV catch-up over the internet: 20% of all television households. 
	 Seven-day TV catch-up over cable: 11% of all television households. 
	 Simulcast TV over the internet: 11% of all television households. 
	 Non-DRM downloads over the internet: 5.5% of all homes. 
	A2.39 Over time, BBC management expects that on-demand television viewing in the home will in aggregate be a substitution of linear viewing as audiences choose to take control of their scheduling.  
	A2.40 BBC management’s view is that reach to the internet-based propositions will probably be driven primarily by their adoption among homes with broadband access, and to a lesser extent the increasing penetration of broadband. Growth to the cable offering is driven by increasing usage by cable subscribers of on-demand services.  
	 
	Annex 3 
	3 Technology for on-demand services  
	A3.1 This annex reviews the technical choices made by the BBC for the delivery of the iPlayer services and their potential impact on the wider market including, technology providers, broadcasters, online service providers and internet service providers. 
	Catch-up TV service delivered over the internet 
	System overview 
	A3.2 Figure A3.1 shows the technical components of the BBC’s planned online catch-up TV service and the BBC’s choice of third-party suppliers for these technologies. 
	Figure A3.1: Content delivery chain for the BBC’s online catch-up TV services 
	  
	Digital Compression and Digital Rights Management 
	A3.3 Digital compression removes redundant information in the digital video signal before transmission. This significantly reduces the BBC’s content server storage and internet capacity connection requirements as well as reducing the amount of time taken by consumers to download programmes onto their PC.  
	A3.4 Digital Rights Management (DRM) protects content from unauthorised use and copying using a content scrambling and encryption approach similar to that used by Conditional Access systems on Pay TV platforms. DRM systems attach a digital file to the content which specifies the conditions under which it can be used, for example, the period of time for which it can be accessed and whether copies of the content can be transferred onto other consumer devices. 
	 
	A3.5 The BBC plans to use DRM to limit the time the content can be accessed by a viewer after it has been downloaded onto their PC to a maximum period of thirteen weeks and to prevent copies of the content being further distributed or copied by the user. This meets the requirements of the original content rights holders who may wish to market their content on other delivery platforms, such as DVD and video-on-demand with different time distribution windows. A similar but shorter seven day time access window is applied to content available on the BBC’s catch-up TV services delivered on IPTV and cable VoD platforms. However, this restriction is not applied to content distributed over terrestrial, cable and satellite networks and has been recorded by a viewer onto a Personal Video Recorder (PVR)  or Media Centre PC. 
	A3.6 The BBC has selected Microsoft’s Windows Media Player 10 to provide the digital compression and DRM functionality for its online catch-up TV services. This player comprises of head-end software to compress and DRM protect the content, and software downloaded by consumers to enable the video services to be viewed on a PC. 
	A3.7 The BBC has informed that its choice of Windows Media 10 was driven by cost and operational issues  and may be revised in the future . Windows Media Player 10 software operates on PCs running the Widows XP operating system but is not compatible with some older versions of Windows and other PC operating systems such Apple Mac.  
	A3.8 The market for multimedia players is global and end users are able to install and use multiple players from different providers on a Windows PC. It is therefore unlikely that the BBC’s decision to use Windows Media technology will have a material impact on the market for media players, DRM and encoding technologies. 
	A3.9 One stakeholder expressed concern that the BBC was proposing to only offer its catch up TV service using Windows Media technology, whilst the BBC’s current Radio Player allows end users the choice of using either Windows Media Player or Real Player. They highlighted that Real Player is supported on the Apple Mac and that the BBC could extend the reach of the catch up TV service if it were to support the Real player in addition to Microsoft.  
	Geographical service coverage control 
	A3.10 The BBC plans to limit geographical access to its catch-up TV services to UK residents using a database provided by Quova of the Internet Protocol (IP) addresses allocated to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) operating in the UK . 
	A3.11 The main technology risk associated with this solution is that errors in the database or complexities in IP routing may prevent some UK residents accessing the services (a consideration for the PVA) or erroneously allowing some non UK residents to access the service. Widespread availability of BBC video content outside the UK may have implications for content rights markets. Operational processes to monitor and optimise the effectiveness of the geographical access system should be implemented to ensure reach of the catch up service is maximised within the UK and access from outside the UK is minimised.   
	Peer-to-Peer (P2P) internet distribution 
	A3.12 Early internet content distribution systems employed simple client/server architecture. Here, when a content file is requested by an internet user it sent as a dedicated file from the content server to their PC. Whilst this approach provides a relatively reliable and secure content delivery means it does not readily scale to situations where a large number of simultaneous users need to be supported, as the server and internet connection capacities need to increase in proportion to the number of service users. 
	A3.13 More recently, P2P file sharing networks have been developed which enable internet users to share content files stored on their PC with other internet users, using a downloadable P2P software application. Whilst this approach has been responsible for driving an increase in the distribution of unauthorised copies of music and video files on the internet it also provides an attractive opportunity for legitimate content providers to reduce their internet distribution costs.   
	A3.14 The BBC has selected Kontiki P2P software from VeriSign to distribute its catch-up TV content . Using this approach if a programme is requested from the BBC catch-up TV service which has already been downloaded by another viewer onto their PC, then this programme may be downloaded from this users PC rather than the BBC’s content server. The BBC has control over the amount of content that is delivered from its own server and how much is delivered from other PC’s. This technique can significantly reduce the server and internet connection capacity requirements the BBC needs to support.  
	A3.15 The BBC is likely to have chosen the commercial P2P provider VeriSign rather than a freeware P2P software application such as Kazaa to deliver its content as these systems could lead to users of BBC’s catch-up TV service inadvertently acting as a distributor of unauthorised copies of music and film files, which are commonly delivered over these freeware P2P networks. 
	A3.16 P2P is most cost efficient as a distribution method when the number of data circuits and routers through which the traffic passes is minimised. Ideally, for PCs connected via ADSL, traffic should be shared between machines served from the same BT exchange and routed within the exchange. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) deploying their own equipment in BT exchanges (“LLU operators”) have the opportunity to achieve these efficiencies and thereby minimise their costs. 
	A3.17 Whilst LLU operators can take full advantage of P2P technology, the majority of ADSL based ISPs currently use wholesale products provided BT Wholesale. The most common of these is the IPStream product which aggregates the traffic from end users spread across the country and transfers the aggregated traffic to the relevant ISP over a number of “BT Central”, point to point, circuits (figure 2). P2P traffic routed between two households served by the same ISP must traverse the BT Central links twice, once as is routed from the “uploading” household to the ISP and then back down to the downloading household. This architecture is therefore relatively inefficient at distributing P2P traffic.  
	Figure A3.2 – Network architecture for BT IPstream 
	 
	  
	 
	A3.18 ISPs rent sufficient BT Central circuits to ensure their end users receive acceptable service levels at peak usage times (typically between 8pm and 10pm). If significantly more traffic must be supported ISPs must consider whether to prioritise different types of traffic (and drop other types of traffic) at peaks times or purchase more BT Central capacity to support the increased load. 
	A3.19 If it is assumed that ISPs do not wish to degrade the service that end users currently enjoy, the introduction of iPlayer (and other data intensive services) will require ISPs using IPStream to provision more BT Central capacity. Based on the numbers of hours of catch up TV iPlayer users are expected to download each month and knowing the current rental cost of BT Central capacity the additional capacity costs required to support catch up on the internet can be calculated: 
	 
	 
	 Assumed average number of programs downloaded each month = 13 
	 Assumed average duration of programs = 40 minutes 
	 Assumed average encoding bit rate = 800kbps 
	A3.20 Based on the above, the iPlayer related data downloaded by an average iPlayer user is 3.1 GBytes/month . 
	A3.21 If the download of this data were spread evenly throughout the month it would require approximately 10kbps of additional BT central capacity per iPlayer user.  Using the current BT Central rate card price (approx £26k/month for120 mbps) this equates to an incremental cost to the ISP of £2.10 per month per iPlayer user (or 24p/hour of video downloaded). 
	A3.22 In reality, and as shown in the results of the BBC trial, P2P traffic throughout the day has a profile similar to other internet activity i.e. it peaks in the evenings. The peak to mean ratio for traffic throughout the day is typically in the order of 2:1 and ISPs provision capacity to cover peak demand. In the case of the iPlayer this implies that BT Central capacity costs per iPlayer user could be as much as 4.20 per month (50p /hour of video downloaded). 
	A3.23 The estimates above assume that all iPlayer related data is incremental to other internet traffic, however this is unlikely to be the case.  To the extent that iPlayer diverts users away from other internet-base services, the incremental impact would be reduced. Using the figures from our quantitative analysis, we estimate that around 50% of the traffic would be incremental and hence incremental monthly costs relating to iPlayer are estimated to be in the range of £1 to £2 per month per iPlayer user.  
	A3.24 This level of impact assumes that iPlayer P2P traffic will have a similar profile to other internet traffic. ISPs may choose to de-prioritise and drop P2P traffic to avoid increased demand at peak times (but reduce the iPlayer user experience). However, for those ISP who cannot (because they lack the necessary technology), or choose not to, filter out P2P traffic at peak times the estimates set out above are indicative of the additional costs ISPs will incur if service to end users is not to be degraded.  
	A3.25 A potential way to avoid these increased costs is for the BBC to introduce additional features into the iPlayer that allow users to request an overnight download. Combined with ISPs offering retail pricing structures which favour off peak downloads end users may be incentivised to download outside of peak hours, more efficient use of ISP backhaul capacity could then be achieved and incremental costs avoided. 
	A3.26 It should be noted that ISPs using IPStream will face similar pressures to increase BT Central backhaul capacity as more video based services are introduced and achieve mass appeal. For example, Sky, Channel 4 and Five already offer internet download services and ITV have announced plans to introduce services within the next few months. The issues identified above must therefore be addressed irrespective of whether the BBC launches catch up over the internet and it could be argued that this increased demand on capacity will provide the driver for increased investment in next generation technologies. 
	A3.27 The analysis above considers the potential costs that ISPs using IPStream may incur as a result of the iPlayer. Another short term impact is at the retail level where many consumers are purchasing broadband products which include a cap on monthly download. For example, BT’s Option 1 broadband product retails at £17.99/month and is limited to 2GBytes of download each month. End users who currently use this product and subsequently become regularly users of the BBC catch up service will need to upgrade to BT Option 2 which has a 6 GByte download limit and costs an additional £5/month. Whilst other ISPs have different retail offerings, all ISPs using BT wholesale products will be subject to the same underlying costs and hence may need to adjust their retail offerings as service such as BBC catch up become more popular. 
	Content search and selection 
	A3.28 The BBC’s internet catch-up TV services are accessed via the BBC website (bbc.co.uk). Users are able to search and select content on this site which is downloaded to a BBC iPlayer software application resident on the user’s PC. The popularity of the BBC website, in which it has made significant investments over a number of years, in relation to the websites of other broadcasters and online distributors (Figure A3.3) makes it potentially more likely that the BBC’s catch-up TV services will be more easily found and hence more frequently used than other online video services.  
	A3.29 During stakeholder meetings, Tiscali expressed concern that iPlayer would result in bbc.co.uk becoming even more popular with end users, thereby making it harder for other operators to establish themselves as TV content portals on the Internet. One proposed solution was that the BBC should make its content available to other retail service providers on a wholesale basis, 
	Figure A3.3 – The UK’s most visited websites 
	 
	 
	  
	 
	 
	 
	 BBC iPlayer user software 
	A3.30 The BBC iPlayer is a downloadable software application that allows users to select and view programmes available on BBC’s online catch-up TV service. A screen grab of the home page of the prototype iPlayer, which was used in BBC trials earlier this year, is shown in Figure A3.4.  
	Figure A3.4: A prototype BBC iPlayer home page 
	  
	 
	 
	 
	A3.31 The iPlayer software application has been created by the BBC using the open standard programming languages, which are typically used to create interactive web pages. The iPlayer incorporates the following features: 
	 An Electronic Programme Guide (EPG) listing the BBC content available for download and content that has already been downloaded; 
	 The interactive software needed to select a programme and create a download playlist; 
	 A link to the Microsoft Windows Media 10 video player and Microsoft’s Windows Media 10 DRM software; 
	 A link to Kontiki’s P2P file sharing software. 
	 
	A3.32 Once downloaded by a viewer from the BBC website the iPlayer is likely to remain active on their PC even when it is not being used, to support P2P distribution of the content they have downloaded to other users.   
	A3.33 The BBC iPlayer development is not unique and many broadcasters now provide their own ‘media players’ to enable viewers to access and view their online video content (Figure A3.5).  
	Figure A3.5: Technical components of different broadcaster media players 
	  
	 
	A3.34 Sky has chosen the  same technology partners as the BBC for its ‘Sky by Broadband’ player whilst ITV has elected to use ‘distribution server’ technology from Narrowstep rather than P2P distribution to deliver its ‘ITV Local’ services. The ‘look and feel’ of the EPG and content navigation of these players are specific to each broadcaster or service provider (Figure A3.6). 
	Figure A3.6: The Sky by Broadband and ITV Local PC media players 
	 
	                              
	 
	 
	 
	A3.35 Installation of the BBC iPlayer on a PC does not prevent the end user from installing players from other service providers. The introduction of the iPlayer does not therefore appear to represent a barrier to other operators providing catch up and other video based services to users who have already installed iPlayer.  
	Catch-up TV services delivered on cable and HomeChoice 
	System overview  
	 
	A3.36 Figure 6 shows the technical components of the BBC’s planned cable and IPTV catch-up TV services. Here the BBC only provides the content and associated content rights for the catch-up TV services and not the technology used to deliver the services.  As such, this part of BBC iPlayer service does not appear to create any new market impacts from a technology perspective.   
	Figure A3.7: Catch-up TV services on cable and HomeChoice 
	  
	Simulcast internet TV 
	System overview  
	A3.37 Figure A3.8 shows the technology choices made by the BBC for the delivery of its simulcast internet TV services. 
	A3.38 The BBC proposes to use Mulitcast IP technology to deliver the simulcast services rather than the P2P technology used for the catch up TV service. Multicast technology significantly reduces the load on the BBC servers compare to the unicast technologies that have been used to stream content from the bbc.co.uk in the past.   
	Figure A3.8: Content delivery chain for the BBC’s simulcast internet TV services 
	  
	 
	A3.39 Multicast IP is not currently supported by BT’s broadband infrastructure (wholesale or retail), and is unlikely to be supported until it implements its 21ST Century Network upgrade . Currently only a sub-set of LLU operators who have deployed multicast enabled equipment are able to provide access to the BBC’s simulcast TV services. In Q1 2006, LLU operators accounted for less than 4% of the UK’s broadband internet connections (below) and none currently occupy a significant portion of the broadband retail subscriber market (Figure A3.10).  
	A3.40 Network routers and broadband modems in end users homes must also be capable of supporting Multicast in order to provide access to the simulcast services. Some end users will need to upgrade equipment to receive the simulcast services even after their ISP has enabled multicast within its network. 
	Figure A3.9: UK Broadband connections 
	 
	  
	 
	 
	Figure A3.10: Percentage share of broadband retail subscribers 
	 
	 
	  
	 
	 
	A3.41 Limited support for multicast IP technology will impact the reach of the simulcast service. Those ISPs able to support the simulcast service may have a competitive advantage over those ISPs unable to support the service. 
	Audio downloads over the internet, unprotected by DRM 
	A3.42 Figure A3.11 shows the technical components of the BBC’s panned audio download services. These are essentially a sub-set of those used to deliver catch-up TV services and raise no additional issues from a technical perspective to those noted in section 2. However it is worth noting the following points: 
	 Whilst the downloadable iPlayer software is not needed to access the audio services (because they do not use P2P or DRM technology) it is likely that this software will provide short-cut access to the BBC’s audio download services. Hence the presence of iPlayer software on consumers PCs may make it more likely that they will download material from the BBC than from other audio service providers. 
	 Because DRM is not used, and it is expected that the BBC will deliver its audio services in a number of different formats including Windows Media 10, Real, AAC and MP3 these services will be compatible with a wide range of PCs and portable music players including those from Apple. 
	Figure A3.11: Unprotected audio downloads 
	  
	 
	Conclusions 
	A3.43 The main impact of the technology choices made by the BBC for its iPlayer services relate to its online catch-up TV and simulcast TV services. 
	A3.44 The choice of Windows Media 10 for these services means that the BBC’s services will be incompatible with operating systems other than Windows XP, such as Apple’s OS X. 
	A3.45 The use of P2P technology for the distribution of catch-up TV services may impact on the costs incurred by ISPs (particularly those using BT Wholesale services) unless technology solutions are implemented to reduce P2P traffic at peak time of the day. In the short term, ISPs may choose to adjust their retail product offerings to ensure they are still attractive to end consumers who choose to use the catch up service. 
	A3.46 The use of multicast technology to deliver its simulcast TV services means that these services will be initially available to less than 4% of UK households and will not be available to customers of leading broadband providers.  
	A3.47 LLU operators have greater control over their network architecture and technology than ISPs reliant on BT Wholesale products. LLU operators are currently better placed to support the simulcast services and can potentially support the catch up services at lower cost. This will potentially provide LLU operators a competitive advantage over other ISPs. 
	A3.48 The popularity of the BBC website and the use of its own active resident media player on consumer PCs are likely to increase the level of impact of the BBC’s online services (bbc.co.uk) on other online media service providers. 
	Annex 4 
	4 Consumer research  
	Background and objectives 
	A4.1 To understand consumer reaction to the iPlayer proposition and usage of existing complementary and substitutable services, Ofcom commissioned Ipsos MORI to conduct a consumer research programme. 
	A4.2 Ofcom identified nine service categories upon which one or more iPlayer products may have an impact. The objectives of the research included: 
	 Profiling the users of services in each of these categories 
	 Understanding consumption of existing services in each category, and how consumption changed when new services were introduced 
	 Identifying likely behaviour if existing services were withdrawn 
	 Exploring reactions to individual elements of the iPlayer proposition and their potential effect on consumption of other services. 
	A4.3 The findings of the research have fed into the market analysis element of this MIA. 
	A4.4 A separate report from Ipsos MORI, which will be available shortly on the Ofcom website, discusses the research findings in depth: this Annex summarises the research approach.  
	A4.5 Ofcom’s consumer research complements rather than duplicates previous iPlayer research undertaken for the BBC, both in methodology and focus. BBC trial and PVA research: 
	 was conducted amongst those who had used the trial services, who tend to be self-selecting and ‘early adopters’ and are thus more likely to be positively disposed towards the iPlayer 
	 has been conducted on a product-by-product basis rather than taking a consistent approach comparing all four components  
	 has focused on evaluating the perceived benefits of an individual component and its financial value to the consumer and society 
	A4.6 Research conducted on behalf of Ofcom for the MIA: 
	 is conducted amongst those who are using existing comparable services . Although some of these groups are also ‘early adopters’ and therefore more likely to be well disposed to online services, they have not been exposed to the iPlayer. Fewer linear TV and radio users will be ‘early adopters’, thus extending our understanding of reactions to the iPlayer across the population as a whole 
	 applies a consistent methodology across all iPlayer components and allows users to choose between all components when expressing their preferences 
	 focuses on past and future behaviour for a range of potential substitutes, supporting market definition 
	A4.7 Thus, whilst the BBC’s research has focused on experiences of and reactions to individual iPlayer components, Ofcom’s research explores their fit with existing services and the iPlayer’s potential market impact. 
	Methodology 
	A4.8 There were five elements to the research programme: 
	 Stage 1: Ethnographic qualitative research 
	 Stage 2: Main survey face-to-face quantitative research 
	 Stage 3: Main survey online quantitative research 
	 Stage 4: Omnibus face-to-face quantitative research 
	 Stage 5: Diagnostic qualitative research 
	A4.9 The target samples for the main survey were: 
	Sample
	Definition
	A
	Linear analogue TV, Freeview and Freesat viewers
	B
	Linear cable and satellite viewers
	C
	PVR users
	D
	Cable catch-up users
	E
	Video over internet users
	F
	Radio listeners
	G
	Audio download (including podcast) users
	H
	Internet TV simulcast users
	I
	Mobile TV users
	 
	Stage 1: Ethnographic qualitative research 
	A4.10 A qualitative stage was held at the start of the research to understand the language and concepts employed by potential users of the iPlayer to describe the technology and content of existing online services. 
	A4.11 Ten ethnographic depth interviews were conducted, alongside two group discussions with a total of 11 participants. 
	A4.12 The profile of participants reflected the range of markets that may be impacted by the BBC iPlayer products, such as PVR users, video downloaders, existing cable catch-up viewers and audio downloaders. They came from a spread of ages, socio-economic groups and genders. None had been involved in the internet catch-up trial. 
	A4.13 Findings from the research fed into the development of the quantitative questionnaire, in particular identifying the potential substitutes and phrasing questions using accessible language. 
	Stage 2: Main survey face-to-face quantitative research 
	A4.14 The main focus of the consumer research programme was an ad-hoc quantitative survey of the nine target user samples. Samples A to G were interviewed face-to-face; samples H and I were interviewed online (see Stage 3, below). 
	A4.15 Interviews took place in respondents’ homes between 26th September and 22nd October 2006. 100 sample points were used in total, comprising cable regions across Great Britain, with quotas set on usage of services. Target respondents were asked which of a list of media services they used regularly and thus assigned to one of the seven sample groups.  
	A4.16 A total of 804 interviews were completed, with the breakdown of interviews by sample shown in the following table (see above for sample labels): 
	Sample
	Int’s
	Sample
	Int’s
	Sample
	Int’s
	Sample
	Int’s
	A
	127
	C
	110
	E
	104
	G
	101
	B
	167
	D
	92
	F
	109
	Total
	804
	 
	A4.17 The questionnaire was administered using Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) technology, allowing accurate routing of complex questions and face-to-face contact between respondent and interviewer. Areas covered include: 
	 Current media consumption, including preferred content and providers 
	 Previous impact of new services on viewing or listening habits 
	 Potential impact of iPlayer components on current media consumption 
	 Reactions to the iPlayer proposition 
	 Willingness to pay for preferred components 
	 Demographic profile of respondents 
	A4.18 Using quotas on service usage ensured sufficient interviews were conducted with users of each service, allowing robust analysis within the MIA. However, using quota samples means that that data is not representative of the population as a whole, since it over- or under-represents the usage of each service.  
	A4.19 As data relating to take-up and usage of iPlayer (section 3 of the questionnaire) is analysed at an aggregated level, this data has been weighted to ensure it equates to the profile of the British population. Data for the current behaviour of separate groups of users (related to section 2 of the questionnaire) did not need to be weighted as each sample is analysed separately.  
	A4.20 Propensity score weighting was applied to adjust for the differences in the probability of service usage in the main survey compared with the nationally representative Omnibus survey (see Stage 4, below). The following chart shows that the weighting brings the profile of service usage more into line with the population as a whole. 
	Service usage % by sample type
	Sample of Respondents  (User-groups)
	Capibus (Nationally representative)       
	Main survey (Weighted)
	Main survey (Unweighted)
	A
	Linear analogue TV, Freeview and Freesat viewers
	53%
	57%
	61%
	B
	Linear cable and satellite viewers
	38%
	41%
	63%
	C
	PVR users
	9%
	11%
	40%
	D
	Cable catch-up users
	4%
	6%
	21%
	E
	Video over internet users
	5%
	7%
	38%
	F
	Radio listeners
	56%
	64%
	68%
	G
	Audio download (including podcast) users
	6%
	9%
	30%
	 
	A4.21 A demographic weighting based on age, gender, working status and social grade was also used as post-stratification weighting where necessary, to make the sample more nationally representative. As with any weighting, this has design effects and reduces the effective sample size for the study. 
	Stage 3: Main survey online quantitative research 
	A4.22 Due to their nascent stage of development and low penetration of users, face-to-face research was not feasible amongst samples H and I, internet TV simulcast and mobile TV users. Although online research is not recommended when exploring technology issues , online panels do offer access to niche groups of the population. Therefore an online approach was adopted for these two samples.  
	A4.23 Research was conducted by Research Now on behalf of Ipsos MORI, drawing on its online panel of internet users from across the UK. Target respondents were initially screened for their current use of the nine services, with those meeting the sample criteria continuing on to the main online survey.  
	A4.24 The online questionnaire closely followed the format of the face-to-face survey.  
	A4.25 Research took place between 11th and 16th October 2006. A total of 102 interviews were completed with sample H, and 108 interviews with sample I.  
	A4.26 The survey generated some counterintuitive patterns in the data. In particular there are surprising levels of complementarity between new and existing services that are challenged by common sense analysis and the lessons from the qualitative research. 
	A4.27 Further analysis suggests a combination of sampling and questionnaire design issues could explain this apparent error in the online survey element of the research programme. These are discussed in the separate Ipsos MORI report.  
	A4.28 Given the potential problems with the data, these findings have been omitted from the main analysis in the MIA.   
	Stage 4: Omnibus face-to-face quantitative research 
	A4.29 To complement the main survey, questions were placed on the Ipsos MORI Omnibus survey to establish the penetration and use of each of the services covered in the research. This provides access to a nationally representative sample of the British population.  
	A4.30 A total of 4,013 face-to-face in-home interviews were conducted over two consecutive waves of the Omnibus survey between 6th and 19th October 2006. The survey used a random location sample design of between 160 and 180 sample points per wave.  
	Stage 5: Diagnostic qualitative research 
	A4.31 To aid understanding of the outputs from the quantitative research and further explore reactions to the iPlayer products, two qualitative workshops were held after the completion of the main survey: 
	 one with ‘savvy’ media users, with a stated personal interest in technology, who are already moving away from linear TV and radio (eight participants) 
	 one with less confident media users, who do not declare a particular personal interesting in technology, for whom the BBC’s involvement may impact on their willingness to use online services (eight participants) 
	A4.32 The findings of this stage of the research have informed the analysis of the data throughout the MIA 
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	5 Stakeholder responses 
	A5.1 We received around 30 written submissions from stakeholders. Many of these responded directly to the questionnaire that Ofcom published in September, while others only identified specific areas that were of direct relevance to them. Of the non-confidential responses that we received, the main issues that were raised are outlined below (excluding those referring to the MIA & PVT process), categorised by the supply chain identified in Chapter 3. 
	Content providers 
	A5.2 British Music Rights recognised that music content will play a leading role in the take-up of new digital services, but expressed concern that the iPlayer may stifle this nascent commercial market before it has sufficient opportunity to develop. In view of the uncertainty of the BBC’s online plans, they were also concerned at the potential commercial impact on the BBC’s lump sum agreement covering its use of musical works, which is due to run for a further period of over 4 years.  
	A5.3 Audio book publishers, such as Audible, CSA and some members of the Audio Publishers Alliance, argued that it will be extremely difficult for them to commercialise audio content in the future once the BBC makes large amounts of audio content available for free – a problem that would be exacerbated by the lack of DRM. Concern was also expressed about the potential for creative scheduling and content being produced exclusively for download. The provision of associated free rich context on the BBC website (such as interviews with the author) would also prevent commercial exploitation by these companies. 
	A5.4 PACT, representing the concerns of UK content producers, identified similar concerns arguing that the BBC’s provision of free on-demand content would risk undermining the development of commercial models. Other representative groups, such as BIPA identified similar concerns, arguing that at times, there will be circumstances where it is appropriate for the BBC to charge for some new delivery methods. 
	Broadcasters 
	A5.5 While many broadcasters recognised the public value of the BBC’s on-demand proposals, the overwhelming majority nevertheless expressed concern that the BBC’s proposals would condition the market, restricting the commercial opportunities and business model choices for the delivery of these services.  
	A5.6 Some concern was also aired about the potential for advantageous links to develop between the BBC’s free iPlayer and any commercial version operated by BBC Worldwide. Serious and widespread concern was expressed about the series stacking facility, many broadcasters arguing that it would deplete consumer demand for other broadcasters’ content, both in the linear schedule and on-demand and via associated merchandise such as DVDs.  
	A5.7 GCap & Chrysalis both strongly asserted that the BBC’s non-audio downloads will further inflate the cost of acquiring rights to a level that is unfeasible for the commercial sector. Generally, radio operators felt that the BBC’s non-DRM download content should be available for 7 days only, and that the iPlayer should be openly accessible to other broadcasters too. 
	A5.8 The series stacking and 13 week storage mechanisms were uniformly identified as exacerbating the market impact of iPlayer, with many stakeholders expressing real concern about the substitution from other media to BBC content via iPlayer. Consequently many stakeholders identified ways in which this impact could be mitigated. 
	Platform operators 
	A5.9 The responses of platform operators can be largely distinguished between those that were involved in the BBC’s trials (and the current service licence application) and those that were not. Generally speaking, the latter tended to argue that the BBC’s on-demand proposals would distort competition by discriminating in favour of the delivery of BBC programming via certain platforms, and that the proposals would reduce the incentives for investment & innovation by commercial operators. It was argued that the BBC should be required to supply its content to any third party content aggregator on a non-discriminatory basis and that, on the whole, the 7 day window should interpreted strictly. The length of the PVT was also identified as a significant barrier to entry, assuming that a new PVT would be required if the services are extended to other networks. 
	A5.10 Some platform operators felt that the proposals would only replicate existing distortions found in the linear market, and that iPlayer could help to seed the market for paid-for ‘on-demand’ services. On the whole, those platform operators that were involved in the on-demand trial supported the proposals, but expressed concern about some of the potentially restrictive and onerous conditions placed on them by their wholesale agreement with the BBC. 
	A5.11 Some network operators argued iPlayer could stimulate the broadband access market by driving upgrades of connection speeds, while others argued that iPlayer will generate additional network traffic the costs of which would need to be recovered by the network operators or consumers. One stakeholder felt that the BBC’s simulcast proposal may be premature, while another felt that it would drive take-up of broadband & PCs. 
	Other stakeholders 
	A5.12 Several stakeholders, including BIPA and Tiscali expressed concern that the  current service description proposes to only make BBC content available through the iPlayer online, and the consequent increase in the draw of bbc.co.uk relative to other Internet portals/content aggregators. In contrast, some other stakeholders felt that concerns would be further raised if iPlayer became the aggregation point for non-BBC content.  
	A5.13 Some stakeholders expressed concern that the use of Windows Media Player for the BBC’s iPlayer could be detrimental for the general public who have already installed other media players on their PCs and those MAC users who cannot use Windows Media Player. RealNetworks was concerned that the BBC’s entry into delivering content in an IP environment will impact the emergence of on-demand and streamed content online by limiting the options for commercial models to develop. 
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	6  Approach to quantitative analysis 
	Overview 
	A6.1 This Annex provides further details of the quantitative analysis that Ofcom has carried out to assess the changes in consumer and producer surplus that may result from the BBC’s proposed new services.   Figure A6.1 below sets out the way in which we considered these impacts and summarises our overall approach. 
	Figure A6.1 – Flow chart representation of methodology for MIA 
	   
	A6.2 Our quantitative assessment has considered the static effects on directly affected markets over the five years up to and including 2011. This analysis has focused on the likely take-up and usage of the proposed services, and considered how much substitution there is likely to be away from other services.  We have then considered how the diversion away from other services may affect consumer surplus and producer surplus. 
	A6.3 Our assessment of impacts has been carried out against a counterfactual in which the BBC does not introduce its on-demand proposals at all. In other words, we have compared the world with each of the four on-demand services to one without.  Furthermore, we have assumed in that counterfactual that other providers would launch competing services.  
	A6.4 The quantitative analysis of consumer surplus and producer surplus effects was undertaken from our estimates of : 
	 take-up and usage of the iPlayer proposals i.e. how much demand is there likely to be for the proposed service?  
	 an assessment the level of the demand for a set of affected service in the counterfactual, and  
	 an assessment of substitutional effects linked to iPlayer i.e. where is the demand likely to come from?  
	A6.5 Where impacts are identified, we have then discussed ways in which the proposal could be modified to reduce or remove the identified impacts. In this annex we present how we have quantitatively assessed how the modification in question could reduce any negative impacts. 
	A6.6 We also present some sensitivity analysis on key parameters in our model and the impacts associated with the level of iPlayer demand that has been estimated by the BBC Trust. 
	Demand projections for video and audio services 
	A6.7 The starting point for Ofcom’s quantitative analysis of static impacts is the set of affected retail markets defined according to the principles described in Section 3.  For each of those markets, Ofcom has developed a set of market demand projections for a period of 5 years (2007 to 2011) assuming a counterfactual in which iPlayer is not introduced.   We estimated expected level of take-up of each of the services with which iPlayer will potentially compete – but in the absence of iPlayer. 
	A6.8 There is considerable uncertainty around any estimates of developments in these fast changing markets.  For this reason, we have developed our forecasts for three cases, which differ primarily in the growth of internet-based services and on-demand time-shifted viewing and the substitution from scheduled TV to these services.  These three cases are presented as high, central and low scenarios.  The high case depicts a world in which there is substantial take-up of new media services, while the low case shows considerably less substitution away from linear TV and radio. 
	A6.9 We have derived projections for listening and viewing from data on platform penetration and weekly usage of a range of audio and video services in UK households. 
	A6.10 An important aspect of the demand projections is consideration of different types of household.  The BBC iPlayer trials have shown that households could respond differently to the launch of iPlayer depending on the type of devices and platforms they have access to. On the basis of this evidence, and ensure consistency wherever possible with the approach adopted by the BBC, Ofcom has modelled the demand for video and audio services for a range of different households segments which have been defined on the basis of platform access .  This model set-up has also provided a flexible structure to incorporate aggregate and disaggregate data and evidence from a variety of sources, including Ofcom’s consumer survey. 
	A6.11 At a more detailed level, households have been grouped according to access to platforms where the services affected by iPlayer and the four iPlayer proposed services are or will be provided. Ofcom has estimated the number of households having access to one, all,  or a combination of some of the  following platforms: 
	 Broadband; 
	 Cable, DTT and Analogue, Hybrid, Satellite (Sky)  – we assumed that each households would access TV content from just one of these TV platforms; 
	 PVR; and 
	 TV VoD.  
	A6.12 We have then used weekly usage data for each relevant audio and video service by type of household (in conjunction with the household platform segmentation) to estimate total yearly viewer or listener hours of:  
	 Scheduled TV; 
	 VoD TV; 
	 PVRs; 
	 Internet based live TV; 
	 Internet based VoD; 
	 Mobile TV; 
	 DVD; 
	 Music: Non internet Radio; 
	 Music: Radio – internet; 
	 Music: Paid Downloads; 
	 Music: CDs; 
	 Non music: Non internet Radio; 
	 Non music: Radio – internet; 
	 Audio books downloads; 
	 Other non music paid downloads; and 
	 Audio books CD. 
	A6.13 We have also considered the amount of time spent accessing households’ media archives and made assumptions on the number of repeats for downloads, CDs and DVDs. 
	A6.14 We derived our statistics on weekly service usage from a range of sources including Rajar, BARB, Screendigest, the BVA Yearbook 2006 and information provided by stakeholders.  In some instances, we have relied on Ofcom assumptions, where no independent data sources were available. 
	A6.15 As part of our modelling work, we have compared our underlying assumptions with those used in the Human Capital modelling for BBC Management.  While the scope of our modelling is more substantial – because it includes more detail on demand for non-iPlayer services – there is still significant common ground (in terms of household penetration, for example).  The key data sources for these comparisons are set out in Table A6.1 below. 
	Table A6.1:    Data Sources used for validation in Ofcom modelling of platform access
	Cable Penetration
	Household penetration by platform (quarterly) 1998 – Aug 2006 (Ofcom summary), data point 2006
	Western European TV (10th Ed), 2006, Informa UK Ltd., data point 2006-2011
	Ofcom UK Pay TV subscribers, data point 2006-2010
	Sky Penetration
	Household penetration by platform (quarterly) 1998 – Aug 2006 (Ofcom summary), data point 2006
	Cable, Satellite & DTT Penetration Forecasts in UK, Merrill Lynch 2006, data point 2006-2011
	Western European TV (10th Ed), 2006, Informa UK Ltd., data point 2011
	Hybrid
	Western European TV (10th Ed), 2006, Informa UK Ltd. (IPTV data point 2006-2011)
	Ofcom UK Pay TV subscribers, data points 2006-2010
	Freeview
	Cable, Satellite & DTT Penetration Forecasts in UK, Merrill Lynch 2006, data points 2006 – 2011
	UK Television Forecasts to 2010 May 2006, Zenith Optimedia, data points 2006-2010
	The Communications Market Ofcom 2006, data point 2006
	Broadband:
	The Communications Market 2006, Ofcom 
	PVR and VOD:
	PVR and VoD penetration statistics; Screen Digest May 06 
	Television Technology Executive Report October 2005, Media TelInsight
	UK Television Forecasts to 2010 May 2006, Zenith Optimedia
	 
	A6.16 We found a wide range of views on the possible developments of media platforms over the next five years. Even key market players agreed that there is significant uncertainty around any set of projections of future developments in media markets. Consequently, despite the discrepancies, in the absence of compelling reasons to choose one set of external figures over another, Ofcom decided to use the same platform figures as used in the BBC/HC model to preserve consistency and transparency in the PVT process.  
	A6.17 We do note however three areas where we have used the same assumptions as HC, but where there is a wide range of industry opinion which could potentially support alternative assumptions:  
	 Cable forecasts. We used three data sources to validate the cable forecasts, with all three falling below the figures used in the HC model by 13%-15% in the base year and over 20% in the forecast period (for the single alternative data source that spanned the full forecast period). This evidence suggests that the forecast used in the HC and Ofcom models might be on the upper end of the growth range for this platform. 
	 Freeview/Analogue forecasts. The forecast used to cross-check the HC estimates was composed of separate forecasts for Freeview uptake and Analogue users. Both forecasts were somewhat below the HC values.  
	 TV VoD forecasts. Data used to check the HC model figures were from Screendigest.  While these deviated significantly from the HC values, it appears likely that the differences are largely attributable to different VoD definitions. 
	A6.18 Figure A6.2 sets out our central case projections for the demand for audio services. Overall, our projections show that radio listening is expected to decline over time, with increasing substitution from non-internet radio to internet radio.  Paid downloads are set to grow over time at the expense CDs.  We note that the data shown in Figure A6.2 do not show listener hours for archived audio materials (downloads CDs and tapes, audio books acquired in past years) and free download services.  However, they do include repeats for CDs, downloads and audio books. We assumed that music materials are listened repeatedly during a given year more often than speech audio (podcasts, audio books). 
	Figure A6.2 – Demand for audio services - projections in central case 
	  
	Note: vertical axes do not begin at zero.  
	A6.19 Figure A6.3 sets out our central case projections for the demand for video services.  The Ofcom model for video demand relies extensively on platform penetration figures from the HC model.  We have however made some changes to HC assumptions  where necessary (e.g. to correct for minor internal inconsistencies within the HC segmentation assumptions), particularly for Freeview/Analogue households with access to PVRs.    In addition, within the HC model there is an option to include or exclude Sky VoD households as part of total VoD households. Ofcom has opted to include these households throughout in the analysis. This causes differences between the Ofcom and BBC model outcomes in the number of total TV VoD households (and related iPlayer demand). 
	A6.20 Our scenarios reflect different levels of substitution away from traditional linear video services to on-demand services.  In our high case we have predicted a sharp decline in linear TV viewing (around 28% from 2006 to 2011) and a sustained growth of internet TV and on demand services.  In our low case both the decline of linear TV and the growth of demand services as well as internet TV are less pronounced – linear TV viewing falls by around 13%.  In our central case linear TV viewing falls by 20%..  DVD and VHS trends are common to all scenarios, with overall demand declining slowly overall, but sharply for VHS.  Figures A6.4 and A6.5 show the high and low cases. 
	Figure A6.3 – Video services projections in central case 
	   
	 Note: vertical axis does not begin at zero. 
	 
	Figure A6.4 – Video services projections in high case  
	  
	Note: vertical axis does not begin at zero.  
	 
	Figure A6.5 – Video services projections in low case 
	  
	Note: vertical axis does not begin at zero  
	  
	iPlayer demand 
	A6.21 Having developed the overall market projections in the absence of iPlayer, Ofcom has then assessed the likely take-up of each of the four iPlayer components from 2007 to 2011. In this section, we focus on the total estimated demand for each iPlayer component. 
	A6.22 As with the overall market projections, given the considerable degree of uncertainty around any estimates of market developments and likely impacts, we have developed alternative scenarios for the future developments of the usage of iPlayer (for all proposals). 
	A6.23 In presenting our estimates, this section places particular emphasis on departures from the iPlayer demand estimates published in the BBC management’s PVT application. 
	BBC iPlayer Simulcast 
	A6.24 The estimated demand for iPlayer simulcast TV in our three scenarios and in the BBC management application are summarised in Table A6.2 
	Table A6.2:    BBC iPlayer Simulcast demand (million hours / year) 
	Year 2011
	BBC  
	857
	Ofcom High Case
	857
	Ofcom Central Case
	643
	Ofcom Low Case
	514
	 
	A6.25 We note that in our High Case we made no changes to the assumptions and data used to forecast demand for BBC iPlayer Simulcast in the Management’s PVT application. 
	A6.26 In our Central Case, we reduced the overall annual increase of simulcast take-up by 25% across 2007-2011. Without this adjustment, the BBC simulcast would have accounted for an implausibly large share of total simulcast services demand.  In our high case, the market share appears reasonable since the overall market grows more quickly as well. 
	A6.27 In our low scenario – where the development of overall internet TV is predicted to be lower – we further reduce iPlayer viewer hours by 20%. This generates total viewing hours of around 500m by 2011.  
	BBC iPlayer 7 Day Catch-up over Cable 
	A6.28 The estimated demand for the 7-day catch-up over cable service is summarised in Table A6.3. 
	Table A6.3:    BBC iPlayer Cable Catch-up demand (million hours / year)
	Year 2011
	BBC 
	850
	Ofcom High Case
	850
	Ofcom Central Case
	637
	Ofcom Low Case
	510
	 
	A6.29 Our high case is very close to the figures in the HC model.  The key differences relate to the assumptions used in the HC model to determine the number of Homechoice households as a percent of the total hybrid households. The BBC model assumes 20% share throughout the forecast period (2007-2011). Ofcom has adjusted this share using current data on Homechoice and IPTV subscribers in the UK for the 2006 data point. The share is then trended over the forecast period using the assumption that it will reach 20% by 2011. The effect of the change is to decrease the demand for BBC iPlayer 7 Day Catch-up over Cable across 2007-2010, although as shown in the table above, the results for 2011 are the same. Both our high case and the HC model scale up iPlayer household usage recorded in trials by 75% to reflect the proposed availability of a wider range of content in the full service. 
	A6.30 In our Central Case, we made a further change by adjusting the take-up of VoD Households accessing BBC content.  The BBC projections (and our high case) assume that 96 per cent of the households owning platforms on which iPlayer can be accessed will use the service each week by 2011. In our Central case, we have reduced that figure to 70%, since in this case we estimate an overall less aggressive growth of on demand services compared to the High Case.   Take-up for intermediate years (2008-2010) has been obtained by interpolating this figure with an initial take up of 18% in 2007 (the initial take-up is as in the BBC model). 
	Table A6.4:    BBC iPlayer Cable Catch-up take-up in enabled households 
	% of VoD HH Accessing BBC Content
	2005
	2006
	2007
	2008
	2009
	2010
	2011
	BBC 
	18%
	31%
	44%
	57%
	70%
	83%
	96%
	Ofcom High Case
	18%
	31%
	44%
	57%
	70%
	83%
	96%
	Ofcom Central Case
	18%
	27%
	36%
	45%
	54%
	63%
	72%
	% Reduction (Central Case vs. High Case)
	0%
	13%
	18%
	21%
	23%
	24%
	25%
	 
	A6.31 Our low case assumes total usage of 510 million hours per year by 2011, reflecting lower take-up of BBC services (as in our central case) and lower usage of the service in a context of less buoyant on demand developments in UK markets.  The BBC projections (and our central and high cases) assume that individuals, in households using iPlayer watch cable catch-up for about 1.75 hours every week by 2011. In our Low Case, we have reduced that figure by 20% to around one hour and 25 minutes. 
	BBC iPlayer 7 Day Catch-up over internet 
	A6.32 Our estimates of the demand for the 7-day catch-up over internet service are summarised in Table A6.5. 
	Table A6.5:    BBC iPlayer Internet Catch-up demand (million hours / year)
	Year 2011
	BBC 
	1898
	Ofcom High Case
	1451
	Ofcom Central Case
	1103
	Ofcom Low Case
	883
	 
	A6.33 The BBC model segments UK households depending on their access to PVR and VoD technology. This is done to model the tendency (as revealed by the iPlayer trials) of households with TV VoD (or PVR) to use iPlayer less than households with no access to TV VoD (presumably because they already have VoD /time shifting capabilities). We assigned different iPlayer weekly usage rates to each of the four resultant segments following the BBC Management’s approach.  These rates are determined by scaling up (by a factor of 25%) weekly household usage measured in trials. 
	A6.34 Based on the findings of our consumer research, we have adjusted certain aspects of the modelling approach to reflect more accurately the effect of home hubs.  For the Ofcom High Case these changes resulted in a higher projected demand for iPlayer for 2007 and in lower demand for 2011.  
	A6.35 Specifically, we felt it was important to take into account the availability of home hubs in households with no access to TV VoD, as these devices would allow users to watch internet on demand video content on “normal” TV screens.  This is important because there is significant evidence that the “device gap” between PCs and TVs affects consumers’ willingness to use the proposed services.  Home hubs remove this gap. 
	A6.36 We assumed that a rising fraction of households without TV VoD have access to home hubs (50% in 2011) and made different usage assumptions for households without access to TV VoD on the basis of whether they have access to PVRs and / or home hubs.  In particular, we assume high iPlayer take-up in home hub households (70% for 2007-2011). 
	A6.37 To approximate iPlayer usage in home hubs households with no access to TV VoD, we relied on trial data for iPlayer Cable Catch-up viewing in cable and hybrid households.  Both sets of users will face a similar choice in terms of the range of content they can access on their TV screens. 
	A6.38 We also changed the BBC assumptions on the number of viewers per screen/household.  The BBC uses a single factor to represent increasing viewers per household as the penetration of home hubs grows (from 1 in 2005 to 1.5 in 2011). We assumed that households without home hubs have one viewer per household, whereas households with home hubs have two viewers. 
	A6.39 In our central case, we halved (from 13.6% to 6.8%) the yearly rate of adoption of iPlayer in households that do not have home hubs, leading to a projected take-up of 34% in 2011. The assumption of high take up for households with home hubs was left unchanged relative to the High Case.  Overall, these changes generate a demand for iPlayer that accounts for 26% of all internet VoD services.  
	A6.40 In our low scenario, total viewing of the internet catch-up service is 883m hours.  This reflects the same take-up of BBC services as in the central case but lower usage of the service.   Our central and high cases assume that individuals in broadband households without home hubs, watch internet BBC catch-up from 34 minutes to about two and a half hours per week (depending on the type of  household). In our low case we have reduced these figures by 20% (in line with trial results), to a weekly viewing of BBC services ranging from around 27 minutes to two hours. 
	BBC iPlayer non-DRM audio downloads 
	A6.41 Our non-DRM audio download demand projections are summarised in Table A6.6. 
	Table A6.6:    BBC iPlayer non-DRM downloads demand (million hours / year)
	Year  2011 
	unit downloads (million/ year)
	downloaded hours  (million / year)
	BBC
	1215
	304
	Ofcom High Case
	1515
	379
	Ofcom Central Case
	1215
	304
	Ofcom Low Case
	910
	228
	 
	A6.42 Ofcom closely followed the HC methodology to estimate the demand for iPlayer downloads. This estimate is based on US data on podcast penetration and evidence from iPlayer trials. The latter provides a basis to assess the number of hours downloaded by each household using the service. 
	A6.43 In all scenarios Ofcom has further split iPlayer downloads (and all affected markets) into a music and non-music segment. We have assumed that music will account for 3% of total downloads. 
	A6.44 Our Central Case produces estimates of downloaded iPlayer hours that are identical to the BBC management’s forecasts.  However, our analysis of impacts is based on listener hours as opposed to downloads. To calculate listener hours we have made assumptions on the number of repeats per download. Specifically, we have assumed that music downloads are listened to 20 times each (per year per household), while non-music downloads are listened to twice each (per year per household). 
	A6.45 In our high case, total BBC downloads are around 25% higher so that total listening hours are around 960m per year by 2011.  In our low case, total BBC downloads are around 25% lower, so that total listening hours are approximately 580m per year. This has been modelled as a change in take-up, but could have been equivalently modelled by appropriately reducing/increasing usage in households reached. 
	The nature of the demand for iPlayer – creation and substitution 
	A6.46 The introduction of each iPlayer component is likely to cause a reduction in demand for impacted services; iPlayer may also generate its own demand without directly affecting the demand for other non-iPlayer services. In this section, we discuss our assumptions on new market creation and substitution from other services. We drew heavily on market research and on the information gathered from stakeholders to develop the detailed view on each effect.   
	A6.47 For each of the four services, we estimated the proportion of iPlayer usage that is diverted from viewing or listening to other non-BBC services. 
	A6.48 We have identified the services affected by iPlayer taking into account the degree of substitutability between competing video and audio services. This analysis has been carried out on the basis of product similarity, consumer, stakeholder and secondary evidence on substitutability between products and, where possible, previous analysis of similar services and markets.  
	A6.49 We have also used this information to support our estimates of “diversion ratios” used to calculate the number of iPlayer hours that are subtracted from viewing and listening to competing services as detailed in the main text of this report. 
	A6.50 In practice, we expect that the BBC’s services will tend to divert viewing and listening away from the BBC’s traditional media services (linear TV and radio) somewhat more than from the traditional media services of other broadcasters.  We have modelled this by assuming that substitution will affect BBC products more than proportionally to their market share. While, for example, 78% of all cable linear TV viewing hours are non-BBC hours, only 63% of iPlayer impact hours in this segment will be diverted from non-BBC services.  
	A6.51 The justifications for the levels of diversion are described in more detail in Table A6.7 below. A ‘high’ level of diversion means more than 30% of the iPlayer hours were diverted from this service, a ‘medium’ level of diversion means 10-30% and ‘low’ is 0-10%. New market refers to the extent to which the on-demand proposal creates new demand.   
	Table A6.7 Summary of demand diversion and creation by iPlayer proposal 
	Service
	Diversion 
	Reasons
	BBC cable catch-up
	Other free cable catch-up
	Medium
	Best substitute
	Paid cable catch-up or VOD
	Medium
	Consumer survey: 45% said they value functionality of rewind etc. (but impact on use of paid-for VOD itself not measured)
	Linear TV via cable or IPTV
	High
	Consumer survey: 54% said they could watch normal cable TV if catch-up not available 15% said they use it less as a result of starting to use cable catch-up
	DVD/VHS tape rental
	Low
	Consumer survey: 53% said they would use DVDs if catch-up not available, 23% said consumption decreased since using catch-up 
	DVD/VHS tape sales
	PVR on same platform
	Low
	Same platform so limited incremental cost; similar functionality
	DVDr/VCR
	Minimal
	Consumer survey – 26-34% said they would use DVDr if cable catch-up not available or they had to pay.
	PVR on different platform
	Low
	At the margin, diversion of hours could lead to switching of platforms. Likelihood linked to switching costs and higher for PVRs on satellite platform than on terrestrial (switching to Freeview with PVR capability) – included because only requires £95 expenditure for STB with same channels as basic Homechoice or cable
	New market
	High
	37% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started using cable catch-up
	BBC internet catch-up
	Free internet catch-up (e.g. ITV)
	High
	Best substitute
	Free internet VOD
	High
	Same platform and price point and similar content although more user generated
	Paid internet catch-up or paid VOD
	High
	Same platform and similar content; similar quality
	DVD/VHS tape rental
	Low to medium
	Despite different platform, consumer survey provided strong evidence: 39% would turn to DVDs if service withdrawn and 28% said they reduced consumption of DVDs when they started using internet catch-up, 43% valued functionality of pause rewind. 
	 
	Relatively low use of DVDs versus linear TV justifies lower diversion ratio
	DVD/VHS tape sales
	Simulcast TV
	Low
	Similarity of platform, content and pricing suggest inclusion
	Non-PC based services
	Low to medium in future 
	Scope of the relevant markets is likely to broaden to include TV based services, as the use of home hub technology (which allows internet content to be viewed on the TV) becomes more widespread
	New market
	Medium
	42% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started using internet VOD  
	29% of BBC triallists said they used iPlayer to download programmes not heard of before
	BBC simulcast
	Other free simulcast
	Medium to high
	Best substitute
	Free internet VOD
	Low to medium
	Very limited simulcast content currently available, but 11% of VOD users claimed to use simulcast. Similarity of platform, content and pricing suggest inclusion 
	Paid internet VOD
	New market
	High
	Qualitative consumer evidence finds that simulcast tended to be used when normal TV not available, e.g. in the workplace
	 
	 
	Service
	Diversion 
	Reasons
	BBC non-DRM audio downloads   speech
	Speech free downloads/ streaming 
	Low
	Best substitute 
	 
	In consumer research 17% reduced listening to radio over internet
	Speech paid downloads/ streaming
	Low
	Substitution in terms of portability, functionality, content type – BBC speech affects speech
	Speech CDs/audio cassettes
	Low
	In consumer research, 44% reduced listening to CDs. Secondary data: substitution between audio downloads and CDs
	Speech linear radio
	Medium
	In consumer research, 50% reduced listening to non-digital radio. Secondary data: substitution between audio downloads and radio
	New market
	High
	19% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started downloading audio programmes, 43% that affected none or one relevant service
	BBC non-DRM audio downloads music
	Music free downloads/ streaming
	Low
	Best substitute 
	 
	In consumer research 17% reduced listening to radio over internet
	Music paid downloads/ streaming
	Low
	Substitution in terms of portability, functionality, content type – BBC music affects music
	Music CDs/audio cassettes
	Low
	In consumer research, 44% reduced listening to CDs. Secondary data: substitution between audio downloads and CDs
	Music linear radio
	Low to Medium
	In consumer research, 50% reduced listening to non-digital radio. Secondary data: substitution between audio downloads and radio
	New market
	High
	19% in consumer survey said their use of other relevant services did not change when started downloading audio programmes, 43% that affected none or one relevant service
	 
	Consumer surplus calculations 
	A6.52 If the BBC’s services divert consumers away from other services, those consumers will gain consumer surplus from consumption of the new BBC services, but lose the consumer surplus associated with the services from which they have diverted.  It is clear that the gain must exceed the loss – if not, the consumers would not switch.  However, it is not clear at the time of writing whether the BBC Trust’s assessment of public value will already take account of the reduction. 
	A6.53 This is shown in the diagram below (which shows how iPlayer would impact consumer behaviour under the assumption that total viewer hours are fixed).  The PVT as a whole needs to estimate the “net gain in consumer surplus” shown in the bottom right chart. However, it is possible that the Trust will calculate the gross gain in consumer surplus for BBC users.  As a result, we have sought to estimate the loss in consumer surplus for users of non-BBC services shown in the bottom left chart – the Trust may need to set this against its consumer surplus calculations.   
	Figure 2.2 – Methodology for assessing market impacts 
	  
	A6.54 For video services, total diverted viewing hours are calculated by adding the hours of viewing of scheduled TV and PVRs diverted to iPlayer from commercial operators to the estimated lost hours from the other services (TV and Internet VOD, Internet live TV, DVDs). 
	A6.55 The consumer surplus adjustment is obtained by multiplying the above hours by an estimate of the marginal surplus consumers derive from media consumption (set at five pence per hour).This value was estimated on the basis of information on consumers willingness to pay for access to BBC channels. We estimated the value of marginal media consumption by adjusting the declared willingness to pay for BBC services to a lower level, since, by construction, the marginal valuation ought to be lower than the average willingness to pay for the least valued service consumed.  A further cross-check is that the total consumer surplus loss derived should be lower than the gain identified in the PVA. 
	A6.56 The computation of the audio model consumer surplus adjustment was undertaken following a similar methodology.  We derived total hours diverted from non-BBC services (including archive listening) and multiplied this by the same marginal consumer surplus per hour figure of five pence per hour. 
	Producer surplus impacts  
	A6.57 As explained in the main text, our analysis also estimates the impact on producer surplus (defined as revenue less marginal cost).  We derived the surplus loss calculations from the hours diverted to iPlayer for the various services under the assumption that there is no change in prices over the relevant range of the demand change.  This may marginally overstate the impact on producer surplus if prices in practice fall as demand shifts.  
	A6.58 Except for DVD, VHS, CDs (music and audio books), we have assumed that providers’ marginal costs are zero over the relevant quantity range – thus equating marginal revenue losses and marginal producer surplus losses.  
	A6.59 For the calculation of the impact on producer surplus from lost satellite, cable and hybrid (IPTV) service subscriptions, we have made assumptions on the number of subscriptions lost from a given loss of viewer/listener hours. Firstly, the lost hours of scheduled TV viewing were attributed according to the penetration the impacted platforms.  Secondly, we used a conversion factor (set at 0.1) to estimate the number of lost subscriptions from viewer hours. This reflects the fact that while viewing of a subscription service may decrease, it will only lead to cancellation of subscriptions in a relatively limited number of cases.   
	A6.60 From these lost subscriptions figures, we calculated the monetary impacts using monthly prices of £15 for Sky and £11 for cable and hybrid packages.  This reflects the fact that, on the whole, the viewers most likely to switch away from Sky and cable will be those on lower cost subscription packages. 
	A6.61 We note that we assumed that each household subscribes to a single TV platform. Since the subscription to cable or Homechoice would be necessary to access cable catch-up services, there is no impact on TV subscriptions (in particular for satellite platforms) from the cable catch-up proposal. 
	A6.62 Lost PVR service subscriptions were calculated using the same subscriptions to viewer hours ratio (that is 0.1) used to calculate impacts of cable, hybrid and Sky subscriptions from internet catch-up. 
	A6.63 We calculated the average price of a subscription to PVR services to assess internet catch-up impacts on these services.  To determine the average price that applies to all broadband households with access to PVRs (using Sky+, TV Drive or Homechoice) we have taken a simple (unweighted) average of the prices for the various platforms, this is set at £5 per month. We note that for Sky+, we assumed that 50% of subscribers are premium subscribers getting the PVR service at no additional cost. 
	A6.64 We used the average PVR service price that applies to cable and hybrid households (this is based on a cable operator’s PVR service price, £10 per month) to calculate cable catch-up impacts on lost subscriptions to PVR services in these households. 
	A6.65 Our estimation of surplus losses from impacted hours has also required assumptions about: 
	 The average hourly scheduled TV advertising price to calculate advertising losses. We assumed an average scheduled TV advertising price of around seven pence. We then adjusted this price to reflect the fall in demand driven by iPlayer impacts (for scheduled TV only). In our calculations, we assumed a price elasticity of demand of -2.1 (on the basis of previous studies on TV advertising commissioned by Ofcom).  
	 The surplus accruing to other broadcasters from an hour of simulcast TV; we assumed that the producer surplus loss associated with an hour of simulcast TV viewing diverted to iPlayer is roughly equivalent to half of the loss per hour of (TV platform) scheduled TV viewing, on the basis that advertising rates for simulcast transmissions are likely to be considerably lower than for standard linear TV. 
	 The average hourly (internet and TV) VoD advertising price (currently set at about half the value of scheduled TV advertising prices) to calculate losses related to lower non-BCC TV VoD viewing (for all business models). We note here that we assumed the same price irrespective of business model (this is – at the margin – consistent with an arbitrage assumption, if one model was more profitable, the other would not be used; this arbitrage relation will not necessarily hold on average). This was needed to calculate iPlayer’s cable and internet catch-up impacts. 
	 DVD absolute margins per rental/sale (we assumed a 69% margin relying on figures from Blockbusters’ Annual Report; average of 2003-2005, rental margin figures).  These have been used in conjunction with our estimate of the decrease in DVD rentals and purchases from lost DVD viewing hours.    
	 The average rental price of a DVD is £2.98 (from the BBC annual report) and the average sale price of a DVD is £10.5 (from the BVA Yearbook 2006). 
	A6.66 For the calculation of non-DRM impacts we made assumptions on: 
	 The future BBC market radio share and the appropriate adjustment factor (as above, to account for the fact that the radio hours lost to iPlayer be disproportionately likely to be BBC hours) required to estimate the proportion of iPlayer impact hours affecting non-BBC hours lost to iPlayer  
	 The average radio advertising price (currently set at two pence per hour). 
	 The internet radio advertising price (set at one penny per hour). 
	 The number of lost downloads (from hours lost to iPlayer). This has been calculated by dividing impacted hours by the average length of an mp3 single track (about 3 minutes) and by an average number of “repeats” ( for music this is set at 20, corresponding to two people listening to the track for 10 times, for speech downloads this is set at 2). 
	 The average price of a music download (set at £0.80). 
	 The average price of speech podcasts (set at £0.50). 
	 The average price of audio books (downloads and CDs).  
	 The proportion of paid speech downloads (podcasts) in music paid downloads (set at 1%, required to calculate total paid speech downloads figures).  
	A6.67 We converted Audio books hours and CD listener hours lost to iPlayer (excluding archive hours) into the number of downloads/CDs by dividing total hours lost by the average duration of an audiobook or CD (1.5 hours and 0.75 hours respectively) and the average number of repeats (assumed to be equal to two for audio books and 20 for CDs). The number of lost discs was then multiplied by the average margin per disc/download. 
	Sensitivities on key parameters for producer surplus impacts 
	A6.68 We have carried out sensitivity analysis on a range of key assumptions and parameters required for the estimation of producer surplus impacts. 
	A6.69 For simulcast TV we have assessed how our estimated producer surplus loss is affected by changes to assumptions on:  
	 TV advertising prices on traditional platforms; 
	 The discount factor applied to TV advertising prices to determine the level of internet advertising prices; 
	 the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours – i.e. those hours that are diverted away from other services rather than those that create additional viewing. 
	A6.70 The analysis shows that changes to all of the above have a strong effect on the estimated impact of the proposals. A 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. We note that the calculations of impacts linked to higher or lower market creation (here and throughout this section) are based on the same diversion ratios used for our main results, therefore the reduction on impacts is applied across the board proportionally to the set diversion ratios.   
	A6.71 Our analysis also shows that a 20% increase in the level of advertising prices leads to an increase of forgone producer surplus of 20%. 
	Table A6.8 BBC iPlayer Simulcast sensitivity analysis
	Parameter changed
	NPV (£ m)
	Parameter change (%)
	NPV Percentage difference  compared to central case
	Central case: no changes 
	21
	Advertising price 
	25
	20%
	20%
	Discount from TV advertising price
	25
	20%
	20%
	iPlayer  substitutional hours share
	25
	20%
	20%
	 
	 
	A6.72 For cable catch-up we have assessed how producer surplus is impacted by changes to assumptions on  
	 TV advertising prices on traditional platforms; 
	 the number of lost subscriptions corresponding to a given number of viewing hours lost to iPlayer 
	 the discount applied to TV advertising prices to determine the level of internet advertising and VoD advertising prices; 
	 the DVD price-cost margin; and 
	 the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours. 
	 the number of repeats for DVDs. 
	A6.73 The analysis shows that a 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. The estimate of producer surplus lost also changes significantly with changes to the assumptions on advertising prices and DVD price-cost margin.  These robustness checks also reveal that when the parameter on repeats increases by 20%, forgone producer surplus falls by about 9%.  The analysis is less sensitive to changes on all other parameters. 
	Table A6.9 BBC iPlayer  7 Day Cable Catch-up sensitivity analysis
	Parameter changed
	NPV (£ m)
	Parameter change (%)
	NPV Percentage difference  compared to central case
	Central Case: no changes
	68
	Advertising prices 
	73
	20%
	9%
	Hours: subscription ratio
	68
	20%
	0%
	Discount from TV adv price
	70
	20%
	3%
	DVD margin 
	75
	20%
	11%
	iPlayer  substitutional hours share
	81
	20%
	20%
	Repeats 
	61
	20%
	-9%
	 
	A6.74 For internet catch-up we have assessed how producer surplus impacts are affected by changes to our assumptions on  
	 TV advertising prices (on traditional platforms); 
	 the number of lost subscriptions corresponding to a given number of viewing hours lost to iPlayer; 
	 the discount applied to TV advertising prices to determine the level of internet advertising and VoD advertising prices; 
	 the DVD price-cost margin; 
	 the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours; and  
	 the number of repeats for DVDs. 
	A6.75 The sensitivity analysis shows that a 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. The estimate of producer surplus lost also changes significantly with the assumptions on DVD price-cost margin.  The estimated impacts are also visibly varying with advertising prices levels. These robustness checks also reveal that when the parameter on repeats increases by 20%, forgone producer surplus falls by about 11%.  The analysis is less sensitive to changes on the subscriptions parameter. 
	Table A6.10 BBC iPlayer 7 Day Internet Catch-up sensitivity analysis
	Parameter changed
	NPV (£ m)
	Parameter change (%)
	NPV Percentage difference  compared to central case
	No changes- Central Case 
	166
	Advertising prices 
	178
	20%
	7%
	Hours: subscription ratio
	166
	20%
	0.2%
	Discount from TV advertising price
	176
	20%
	6%
	DVD margin 
	187
	20%
	13%
	iPlayer  substitutional hours share
	199
	20%
	20%
	Repeats 
	148
	20%
	-11%
	 
	 
	A6.76 For music non DRM we have assessed how producer surplus is impacted by changes to our assumptions on  
	 radio advertising prices; 
	 the unit price of music downloads; 
	 margins on music CD; 
	 the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours; and 
	 our assumptions on the number of yearly repeats for music materials. 
	A6.77 The analysis shows that changes to advertising prices and repeats have a negligible effect on the estimated impact of the proposals.  The variable that drives the largest changes of producer surplus loss is the proportion of iPlayer hours coming from other services: a 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. Significant changes to the estimated impacts are also driven by changes to our assumptions on the price of music downloads and CD margins. A 20% increase of these parameters leads to an increase on lost producer surplus of about 10%. 
	Table A6.11 BBC iPlayer Audio non-DRM music downloads  sensitivity analysis
	Parameter changed
	NPV (£ m)
	Parameter change (%)
	NPV Percentage difference  compared to central case
	No changes:  Central Case
	33
	Advertising price
	34
	20%
	0%
	Price of music download
	37
	20%
	12%
	CD music margin
	36
	20%
	8%
	iPlayer substitutional hours share
	40
	20%
	20%
	Repeats 
	34
	20%
	0%
	 
	A6.78 For speech  non DRM we have assessed how producer surplus is affected by changes to our assumptions on  
	 radio advertising prices; 
	 the unit price of podcast/speech downloads; 
	 the margin on CDs (and audio book downloads); 
	 the proportion of substitutional iPlayer hours; and 
	 our assumption on the number of yearly repeats for speech audio materials. 
	A6.79 The analysis shows that changes to advertising prices and the price of a podcast generate very small impacts on the estimated impact of the proposals (an increase of 20% in these parameters leads to a 2% increase in impacts on producer surplus).  The parameter that drives the largest changes to the producer loss results is the proportion of iPlayer hours coming from additional demand: a 20% increase in substitutional iPlayer hours generates a 20% increase in lost producer surplus. A change to assumptions on the price-cost margins on CDs and audio book downloads also drives significant variations to the estimated impacts on producer surplus. A 20% increase of these margins leads to an increase on lost surplus of about 16%. Small increases in producer surplus losses are triggered by a 20% increase in repeats. 
	Table A6.12 BBC iPlayer Audio non-DRM Speech Downloads sensitivity analysis
	Producer surplus loss
	NPV (£ m)
	Parameter change (%)
	NPV (%)
	No changes: Central Case 
	27
	Advertising price
	27
	20%
	2%
	Price per podcast
	27
	20%
	2%
	Margin per audio book/CD
	31
	20%
	16%
	iPlayer  substitutional hours share
	21
	20%
	20%
	Repeats
	27
	20%
	2%
	 
	Proposed modifications  – producer surplus impacts 
	A6.80 As set out in the main text, we have identified a number of ways in which the BBC proposals might be modified to reduce their impact.  We describe here the implications of removing series stacking from the cable catch-up service, series stacking and the 13 week storage window from the internet catch-up service and various types of content from the audio service.  
	A6.81 We have modelled a possible removal of series stacking from the cable catch-up service as a decrease in the usage uplift (used in the BBC and Ofcom models to scale up data from trials) from 75% to 40%.  
	A6.82 This usage contraction leads to a reduction in iPlayer hours of 127 million in 2011 (20% of total iPlayer demand for that year) and a fall in impact hours of 83 million hours in 2011.  
	A6.83 These hours are associated with DVD, internet VoD and TV VoD viewing. Our results show that in this case impacted hours for these three services would fall by 65%, leading to losses of producer surplus that are just half of estimated losses in our central case (in present value for the 2007-2011 period).  
	Table A6.13 Cable catch-up: removal of series stacking
	Central  Case NPV
	Amended  proposal NPV
	% difference compared  to Central Case
	Total Producer Surplus Loss (£ m)
	68
	34
	-50%
	 
	A6.84 We have modelled the impact of removing series staking and the 13 week storage window from the internet catch-up service by removing the 25% uplift from trial usage included in the BBC and Ofcom models. 
	A6.85 This modification lowers iPlayer demand and impacted hours by 20% or 221 hours (compared to our central case). 
	A6.86 We have assumed that this will imply a reduction of DVD, internet VoD and TV hours diverted to iPlayer of about 40% leading to a similar fall in total producer loss (calculated as the present value of total losses). This reduction is primarily driven by lower surplus losses in the DVD segment (£39 m); however, the impact on internet based VoD is also significantly reduced (£19 m). 
	Table A6.14 Internet catch-up: removal of series stacking/13week window
	Central  Case NPV
	Amended  proposal NPV
	% difference compared  to Central Case
	Total Producer Surplus Loss (£ m)
	166
	106
	-36%
	 
	A6.87 We have modelled the impact of the exclusion of classical music from the non-DRM audio download service on paid downloads and CD purchases by assuming that there will be no music on offer for non-DRM downloads. This is a simplifying assumption which does not distinguish between classical music performance and other performers’ sessions.  However, it is consistent with the view that the vast majority of the impact of music offered as part of iPlayer will be from sales of orchestral performances. 
	A6.88 Ofcom has assumed throughout its modelling that the BBC would offer for non-DRM downloads primarily speech content, with only 3% music downloads. The suggested remedy - modelled as limiting the BBC to offer only speech services- lowers iPlayer downloads by 3%, with a consequent absolute decrease in download units of 36m by 2011, this is equivalent to about 9m  download hours or to a decrease in 182 listener hours (-23% in total, music and speech, iPlayer listener hours). 
	A6.89 Associated with this lower demand for iPlayer non-DRM downloads, we estimate a reduction of 100% in music impacts, or £33m (in present value over the 5 years).  This eliminates 56% of the total producer surplus loss (across music and speech) projected for the non-DRM audio download service as a whole.  
	A6.90 We have modelled the impact of the exclusion of audio books from the non-DRM audio download service by assuming that the iPlayer non-DRM download speech service will not divert listener hours from audio books sales of CDs and downloads, and that more of the demand for iPlayer will be incremental. 
	A6.91 This change implies that there will be about 50,000 fewer lost hours for the audio book segment leading to a fall in present value of surplus losses of £21m (or 80% of speech impacts).  This eliminates 36% of the total producer surplus loss (across music and speech) projected for the non-DRM audio download service as a whole. 
	Table A6.15 Non –DRM downloads: exclusion of audio books 
	 
	Central  Case NPV
	Amended  proposal NPV
	% difference compared  to Central Case
	Speech Producer Surplus Loss (£m)
	26
	5
	-80%
	Total Producer Surplus Loss (£m)
	59
	38
	-36%
	 
	The demand for iPlayer estimated by the BBC Trust  – Producer surplus impacts and consumer surplus calculations 
	A6.92 In this final section, we present our estimates of the impact associated with the level of demand for the iPlayer proposals forecast by the BBC Trust. 
	A6.93 In this analysis, we attributed the iPlayer viewer and listener hours estimated by the Trust to new demand and the previously identified impacted services in proportion to the diversion ratios used to derive our main results. 
	A6.94 We note that the Trust’s forecasts are very close to our Central Case simulcast demand estimates. There are however, important differences – compared to our Central Case – in the estimated demand for the remaining iPlayer proposals. In particular, the Trust has forecast higher demand for internet catch-up services and lower demand for cable catch-up and non-DRM downloads. 
	A6.95 We show in Table A6.16 the level of demand forecast by Ofcom and the Trust for each iPlayer proposal. We also show the present value of our calculations of consumer surplus and producer surplus impacts over the relevant period in our Central Case and in the Trust’s home hubs scenario.   
	Table A6.16 Comparison of iPlayer impacts under Ofcom’s Central Case estimates and BBC Trust’s home hubs scenario
	Internet catch-up
	Cable catch-up
	Simulcast  TV
	Non-DRM audio download
	Ofcom’s Central Case iPlayer hours in 2011 (m)
	1103
	637
	643
	304
	BBC Trust ‘s  Home Hubs Scenario iPlayer hours in 2011 (m)
	1263
	483
	632
	180
	Ofcom’s Central Case 
	Consumer surplus  – 2007/11 NPV (reduction in £m)
	93
	46
	28
	24
	Trust’s Home Hubs Scenario  Consumer surplus  – 2007/11 NPV (reduction in £m) 
	107
	35
	27
	14
	Ofcom’s Central Case 
	Producer surplus loss – 2007/11 NPV (£m)
	166
	68
	21
	59
	Trust‘s Home Hubs Scenario  Producer surplus loss – 2007/11 NPV (£m)
	190
	51
	21
	35
	Notes: We show here the BBC Trust’s estimates with adjustments for the home hubs scenario. This scenario differs from other Trust’s projections only for the iPlayer Internet 7 Day Catch-up 
	 


